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Nearly twenty years after the ground-breaking report by Brent Community Health Council (CHC) (1981) into the standard of health care provided to minority ethnic communities, there is continuing evidence of failure on the part of the National Health Service (NHS). One of the ways in which the New Labour government has sought to address such inadequacies in public services has been to increase the numbers of minority ethnic people in the workforce. The central argument of this thesis is that the notion of 'ethnic diversity' has not been adequately defined, and that the practical implications of diversity may be the creation of new 'ethnic specialisms' and the consequent marginalisation of minority ethnic individuals. The means by which the government are seeking to achieve ethnic diversity, i.e. mainstreaming 'race' equality issues and using strong positive action (PA), have no tradition in the NHS and are likely to be resisted. Even those who might be considered natural allies of the government, personnel and human resources professionals, undermined to some extent by new public management, may prove obstructive. They appear to have developed a fairly new equality practice, managing diversity (and in particular the model promoted by Kandola et al 1995; Kandola & Fullerton 1998) to overcome their relative loss of influence. This is an individualistic tool wholly antithetical to the use of PA, which works on the basis of group identities. The research findings presented here are drawn from a national mail survey of NHS trusts, and a semi-structured interview survey carried out with various actors involved in minority ethnic health issues in a major city in the south west of England. Its primary contribution is to conceptualise explicitly the notion of ethnic diversity, establishing its practical implications, and testing empirically the possibility of redefining the merit principle to include group identities.
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Introduction

The purpose of this introductory chapter is to set the background for the thesis. In the first instance the background and structure will be explained. The thesis began life as an investigation of the possible justification for the use of positive discrimination (PD) to improve the position of minority ethnic communities. Due to the modified version of 'grounded theory' employed, modified in the sense that it was not possible to undertake the research free from any preconceived ideas, the emphasis rapidly tilted towards ethnic diversity and its practical implications. The thesis has three sections, and eight chapters (excluding the conclusion) these will be set out individually below. The bulk of this chapter is devoted to a discussion about the methods adopted and to explaining some of its more unusual features and limitations.

Background and structure

In view of the substantial evidence available (Ahmad 1993a; Modood et al 1997; Alexander 1999; Mason 2000; Parekh 2000), it is reasonable to suggest that minority ethnic communities are relatively disadvantaged compared to their white counterparts on a number of indices. Although it must be recognised that terms such as ethnicity are disputed and that experiences are diverse within and between minority groups (Modood et al 1997; Iganski & Payne 1999; Sly et al 1999), this does not diminish the importance of the overall patterns identified. Furthermore, as I write, 'race relations' has gained a significant profile in public debate as the worst riots in Britain since 1995 have erupted in Oldham, Burnley and Bradford. Indeed a recent poll conducted by MORI and commissioned by the United Nations Population
Fund indicates that 'race relations' and immigration rated fourth on a list of major concerns for Britain: ‘Worries about race relations and immigration have risen from 3% in 1996, to 19% now’ (www.mori.com/polls/2001/unfpa.shtml). This might mean, as the Commission for Racial Equality (CRE) have pointed out, that awareness has grown rather than hostility, however, in light of the persistence of the Labour government to follow in the footsteps of their predecessors in balancing tough immigration policies with extended legislation (Lester 1998; Branigan 2001a), this seems unlikely.

One potential means of improving the position of minority ethnic people in employment, and therefore in the longer-term in other areas of life has been to positively discriminate in their favour. Although this is unlawful under the provisions of the Race Relations Act 1976 there have been examples of its successful use in other countries (i.e. the USA and South Africa¹). Furthermore it was used by Labour to increase the numbers of women in Parliament prior to the 1997 general election (Brasher 1996) though it was subsequently judged to be unlawful and struck down (Branigan 2001b; Russell 2001). Perhaps it should not be surprising that there are renewed calls for its use, particularly for minority ethnic communities (Hattersley 1997).

This project started life as an exploration of the justifications for PD on behalf of minority ethnic communities, in short, whether it could ever be justified. Consistent with the methodological approach adopted here, a modified version of grounded theory, it has grown substantially away from that starting point. The current buzzword in relation to matters of equality of opportunity is ‘diversity’ and it is in this direction that there has been a seismic shift of late. Despite the inherently inclusive implications of diversity, I have chosen to concentrate on ‘ethnic diversity’. Although other aspects of identity are considered whenever appropriate, as Bagilhole has argued: ‘There are...stages when one source of disadvantage needs to be separated out so that it can be given due attention’ (1997: 1). This narrower focus has been lent more legitimacy by the recent developments in public policy in relation to the needs and

¹ Although both its existence and success in the context of the United States are vigorously debated, see Edwards (1995) and Glazer (1998).
interests of minority ethnic communities. The Labour government since its election in 1997 has stressed the need to increase ethnic diversity in the public sector workforce, for various reasons, some explicit, others less so, which will be dealt with below. Consequently this project is about ethnic diversity and its practical implications.

In order to ground the research into a policy context it is sited within the National Health Service (NHS), and the issues are explored through the perceptions of various actors involved either in the provision of health care, or, given the importance attributed to employment issues, in the operation of personnel policies. A national mail survey of NHS trusts was carried out targeting Personnel Directors, to gauge the progress of equal opportunities policies, and, to a lesser extent, to evaluate their understanding of ethnic diversity.

To complement this, an in-depth interview survey, taking the form of a case study, was carried out in a major city in the south west (hereafter called Robbinston) with various actors involved in the provision of health care. The region has a minority ethnic population of 2.8%, but areas with 25% or more (OPCS 1993). It is usual for case studies to provide a significant amount of background information on the area in which the research has been carried out. Unfortunately, this level of information cannot be reproduced here because the region in which the city is located is not ethnically diverse and would be immediately recognisable. Anonymity was promised to the interview respondents, and was also part of the assurances made to satisfy the rigorous ethical clearance procedure conducted by the University. Therefore, despite the fact that this might undermine to some extent the claims towards a case study approach, it is nevertheless unavoidable. The research methods and its limitations of the study are outlined more fully below.

This thesis has three sections. The first and second utilise the data gathered via the interview survey, whilst the third is constructed from material also gathered via the questionnaire survey. The first section concentrates on the quality of care provided to minority ethnic communities. Although it is readily acknowledged that 'Any attempts to understand the
lives of black people in Britain must incorporate an historical perspective. The history of British imperialism and legislation constraining immigration forms the backcloth against which contemporary race relations are acted out' (Donovan 1986a: 3), I do not intend to provide such a history of immigration and legislation here, since it has already been covered well by Donovan (1986a), Baxter (1988), Gerrish et al (1996) and others.

Instead, Chapter 1 focuses on communication barriers, defined as a combination of language and cultural barriers that influence the willingness of minority ethnic individuals to approach the NHS and the quality of provision they receive if and when they do so (for a definition of culture, as it is used in this thesis, see the glossary at Appendix 1). Although authors such as Bhopal and White (1993) have criticised the tendency to emphasise communication problems at the expense of other pressing health issues, it was the main area of concern of the respondents, supported by a consultation document provided by the local health authority (HA) (see Appendix 5). The evidence suggests that communication remains highly problematic for certain sections of society, that the consequences can be distressing, even dangerous, and that this may not be adequately recognised by those responsible for providing and administering local services.

Chapter 2 is devoted to the question of discrimination. Does 'racial' discrimination influence the treatment of minority ethnic people in relation to health provision? An enormous amount of evidence suggests that this has been an on-going problem for society, and the evidence presented here supports this. Furthermore it seems that the MacPherson (1999) report — argued by many to be a seminal point in British 'race' relations (Johns 1999; McLaughlin & Murji 1999; Parekh 2000) — provides the overarching context in which discrimination and racism are challenged and defended. In line with the wider debates those who work in the NHS generally feel that Macpherson went too far, while those representing the needs of users generally believe that it did not go far enough. The latter mostly view the failures outlined in Chapter 1 as the result of direct institutional discrimination.
Section 2 then is devoted to the issue of policy. What can or should be done to overcome any problems in terms of provision? It contains three chapters, primarily focusing on Robbinston although the first is national in scope. Chapter 3 concentrates on the post-1991 reforms (DoH 1990), which were meant to introduce market discipline into the NHS. This was allegedly undertaken in the interests of economy, efficiency and efficacy, but there were specific elements which were predicted to have real potential for improving services to minority ethnic communities (Hopkins & Bahl 1993). This was explored with the interview respondents, and the outcome supports the bulk of the available evidence. It seems that the potential was never realised, and further, that the movement towards Primary Care Groups (PCGs) (DoH 1997), which was happening during the interview survey, may prove equally disappointing.

The remaining chapters are locally specific and relate very much to the consultation exercise that was conducted by the HA with local minority ethnic communities (Appendix 5). Several things were demanded and corresponding policy promises were made. Chapter 4 concentrates specifically on measures taken to address the problem of language barriers and Chapter 5 on attempts to deal with cultural gaps between white health professionals and minority ethnic users, particularly cultural awareness training (CAT). The section underlines the lack of commitment in the region to going beyond a nominal involvement of users and making some promises that are unlikely to be kept. Furthermore, even if the HA fulfilled or was likely to fulfil its promises it is questionable whether significant improvements would result.

Section 3 forms the backbone of the project devoted as it is to the issues of greater ethnic diversity. There is a widespread assumption shared by the Labour government that achieving greater diversity in general and ethnic diversity in particular within important social institutions would naturally improve the service provided. Chapter 6 sets out the development of this argument and attempts to go further than mere assumptions by trying to ascertain what is meant by ethnic diversity and how it will work in practice. If the respondents of this
research are in any way representative it would appear that either it has not been thought through, or, that it is a deliberate attempt to place the burden of responsibility onto minority ethnic communities themselves.

The seventh chapter moves on to consider the best means of achieving ethnic diversity, and specifically the current strategy of the Labour government. This appears to involve mainstreaming 'race' equality issues and regaining centralised control over human resource functions (Carter 2000). Positive action (PA) widely viewed as the most radical of lawful equal opportunities activity, has been feted as an essential component in the achievement of ethnic diversity (Baxter 1997; Iganski et al 1998; Parekh 2000). Yet doubts have been expressed about the degree of high level commitment to the practice (Iganksi et al 2001), although with the promise of targets contained in the recently published *Race Equality Agenda* (DoH 2000) this may now be changing. Nevertheless, existing research evidence suggests that this will be resisted (Kandola & Fullerton 1998) and again the research findings presented here support this. In fact, the chapter suggests that a massive paradox exists in which those making everyday employment decisions are both more conservative and more radical than the government. The central problem appears to be (theoretical) individualism and how to overcome it.

Chapter 8 charts the course of a fairly new development in equality theory, managing diversity (MD), which appears to have gained some ground in the personnel function of the NHS. Here we will consider what it means from the perspective of Kandola et al (1994, 1995, 1998) and chart its progress and impact in the UK. Although its progress is apparently measured in the labour market *per se* the evidence presented here suggests that its individualistic emphasis might appeal more readily to those making day-to-day employment decisions in the NHS. Furthermore, those who would seem to be natural allies of the government, i.e. Human Resource Directors and personnel professionals (Carter 2000) may prove resistant to any attempt to engage in PA measures, having already bought into the rhetoric of MD. Ultimately, the central theme of the research is that where services fail
minority ethnic communities are apparently to be made implicitly responsible for any improvements or ultimately blamed when improvements prove elusive (as they unquestionably will without immediate and radical action). Before we move on, it is necessary to set out the research methods and discuss the limitations to the findings.

Research Methods

Having outlined the shape of the thesis and highlighted some themes for further investigation, it is necessary to set out the methods employed to first gather and then analyse the data. This section then is divided into three main parts. The first describes the principal aims and objectives of the research and explains how they informed the construction of the overall project design. Having explained why each method was used, the second section describes the processes involved in conducting the postal survey: the sampling strategy, the development and administration of the questionnaire; the response rate; and the method of data analysis. Similarly, the third section recounts the process of organising interviews for the case study: sampling; response rates; schedule development; interview procedures; and how the data was analysed.

Aims and objectives

As can be readily divined concerns as to the quality of service provided to minority ethnic communities abound in the available literature (Smaje 1995; Law 1996; Mason 2000). This research project was designed to investigate how these concerns have been addressed, focusing specifically upon the deliberate diversification of the workforce. To do this effectively a dual strategy was considered the most appropriate. The first part of the strategy was devised in order to gain some idea of the progress Health Service providers (i.e. NHS trusts) had made in adopting and implementing equal opportunities policies, and to solicit the attitudes and opinions of those responsible for personnel matters about the notion of ethnic diversity and about possible methods of its achievement. It was decided that the only way of
presenting a comprehensive enough picture was to organise and distribute a postal questionnaire. The aims of this, explicitly, were to:

- Identify the activity of health care providers in the UK in the context of equality of opportunity.
- Assess the attitudes and opinions of personnel professionals about the notion of diversity, and;
- Tentatively explore their views about the best way of achieving diversity - emphasising the notions of PA and PD.

Within these broad aims there were specific questions which the questionnaire was designed to answer:

- Did NHS providers have equal opportunities policies?
- What were their specific components?
- Did personnel professionals feel that minority ethnic groups were fairly represented in all areas of the service?
- Were PA measures used?
- Would personnel professionals sanction the use of PD, if yes, on what grounds?
- Did they believe that PD was used within the NHS, either currently or at any time in the past?
- Had the notion of 'diversity' entered the vocabulary of personnel professionals?
- How would they personally define it?
- What would they see as the benefits or pitfalls of pursuing diversity?
- Should they approve of diversity as a policy aim, what policy measures would they sanction in its achievement?
An actual longitudinal measure was built into the questionnaire by replicating some of the themes explored in previous national surveys, initially that carried out by the Equal Opportunities Review in 1993 (EOR No.53, 1994).

As stated above there were related issues about the quality of service provided to minority ethnic communities which could not be explored using this particular method, nor could the questionnaire provide a comprehensive and sufficiently deep account of the processes and pressures bearing upon providers to meet these needs. Therefore, it was decided that a case study approach would be used in addition to the questionnaire, employing semi-structured interviews with a range of actors in a suitable geographical area (Strauss & Corbin 1998). In order to do this effectively it was decided that those interviewed should include representatives from (two) local NHS trusts, including health professionals, personnel officers, managers and executives; providers of private health services (if possible); representatives of agencies dealing with minority ethnic or consumer-related health issues; user-group representatives; policy-makers at all levels; and academics working in this area (in both a geographical and disciplinary sense).

The broad aims of the case study approach were to investigate through the attitudes, perceptions and experiences of the relevant actors whether:

- There were any problems associated with health provision for minority ethnic communities within their area.
- Local or national policies were, or had been, effective in dealing with any such problems.
- Diversifying the workforce might work - either as an alternative or as a supplementary strategy - to improve the standard of service provided to minority ethnic communities, and;
- Different, and possibly controversial, methods could be sanctioned in the pursuit of diversity.
Again there were specific questions which emerged from these broad themes:

- What form did identified problems take (if any)?
- Were they the result of language barriers, cultural gaps (which are distinct problems as will become clear below) or individual or institutional discrimination?
- Would specific measures such as universally provided interpreting services, cultural or anti-racist training be effective in this context?
- How effective had national policy been in improving the quality of service provided to minority ethnic communities?
- Did the respondents feel that diversifying the workforce might help?
- Did they feel that minority ethnic individuals were fairly represented locally and nationally within the NHS?
- How would diversity be defined?
- What might it achieve in practical terms?
- What methods would respondents sanction in achieving diversity?

Once the principal themes and issues had been identified and a suitable design for their investigation had been arranged, all that was needed was to begin collecting the data using the tools specified for that purpose. The first step was to develop and distribute a postal questionnaire, the process of which is the topic of the next section.

The Postal Survey

Sampling

As the postal survey was meant to form part of the background for the research, by providing details about the policy activities of health providers in implementing equal opportunities policies, and, to solicit the views of personnel professionals about the notion of diversity and its possible achievement, it was decided that only a nation-wide study would be
satisfactory. Therefore, a straightforward census approach was taken, and every NHS trust in the UK was included (Shipman 1972).

In the beginning the NHS Handbook 1996/7 was used to identify the appropriate trusts and to establish postal addresses. This was not entirely successful because the list only detailed the names of Chairmen (sic) and Chief Executives. As stated briefly above, the aim was to reach those responsible for personnel matters, and so the directory published by the Institute of Health Service Management 1997/8 was consulted. This gave the names, titles and addresses of Personnel Directors (or suitable departments where this information was not available). Officers responsible for personnel/human resource matters were targeted because of their proximity to the subject area, and the competing pressures they might face in achieving a balance in staffing issues between utility, legality and fairness (see Cockburn 1989: 218). Several trusts which were not included in the NHS Handbook were also identified. In all 541 potential respondents were identified - although with several trusts having merged or in the process of merging, the final figure was approximately 461.

**Development and administration of the questionnaire**

The questionnaire was developed in stages relating to the different themes incorporated. The sections on diversity were designed in accordance with some of the theoretical work carried out during the process of reviewing the relevant literature (which formed the basis for a journal article, Iganski & Johns 1998), and the questions about the development of equal opportunities soon became secondary to this material. That devoted to the subject of PD was drawn from themes which emerged from the literature itself.

Once the final draft had been completed the Institute of Health, newly aligned to the Faculty of Human Sciences at the University of Plymouth, was contacted with a view to organising a pilot study. Unfortunately, they were unable to assist due to work pressures and the formulation of a new policy, and so an alternative method of piloting had to be arranged.
Ultimately the questionnaire was piloted by taking roughly 5% of the total sample (25 trusts) and sending them a copy of the questionnaire with a covering letter explaining the purposes of the research, informing them of their rights should they participate, and asking for any comments on the questionnaire. Because the survey was to be sent to each of the four countries of the UK, a stratified sample was used. Twenty English trusts were to be included along with two each from Scotland and Wales and one from Northern Ireland. Individual trusts were selected using a simple random sampling technique. Only very minor alterations were made to the questionnaire as a result of the pilot study.

A response rate of approximately 44% (i.e. 11 returns) was achieved as a result of the initial mailing, and only one minor problem was evident. Consequently, the questionnaire was amended and the main survey was launched. The response rate for the pilot ultimately reached approximately 48% (or 12 returns).

The final questionnaire sought factual information on equal opportunities, and personal attitudes and opinions about the notion of diversity and possible methods of its achievement, including the following:

- Were written equal opportunities policies in place?
- Had action plans been undertaken?
- Were recruitment procedures formalised, monitored and the data analysed?
- What measures (if any) existed for combating ‘racial’ harassment, either committed by colleagues or patients?
- Had an equality audit been carried out?
- Were minority ethnic communities fairly represented throughout the trust?
- Did they think that diversity might improve the service provided to these communities?
- How would they define diversity, and what benefits or pitfalls would they associate with its achievement?
- What methods of achieving ethnic diversity (given six possibilities) would they favour?
A four stage strategy was organised. Stage one involved sending the questionnaire with a covering letter explaining the nature of the research, detailing my home and work addresses, and informing potential respondents of their rights should they wish to participate (Atkin et al 1994). It also promised respondents a summary of the findings on completion of the research, and a stamped addressed envelope was included for their response. The initial mailing for the main survey was timed to correspond with the second reminder of the pilot study. Stage two constituted a reminder letter forwarded approximately 3-4 weeks after the first to those who had not responded. Again this was meant to have corresponded with the final stage of the process for pilot respondents, but there was some delay in agreeing the contents of the letter, because my supervisor was on sabbatical in Boston, and getting a copy to him and negotiating its content took significantly longer than anticipated. Stage three, then, amounted to a final reminder with a duplicate questionnaire enclosed. The final stage involved a letter being sent to non-respondents asking for any details they would be prepared to provide and included some of the more important questions and themes drawn from the questionnaire.

There were of course problems with this method. On the one hand, the policy detail could have been embellished or even falsified, to create a more favourable impression of the level of activity within individual trusts. There is no absolutely reliable way to validate the responses, and the notion of making false enquiries about employment to cross check policies was deemed unethical. To have asked for copies of policy documents might have adversely affected the response rate, and, ultimately, as several studies have shown (see Chapter 7) policies often fail to reflect actual practice.

On the other hand, a questionnaire of this type may not be ideal for soliciting attitudes and opinions, even though Likert scales were adopted, because there is no means of probing beneath surface answers (Robson 1993; Fink & Litwin 1995). It is also impossible for the respondent to develop their responses in conjunction with the researcher, which may be
important, particularly in relation to a topic to which they might not have given any previous thought. Furthermore, there is considerable scope for respondents to misinterpret questions (one question in particular caused problems, even after post-pilot amendment) and this may not be recognised by either the respondent or the researcher.

A strategy was devised for validating the policy details, albeit imperfectly. As will become clear in Chapter 7 a host of similar studies have produced strikingly similar results, and this continuity can be regarded as a limited form of validation. Arguments about the depth of responses and possible misinterpretation of questions can also be countered. Although the respondents might not have thought about some of these issues before, this was part of the strength of the research project as a whole. In fact, few people have thought very much about them, that is one of the elements which promises to make the results a genuine contribution to the area. Because the respondents were guaranteed anonymity in the final report, there is no reason to doubt the veracity of the attitudinal data (Beishon et al 1995). Perhaps the most important justification for using a postal survey, however, lies in the size of the undertaking. In no other manner could so much information have been obtained from so many respondents over such a massive geographical area (Bailey 1987; May 1993; Beishon et al 1995; Czaja & Blair 1996).

Response rates

The survey began in July 1998, with the initial pilot study, and was completed by the end of November of that year. From approximately 461 legitimate mailings 266 responses were received, a final response rate of 58%. A creditable response rate for a national mail survey, particularly for a PhD thesis in the context of governmental surveys (possibly contributing to ‘research overload’).

An interesting point to note is that every effort was made to find the name of Personnel/Human Resource Directors, because it was assumed that this would maximise response rates. If people were named they were likely to feel a greater obligation to complete
the questionnaire and return it. At least that was the underlying logic, but trying to reach a named individual in this way may backfire, because recipients can use this as a pretext for returning the survey uncompleted. This happened on at least two occasions. These were promptly sent back making it clear that the post rather than the person was being targeted. Some responses contained job application forms or rejections indicating that the recipient had not read the correspondence attached to the questionnaire, and had probably disposed of them. These were sent back to the named individuals, on the assumption that they had not received the initial correspondence, stamped confidential with their names highlighted on the envelope.

There are several possible reasons for non-response in this instance. Firstly, the NHS was at the time preparing for another swathe of radical reforms in 1999 in the form of PCGs (DoH 1997). At the time of writing several trusts are, and were, in the process of merging with others in their immediate areas. Consequently, policies were either in a state of flux or were being reconstructed. Of course it is impossible to determine the percentage of potential respondents to which this applied, but it does explain to a certain extent their reluctance to commit to a policy agenda which might not reflect the current or the coming reality. Secondly, the survey was sent out at the same time as a similar survey by Hurstfield (1999) on behalf of the NHSE and it is likely that this took priority. Thirdly, the subject matter could be perceived to be sensitive and is therefore more likely to receive a lower response than less challenging issues (May 1993).

There is another possible, supplementary, explanation for non-response. In discussing the unwillingness of the IHS to pilot my questionnaire, a colleague suggested that in her opinion the NHS is engaged in ring-fencing ‘health’ as an area for investigation for health professionals engaged in graduate and postgraduate social science research. On reflection I believe that this - though clearly not a widespread problem at present (for instance certain trusts were keen to share the results) is certainly occurring to some extent as this extract from a refusal letter indicates:
We continue to participate in NHS wide surveys conducted on behalf of the Executive or other professional organisations which give us comparative information. In addition, we support our own employees in their professional/academic studies but clearly, the time available to support others is limited.

Furthermore, in the wake of the second follow-up to the main survey I received a phone call from a personnel professional trying to oversee a merger, asking for my identity and on whose behalf the survey was being carried out. When I told them that I was a PhD student and that it was not government-sponsored research, she said that she would do what she could. No response was subsequently forthcoming.

Whilst it would be easy to overestimate the significance of these occurrences, because the support and co-operation was overwhelmingly positive, allowing such developments to proceed without mention would be unwise if not dangerous. If health research were to be ring-fenced for professionals working in the field this would certainly harm the quality of social research being undertaken, and undermine the credibility of the end-product. How objective would the findings be? What fresh perspectives could be drawn upon? I raise this issue as a possible explanation for non-response in relation to my own work, but also as a barrier which may have to be challenged and overcome in the future.

Data analysis

The resultant data were analysed using a computer package (in this case SPSS) - though they were collected for descriptive purposes - outlining the progress trusts have made in implementing equal opportunities policies, and assessing official attitudes to the concept of diversity and various means of achieving it - rather than to explore causality or test a hypothesis (May 1993; Ragin 1994).
The Case Study: Organising Interviews

Sampling

For the case study a number of features were important in identifying a suitable area. First, there had to be a reasonably sized minority ethnic community - Plymouth and the immediate area clearly did not meet this criteria. Second, I wanted an area which had not been 'over-done', such as London or the north west, and one with as local a perspective as possible. Third, it had to be somewhere with a favourable policy climate, which I hoped would become clearer once the completed questionnaires began to come in. Finally, it had to be within striking distance of Plymouth (if at all possible) in order to minimise travelling time and expense.

One area which seemed - at least cursorily speaking - to have most of these features was identified, identified here as Robbinston. Therefore, returns from Robbinston were examined very closely and eventually the decision was made to tentatively enquire about its suitability via different sources. As a snowball technique was to be used for each of the various groups of actors, initial respondents were identified and targeted (Donovan 1986a).

First contact was made with an established academic working in this field who also happened to reside in the area. The tripartite aim of this correspondence was to identify similar research projects which had been carried out in the recent past, or were currently being conducted; to ask if he would consider being interviewed personally; and whether he could suggest other suitable academics or research students who might agree to take part. Around a week later he contacted me by phone with information about one past and one present study, suggesting that the author of the former might be worth interviewing.

The next stage was to identify two trusts which were likely to serve areas of high minority ethnic settlement, and which provided mental health services (a major feature of the health-related literature). To establish the first of these criteria census data was used to locate the densest areas of minority settlement, and then the nearest trusts were located using an A-Z map. Three suitable trusts were identified all of which included in their remit the
provision of mental health services - as recorded in the *Directory of Mental Health Services* (Mind 1994). One of these selected itself because of its proximity to the densest areas of minority ethnic settlement, the other was selected using a simple random sampling technique - the excluded trust was treated as a reserve should one or both of those contacted prove unwilling or unable to help.

The strategy, once agreement about access had been arranged, was to use the Personnel Director, or as it turned out, the Deputy Director, as a source of information about relevant people to interview (although the intention was also to interview those involved at the policy-making level of personnel matters). Not knowing how the management structure of different trusts had developed since the reforms, this was felt to be the easiest and surest way of reaching them. Essentially, my criteria for selection meant that only those involved in employment policy and practice should be included, and that this should be split as evenly as possible between the directorates - with any bias leaning towards the nursing profession, as they perform most of the one-to-one caring. Interviewing people responsible for the catering and ancillary services was also an aim. Furthermore, it was vital that potential respondents should cover the full range of specialities contained within the trust(s). This comprehensive approach was felt to be necessary because the central focus of the study was the employment culture of the trusts, via the attitudes and opinions of those who make the bulk of the day-to-day decisions.

Out of a meeting about possible access with the Deputy Director of Nursing (my original correspondence went astray) of the trust selected via random sampling, came a further avenue of academic enquiry. As a result of a letter to the suggested individual I was able to obtain a copy of a report on increasing the proportion of minority ethnic students on health awards recently published by a local higher education institution, an interview with the principal author, and the names and addresses of the co-ordinator of a report undertaken by the local HA, and the leader of a relevant project in Bradford - both were subsequently contacted. So the snowball was allowed to roll as freely as possible and led to various areas
of investigation which would have been closed had a different sampling technique been employed.

The shape of the involvement of users and their representatives changed dramatically during the course of the research. Originally the intention was to use focus groups including both parties. However, it was eventually decided that this strategy would be impractical for a number of reasons. First, there is the question of the power differentials between researcher and researched, which would not altogether have been resolved by employing this method. The relationship between researcher and user representative is not as fraught with difficulty in this respect. Second, as the initial intention was to gain some insight into the experiences of minority ethnic users at the hands of the Health Service, this was not an essential feature of the research. Whilst it was recognised that users would be the best source of information on experiential matters, it was deemed unlikely that they would be able to offer the same quality of data regarding matters of health and equality policy. Finally, the chance to break fairly new ground in combining focus groups with semi-structured interviews, as identified by Morgan and Krueger (1993), which had seemed quite exciting at the outset, was undermined by the impossibility of gathering complementary data using the same set of respondents.

Having determined that the most suitable respondents would be user representatives, and that interviewing was the best means of obtaining data from this group, the next step was to make contact. To do so it was decided that the local telephone directory would be the most accessible means of identifying agencies either involved in ethnic minority issues specifically or consumer issues more generally. Eight such agencies were identified and contacted via mail - each was asked if they could supply a list of user groups in the area, and whether a representative of their organisation would take part in an interview (stating the aims of the research).

Five responded, though only two were able to provide a list of suitable groups in the immediate area. One of the lists was more comprehensive than the other, and so it was used for the purposes stated. Of those who did not provide information, one agency had already
liased with the principal supplier and was therefore able to prevent duplication, while neither of the remaining respondents were able to help with information.

The list provided had been annotated by the respondent with a double asterisk indicating groups concerned specifically with minority ethnic health issues, and others with a single asterisk, for groups with at least some interest in these matters (in their opinion). Initially the former group were contacted by letter, although as a clearer picture emerged of the policy landscape, one of the latter groups was subsequently approached. Again this provided a further academic avenue of enquiry.

In an attempt to contrast the attitudes and opinions of the public sector - i.e. the Health Service - with a private sector supplier of health care a private company in the area was also identified. Other respondents were identified and contacted for their national political prominence and declared interest in the research topics being investigated. This was not done on any systematic basis, but merely as new possibilities presented themselves.

Although the snowball technique was a very effective way of contacting potential respondents and of identifying different avenues of enquiry which were not immediately obvious there are problems with this type of approach. Perhaps the most relevant is the criticism that initial respondents control future contacts, and can therefore bias the results because they tend to direct researchers to people very much like themselves. There is no doubt that this is a very distinct possibility, but in this case the dangers are very much reduced. As far as the user-groups were concerned, the list was fairly comprehensive and I was in no way bound by the suggestions of the informant, indeed was not bound by them.

With regards to the trust's Personnel Director, this would have been difficult to achieve due to the comprehensive nature of the required sample. On the one hand, it formed a limited validation device, because some stories and accounts could be checked by making comparisons with those provided by others. Secondly, it enabled the exploration of shared values, norms, attitudes and beliefs with different groups of people involved in different aspects of providing health care.
Response rates

The original academic contact agreed to be interviewed as did one of the researchers he had suggested. An interview was also arranged with the author of the report referred to above, an academic working at a different higher education institution that was and is directly responsible for increasing the numbers of minority ethnic students on health based awards. Another potential contact was identified through an interview with a user group/community business organisation. Despite the willingness of the academic contacts to participate, it proved impossible to arrange the desired interviews in the available time frame.

Gaining access to the health providers proved equally difficult. Unfortunately, the trust located in the heart of the minority ethnic community – and therefore the most suitable - refused to take part. Their reluctance was due, ironically, to the state of flux their personnel policies had been thrown into by their adoption of the Positively Diverse national development programme (NHSE 2000). Unlike the research conducted by Beishon et al (1995) therefore, any bias is likely to be towards the least vigorous in policy-making terms, though the participating trust was confident of its ability to present a diversity-friendly image, a belief reinforced in the initial meeting with the Deputy Director of Human Resources, who informed me that the trust was meeting national human resource requirements by employing 3% minority ethnic individuals, which compared favourably with the demographic profile of the immediate area it served (the criteria used to judge recruitment efforts). He was also keen to stress his belief that more could and should be done to increase both numbers and career opportunities upon recruitment.

The second trust was initially enthusiastic, although I was only in contact with the nursing directorate in the first instance. The Deputy Director of Nursing was very keen to help and at an early meeting she agreed to select a representative sample of respondents across the trust and to make the initial contact on my behalf. However, three weeks later she informed me that the Personnel Director had vetoed my use of the trust. She was not given a
reason for this decision, but I suspect that it was made partly because of an imminent scandal in which a man was killed by the transfusion of incompatible blood following an operation. News bulletins reported that staff would have to undergo immediate retraining which was probably arranged in part via the personnel department. Furthermore, my original contact was fairly new in post and when she informed me that her trust would not be participating, she made it clear that the Director of Personnel was unhappy that my application had proceeded so far without his approval; it would seem internal politics also played a part in the decision.

Once the first refusal had been received overtures were made to the third and reserve trust, they seemed keen to participate, but demanded some material about the research on which to base their decision. I promptly sent them a copy of a transfer report which I was required to provide to my Faculty Committee to justify my transfer from M.Phil to PhD. Two months later I received confirmation that the trust would be prepared to participate, and suggesting times and dates for a negotiation meeting to take place. At that meeting it was agreed that I would interview forty people involved in employment policy - that is, recruitment, promotion and training - working in six out of the seven directorates (unfortunately the Mental Health Directorate was in the process of being dissolved as these services were being centralised in the form of a new mental health trust). The Deputy Director also suggested that I might like to talk with trade union representatives as a separate body within the trust. To allow me to select respondents effectively a copy of the management structure was mailed to me, and in collaboration with my supervisor a sampling strategy was devised - including a request that trade union representatives should also be approached. This was then returned to the Deputy Director, along with a summary of what I was seeking to achieve and a copy of my interview schedule, to enable him to identify and contact likely respondents in each area.

It is interesting to note that at the initial meeting he warned that it might not be possible to include clinicians because 'They have to be treated like Gods, because they deal with life and death issues every day'. Ultimately the list of contacts provided by each directorate failed to include any doctors or consultants, which was regrettable and obviously
has influenced the results, but constitutes in itself an interesting development. He also assumed that I would not want to interview anyone from the Human Resources Directorate. I took this to mean either that he thought that the personnel were so well versed in equal opportunities and diversity issues that it would be unnecessary to speak to them, or, that discrimination and associated problems could not possibly occur because of the nature of their work. It must be stated that there was no reluctance on his part once he realised that its inclusion was vital for the purposes of my research.

Of the eight minority ethnic and consumer agencies mentioned above, interviews were arranged with three representatives. Three did not respond at all (though one of these no longer existed), one was unable to help and the other would not have been of any value.

From the list provided by one of the agencies, fifteen groups were contacted. These included voluntary sector organisations funded by the City Council and services funded by local NHS trusts. Of these fifteen, six interviews were initially organised, and a seventh from the reserve list as discussed earlier. During the early stages there was no indication that the response rate would be very high, and so when one potential respondent agreed to be interviewed over the telephone this was considered to be an opportunity worth taking - particularly as it furnished the chance to employ a method of data collection which would not otherwise have been contemplated.

Three other groups made contact but were unable to take part. One of these was on the verge of closure, another representative phoned to confirm my interest and then did not phone again, and another left a message at the departmental office while I was out of the University. I tried to contact this latter group several times, but they did not attempt to reach me again. Their reluctance was unfortunate because as far as I could ascertain they were the only group on the list which had complete independence. In fact this might have been part of the problem. One of my respondents had tried on several occasions to form links with the group in question but they were not interested because they saw her organisation as a white organisation and: 'it's the old problem about people wanting to deal with their own problems
on their own terms and not wanting to be a minority in a white organisation, or what they see as a white organisation' (R8). It is altogether possible then that the group had learned - a healthy grape-vine exists in Robbinston - that I was white and this knowledge had undermined their willingness to take part. Of course this is speculation, but not without grounds.

Despite several attempts to reach a major private health provider in the area there was no response, and so the public/private contrast which might have further illuminated the limits or otherwise of ethnic diversity are not explored from this perspective. Likewise the potential respondents in the public eye, who have recently expressed strong opinions on these issues, were not prepared, due to the pressures of work, to participate (this was established through correspondence).

Interview procedures

One-off semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted with a range of people involved in some capacity, albeit indirectly, with minority ethnic health issues. Essentially the broad themes investigated were:

- The awareness of respondents about possible shortcomings of health care provision for minority ethnic groups.
- How this could best be explained.
- What measures had been taken to improve matters (if necessary).
- Whether national policies mooted as possible ways of dealing with such matters, either directly or indirectly, had influenced health care for these communities.
- How diversity was defined by respondents; whether they supported its achievements.
- What benefits (if any) it would imply.
- What method(s) of its achievement would they be prepared to sanction.
To explore these themes a single interview schedule was used but different weights were given to different topics in accordance with the expertise and interests of respondents, although this was often a matter of trial and error. Some respondents provided material where none was anticipated, whilst others were unable to provide as much material as expected despite their roles/occupations. Still others made clear from the beginning which subjects they were concerned with. Initially I had hoped to pre-test my schedule within the department, or at least with one of the University's Equal Opportunities Advisers, however, with the first interview looming and in view of the fact that my supervisor was in Boston, it was decided that the schedule should also be tested in the field. Over the course of the interviews, different themes and issues were added or omitted (Donovan 1986a) and the final schedule constitutes Appendix 4. This is a necessary process as data collection and theory development are meant to progress simultaneously (Strauss & Corbin 1998), in an attempt to achieve a narrower focus from a broad-based view of the topic. For analysis to be effective and sufficiently comprehensive a certain amount of distance needs to be achieved between the two phases and so the detailed process of analysis is outlined below.

Before setting out the manner in which the face-to-face interviews were conducted it is necessary to relate the unexpected use of the telephone as a means of collecting data. As stated above this was used only once, and was in no way planned. However, it did provide some interesting contrasts with the other interviews, especially as the same schedule was used for both. It was a quicker and cheaper method of gathering the required data than the face-to-face interviews and reduced the personal discomfort of meeting a stranger in strange surroundings. There is also some evidence to suggest that interviewer effects are minimised (Fink & Litwin 1995) - although in this case the respondent knew something about me because she worked alongside a previous interviewee. There did seem to be more willingness on the part of the telephone interviewee to criticise the quality of health provision, and to attribute this and the lack of ethnic diversity to racism. How much of this was due to the data collection method cannot be established.
There were also many negative features. For example, the lack of personal interaction made it more difficult to direct the interview because there were no visual cues. It was also much harder to clarify what was said and seek detailed responses on certain issues as the respondent seemed unable to follow entirely the more complex questions and to have more control over how and where the interview proceeded (Fink & Litwin 1995). Compared to the in-person interviews the telephone interview was also a little shorter than the average, though not appreciably so; the respondent appeared to lose track of the time (Fink & Litwin 1995). Finally, the inability to record the interview, as appropriate facilities were not available, meant that a huge amount of data was lost because of the interviewer's inability to take notes using shorthand. Therefore, key sentences and words were used to reconstruct what was said. Consequently it was impossible to quote the respondent directly. Having said that it was a useful exercise in employing a different technique, and some valuable data was obtained.

Face-to-face interviews were arranged by prior agreement and the dates, times and locations were chosen by the respondents. Each interview began with an informal chat, unless respondents indicated either explicitly or implicitly that this was unnecessary or unwanted, and a brief exposition of their right to anonymity and the right to withdraw from the research at any time.

The interviews were designed to elicit informant views and opinions peripherally on the quality of services provided to minority ethnic communities but centrally on the value of existing and potential measures - principally diversity. Did they approve of the notion? How did they define it? How might it work? What method(s) would they sanction in its pursuit? As stated previously the order of the questions was determined by the informants and the direction that they chose to take after the initial question was posed. After some of the interviews new themes were added to the schedule.

On the whole an 'active' approach to interviewing was taken, whereby the interviews were identified as a source of knowledge production as much as a tool designed to elicit knowledge from respondents. 'In other words, understanding 'how' the meaning-making
process unfolds in the interview is as critical as apprehending 'what' is substantively asked and conveyed' (Holstein & Gubrium 1997: 114). This was deemed to be an invaluable way of interpreting the process and the results because of the original nature of some of the concepts under investigation. Often a respondent would openly state that they had not previously thought about certain issues before, or that they were beginning to see things differently, or from a different perspective.

Consistent with the principles of active interviewing, respondents were encouraged to draw upon and make links between different facets of their experience, in order to produce a richness of meaning that was both relevant to their everyday lives and to the research topic. Their entire stock of knowledge was sought by provoking ‘...responses by indicating - even suggesting - narrative positions, resources, orientations and precedents’ (Holstein & Gubrium 1997: 123). Consequently, respondents were given the opportunity to explore various ways of conceptualising the issues and of exerting narrative control by constructing their responses in both substantive and perspectival terms. To put it simply, the object of the exercise was to gain access to substantive data about the experiences, attitudes and beliefs related to the research subject (the ‘whats’ of the interview process) through the lens of shifting respondent standpoints erected and shifted in collaboration with the interviewer (the ‘hows’) (Holstein & Gubrium 1997: 121-7).

The question sequence varied because the whole process took on an evolutionary aspect as new questions emerged from the responses given, or as they appeared within the context of individual interactions. A practical expression of ‘reciprocal clarification’ took place as the original images about the research subject and subjects, which later became categories, influenced the conceptual framework in which it was built and were in turn influenced by that framework (Ragin 1994). To underline the mutuality of the process, and to acknowledge some of the criticisms of feminist researchers (i.e. Oakley 1981), personal experiences were shared with participants, although only where this seemed appropriate (Seidman 1991). This controlled presentation of self, i.e. sharing personal anecdotes, stories
etc. (which included attention to personal appearance) was also designed to elicit 'collective' stories as well as 'cultural' stories - where the latter equate to cultural narratives grounded in popular stereotypes (Miller & Glassner 1997: 104).

On a more practical note I found that Seidman's (1991) advice to follow-up hunches was extremely valuable as it reinforced the active approach outlined above. However, there were times when more experience and a willingness to tolerate silence would perhaps have produced better results. Yet even this improved as the interviews progressed.

The unique context of each interview as implied above, far from tainting the findings, was viewed as an additional source of data and significant nuances were faithfully recorded. Indeed the uniqueness of each interview did produce themes and incidents worth recording. One such involved the expressed wish of certain respondents (four in number), during negotiations about their participation, for some written material about the background, aims and procedures of the research. Each was sent a copy of a progress report detailing this information in the briefest and simplest form available. Only one of the respondents appeared to be guided by this material during the interviews, though not to any great extent. It was clear from what most respondents said that they found it inaccessible!

Another interesting point to note was the contention in much of the literature (for example, Czaja & Blair 1996) that interviewing allows the researcher some control over the environmental circumstances. Although there were few problems with this, because the majority of respondents made satisfactory arrangements, in one instance an interview was conducted in an office with the door open maximising background noise from the neighbouring office. It did not provide any great distraction, but I felt that it was a deliberate attempt to illustrate that the interview was unimportant to the interviewee.

Every interview was taped with the agreement of the respondents, but I eventually abandoned detailed note-taking due to the difficulty in attending properly. Taping is thought to affect the way that some people react and respond during interviews, and there was certainly evidence of this. For example, one respondent was interviewed as a representative of a
voluntary sector organisation, but she was also employed part-time by one of the local trusts. On tape she was very studied in her responses and was careful not to be too critical about the quality of health provision. Once the tape was turned an entirely different picture emerged, and she was highly critical of both service provision and employment policy. Both accounts have been used here, identified where appropriate (taped material is presented as quotation), with the full permission of the respondent. Another made clear on tape that certain things should not be reproduced as it might damage relations with the local authorities.

Despite this, taping was valuable because these actions and attitudes can themselves be considered as valuable data, and demonstrate the level of insecurity people, perhaps minority ethnic people in particular, feel when voicing criticisms of major institutions such as the NHS (Baxter 1997). Guilt might also play a part where important public services are concerned because respondents can feel that criticism aimed at people in such work is unfair. Furthermore, taping enables the researcher to examine every detail of an interview, and with such a wealth of data and emerging categories this is crucial. Interviewers also influence the data by their very presence and in the way that they ask questions (May 1993; Fink & Litwin 1995), but I feel that the comparisons made between different accounts and stories validate, where factual or policy matters are concerned, my findings.

Tapes were transcribed fully and after the first few had been completed patterns in the data could clearly be seen and so the process of category development began early on, enabling further comparison and analysis. Doubts have been expressed about the validity and reliability of data produced via interviews due to the potential for error. For example, respondents may give interviewers the answers they think are socially desirable, or feel too embarrassed to admit that they do not know the correct answer. Apparently this can be accentuated when the research topic is 'racial' where participants are thought to provide researchers from a different ethnic background to themselves with answers they think are socially acceptable (Czaja & Blair 1996). Biases can creep in during face-to-face interviews, but in the context of active interviewing bias is arguably less problematic because the
conventional view that a passive vessel of answers lies behind the respondent, waiting to be tapped by an interviewer asking the right questions, in the right order, in the right way, is totally rejected.

In total thirty two semi-structured interviews were carried out with different respondents, each lasting between 35 minutes (an aberration) and 2 hours, and the interview period stretched over a period of four months between September 1998 and January 1999. All were conducted by the author, due to the nature of the research and the financial constraints imposed by that nature. To ease the process of identification for the reader, the designation of the respondents is detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. Designation of respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent number</th>
<th>Designation and Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1*</td>
<td>Co-ordinator of the local language project (Unofficial user rep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Head of the local link working organisation (Unofficial user rep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Part-time volunteer/part-time NHS worker (Unofficial user rep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Head of the local Chinese organisation (Unofficial user rep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>Case worker for the local REC (Unofficial user rep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>Co-ordinator of the Sickle Cell Clinic (Unofficial user rep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>Chief Executive of enterprise agency (Unofficial user rep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>Mental health charity volunteer (Unofficial user rep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>Personnel Manager for the regional office of the NHSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>Administrative Co-ordinator (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>HA representative (Official user rep)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>Head of local CHC (Official user representative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13</td>
<td>Ward Manager (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14</td>
<td>Training and Development Officer (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15</td>
<td>Radiologist (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16</td>
<td>Ward Sister (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R17</td>
<td>Ancillary Manager (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R18</td>
<td>Health Visitor (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R19</td>
<td>Catering Manager (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R20</td>
<td>Nurse Trainer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R21</td>
<td>Support Services Manager (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R22</td>
<td>Dietetic Co-ordinator (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R23</td>
<td>Record Office Manager (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R24</td>
<td>Disability Co-ordinator (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R25</td>
<td>Ward Manager (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R26</td>
<td>District Nurse (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R27</td>
<td>Administrative Officer (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R28</td>
<td>Personnel Adviser (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R29</td>
<td>Ward Sister (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R30</td>
<td>Physiotherapy Co-ordinator (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R31</td>
<td>Administrative Manager (Trust employee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R32</td>
<td>Personnel Director of a local Trust (exploratory only)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Coloured font is used in the text as indicated for further clarification
Data analysis

Before writing up began all the material was thoroughly re-read. All the quotes used are represented faithfully as spoken and recorded, and spellings are phonetically reproduced to match the pronunciation of the informants. Some words and phrases have been excluded - for example, 'um', 'right' and 'you know' - because they seemed to elucidate very little in terms of meaning. Where words and sentences appear in brackets during quotations, this should not be attributed to the informant but is used to clarify or qualify what was said.

Several software packages can be used to analyse qualitative data, NUDIST for example. Perhaps more than any other method grounded theory demands an intimate understanding of the data in its entirety. As a result data analysis was conducted manually. The conceptual tool bent to the task of data analysis was the constant comparative method initially developed and articulated by Glaser and Strauss (Strauss & Corbin 1998). This was judged to be appropriate because of the nature of the interviews and the resultant data - which did not lend themselves to more traditional methods (Ragin 1994; Strauss & Corbin 1998). It involves four discrete stages: '(1) Comparing incidents applicable to each category, (2) integrating categories and their properties, (3) delimiting the theory, and (4) writing the theory' (Glaser 1965: 440). In accordance with these principles, the information was coded by incident into a range of different categories (suggested in part by the interview schedule), and, as part of the process, compared with earlier incidents in the same category (May 1993). Perhaps the principal difference between these categories and those produced in research employing conventional interviews emerged in the consideration of substantive and perspectival factors assembled in collaboration with the interviewer (Holstein & Gubrium 1997).

Memos were taken from the outset to prevent coding by anticipation and to allow cumulative ideas to be grounded (Strauss & Corbin 1997, 1998). Filing was achieved by copying relevant material from the transcribed interviews, which were saved onto floppy disc and transferring them to separate disks designated for that purpose. As these files developed
they took on the characteristics of what Berg (1995) calls 'index sheets', though they were highly detailed and inductively rather than deductively constructed. Each was headed by the theme or sub-theme and verbatim items were identified by transcript and page numbers, where passages contained more than one theme, they were entered on all relevant files.

'Cross referencing in this fashion, although extremely time consuming during the coding stage, permits much easier location of particular items during the later stages of analysis' (Berg 1995: 60).

Once a broader picture of each category had emerged, the comparison switched from 'incident with incident to incident with properties of the category which resulted from the initial comparison of incidents' (Glaser 1965: 11). This led to a greater integration of the elements within each category as the over-arching theory took shape. One of the advantages of this method is the natural delimiting of the theory as the analysis progresses, leading to both integration and reduction. As higher level concepts emerged to draw together underlying uniformities in categories and/or their properties, and, the delimiting of proposed categories, partly due to their theoretical saturation.

Writing up the findings proved reasonably trouble free, due to the continual note-taking and reflection (Glaser 1965). As Holstein and Gubrium (1997) argue, the data cannot be allowed to 'speak for itself'; rather the discursive procedures interviewees employed to produce meaning - in collaboration with the interviewer - were described where appropriate, using illustrations and examples drawn from the transcripts. Essentially the point was not to summarise, organise or reconstruct what was said, but to deconstruct it and highlight the 'hows' and 'whats' of the narrative dramas conveyed' (Holstein & Gubrium 1997: 127). To indicate where possible and appropriate meanings were created through dialogue, rather than discovered through careful questioning. This is essential if the interview process, as a meaning-making occasion in its own right, is not to be misused or misunderstood.
Explanations and limitations

Before moving on I want to explain certain features of the research, and to outline the more important of its limitations. As the project has been driven by a modified version of grounded theory it has changed shape somewhat. In the beginning the principal objective was to investigate the possibility of justifying PD for minority ethnic communities. A central part of the plan in the early stages was to explore the progress made by NHS trusts with regard to conventional equal opportunities, using existing and forthcoming survey evidence. However, it soon became clear as the interview survey began that procedure was less important than perception. In other words the way in which respondents thought about and defined diversity, and how they viewed it in operation, became more important (for the purposes of this research at least) than charting any procedural progress towards greater equality of opportunity. Consequently the shift in thinking from equal opportunities further towards diversity occurred. The problem with this is that it prevented a comprehensive investigation of managing diversity (MD) with the mail survey respondents. Having said that, it was only in light of the comments added to a number of questionnaires that I was aware of the impact the theory had already made within the Health Service, which enabled me to pursue the matter in greater depth with appropriate respondents during the interview survey. So despite the collection of a great deal of superfluous questionnaire data (at least as far as this project is concerned), a substantial amount has been used to construct the third and most important section of the thesis. The beauty of the research design was that the data determined the direction of the study, rather than slavishly following up research questions or hypotheses that ultimately proved irrelevant.

The distinction between equal opportunities and diversity caused many of my mail respondents to express concern at the nature of the research. They insisted that MD should not be lost in the ineffectual morass that typifies equal opportunities policies. Perversely the findings illustrate that it is often such practitioners who threaten its purity and integrity.
A related issue was my concentration on ethnic diversity. Many felt that this undermined the very concept of diversity. Yet, ethnic diversity is in itself a distinct political project, which has recently been given impetus by governmental interest and policy. In fact, retaining an ethnic focal point prevented the research drifting into the meaningless ambiguity that much diversity theory and literature represents (see Chapter 8). Taken too far, as this study suggests, diversity can be a dangerous distraction from equalising opportunities for disadvantaged communities.

The structure of the thesis is also unusual to some extent because the findings and the relevant literature are combined to form discrete but clearly related chapters. This can be justified because

...the literature can be used to confirm findings and, just the reverse, findings can be used to illustrate where the literature is incorrect, overly simplistic or only partially explains phenomena. Bringing the literature into the writing not only demonstrates scholarliness but also allows for extending, validating and refining knowledge in the field (Strauss & Corbin 1998: 51-2).

The intention was to provide a more holistic approach to the issues being discussed (Baxter 1988), rather than allowing the literary evidence to act as a simplistic device for validation and negation.

One feature of the research appears to bridge the explanation/limitation divide I've created here, namely objectivity. It is vital to any research project that the author make clear their own perspective before a reader embarks – in some cases credulously – on a journey through the written outcome. I subscribe to Becker's (1967) argument that we are always going to take sides, particularly in the area of ethnic relations. Torkington expresses this same sentiment very ably, 'In the field of race relations there is no room for neutrality' (1991: 41). Therefore, I wish to state very clearly that on balance my sympathies lay with minority ethnic communities. As a white working class male I have witnessed racism from my earliest years, despite a lack of local diversity, sometimes from people very close to me. I have felt anger and shame. This is not to say that I have set out to prove that the Health Service fails,
nor that white health workers (who for the most part do an excellent job) are committed racists (or indeed are any more racist than their peers, myself included, see Johnson 2000). Therefore, the findings and the manner of their presentation reflect the continuing shame and anger I feel at the inability and unwillingness to acknowledge much less meet diverse needs.

Having explained some of the features that may cause consternation or confusion, it is now necessary to address some of the limitations of the study. First, no in-depth consideration of mental health issues was possible during the interview survey despite their importance. Statistical representations consistently show that certain ethnic groups are overrepresented in the system, that they arrive via authoritarian means and that they receive relatively harsher treatment than their white counterparts (Bhat et al 1988; Littlewood & Lipsedge 1988; Torkington 1991; Law 1996; Skellington 1996). Unfortunately, the mental health units were in the process of forming a new independent mental health trust. Furthermore, a local voluntary organisation run by and for black people refused to co-operate with the research possibly due to my ethnicity.

Second, although ethnic monitoring has been heralded by many as an important way of addressing diverse needs (Bahl 1993a; Gunaratnam 1993; McIver 1994; Smaje 1995; Baxter 1997; Parekh 2000), despite some reservations (Ahmad & Sheldon 1992; Sheldon & Parker 1992; Karmi 1993), no consideration of this issue has been included. Although providers have been charged with monitoring in-patients for some time as part of the minimum data set (NHSE 1994) very little useful material was obtained during the interviews. Although the RECs Annual Report for 1998/9 revealed that providers were not systematically monitoring and that the HA had not intervened to force compliance. This confirmed some of the earlier findings of Mwasamdube and Mullen (1998) who conducted a combined mail and interview survey on behalf of the Ethnic Health Unit of trusts (36 from 42) and HAs (12) in the region to identify the sensitivity of services to minority ethnic needs. Although 84% of trusts collected the data, only 67% of HAs monitored compliance and of those only 58% used the information (1998). This is also consistent with the national trend (Jamdagni 1996).
Another regrettable omission from the research was the exclusion of any minority ethnic members of staff. One health professional did take part but primarily as a representative of minority ethnic health users – though the two roles were combined. She was also employed by a neighbouring trust which was unable to participate in the research. The participating trust did provide me with two such contacts but neither eventually took part. One simply could not spare the time the other refused because she ‘was always being asked to take part in equal opportunities projects’. Her refusal only serves to reinforce my findings about the meaning and operation of diversity.

I have not focused specifically on gender and class issues and how they interact with ethnicity in structuring individual and group-based experiences of the Health Service because this was not the explicit intention of the research. For one thing it has been done already to some extent (Bagilhole & Stephens 1997, 1998, 1999), and for another as stated above the object was to encourage people to think about ethnic diversity. Having said this gender and class issues are identified where appropriate.

A less satisfactory matter was technical in nature. All of the interviews were taped, but unfortunately due to a malfunction, four of the recordings were inaudible. Fortunately, I was able to faithfully reconstruct the data using skeletal notes made during each interview, more detailed retrospective notes, but also from memory (having discovered the problem almost immediately). The views of the respondents have been represented only where they were extremely clear, and they have not been quoted. There is some disparity in the number of times certain interviewees are quoted in the text, this is partly due to the tape malfunction, partly due to the fact that one interview was conducted over the telephone, and, that another was an exploratory interview which proved to be interesting but not altogether relevant (see Table 1.). However, the disparity is mainly due to the fact that some people were more forceful and articulate than others, and there is some bias towards their accounts. It must be stated very clearly here though that there has been no misrepresentation of the views of the
interviewees as they were related to me, and I have made no elaborate claims that cannot be substantiated with reference to the data.

Perhaps time and resources have imposed the biggest restriction of all. With more of both it would have been possible to include the newly formed mental health trust, followed up the new reforms and, respondent willing, have rearranged the lost interviews. As a concluding thought I would just like to say that my experience of this research has mirrored my life thus far, testing but ultimately worthwhile.
SECTION ONE:

Meeting the needs of minority ethnic communities
CHAPTER 1:

Communication barriers: the produce of ignorance and ideology

‘One is not superior merely because one sees the world in an odious light’ – Vicomte Francois-Rene de Chateaubriand

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to explore the quality of service provided to minority ethnic communities by the NHS via the perceptions of the interview respondents. In the first instance the neglect of minority ethnic health issues will be briefly reviewed, and the evidence that the Health Service has failed to provide a sensitive service to minority communities will be presented. The bulk of the chapter is given over to the perceptions of the interview respondents. As will become clear the user representatives have an entirely different view about the quality of provision than those responsible for providing services or for training future health workers. Although one of the trust's employees was prepared to accept that the service was not entirely adequate the majority were quite satisfied, though there were evident contradictions, i.e. that the service has always been adequate but has recently improved. Ultimately, the trust employees considered any difficulties experienced by minority ethnic users to be 'their' own responsibility and this will be framed within a discussion of the prevailing dominant ideologies. Minority ethnic communities must shape themselves to the needs of the service rather than the other way around.

Background

Although an enormous amount has been written about the relative health status of minority ethnic communities (Donovan 1984; Calman 1992; DoH 1992; Smaje 1995; Nazroo
1997) we will not venture too far in this direction though the two things are of course indivisibly linked (Skellington 1996; Nazroo 1997). Ultimately the rationale for this research project was framed within the belief that ‘Researchers... should be concentrating upon the sensitivity of general service provision...’ (Johnson 1987:133).

That the Health Service fails the general public to some extent is all too apparent, and there is evidence to suggest some dissatisfaction throughout society (Judge & Solomon 1993; Airy et al 1999). This is particularly evident at present due to growing waiting times, ongoing hygiene issues, continuing labour shortages and a series of embarrassing scandals (i.e. the illicit harvesting of body parts) (Meikle 2001). However, the dissatisfaction of minority ethnic communities has been arguably greater than their white counterparts (Judge & Solomon 1993; Airy et al 1999) and this ought not to be surprising. Until the early 1980s, in keeping with the general laissez-faire approach to social policy (Sivanandan 1976, 1982; Williams 1989; Penketh & Ali 1997), there was virtually no recognition of diverse health needs.

...the history of policy responses to the changing nature of British society following the migration of New Commonwealth settlers to Britain after the Second World War has been characterized by a lack of positive action and of laissez-faire, coupled with issue-specific response when unavoidable (Johnson 1987: 128).

During the 1950s and 1960s the primary health concern was the perceived degenerative effects on health and morality of large-scale immigration – what has been labelled ‘Port Health’, and this association between immigration and population controls has continued (Kushnick 1988; Bhopal & White 1993; Johnson 1993; Law 1996). In fact the primary responsibility for needs identification and provision until this time lay with the voluntary sector (Johnson 1987; Ahmad 1993b). For example, the ground breaking Black Report contained only three pages on the subject of ethnicity (Townsend & Davidson 1982: 58-60).

At around the same time another ground breaking report produced by Brent Community Health Council (CHC) (1981) identified very clearly that the Health Service – albeit locally and anecdotally – failed to acknowledge much less meet diverse needs.
Interpreting services were inadequate and different cultural needs were overlooked, sometimes contemptuously. The report also accused the NHS of acting as an arm of the immigration service by acting to control minority ethnic numbers. Allegedly 'more leaflets [had] been produced in Asian languages on birth control than any other topic, and some women from minority ethnic groups reportedly felt that they had been offered abortions and sterilisations more readily than white women' (Brent CHC 1981: 13-14).

Shortly after, the Department of Health (DoH) launched an initiative to challenge the perceived growth in rickets amongst the 'Asian' community. The Stop Rickets Campaign was designed to raise awareness about rickets and prompt health professionals into providing appropriate advice on vitamin D deficiency. The central theme of the Campaign however was that services were not appropriate and that language and cultural barriers were hampering effective service delivery (Bahl 1993a). In 1984 the Asian Mother and Baby Campaign (AMBC) was launched in part to deal with the communication barriers identified (link working, one of the resultant innovations, will be discussed in Chapter 4) (DHSS 1987; McNaught 1987).

Despite dedicated policy measures (albeit victim-blaming in nature, Kushnick 1988; Johnson 1993; Stubbs 1993; Gerrish et al 1996; Mason 2000) and the implicit hope that language barriers in particular might dissipate with length of residence (Fletcher 1997) it would appear that communication remains problematic for many members of Britain's minority ethnic communities (Rawaf 1993; Lambert & Sevak 1996); particularly for women from certain communities and older people (Torkington 1991; Jay 1992; Nazroo 1997). The research for this thesis followed a survey funded by the NHS Ethnic Health Unit (Mwasamdube & Mullen 1998) and an extensive consultation exercise, in the form of a series of specially arranged public meetings, workshops, focus groups, work groups and individual interviews, carried out by the local Health Authority (HA) during 1996/7 (see Appendix 5). The principal causes for concern as expressed by the local communities very much mirrored what many have come to expect (McIver 1994), i.e.
Communication problems are the central theme of this chapter because they were also strongly identified by the respondents, particularly the user representatives. As Sheldon & Parker (1992) argue, communication is a widespread problem for all users, underlined by recent research carried out for the DoH (Airy et al 1999), so it is important not to focus simply on language. Communication is here defined as a composite of lingual and cultural factors, again, as recognised by most of the user representatives.

Although a lack of information on the availability of services, and to support appropriate health promotion has been identified within this framework (Bahl 1993a; Bhopal & White 1993; McIver 1994: Ch.4) this did not emerge as a major issue. Therefore, we will concentrate exclusively on barriers that hamper direct patient/professional interactions. The importance of this is obvious, as Smaje observed 'Few would deny the need to enhance communication between ethnic minority patients and health professionals' (1995: 28). More recently in reporting the findings of the fourth Policy Studies Institute (PSI) survey Nazroo said, 'The data show that communication, which is the central feature of a consultation with a doctor, is a significant problem for a large number of ethnic minority patients' (1997: 142).

Whilst acknowledging the importance of communication barriers it should be noted that certain commentators (see Bhopal & White 1993, for example) have suggested that too much attention may have been levelled at them to the detriment of more important priorities. It is perhaps as much to do with the way such problems are constructed as to how they are prioritised. Indeed Johnson (1987) and Ahmad (1993a, 1994) have warned that such tendencies have been part of a conscious strategy to emphasise the deviance of minority ethnic cultures and to shift responsibility onto those communities (see also Sheldon & Parker...
1992; Bradby 1995). As this chapter - and indeed this thesis - unfolds, the resonance of these assessments will become apparent, as the dominant theoretical perspective of 'ethnic sensitivity' (Stubbs 1993), the idea that difficulties are caused by cultural differences and a corresponding lack of awareness on the part of white health workers, informed by biomedicine, the tendency for health workers to treat illness and disease as a feature of a dysfunctional machine (the human body) (Torkington 1991; Ahmad 1993c), appear to enable health workers and administrators to construct different needs as deviant and therefore undeserving.

The shape and consequence of failure: user representatives

There was a distinct contrast between the views of those representing the needs of users and the employees of the trust. The vast majority of the user representatives felt that the Health Service did not fully meet the needs of minority ethnic communities. However, there was a clear contrast between those employed in and around the Health Service with a formal responsibility to represent the interests of users, here labelled official representatives, and unofficial representatives, those whose loyalties were primarily assigned to the communities (at least as far as this study was concerned).

Official representatives

One respondent headed the local Community Health Council (CHC), and, while his work did not involve direct contact with minority ethnic communities, he was aware of some dissatisfaction. The actual complaints that had been made were fairly specific:

We occasionally pick up stuff via complaints work, but not sufficient to have any statistical significance. We do occasionally get somebody who is, who is from a black or other minority ethnic group making a complaint, but that complaint may just be because they’re a user who’s had a bad service. Where we do get issues, what we do hear about is... I’ve had specific concerns raised with me through public meetings around access of Asian women to services because of the gender issue of doctors. I’m told, I have to say I’m told by Asian men that their wives sometimes don’t use services because the GP, particularly the GP, is male and that they have not got access to the choice to be able to say they want a female GP. So that’s a
concern. We are aware of course that there are issues in terms of language, interpretation, translation and so on (R12, p.1, para.1).

It was clear that his official role in the Health Service influenced his views about the nature of such problems. He went on to express some sympathy for health commissioners faced with diverse needs and scarce resources, but putting himself in the place of minority ethnic users, illustrating the value of active interviewing (Holstein & Gubrium 1997), he would not be so sympathetic (R12).

The other respondent was actually responsible for representing and meeting the needs of minority ethnic communities from within the HA, and, as a result of the consultation exercise, had direct knowledge of service shortcomings.

The issues were much more the broad issues about understanding, people in the NHS understanding cultural diversity... So as I say the specific service issues were relatively limited and everybody I think unanimously identified the main barrier to good health care is a mixture of language and cultural misunderstandings...cultural and linguistic misunderstandings if you like (R11, p.1-2, para.2).

So the issue of gender in relation to GPs etc., identified as an issue by the head of the local CHC did not materialise (though this is unquestionably a problem for certain sections of the minority ethnic community, Nazroo 1997), but communication barriers did. In fact the report published in the wake of the local consultation exercise stressed this very strongly (Appendix 5).

One of the recommendations contained in the report was that local health professionals ought to receive instruction in different cultural needs in relation to health (see Chapter 5):

Yes, and for all health workers to have an appreciation...that that's how they have to work. Now, that does mean that they do perhaps need to know more about some cultures...and they bring all that with them; and good health workers do try and do it, but it's very patchy. And what black communities say to you is that we ought to be able to depend on that fact that every health worker...will understand enough about what they don't know about our communities to ask the right questions... (R11, pp.5-6, paras.15-18).
The implication here is clear, that any failings in relation to communication are largely due to individual ignorance, and in order to rectify this health professionals should be given a general awareness of different cultural beliefs and practices, even if that simply allows them to ask pertinent and sensitive questions. The dominance of this approach variously labelled ‘ethnic sensitivity’, ‘cultural pluralism’ and ‘multiculturalism’ will be outlined and evaluated below.¹

**Unofficial representatives**

In contrast the unofficial user representatives were much more critical of services, and the possible reasons for this are obvious. They did not have the same investment in the system, and were closer to the communities in question. Seven out of eight respondents were certain that communication presents a substantial barrier to access and the quality of service provided to minority ethnic communities.

Whereas the official representatives had taken the view that communication barriers were due to a lack of awareness, their interpretation was less charitable. The problem was one of competence. One respondent argued that health professionals are frequently culturally incompetent in their dealings with minority ethnic groups (R5, p.2, para.6). This was a structural issue, not simply the outcome of individual ignorance or prejudice.

Another respondent, with responsibility for organising a mental health charity in the area, provided a good illustration of this process in action. On the subject of disproportionate rates of mental illness amongst ‘Black people’, she referred to conclusions drawn from the discipline of Transcultural Psychiatry (Stubbs 1993):

> There have been various theories suggested, like cultural concerns. When people display certain behaviours it might be just part of their culture, and they're misinterpreted by people in the white population (R8, p.1, para.2).

¹ For detailed discussions of the development of theories relating to ‘race’ relations see Brent CHC (1981); Sivanandan (1982); Penketh & Ali 1997; Parekh (1998, 2000).
She underlined this by sharing her past experience as a member of a Mental Health Act Tribunal:

...watching people come through that system, you know, I could see that people from different races have a lot more trouble putting their case over, and really needed black advocates to be with them and to advise them. So I mean they were coming up against a white culture really (R8, p.7, para.26).

According to these respondents then, cultural incompetence has more to do with the prevailing culture of the Health Service and the society of which it is part, than a lack of awareness on the part of individuals. Although she draws upon Transcultural Psychiatry – which itself derives from 'ethnic sensitivity' – to make her case, she emphasises the exclusive structural edifice presented by 'white culture' rather than individual ignorance.

Interestingly a third respondent picked up on these themes in echoing the need for advocates:

...my Step-Dad's from Jamaica and he's been here for years and year's but he's still very Jamaican in the way that he speaks and his culture, and he had to go to the Eye Hospital for some tests and I asked my Nephew to go with him as an interpreter. Now he speaks English but he speaks Patois and I know that he says things to me that I understand, but I know that the medical profession won't. And the doctor put some drops in his eyes and said: Can you see? And my Step-Dad said, Well it's a bit foggy, and the doctor looked outside and said, Oh well, no it's clear outside. But he meant his eyesight was foggy. And I've heard like my friends have said things like that to me before, so if the doctor asked them a question about indigestion, they don't use terms like 'indigestion' they use terms like 'gas', you know? (R6, p.1, para.2).

This incident was cited as evidence of the 'cultural incompetence' of white health workers when faced with minority ethnic clients. Yet it might have been less to do with culture, than class or geography. The terms suggest a misunderstanding based in the class disparities between doctor and patient (the latter actor being clearly working class according to the respondent) (Torkington 1991; Ahmad 1995; Saunders 1996), or, possibly, a misunderstanding deriving from regional dialect. This illustrates the caution that needs to be exercised when cultural issues are being considered. However, specific failings were identified and their consequences set out.
Failings and consequences

Although communication barriers, as stated earlier, are viewed here as a composite of lingual and cultural barriers, both were identified in isolation with their attendant consequences. Although we may expect language barriers to decline over time and many individuals also register with GPs from similar backgrounds (Donovan 1986b; Farooqi 1993; Fletcher 1997) such barriers persist (Jay 1992; Karmi 1993; Rudat 1994; Nazroo 1997). Nine out of ten ‘South Asians’ and eight out of ten Chinese respondents who took part in the fourth PSI survey used a different language than English in at least some circumstances. The research interpreters also found difficulties amongst other participants (Nazroo 1997; see also Alexander 1999: 24). It was reported in the local consultation report and action plan (Appendix 5) that one in ten Pakistani women spoke English slightly or not at all.

This clearly impacts upon the access to and experience of health provision. Nguyen Van-Tam et al (1995) in a survey carried out in Nottingham with the Vietnamese community found that between 43 and 69% of respondents experienced lingual barriers at some stage in the health process, from making appointments with GPs to reading medicinal information (1995: 107). Leiston & Richardson (1996) revealed a similar pattern in Milton Keynes and Aylesbury in a questionnaire survey involving 40 minority ethnic individuals attending GP surgeries; 73% (29) reported difficulties at some stage in the process.

Language barriers are often more than inconvenient they are potentially disastrous. For instance, white midwives who participated in Bowler’s (1993) study reported poor relationships with women who spoke little or no English. To illustrate this she related an incident during a home visit in which a midwife left a bottle of paracetamol with an ‘Asian’ woman in the full knowledge that she had no idea how to use them.

According to a representative heading a Chinese voluntary organisation such barriers and their adverse consequences are mirrored in Robbinston. Along with a colleague she had
taken on much of the interpreting burden, but the consequences were, according to her account, sometimes disastrous.

My people die in hospitals unnecessarily and they haven't been told why they died, and misdiagnosis because of language, lack of language provision and cultural insensitivities...and just this year [1998] three Chinese died unnecessarily (R4, p.24, paras.90 & 91).

Furthermore, added to the grief caused by such incidents, she argued that friends and relatives had also been dealt with very insensitively:

...I think it's got to take a few unnecessary deaths in the community to shake them up, and it happens because of lack of communication and lack of language sensitivity in hospitals. There are Chinese die unnecessarily and I have had a 75 year old mother who came to me and holding a death certificate in English, and she was in tears, she came to my office and she said: "...Please tell me what did my son die of? All he had was tummy upset, I took him to hospital they took him in for observation and he was there 5 days and the next thing is he die on me" (R4, p.13, para.48).

Whether in this case lingual or cultural factors had any bearing on the patient's death is impossible to say, but the subsequent treatment of his grieving mother was neither acceptable nor appropriate.

In relation to culture, the specific concern appeared to be about inadequate dietary provision in local hospitals, and this had been raised during the local consultation exercise. The importance of food cannot be overstated,

It is not just a question of serving 'curries', vegetables or salads. The diets of different black groups vary a great deal and familiar food is important if a person is feeling ill. Not only do they need to eat in order to get proper nourishment so that they can recover, but food that is enjoyable also helps to make people feel better. Many white people are vegetarian or appreciate foreign food, so more variety would be of benefit to all patients (McIver 1994: 76).

This has not always been recognised by the Health Service (Brent CHC 1981; Gerrish et al 1996; Parekh 2000), and although it does affect the majority population to some extent (Airy et al 1999), it has been a very long standing problem for minority ethnic communities in particular. The Brent CHC Report (1981) identified a significant lack of provision for different religious and dietary requirements, and this has subsequently been supported by empirical
research (Joyram 1994; Gerrish et al 1996). Yet despite this body of evidence dietary
provision apparently continues to be culturally inappropriate for minority ethnic communities:

Culturally there are differences in, like meat in hospitals isn’t halal, food isn’t prepared properly
or anything like that (R1, p.1, para.7).

Yes, I think one of my greatest frustrations apart from the language problem is the dietary in
hospitals (R4, p.2, para.4).

The latter respondent went on to illustrate the source of her frustrations thus,

I had an elderly lady who had a stroke and who can hardly speak....And she doesn’t eat
cheese, most Chinese will not eat cheese and beef, beef is for the religious reason. Most of
them are Buddhists, so they don’t eat beef. But you see the hospitals not aware of that at all...
And this lady she doesn’t eat any cheese, and yet she always had cheese omelette put under
her nose, and she was so hungry, and yet when we actually write a list down to say please do
not give her cheese...in Chinese and English so that she point out to the nurse, we actually
provide that for the hospital and put it on her dining table, and yet...They still give her cheese.
And she was so hungry she just had to eat it, and when we raised these questions with the
senior nurse, a staff nurse, and the hospital authorities, and the nurses who were serving her,
because...they change shifts...they don’t even understand it. So the instruction didn’t pass on
from one to the other, I was told, What’s the fuss, she eats it! (R4, p.3, paras.8 & 9).

Although the respondent links beef with religious prescription, it is also recognised that many
Chinese people will not consume milk or milk-based products, such as cheese (Abdussalam
& Kaferstein 1996). According to the respondent, the provision in local hospitals is often so
inadequate that family and friends are encouraged to bring appropriate supplies during
visiting hours (R4, p.3, para.6). This reflects activity in other parts of the country, but has been
discouraged by health professionals (Gerrish et al 1996).

Again there were felt to be highly negative consequences. One potential result of
ignoring the dietary requirements of certain minority ethnic groups might be the creation or
perception of additional health problems. In relation to mental illness, for example, failure to
eat can be seen as a symptom of depression and result in extended sections and harsher
treatment. Torkington (1991) recounts the experience of a young woman refusing to eat due
to inappropriate dietary provision and the misinterpretation of the attendant health professionals. The Chinese respondent outlined another way in which health can be affected:

[It was] either cheese omelette or nothing. And you know she has to eat it, but she told me... I can't stand cheese I feel sick afterwards. Because Chinese do not eat cheese a lot, a lot of them do not eat cheese (R4, p.4, para.10).

Quite aside from the indignity of having to eat something that is generally avoided – in this case cheese - it is possible that an illness might be prolonged or even exacerbated.

Worse still is the prospect that people will not seek help when they need it because of lingual and cultural problems (Jay 1992; Ahmad 1995; Smaje 1995; Nazroo 1997). Of course there are various factors involved in the usage of available services, including their geographical distribution, the attitudes of individuals towards the Health Service and differences in health beliefs and knowledge (Smaje 1995). For example, Nguyen Van Tam et al found that over a third (36%) of their respondents preferred to use Chinese remedies (1995: 107) and the preference for traditional and private medical services is also a feature of other communities (Donovan 1986a; Thorogood 1989; Ahmad 1992). Indeed recent evidence suggests that white people consult with 'alternative' practitioners more than any other group (Nazroo 1997).

Generally speaking consultation rates have been consistently higher for 'Asians' and 'Afro-Caribbeans' than for their white counterparts, allowing for a gender bias towards males in the former community (Farooqi 1993; Culley 1996; Nazroo 1997). More recent secondary analysis using various statistical techniques has shown very little difference overall (Smaje & LeGrand 1997). Nevertheless, this should not be taken to mean – as the evidence here and elsewhere suggests - that access to and quality of services is satisfactory. Furthermore, the Chinese community has a much lower rate of consultation than any other community (Smaje & LeGrand 1997), and it would seem that inappropriate service provision is a key issue (Kushnick 1988; Torkington 1991; Nazroo 1997). Nguyen Van Tam et al reported that
Vietnamese users often chose to defer visiting GPs due to lingual and cultural problems. Of the 130 who provided information, 61 (47%) had done so.

To illustrate this same process, the same respondent recalled a conversation with a hospital worker in an area with a fairly large Chinese community, when asked how the hospital dealt with the needs of Chinese patients he said,

"No problem, we don't get Chinese clients. I don't think we...I've been here twelve years I've only had one". It makes you wonder why [they] don't get Chinese clients (R4, p.2, para.5).

Her own view was that people either cope alone or look elsewhere for help:

Now as a result of that the Chinese rarely use the facilities and the amenities of the hospital in this country, most Chinese, because the majority of them still have, and very often they still go back to Hong Kong, and they got their own place sometimes. Most of them still have, and very often they still go back to Hong Kong now and again to visit their relatives and friends and at the same time they will go and try to use the hospital in Hong Kong to get their treatment.... And sometimes if they can't afford it they borrow money, they'd rather do that, or their children pay for it if they're working. This is mainly due to reason language problem, they feel like fish out of water, and the dietary, the food, and it's very, very insensitive to our needs (R4, p.2, paras.4 & 5).

In essence she argued that Chinese people from Hong Kong would rather travel despite ill health and/or risk financial difficulties than trust local Health Services. This reflects the findings of Leiston & Richardson (1996: 29): 'For some the language barrier is so large that when serious health issues arise they would prefer to consult privately a GP who spoke their own language or even go to a doctor in their country of origin'.

**Failure? Perhaps, but whose?: Employees of the Health Service**

Although the strength of criticism levelled at the Health Service and the location of culpability varied according to the relative position of user representatives to the system, there was nevertheless a consensus about the existence of communication barriers. However, this was not a view shared by the trust employees and others associated with the NHS on a professional basis.
The initial response was generally to question the notion that the Health Service, and in particular the participating trust, had ever experienced any problems providing services to minority ethnic communities. Yet as the interviews progressed paradoxical beliefs emerged, i.e. that although the service had always been adequate there had been recent, and significant, improvements. Ultimately though where problems were grudgingly acknowledged they were firmly laid at the feet of the victims.

What problem?

Only one employee of the trust accepted the possibility that services did not fully meet the needs of minority ethnic communities.

I mean I'm sure that there is always masses that needs to be done about improving communication, and also looking at health care staff's knowledge about cultural practices in health care... Yes... and also practices around particularly health care issues... sort of blood transfusions, care assistants, diets, practices around death, and I mean I'm sure there are lots of issues there that need to be improved and looked at and developed, and staff better trained, better aware (R24, p. 2, paras. 5 & 6).

This acknowledgement might have been based on a number of factors. Firstly, she was the Disability Co-ordinator for the trust, and was therefore heavily involved in pursuing equality of opportunity and better access albeit on behalf of a different community (which is not to dismiss the experiences of disabled people from minority ethnic communities). Secondly, because she was not responsible for front-line services, her role was subject to a certain amount of ambiguity – representing both users and the trust.

The overwhelming majority felt that the service provided was for the most part satisfactory. One respondent accepted the possibility that there might be weaknesses in provision, but that all that could be done was being done:

I'm not aware of any particular problems, but I would probably think that we don't do enough. We offer an interpreting service, but not all our literature is in minority ethnic languages, and we have discussed it in various forums and departments. But we can come up with this problem. If you put it in this minority language and then somebody phones up you don't have somebody at the end of the phone who can take the call...? And so you're always going to
have to need an intermediary, but yes I'm aware that, you know, we cater to a certain extent, but I think I'm not quite sure how we could do more, but we probably could do more (R23, p.1, para.1).

Others were more confident about service quality,

No, as I say, I've been very lucky in my life, but I've never... had any problems or seen any problems in my time... as I say in the operating theatres, I've worked there for a long time (R16, p.1, para.4).

Not as far as I know. I know there are policies for the monitoring of... So locally, here in the department I haven't got a problem no (R25, p.1, para.2).

Several reasons were produced to support this position.

Demography was reported to be a major factor - the trust was located outside the inner city away from the residential areas of most minority ethnic groups.

No I don't because I think we're sort of, almost a rural general hospital, we don't have many problems in that respect... I don't think we have any great focus because it's a fairly mixed cultural area, and I think our catchment area is much less so, but there are no great issues there (R15, p.1, para.1).

There are some diets, but it really in [the city] it hasn't been raised as any major problem. Like my colleague has worked in hospitals in London, and like the menus, their first language is Bangladeshi or whatever and that actually English is their second language, and the food is very much for the ethnic groups. Now obviously in here because we don't have so many it's the other way around, so it is English... (R19, p.9, para.29).

This is a common response to issues of ethnic diversity (Gerrish et al 1996; Iganksi et al 2001) that is becoming less sustainable in political terms (Straw 1999). Even taken at face value it was only relevant to the main hospital site and one of the community clinics. Even then, one of the respondents was employed in a unit designated a regional centre of excellence (R29), and a District Nurse thought it possible that the hospital was failing to refer minority ethnic patients to the clinic (referral being a particular problem for 'Asian' communities, Farooqi 1993). In light of the findings produced above, it is essential to consider the impact of inappropriate services on the numbers of minority ethnic people accessing
available services (Jay 1992; Smaje 1995; Nazroo 1997). This did not occur to the majority of trust employees.

Another factor in the perception that problems were absent was that ample provision was made for lingual and cultural needs. This was strongly argued in relation to language barriers:

No we've got, I would say it's very good because we do have an interpreting system, which we follow quite closely. And all wards have a very comprehensive and up-to-date list of interpreters, so if there is a problem with patients or with staff, but normally the staff, we actually look at them before they come to us, so it's not a problem. But certainly staff are aware and they have support (R13, p. 2, para. 3).

I mean from providing a service the biggest obvious one is language, but again, we have things like interpreters on site, so they can be called on if we have problems (R15, p. 1, para. 3).

This was by far the most common response to the idea that language barriers might exist. One respondent felt that, due to a lack of communication between the trust and community more widely, that people might not be aware that interpreters are on hand, but they are (R30).

Yet, there was substantial testimony to the contrary. It became clear that the claims of the Chinese respondent, supported by other research (Torkington 1991; Nazroo 1997), were based in fact. The trust often relies upon friends, voluntary workers and relatives to provide interpreting facilities:

The only problems we would have is if someone came down that didn't speak English. But usually they bring a relative with them that does speak, and we do have interpreters that can come along if need be... But usually if there's someone with a different culture someone always comes down with them, a member of their family, and that comes down to the anaesthetic room (R16, p. 1, para. 2).

Because we do often have a language barrier, we do try and let the relative or language person come into the room so that the doctor can actually communicate with them so that then it can be passed on (R. 25, p. 1, para. 2).

That health workers have traditionally relied upon informal language provision is well-documented (Baxter 1988; Parekh 2000). For example, Nguyen-Van-Tam et al (1995: 108)
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reported that of the 70 Vietnamese people who provided information on interpreting, 14 (20%) called upon adult relatives, 25 (36%) used child relatives and 27 (40%) required assistance from community workers and/or others. Similarly 75% of those reporting language difficulties as part of the PSI survey used family members or friends as interpreters (Nazroo 1997).

The reality and inadequacy of these ad hoc arrangements has been well covered in the literature (Ahmad 1995). For one thing, voluntary workers are often unable to offer the level of services that are required. Sometimes, it was suggested by one of the respondents (R4), people die as a result. It is equally unacceptable for friends and relatives to provide interpreting services (Torkington 1991; Gerrish et al 1996). Aside from issues of confidentiality, male relatives may censor information during translation for cultural reasons, or, may choose not to pass things on due to personal embarrassment. Six (15%) of Leiston & Richardson's (1996) respondents reported feelings of embarrassment about being accompanied. Furthermore, it is extremely likely that informal interpreters will have an insufficient vocabulary to convey everything professionals say - a particular problem where children are expected to translate (Joyram 1994; Bothamley 1996). Ultimately, 40% (16) of the respondents in Leiston & Richardson's (1996) survey preferred formal interpreting arrangements, and the 'Asian' respondents in the study by Gerrish et al (1996) confirmed the importance of formal interpreters.

Having said this there were times when professional interpreters nor friends, relatives or voluntary workers were available, and it was then that the spirit of improvisation really came into its own. Torkington (1991: 93) reports the comments of a GP's receptionist about the use of informal sign language. She said 'This is quite satisfactory. We understand each other well'. Predictably the Somali women who recounted stories about language difficulties did not agree. Unfortunately the trust employees in similar circumstances also rely on gestures to communicate:
But I think she said 'yes' and 'no' but I think that was about it, but I mean we could communicate by gesture and everything but they [the woman's family] were worried that if there was anything serious she couldn't communicate (R13, p.13, para.36).

These examples were produced in order to illustrate the ability of the service and its staff to adapt to challenging situations, to underline the spirit of improvisation. Instead they expose a dangerous complacency at the heart of the trust, or perhaps something much worse. The representative of the REC recalled a conversation with a doctor who described a situation, in which he had been forced to improvise,

I was talking to a health care professional who told me that he used to work in an area where they had a high proportion, I think it was Bangladeshi women, for example. And his frustration that these women would come with wasn't even their first child, their second or third child, and that they still couldn't speak English. So I said, Well how did you manage if you didn't have interpreters? And he said, Well it was like a vet relationship. And I had this horrible chilling feeling in my gut that he was saying that literally these women were like bitches (R5, p.21, para.64).

While it would be wrong to attribute this kind of attitude to the employees of the trust, it is reflected in the relevant literature (Henley 1986) and there is an implicit sense of illegitimacy about the needs of minority ethnic communities apparent in the attitudes of the majority of the trust's employees, which will become clearer as the chapter progresses.

The language of improvement

Despite the common response that the service provided was already adequate, and the evidence to the contrary, many of the respondents adopted the contradictory position that things were improving. For example, a nurse trainer at a local university with institutional links to the trust said:

The service is getting better I think. There is perhaps a growing awareness that the service has improved and I think there are...And I'll give you a good example here: the Race Alliance Group that I'm on certainly made me more aware that it's high on the trusts' agenda to try and improve (R20, p.1, paras.1 & 2).
From within the trust a respondent, a health visitor located in an inner city clinic, acknowledged that the service was not perfect, but gave an example of the evolutionary nature of improvement. She mentioned a newly settled refugee community to make her point.

For example, we do have a Somali community locally in the area. And until we all understood that actually in terms of making appointments or turning up on time for it wasn’t actually necessarily something that would be part of their culture. Then we need to have that information so we can actually try and: a) make our service more accessible to them, and b) understand that if people aren’t actually going along with what’s offered it’s not necessarily because they don’t want it but because their culture is different. And we need to have some understanding of that... It was to do with the fact that we would say for example, but the practitioners would say: I can give you an appointment at 10 ‘O’ clock on Tuesday morning is that convenient for you? Yep. And you’ll come here to see me? Yep that’ll be fine. And they didn’t. Language didn’t seem to be an issue, but then 10 ‘O’ clock on Tuesday people wouldn’t arrive and when that was followed up: it was: Oh such and such happened and I did that. So it was actually around the fact that they, some of the groups were more used to being able to. If there was an issue, they would tend to present with that particular concern that they had as and when it arose, rather than having to make an appointment for a day or two’s time perhaps (R18, p.1, paras.1 & 2).

In sympathy with the views expressed by the HA representative, she clearly felt that awareness was a key issue. However, although she later argued that structured training would be useful, ultimately it was simply a matter of exposure and time.

One of the central areas of identifiable improvement had been in relation to dietary provision. The general manager responsible for support services on the main hospital site said,

Let’s say it could be important in areas like catering... Particularly with some religious requirements that some cultural groups have. But as I say that was very apparent years ago when we were unaware of requirements. But things, as I’ve said, have very much moved on now. And I think everyone, and I mean the whole workforce, let’s say in the catering department... have become very aware of each ethnic group. White, black, yellow, whatever... And I think we’ve got to the point now where we recognise it, and we realise the seriousness of not being able to provide the appropriate dietary requirements. And I think we’ve gone a long way to satisfying the need... (R21, p.5, para.17).

This was supported by the catering manager, who argued that ‘cultural meals’ had been provided on request for some time, but a group promoting minority ethnic issues had approached the trust and advised them to publicise the fact:
They were sort of what did we do and everything and it showed that we were doing it but we weren’t publicising the fact, so they said write it on your menus, show that you do do it. Which by the next week they were on the menus and have been ever since. That’s about 5 years ago... And so we’ve always done whatever was needed. We can’t have it here ready because we get so few. It really is. Yes, I could have food here all the time, but it would be a total waste because it really is few and far between, but it is on the menus and everybody is aware of it (R19, pp.10 & 11, paras.32 & 33).

‘Cultural meals’ had been available for some time, but the improvement came when information was provided to users. Dietary provision on another hospital site had also improved, but only very recently:

And I’m on a nutritional group and we’ve discussed that actually at practically every meeting whether we can actually provide that. And I know that our catering manager is very strong on that, and that has increased, you know, a lot... Our catering manager, he said, he can actually provide that now he’s got that built into his budget, so it’s not being used fantastically but it is there, so that’s a good thing (R13, pp.7 & 8, paras.21 & 25).

On the whole then the tone was generally optimistic. The only potential problem that the catering manager could foresee was a breakdown in communication with the nurses responsible for relaying the needs of the patients. In the event of such an occurrence unusual, though perhaps in the circumstances sensible, steps could be taken:

It’s not a big part of our diets, vegetarian is accounted for on every meal anyway, so a lot will go with that, but if it’s going one stage further then we’ll go and visit the patient and sort out what they can and can’t eat. And no one has ever not had a meal, ever, in any form of diet, and so we’ve always done whatever was needed... (R19, pp.10, para.33).

The ideas of adequacy and improvement do not sit well together. The notion that things are adequate certainly is not shared with users (see Appendix 5) or user representatives, and with respect to dietary provision, even the nurse trainer identified a lack of sophistication. As for the concept of improvement it appears to rely rather too heavily on improvisation, muddling through rather than being adequately prepared. Although demography was repeatedly used to explain either the absence of problems or the impossibility of providing adequate services, it seemed that something more fundamental was at work.
It's 'them' not 'us'

There was a discrepancy between the views of those who represent minority ethnic communities and those who deliver services. Essentially, the majority of trust employees blamed minority ethnic groups for failing to access or to obtain the most from the Health Service, and this would seem to substantiate the claim that the dominant approach to the needs of minority ethnic communities has been and remains 'ethnic sensitivity' or 'cultural pluralism' (Brent CHC 1981; Ahmad 1993a; Johnson 1993; Stubbs 1993; McIver 1994; Gerrish et al 1996). A theoretical development of the 1970s, which is central, according to Culley (1996), to such professional guidelines as the Code of Professional Conduct for nursing established by the United Kingdom Central Council (UKCC). Although Baxter (1997) argues that the Code and guidelines published by the English National Board for Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting (ENB) embody the professional duty to challenge 'racial' inequalities, she nevertheless agrees that 'ethnic sensitivity' is a dominant ideological feature in the NHS. Furthermore, unlike education and social work the pre-eminent concept has allegedly gone unchallenged (Culley 1996; Mason 2000).

Cultural differences are emphasised as the source of any difficulties in providing sensitive and appropriate services. Unfortunately, difference too readily, though generally implicitly, translates to deviance or inferiority (we will discuss cultural pluralism more fully in Chapter 5). In the words of Mason: 'This emphasis on difference is not, it should be noted, one which celebrates diversity. Rather it emphasizes divergences from some presumed norm that can all too easily resonate with ethnocentric beliefs and racist prejudices' (2000: 99). On the contrary it is widely argued that the culture of health professionals and the Health Service is problematic. For example, Torkington (1991) argues that the medical ideology which informs health provision derives from the eugenicism of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Therefore, culture along with class and other characteristics are used to
distinguish between the deserving and undeserving, a common feature of bureaucracies (Lipsky 1980) including Health Services (Strauss & Corbin 1998).

It is apparent from the material presented here that perceived ethnicity and culture are being used to some extent to establish whose needs are ‘normal’ and therefore legitimate and others whose needs are ‘abnormal’ and by definition illegitimate (Kushnick 1988; Ahmad 1989, 1993a; Stubbs 1993; Kelleher & Hillier 1996; Mason 2000). Reflecting the attitudes and actions of the midwives in Bowler’s study the majority of the trust employees appeared to use ‘stereotypes to help them to make judgements about the kind of care [visible minorities] want, need and deserve’ (1993: 157). There were a number of distinct aspects to such cultural victim blaming.

Cultural proficiency or deficiency

Although it is well documented that certain communities retain strong familial ties and obligations (Henley 1991; Parekh 2000), perhaps one of the most well worn myths about minority ethnic groups is that they do not use services because they rely on the family (Donovan 1986b; McFarland et al 1989; Chevannes 1991; Torkington 1991; Bahl 1993b; Patel 1993; Penketh & Ali 1997). There is substantial evidence to counter this, for example Counsel and Care produced a report – *More than Black and White* (1996) - based on 100 interviews with minority ethnic elders in four major cities. Whilst the respondents did not want to enter residential homes (partly due to communication barriers), they also reported an unwillingness to burden their families (Brindle 1996a). The danger of perpetuating such stereotypes is that people will not get the help or care that they require (Joyram 1994: 8).

Nevertheless, it appears that such stereotypes remain in circulation (Nazroo 1997; Alexander 1999). A survey carried out on behalf of the DoH with 84,000 patients with coronary heart disease across 194 trusts, recently revealed that on being discharged from hospital 53% of white respondents reported that their family circumstances were taken into account, but only 41% of ‘Black Caribbeans’ and 39% of ‘South Asians’ (Airy et al 1999: 61).
It is not possible to state with any conviction that assumptions were made about familial support networks from this evidence, but it is possible to make an informed guess.

Several of the trust employees articulated this same assumption:

...although there hasn’t been a lot of take-up [of ‘cultural meals’], because we don’t get an awful lot of coloured people who are actually patients here, surprisingly, we’ve got quite a few nurses for some reason. And whether that is because of the way their family structure is formed and they actually look after each other...? Yes, although that of course is breaking down so we might well see some coming through... (R13, p.7, para.23).

Yes... they are selected by the in-patients at the hospital, so therefore, that’s why I’m... it might sound like I’m actually ignoring the ethnic minorities. But the fact is that they’re not being brought to our attention. So whether it is that when they’re in hospital, they’re tending to look after their own to look after themselves and they don’t want the interference, or whether it is that they’re not being offered services I don’t know (R31, p.2-3, para.18).

There is some recognition that things might be changing, and that the staff based on the main hospital site are not referring people on, possibly due to the same stereotypical notions:

The assumption is made by hospital staff that an Asian patient will not require any information about community nursing services or any other community-based services that may be available because ‘they look after their own’ (Bothamley 1996: 22).

However, the respondent quickly moved beyond this explanation and posed the following question:

...is it just that they prefer to treat their health their own way? So I think we’ve got to look at this traditional, staying at home looking after themselves, using the family network and the relations and everybody else. So it’s very difficult to say that would they use the service more because what are the reasons for them not using it in the first place, or, why are we not seeing them? As is pretty evident at the moment (R31, p.3, para.19).

On the strength of her certainty about the preferences of minority ethnic communities, she felt that the further shift in resources to community-based care occasioned by the introduction of PCGs (discussed briefly in Chapter 3) was a welcome necessity. The point was reiterated by one of the ward Sisters:
But I do think if one of the ethnic groups were going to a GP or something like that they might want to see a female, a lot of them do, especially Bangladeshi ladies and things like that do want to see maybe somebody of their culture because they have a very strict culture. I don’t know much about it, but they do, and I feel that it’s going to be out in the community and places like that that you need someone who can be there for them, and stay and be with them (R16, p.10, para.36).

This suggestion was based on the assumption that minority ethnic communities could be better supported in their preferences (Jayaratnam 1993). Despite the fact that the bulk of the available evidence supports this claim (Rudat 1994; Gerrish et al 1996; Nazroo 1997) such assumptions have been questioned (Donovan 1986b; Farooqi 1993) and these respondents confessed to having very little knowledge about, or contact with, minority ethnic communities. Therefore, minority ethnic communities can be the victims of assumed cultural proficiency in the provision of health care.

Minority ethnic groups can also be blamed for causing problems due to cultural deficiencies. A key issue here revolved around the issue of hospital visiting (Jayaratnam 1993; Baxter 1997). For instance, a manager responsible for the out-patients clinic had this to say:

I mean I’ve never heard any particular comments or, any particular issues. I mean we do have concerns because in certain cultures when you come to outpatients you come, as a family unit. You know, come with the whole family...which is a problem for us because we don’t have space, but I mean it’s not, I mean it happens not necessarily on a cultural, in ethnic minorities. It happens across the board, but there is perhaps a greater tendency, because you need interpreters, or you may need support, or you may need a chaperone. Or, you know, for all those issues. But it’s not a major problem, and we would certainly not stop people coming for that reason, but obviously we say to all our patients, don’t come with everybody because we just don’t have enough seats. But that applies to everybody, not just to minorities (R23, pp. 4 &5, paras.15 & 16).

Although she stretched the point to include other communities, minority ethnic communities were the biggest transgressors. This was supported by other respondents a Ward Sister recalled an incident in which a ‘lad of mixed parentage’ became angry when challenged about his extended family ‘taking over’ the day room (R29, p.4, para.25).

The trust’s Head of Nursing recounted a similar experience because ‘Asians’ did tend to get between twelve to fourteen family members visiting them at any one time. In one
particular case the family in question felt victimised until it was made clear that they could all visit but at different times (R27, p.1, para.2). Although Baxter (1997: 46) claims that '...this can seem unduly harsh where there is a cultural tradition of the extended family visiting members who are sick'. So the perceived cultural proclivities of certain minority ethnic communities were identified as problematic, making the entire task of health provision more difficult.

The deficiency of certain cultures was carried by some into the realms of cultural weakness. Many of the health problems identified in minority ethnic communities have been linked to these same cultural deficiencies:

Although the overt scientific racism that explained the mortality and morbidity in some peoples as resulting from their inherently weak constitution is now eschewed, similar notions exist in an updated form (Bradby 1995: 406).

According to several of the respondents the weaknesses are not only physical they also manifest themselves in ways that impede health provision. For example,

There are cultural differences obviously and we find that there are some male or female patients who accept things more than others. For instance, if we have an investigation and there are certain cultures that do actually find it difficult and so in that case we, if you like treat them differently. Inasmuch as we encourage them to bring relatives with them into the investigating room, partly as chaperone, partly as a hand to hold when they need moral support. Whereas other cultures sometimes think well we've got to grin and bear it, and if we need it done it's got to be done this way (R15, p.3, para.9).

So while some 'grin and bear it' others have to be treated with kid gloves. Another respondent echoed these sentiments:

... some females prefer to see females, some people don't mind they're a doctor and that's it. But I know a lot of the ethnic ladies do not like seeing male doctors, they are very, very frightened of them (R16, p.11, para.39).
By her own admission she did not have a great deal of knowledge about minority ethnic issues, but here their generalised cultural preferences are asserted and in the same breath presented as weakness. It is not just that their culture precludes them from consulting with male doctors (speculation becomes truth) they are terrified of them.

In the final analysis, whether minority ethnic groups access services or not, whether they get the best out of them or not, is entirely down to them. On the one hand different cultures are seen as proficient, in other words willing to be self-sufficient and look out for their own. On the other they are deficient, creating problems by virtue of their 'special' needs. Unfortunately, as Bowler (1993) discovered stereotypical views are not always destroyed by salient evidence. We will now turn to the subject of 'special needs'.

**Special needs**

So the failure to access services, or to maximise them once accessed, was often due either to cultural proficiency or cultural deficiency. However, there was a much deeper issue lurking far below the surface. One respondent, who had initially argued that the trust was failing to communicate properly with minority ethnic communities, ultimately said:

I think perhaps cultural expectations as well make it difficult, the perception of a need might be different, and an expectation about what an organisation like a health care trust can really provide. So expectations may be different between cultures, as to what a need is and what can be provided (R30, p.1a, para.3a).

Others took up her theme:

So I think our expectations, what we often expect of our cultures are perhaps not always acceptable to the ethnic minorities. But not having a great deal of contact with them I couldn't say (R31, p.1, para.2).

The implication is clear, the main problem is that minority ethnic communities expect too much of the Health Service. More than that, the central question is legitimacy, whose needs should be met?
The conclusion must be that minority ethnic needs are not of central concern to the Health Service, to use the language of the managers it is not viewed as the 'core business' (Carter 2000). In 1995 Ahmad stated that:

While the rhetoric of special needs and special provision remains strong its impact has been to marginalise health needs of minority ethnic groups to 'special projects', without making mainstream services more accessible (1995: 418, my emphasis).

Unfortunately, this notion also appears in the unlikeliest of places (see Rawaf 1993: 40 and Karmi 1993: 51.) Every operational member of the trust employed this concept of 'special needs', for example,

But certainly like providing special meals, and when people die that you have to lay them out in a certain way. That's been highlighted quite a lot...The past sort of couple of years, we've had highlighted the special needs of patients. Especially when they die, you know what to do, this is the special thing that they need to be buried on certain days and this sort of thing, and a lot of issues have been highlighted quite heavily (R13, pp.7 & 8, paras.23 & 24).

I mean...right down to a patient on a ward might need a special diet, which is of course a cultural thing (R17, p.3, para.7).

Just by virtue of the things that an organisation does, it doesn't take on - I mean like diets. I mean we do have special diets. I can't say what they're like (R24, p.7, para.27).

This is disturbing because this use of language, in concert with phrases like 'cultural meals', only serves to illustrate the 'otherness' of minority ethnic requirements, enabling their needs to be neglected, portrayed as peripheral and marginal. If they are special then they are not normal, and if they are not normal they do not need to be considered as a central part of the business of the Health Service (Fletcher 1997).

At times it felt very much as if the trust employees were trying to underline the nature of their core business. During several interviews, cultural issues were deflected in the following way:
And a couple of our staff have done sign language, so if there's someone there who's deaf then we can bring them, and you know, they're not experts, but they could do their little bit and it assures the patient that there will be some form of communication (R16, p.1, para.2).

It's obviously mainly the Asians that we have a problem with language, we did have one person who was actually trained to do the deaf and dumb signs. We do have booklets for blind people in the unit so that they read Braille of what the [unit] offers (R25, p.1, para.2).

It could be argued that this was an attempt to turn the discussion onto more familiar territory. Yet the manner in which these diversions were employed, it seemed as if the interviewees were trying to underline the core concerns of the Health Service, demonstrating the irrelevance or illegitimacy of different cultural requirements. One respondent actively informed me that ethnicity wasn't an issue for the Health Service, and that I ought to have been researching issues of gender discrimination (R28).

One recurrent theme, which has emerged in relation to the illegitimacy of minority ethnic needs, involves the inability or refusal of minority ethnic individuals to learn English. 'There is a remarkable amount of prejudice directed at people who cannot speak English. Studies have shown that many health professionals feel black patients should know how to speak English and that if they don't they must be stupid' (McIver 1994: 69). One of the midwives in Bowler's study said 'It's disgusting not to speak English after so long in Britain' (1993: 160). A Ward Manager provided a very clear example of this in relating the following story involving an Indian family:

...but they were specifically saying that because of the language, because when they went away, went home, she couldn't communicate because she'd never, I mean she'd been here for thirty years, but she'd never spoken English, and I don't know how they get on but obviously they do. But I think she said 'yes' and 'no' but I think that was about it, but I mean we could communicate by gesture and everything but they were worried that if there was anything serious she couldn't communicate (R13, p.13, para.36).

Although the emphasis placed here on the phrase 'thirty years' appears in the text as neutral, denoting either sympathy or condemnation, during the interview itself it was very clear that the sentiment was not sympathetic. The consequent willingness to risk someone’s health and well-being by relying upon gesticulation, simply because they were 'negligent' enough not to
learn English is in itself very disturbing. It conveniently ignores the difficulties of learning a language, particularly for many who have received no formal education (McIver 1994). Such matters are clearly used to deflect attention away from the service and onto the communities themselves.

Conclusion

In this chapter we have talked about the possibility that communication barriers adversely affect the access and quality of service once accessed, offered to minority ethnic communities. Amongst those representing the needs of users there was a consensus that such barriers exist. Although official representatives were more inclined to sympathise with health providers than their unofficial counterparts.

Those directly responsible for services, however, largely rejected this. They framed their views in several ways. Some dismissed the possibility of problems due to demography – there could not be a problem because the trust was located beyond the inner city. The numbers issue has been a recurring excuse for inactivity and inadequate service provision for some time (Smaje 1995), particularly in the south west (Jay 1992). Many argued that existing provision was adequate, although the evidence to the contrary was compelling. Similarly, the notion that things were improving was not entirely reassuring, it smacked a little too much of muddling through.

A common feature of the accounts produced by the health workers was the tendency to lay the blame for any problems at the door of minority ethnic communities. It was not entirely negative. For example, any underrepresentation of minority ethnic people accessing services might be due to cultural proficiency, the willingness to take responsibility for the health of one’s friends and family. Although this has consistently been questioned, and has just as consistently been used to justify inaction (Patel 1993).

When people do access services they apparently create problems rather than experience them, an implication that Jay (1992: 27) detected across various statutory...
agencies in the south west region. ‘They’ colonise waiting areas and as a result of the weaknesses produced by deficient cultures ‘they’ make the lives of (exclusively white?) health workers more difficult. Kandola and Fullerton detail the way in which the private sector has approached such issues (1998: 101). However, the essential feature of such a response works on the basis of changing the organisation rather than cultural mores.

It became clear that the central problem was illegitimacy, minority ethnic communities expect too much of a service that was not set up to meet their ‘special’ needs (Brent CHC 1981). Although they are citizens, living, working (frequently in and for the NHS) and paying taxes (Donovan 1986a; Patel 1993) their needs are not considered by those who really count to be part of the core business of the NHS. There is an implicit belief that the service should not have to bend to the needs of minority ethnic groups. ‘They’ (visible minorities) ought to adapt to the shape of ‘our’ (white) service (Brent CHC 1981; Jay 1992; Bhopal & White 1993; Fletcher 1997).

This implicit racism would appear to derive from an ideological cocktail composed of biomedicine and cultural pluralism (Ahmad 1993a; Stubbs 1993). Health provision has been dominated by the medical professional who, through the channel of biomedicine, draw upon eugenicism to distinguish between the deserving and undeserving (Torkington 1991). Cultural pluralism, although explicitly an attempt to make white individuals aware of cultural differences to eradicate ignorance, all too often leads to those differences being constructed as abnormal or deviant. It became clear that the majority of the trust employees felt that different cultural requirements were therefore illegitimate and that the onus lay with minority ethnic communities to either assimilate or take on the responsibility of improving or providing services (Ahmad 1993b). In the next chapter we will explore the concept of discrimination and racism specifically.
CHAPTER 2:

Institutional racism in the NHS

'The price one pays for pursuing any profession or calling is an intimate knowledge of its ugly side'
— James Baldwin

Introduction

This chapter explores head-on the notions of 'racial' discrimination and racism and their impact, through the perceptions of the interview respondents. Baxter (1997) suggested that racism is rarely investigated, at least explicitly, in the context of the Health Service. Echoing the material contained in the previous chapter, there was a distinct contrast between the views of the unofficial user representatives and the rest of the respondents. Although the trust employees and those involved in a professional capacity with the Health Service acknowledged the existence of prejudice, few were willing to accept that this was ever translated into action (with the exception of interactions between 'elderly' white patients and minority ethnic health workers). However, this was not borne out by the evidence, particularly with regard to procedural matters.

The majority of this constituency argued that the MacPherson Report (1999) had provided minority ethnic communities with the opportunity to attack important societal institutions, such as the NHS, and encouraged individuals to deflect justified criticism or to seek unfair advantages. The unofficial user representatives argued on the contrary that the Report had not gone far enough and were able to provide clear examples of discriminatory actions and outcomes. The majority considered racism to be a central, and conscious, component of British society, and therefore, by logical extrapolation, of its major institutions.
Background

The reluctance of the NHS to address much less deal with issues of discrimination and racism has been much commented upon in the relevant literature (Brent CHC 1981; NAHA 1988; Ward 1993). For example, Law (1996: 150) maintains that the ‘...recognition of the importance of ethnicity in health policy has increased, although questions of challenging racism and racial inequality have yet to arrive on the national policy agenda'. Evidently such claims are based on more than simple conjecture.

A framework for dealing with 'racial' discrimination has been in place since 1978 with the publication of Health Circular (36), which outlined the requirements of the Race Relations Act 1976 for the Service, and several subsequent circulars have dealt with specific aspects of health provision in relation to minority ethnic health and also employment issues (Law 1996). Yet there has reputedly been very little response from NHS employers (Baxter 1988; Ward 1993). The CREs 1984 Code of Practice has not been influential (Ward 1993), and its 1992 Race Relations Code of Practice in Primary Health Services has not been widely taken up. A follow-up survey by the CRE showed that a mere 29 from 600 HAs had any plans to implement it (Law 1996).

In keeping with the low profile of discrimination and racism in the NHS generally (Bhopal & White 1993; Ward 1993; Baxter 1997), the report produced locally by the HA (Appendix 5) did not include any reference to the existence of either. Despite concerns raised about this issue by one of the working groups, the report merely acknowledged that certain groups – i.e. women of 'South Asian' origin – are subject to significant levels of racial abuse and violence in the community. Insensitivity on the part of a small minority of NHS staff in isolated incidents was acknowledged, but communication barriers were seen as the principal cause of inaccessible and inappropriate treatment. Statutory agencies in the south west, including NHS employers, have tended to dismiss the existence of discrimination due to
numbers. Apparently this is a common and long standing belief, i.e. that there is not enough
ethic diversity in the region to create a problem (Jay 1992).

There is also some reluctance amongst those involved in caring professions to
recognise anything that might call that role or their commitment into question (Brent CHC
1981; Baxter 1997). A point raised by the representative of the local HA below. It may also
derive from the desire to see major social institutions such as the NHS as ideologically neutral
(Ahmad 1993d). Judging by the material presented in the previous chapter it must also have
something to do with the ideological cocktail composed of 'ethnic sensitivity' and biomedicine,
which appears to justify the discriminatory attitudes and actions of white health workers and
others involved in the planning and delivery of care, without their having to acknowledge
them. As Bowler suggested with reference to the white professionals that took part in her
study, the 'Midwives could employ a stereotype to allow them to practice discrimination based
on ethnicity without having to admit to themselves, or appearing to others to be racist' (1993:
174).

In many ways this is reminiscent of the 'New Racism' identified by Barker (1981); see
also Gordon & Klug 1986), whereby scientific racism and notions of biological
superiority/inferiority are displaced by an emphasis on cultural difference to the point of
incompatibility. However, the underlying motivation for the 'New Racism' was ethnic
segregation and ultimately the repatriation of people from visible minorities (even where
repatriation was physically impossible).

To some extent, as Younge (2000) has argued, things have moved on since the late
1960s/early 1970s and the place of visible minorities in Britain is no longer explicitly
contested, except by right-wing extremists. Consequently it would not be appropriate, or I
think accurate, to attribute such aims and objectives to the trust employees and others
involved in this research project. As mentioned previously they were more concerned about
the inability or unwillingness of certain groups and communities to adapt to fit the shape of
the existing service. This would support the contention of Culley (1996) and Mason (2000)
that assimilationism, the desire to see minority ethnic communities accept indigenous culture and to be eventually absorbed, has been more resilient in the Health Service than in virtually any other public sector organisation.

Despite the reticence of health workers there can be no doubt that prejudice and discrimination have shaped the service provided to minority ethnic communities at both an individual (McNaught 1988; Ahmad et al 1991; Bowler 1993) and structural level (Brent CHC 1981; Bryan et al 1985; Kushnick 1988; NAHA 1988; Anionwu 1996; Baxter 1997; Alexander 1999; Parekh 2000).

It was partly as a response to the claim by Baxter (1997) that racism and discrimination have rarely been explored explicitly with regards the Health Service, and partly due to the implicit racism identified earlier that the issue was raised so openly with the interview respondents. The discussions were initially structured around the broad notion of 'discrimination' allowing the respondents the opportunity to present their own definitions, drawn, where possible, from their own experience. This was framed in a much more far reaching way for the trust employees and others associated professionally with the Health Service, in order to take account of their breadth of experience:

Two areas of racism in the NHS that act as barriers to health care for ethnic groups are health workers own racist attitudes and prejudices, often unconscious, which have shown to have an adverse effect on professional/client relationships; and black and ethnic staff suffering discrimination and racial harassment at work (Bothamley 1996: 22).

Perhaps unsurprisingly, considering the seminal importance attributed to it (Younge 1999; Parekh 2000), the interviews generally flowed around the aftermath of the MacPherson Report (MacPherson 1999). The notion of institutional racism, which has gained renewed academic currency and has attained a higher profile in public discourse than ever before, was extremely resonant with the interview respondents.

Just as in the previous chapter there was a sharp contrast between the views of unofficial user representatives and those employed in and around the NHS. A very small
minority of trust employees accepted the provisional definition of institutional racism established by MacPherson and felt that it was applicable to the NHS, i.e.:

The collective failure of an organization to provide an appropriate and professional service to people because of their colour, culture, or ethnic origin. It can be seen or detected in processes, attitudes and behaviours which amount to discrimination through unwitting prejudice, ignorance, thoughtlessness and racist stereotyping which disadvantage minority ethnic people (MacPherson 1999: para.6.43).

The overwhelming majority, however, echoing the immediate response of the Metropolitan Police Service and sympathetic sections of the right-wing media (Kundnani 1999; McLaughlin & Murji 1999) felt, as representatives of a major public institution, both undermined and under attack. In their view the Report went too far and has subsequently provided minority ethnic individuals with the means to ward off justified criticism and to gain unfair advantages. As this suggests, and as was intended by the open-ended nature of the questioning on this issue, they tended to branch out from discrimination between patients and staff to consider relations between staff members. Substantial evidence suggests that minority ethnic health workers face as much abuse and discrimination from white colleagues and managers as they do from white patients (Baxter 1988; Beishon et al 1995), but we will consider this in slightly more detail in Chapter 6.

For the majority of the unofficial user representatives on the other hand, MacPherson clearly did not go far enough. Reflecting the criticisms of McLaughlin & Murji (1999) they inferred that the definition outlined above allowed individuals to avoid identification and censure. Far from labelling every white employee as inherently racist, which was a central concern in the immediate aftermath of the publication of MacPherson, the definition allows racist individuals to hide behind terms like ‘unwitting’ and consequently behind a nameless, faceless edifice.

The unofficial user representatives paint a much more complex and far-reaching picture of racism in the NHS. As Bowler (1993) maintains the use of stereotypical assumptions is discriminatory regardless of the intentions of the perpetrator, however, the
The majority of the unofficial user representatives believed that the outcomes were consciously produced. The model they employed relates closely to that produced by Patel (1993) and more recently (in relation to the public sector in its entirety) by Parekh (2000).

Without categorising minority ethnic communities as passive victims or overlooking the challenge that they and their organisations have posted (Stubbs 1993; Gerrish et al 1996) there remains an urgent need to explore, openly and honestly, the role of discrimination and racism in the planning and delivery of services. To quote Ahmad (1993b: 214), ‘The focus...needs to shift away from ‘ethnic differences’ to racist constructions of black needs, and racism in service provision at individual and institutional levels’. How this is to be initiated when many of those responsible deny not only the existence of discrimination and racism, but also their consequences (i.e. inadequate, inappropriate and insensitive services) remains to be seen.

Pride and prejudice

Baxter, in making the distinction between prejudice and discrimination acknowledged that ‘Prejudice is the property of all people...’ (1988: 3). ‘Racial’ prejudice remains a significant problem nationally as demonstrated by the latest British Social Attitudes Survey (Cartice & Heath 2001). In fact there was pretty much a consensus amongst the respondents about the existence of prejudice. In the previous chapter we provided evidence that trust employees do make assumptions about minority ethnic communities, i.e. that underutilisation of services is the result of families and communities taking the strain. While this is not in and of itself always based on explicitly negative assumptions the consequences have the potential to be very damaging (Gerrish et al 1996).

There was also evidence of overt prejudgements based on negative generalisations and stereotypes, amongst the trust employees (echoing the findings of Donovan 1986a; Ahmad et al 1991 and Bowler 1993). For example, one respondent expressed his frustration
at the apparent unwillingness of minority ethnic people to seek employment in the NHS in the following way:

Why aren’t you? Well we all work in my Dad’s shop. Well okay fine that’s the reason is it? (R21, p.17, para.57).

Another argued that:

...it’s a known fact that it is a sign of femininity in Asian cultures that your pain threshold is low, and so naturally, certain individuals can accept less than others as far as treatment is concerned (R15, p.7, para.19).

Although it has long been recognised that certain minority ethnic groups seek familial or self-employment to a relatively large extent (Modood 1997) the ‘Asian’ shopkeeper stereotype is so well worn that pop groups have even reclaimed it. Little thought is given by the respondent as to why people might, if indeed they do, prefer this employment option.

As for claims about lower pain thresholds amongst certain minority ethnic groups, these were made in the training literature provided by authors such as Henley (1982; 1986), and although much evidence exists to suggest that health professionals adhere to them (Brent CHC 1981; Atkin et al 1989; Rawaf 1993), there is substantial evidence to suggest that they do not bear close scrutiny (Donovan 1986b; Bowler 1993; Calvillo & Flaskerud 1993; Anionwu 1996).

The purpose of such arguments would appear to be, on the one hand to blame the trust’s perceived failure to attract minority ethnic recruits on the communities themselves (Younge 2001), and on the other, as also mentioned in the previous chapter, minority cultures are being defined as inherently weak or weakening (Pearson 1986; Torkington 1991; Ahmad 1994). In order to illustrate the dangers inherent in such attitudes, Kushnick (1988) recalls a conversation with a white woman who witnessed the neglect of an ‘Asian’ woman crying out in pain during labour, she asked the Sister whether something ought to be done and was told that this was normal for ‘them’. Her baby was stillborn, but ‘The point is not that there is
evidence that earlier medical intervention would necessarily have saved the child, but that such "truths" about black people's cultural characteristics have profound professional behavioural implications" (1988: 463).

Having said this, the trust employees and the official user representatives were prepared to accept that prejudice is a central part of human existence:

...that's assuming that every organisation is kind of prejudice-free, no organisation is prejudice-free, and no person is, but you're not overtly racist, or sexist, or discriminatory in any way (R23, p.20, para.61).

Inevitably we're all racist (R11, p.13, para.45).

Despite this acceptance they were not prepared to admit that prejudice is translated into action. On the subject of discrimination then there was another chasm separating those employed in and around the NHS and those representing (albeit unofficially) user interests.

Attitudes without action

Negative attitudes are not the principal source of the problems faced by minority ethnic communities in the UK. As Sivanandan argued:

People's attitudes don't mean a damn to me but it matters to me if I can't send my child to the school I want to send my child to, if I can't get the job for which I am qualified and so on. It is the acting out of prejudice itself that matters. The acting out of prejudice is discrimination... (1983: 2).

The majority of the trust employees refused to accept that prejudice necessarily influences action. Yet it is extremely unlikely that strongly held negative views, based on gross stereotypes, are never translated into action. In other words prejudiced people in a position to discriminate are likely to do so (Clements & Spinks 2000). For example, Ahmad et al (1991) found that white GPs systematically discriminated against minority ethnic patients, and Bowler (1993) revealed a similar pattern amongst white midwives. More recently, the Coronary Heart Disease survey carried out on behalf of the DoH found that minority ethnic
patients were significantly less likely to report having been treated with dignity and respect by hospital staff (Airy et al 1999: 24).

Despite the common sense nature of these arguments and the supporting evidence, those employed in and around the Health Service largely denied that prejudice can translate into discrimination. The most common response to the question of discrimination amongst trust employees was as follows:

I think the majority, certainly the people I've come across, I don't think I've ever come across any outward signs of being discriminatory (R19, p.12, para.37).

The representative of the HA shared this view:

By and large people don't, most people I've seen, certainly at middle management level don't discriminate (R11, p.23, paras.84 & 85).

As discussed briefly above the report published by the HA omitted any reference to discrimination. This would certainly run counter to the expectations of Baxter (1988) and Fernando (1993: 19): 'I have no doubt that many people of African, Caribbean and Asian communities would ask for strict controls on racism within our current institutional practices'. I asked if any of the minority ethnic communities consulted complained of discrimination:

No they didn't. What I found is that quite a few activists will emphasise discrimination and will... In fact discrimination seems to be one of the... The terminology changes in this area so fast, you know? And I think you have to be up front with people and say well what do you want to call this issue at the moment? And the thing that seems to come up more than discrimination as such is institutionalised racism. That's a phrase that's thrown around quite a lot, but not by ordinary people... It was important to get beyond the groups who represent people. You've got to talk to people themselves. The NHS has tended, because it's easier, and there aren't many of us here at the health authority, it's easier to talk to somebody who says I represent the black community and I'm a black mental health expert. I'm the Asian, the expert on Asian problems, or I'm from the Racial Equality Council I can tell you all you need to know about black health in [the city]. It's not true because when you talk to real people what they tell you, and this is the same for white people as well. I do a lot of work in areas of high health needs, which are entirely white. You've got to hear from real people what their issues are, and they're not the same issues that professionals identify (R11, pp.2 & 4, paras.3 & 11).
In short, discrimination is a problem identified by activists but not minority ethnic communities themselves. I suspect that she would dismiss much of the evidence presented here on this basis, yet it would be difficult to attribute the label of 'activist' to the majority of my respondents, assuming that she was using the term in a revolutionary sense, because they were generally Fabian in their beliefs (Williams 1989). The system must change, but it can and should be changed using evolutionary rather than revolutionary tools.

Furthermore, she fails to acknowledge the power dynamics involved in such a consultation process. It would, as several of the user representatives maintained, be very difficult to challenge and criticise face-to-face the service on which your life and the lives of your loved ones might depend, particularly from the basis of discrimination and disadvantage experienced by many minority ethnic people (Baxter 1988; Ahmad 1993d).

Where discrimination was identified users were reputedly never the victim, at least where staff were the perpetrators; the most common example offered was discrimination against minority ethnic health workers by white users, a significant feature of much of the relevant literature (Baxter 1988; Beishon et al 1995). For example:

Oh yes, I mean there are... I've heard certainly instances of staff from ethnic minorities receiving abuse, verbal abuse, maybe worse I don't know from white Engl... You know white people because of their race. So certainly staff experience discrimination, and I can't remember the other part of your question – oh yes, whether it occurs the other way around. Oh I'm sure it must happen yes (R24, p.7, para.26).

The main perpetrators were reported to be older white patients,

Yes, I'd say that because the catchment area that we work in is predominantly elderly and also because the structure of the patients that we have is obviously elderly and that is 65 now rising to 70 and above, up to 110, that's our age group. And if you think that in that age group they've gone through two World Wars, a lot of the people have probably not left the area and are not culturally absorbed. And as aware as some of our younger patients, and we have had some quite sort of confrontations between staff that are black and their white patients. And also we haven't had anything with staff, I must say, the staff are extremely good in that way. It's probably because they're a younger generation and so on. But certainly between black nurses and white patients are very vitriolic in some cases (R13, p.4, para.11).
However, this doesn't seem entirely convincing particularly in light of the findings of Bagilhole and Stephens (1999). During a similar interview survey they found that...

...the perception of most [white] managers was that sexual and racial harassment were not common at the hospital and that when they occurred – especially in relation to racial harassment – they came mainly from elderly patients, both of which perceptions contrast with the views of many ethnic minority women and their union representatives (1999: 240).

Their study showed that white colleagues perpetrated the bulk of the harassment (see also Carter 2000). Even if the trust employees were painting a fair reflection of reality, why would involvement in two World Wars predispose older people to 'racial' discrimination? It would seem to be one device amongst many to distance the Health Service from racism in general, and indeed to confine it to one small section of white society (Gilroy 1987; Torkington 1991; McLaughlin & Murji 1999). Conversely, as we shall see, parts of the Health Service procedurally encourage and condone racism.

In spite of the claim that relations between white and minority ethnic staff were very good in some areas in others there was some recognition of discrimination against minority ethnic staff members by white colleagues...

No I can't... Yes, no... I'm not aware of any amongst my staff but in the past I have encountered it in a consultant. An extremely strong discrimination against black people, which I found very offensive at the time. Because we were talking about recruitment policies and this person was saying well, you know, I wouldn't even want to repeat it, but I was quite horrified. That someone in that position could be so open about their views, or the fact that they held those views, let alone be open about them. So yes it does exist. I'm talking there about being racist... And in fact the issue was this member of staff, we were talking about recruitment and we were talking about black doctors, and he said we have to hold a consultants post open for the white boys... Anyway, so yeah I have come across it amongst medical staff. But I'm not aware of any specific, for example nursing staff that I manage... (R23, pp.3-4, para.s10, 11, & 15).

So where discrimination did occur it apparently never affected minority ethnic users, either older patients harassed minority ethnic staff members, which was understandable due to their life experiences, or, it was confined to isolated employment decisions (objectionable though the consequences may be to this respondent).
Various reasons were given for this perceived harmony. Again a central issue was the notion of improvement. There was generally less discrimination in society, due to evolutionary processes, communities learning to live together, and that as a major part of society the NHS reflected that improvement:

I think the population in general have hopefully, have gone away from that attitude [of racism] anyway. But it certainly existed, as anyone will say... It has been tough at times I do believe and I think that we've all learnt an awful lot... So I think we've got to the stage now where I think everything is becoming fairly equal (R21, p.5, para.18).

Yet there was reason to suspect that any improvement might not last. The same respondent continued:

...the days when you thought: oh an Asian person, an Afro-Caribbean person, gosh that's unusual! Those days are gone. It's a candidate now. They've come for an interview and thanks very much for coming. You're grateful. So I think that's the situation we're in... And I'm not saying that there haven't been interview panels that wouldn't discriminate. Can't say. Possibly. But the opportunity to discriminate was there (R21, pp.4 & 21, paras.15 & 72).

In recruitment at least any improvement has been based on pragmatic grounds rather than moral ones. While this would be consistent with recent developments in equal opportunities theory, i.e. the business case (see Chapter 6) it does not take into account the problems associated with a change in circumstances.

One need only think about the position of women in the economy during and after two World Wars (Hancock 1992; Butler & Landells 1994). Recently a laundry firm in Sheffield fell foul of the 1976 Race Relations Act because it made six black employees redundant in difficult economic circumstances using stereotypical notions about 'West Indians'. They were targeted on the assumption that their sick records would be relatively worse than their white colleagues and that their 'happy-go-lucky' nature would lead them to reapply when things improved. The assumption proved to be wrong on both counts. (Wainwright 1999: 21). The lesson to be learnt here, and one which must be kept in mind when setting forth a business
case for equal opportunities (see Section 3) is that any gains, however significant, might be
lost when economic circumstances change.

Another barrier to discrimination was the notion of professionalism. The HA
representative argued that:

By and large people don’t, most people I’ve seen, certainly at middle management level don’t
discriminate. I mean it’s just, well, I’ve not come across specific cases of it. But there’s no
doubt that discrimination exists at the base, at a much more basic level (R11, p.23, paras.84 &
85).

It was just accepted that middle managers in particular, presumably those making
employment decisions would not, indeed could not, discriminate.

As intimated above though, it is extremely unlikely that a sense of professionalism would be
sufficient to prevent someone from discriminating (Clements & Spinks 2000). Indeed the very
notion is in itself highly culturally biased, hailing from white Western rationalism. Central to
this is the highly contentious notion of objectivity (Becker 1967; Strauss & Corbin 1998).

Therefore in explaining their scepticism about the existence and impact of ‘racial’
discrimination the respondents were not entirely convincing. There was another identifiable
trend in this denial in which the victims, as in so many other instances, were blamed for a
general decline in ‘race’ relations.

The aftermath of MacPherson

According to the majority of the trust employees the issue of discrimination was only
really an issue because of the aftermath of the MacPherson Report, and there has been
widespread recognition of its seminal importance (Johns 1999; McLaughlin & Murji 1999; Carter 2000; Parekh 2000; Younge 2001). One consequence has been a heightened sensitivity amongst minority ethnic communities particularly when major institutions such as the NHS are involved:

Because obviously we’re aware that we have to treat everyone equally and if they accuse somebody else of not treating them equally, then we have to be very impartial and we have to look at both sides. But it was strange that both times, it was the coloured person and there was no justification we did investigation into both times and it wasn’t. So I just feel that the sensitivity is very much on the coloured person’s side sometimes. But as a manager I have to be sensitive to their sensitivities if you see what I mean, because they’ve probably had antagonisms before (R13, p.11, para.33).

Several trust employees argued that minority ethnic people, whether patient or employee, are too ready to see racism around every corner. This echoed the findings of Baxter (1988), Carter (2000) and Jay (1992: 22). During the latter’s pilot study of racism in the south west, for instance a ‘black’ professional told him, ‘You are constantly made to feel responsible if you raise the question; it is you who are making it an issue’. For the majority of the trust employees this was in no small part due to the aftermath of Macpherson. Apparently there was an even greater problem.

Not only are minority ethnic communities hyper sensitive they are also using the prevailing political climate to their advantage in various ways.

... you see we’ve got this employee who is black and there have been issues in the past about performance, and I know of instances where those have not been taken up because of the potential of being accused of being racist (R23, p.11, para.37).

I must say, I’ve been thinking about it, that I have had two very, how can I put this, very hard issues to deal with, with two members of staff. They were both Jamaican and they both are on, were concerned about issues on different wards. Trained nurses, one of them was a ward manager, and felt that she was being victimised because of her colour. Now this wasn’t brought up as an official complaint, but it was something that was brought in with other things that were going on in the ward. There was no justification for actually bringing up the colour, and it struck me as very odd that nobody had mentioned it except the person themselves. So it sort of, you wonder whether sometimes and as a manager you have to be fair, to say are they using that as an excuse for non-performance, and that’s a very hard thing for a manager to look at. (R13, p.11, para.33).
Instances of such abuse were reputedly widespread. The head of nursing reported that a 'black' nurse had complained about facing disciplinary charges on just such grounds (R27, p.1, para.1), and a general manager argued that medical secretaries are often accused of racism – by minority ethnic patients - for effectively failing to push them to the head of the appointments list (R22, p.1, para.1). Carter (2000) in research carried out in a trust in the west of England revealed a similar pattern of perceptions amongst white ward managers.

This analysis would seem to have been borrowed, to some extent at least, from the alleged effects on the Metropolitan Police Service in particular and the police service in general. Apparently since the publication of the Report street crime has increased because officers are unwilling to stop and search minority ethnic groups for fear of being labelled as racists (Kundnani 1999: 6-7). McLaughlin & Murji (1999) are concerned that we now have a climate in which any and every claim regardless of its legitimacy might be dismissed as the machination of a small minority to gain unfair advantages. They use this extract from The Daily Telegraph to underline their claim: 'It is already being reported by front-line officers on patrol last night that black youths were taunting them, saying that they would not be able to arrest them now. There will be much more of that, and worse' (1999: 378).

Of course it would be unrealistic to suggest that some individuals will not take advantage if they can, or that minority ethnic people are never oversensitive in their dealings with white people (Gerrish et al 1996). Indeed Proctor and Davis (1994) assert that past experience has imbued some sense of 'healthy paranoia'. It is the degree to which the trust employees identified people taking advantage and being guilty of heightened sensitivity which was disturbing. As McLaughlin and Murji (1999) maintained any and every instance and incident might be dismissed in these terms, yet there is strong evidence to question these attitudes.

In a similar context Bagilhole and Stephens (1999) wrote, 'It is interesting to note that they [minority ethnic women] ignored racist remarks from other staff and argued that they were careful not to make an issue of them' (1999: 240). Similarly the Joint Chair of the Health
Visitors Association Race and Equality Sub-committee said, 'There is a widespread feeling that black nurses have a chip on their shoulder, and they don’t want to be labelled and so tend not to complain' (Cohen 1995a: 484; see also Jay 1992: 19; Kandola & Fullerton 1998).

It could be that rather than minority ethnic people using discrimination as an easy source of unfair advantage, it is being used by white employees to silence legitimate claims and perhaps restrict the subsequent career opportunities of minority ethnic communities (Carter 2000: 78-80).

Furthermore, the argument that minority ethnic communities are exploiting the post-MacPherson political climate provides an implicit explanation for the non-existence of discrimination on the part of health workers. In other words, white health professionals do not discriminate against minority ethnic groups because in the current political climate in which emotions and sensitivities are running high they fear the potent label of ‘racist’. Therefore, white health workers will not discriminate due to the dangers of being caught in the context of a hostile climate. I would refer to this explanation as the Bishop Brennan defence¹. The logic is powerful without being persuasive. The evidence suggests not only that racism and discrimination are alive and well and hampering service provision and career opportunities, but that the most hostility is reserved for those who dare to complain. There is a distressing lack of awareness about the strength and locus of power relations within society and institutions such as the NHS.

The reclamation of MacPherson?

While many of the trust employees clearly blamed the MacPherson Inquiry and subsequent Report for providing minority ethnic people with a stick with which to beat the white community, two respondents actually supported its findings,

----
¹ In one episode of Father Ted, an alternative comedy programme about the exploits of three Irish Catholic Priests, Father Ted has to kick Bishop Brennan 'up the arse' to honour a forfeit. He does so and when challenged manages to convince the Bishop that he is so terrified of him and that the consequences would be so severe that he simply would not have done it in the first place.
There is institutional discrimination. I think some of the definitions that have come out recently with the Stephen Lawrence Report about the definitions of institutional discrimination are really quite good, and apply to the Health Service. It's there in the warp and weft of the organisation, and I think that probably what we don't do enough is to actually look at it and challenge it and see how it's affected us... Oh yeah, but it's to do with stereotypes again isn't it? I mean it's all part of discrimination... Yes it's unwitting a lot of the time, I'm not saying a lot of it is overt, it's unwitting but that's the bit about institutional discrimination is that often it's there but I mean we don't even realise it's there... It's about culture isn't it? It's everywhere, it's insidious isn't it? It's in our schools it's in our institutions. And it's about trying to break down those barriers between people (R24, pp.7, 8 & 14, paras.26, 31 & 57).

Yes I think it is institutional discrimination, most definitely. And I think that can also spread across the other groups that you're talking about as well, and it's quite difficult to change... It's about values isn't it? Your decisions about what's appropriate come from your basic values, and if it's a completely different culture that's making those value judgements how do they know if it's right or not? (R30, pp.10 & 14, paras.36 & 52).

This notion of institutional discrimination also appealed to the representative of the HA. She said:

But there's no doubt that discrimination exists at the base, at a much more basic level, and it's built into the way that certain services are delivered... It's indirect. The structures don't really match community structures. (R11, p.23. paras.84 & 85).

Although the nurse trainer was firmer about locating the blame for inadequate service provision at the door of the NHS itself he also adhered to the definition contained in the MacPherson Report. According to a minority of those employed in and around the Health Service institutional discrimination does exist and has been ably identified by MacPherson. As discussed by numerous commentators institutional discrimination is difficult to identify (i.e. Richards 1994), and we need to be careful about attributing every service shortcoming to racism, as recognised by Kurtz:

Where services are poorly developed as in certain instances for sickle-cell disorders, there is also an unhelpful tendency to consider that this is due to racism, whereas the present level of provision may well be explained as a stage in service development, as was the case for haemophilia services not so long ago (1993: 82).

Nevertheless, there was evidence of what could only be labelled institutionalised discrimination. For example, one of the unofficial user representatives was responsible for
running a sickle cell and thalassaemia clinic and she argued that it was undervalued and at
times denigrated — a consistent theme in the relevant literature (Kushnick 1988; Torkington
occasions she had been told by local GPs that the money could be better spent elsewhere,
echoing the findings of Donovan (1986a). Her main concern was the lack of support from
within her employing trust, it was poorly funded and low profile work:

I'm the only one doing this and there is money put into the service but it's like £10,000 short,
and they're pushing me to move into, to expand the area, and I've produced report, after
report, after report. And I just said to my manager, I'm not doing any more reports. I've given
you all the evidence this is what I require to make this service effective. And nothing is done.
Yet I have colleagues who started if you like at the same time as me, and they're fully funded,
you know, they can go off on training days without any problem at all, they can order
equipment; little things like paper, stationary. Whereas I'm beg, stealing and borrowing. You
know, I hear that a company's closing down, they've got folders going and I went down there
to... You know it's ridiculous (R6, p.6, para.16).

She further underlined the perceived unimportance of the service she provides with an
illustration:

...every year the chairman of the trust has... this lunch thing and I was invited. I thought God I
don't even know him I don't know why he's invited me... So I went along and there was myself
and another African-Caribbean worker, who was an officer within the trust, and we were talking
and he said to me, Oh what do you do? And I said what I did, and it was obvious that he didn't
know what I was talking about, and I said to him, You did a really good report on the services
that I provide in your annual report... (R6, p.33, para.112).

That services remain patchy and inadequate for those who suffer from these
haemoglobinopathies can scarcely be doubted (Bowers 1993; Anionwu 1996), but the
question is why?

When asked whether things would be different if the illness was more prevalent,
though similarly rare, in the white community she said:

Oh God definitely. Oh without a doubt, without a doubt (R6, p.7, para.23).
This opinion is supported by much of the available literature (Kushnick 1988; Ahmad 1993b, 1995; Davies 1993; Bassett 1994; Bothamley 1996). Of course this could be due to the tendency encouraged by the advance of ‘New Managerialism’ in the NHS for managers to limit the response to ‘special’ needs in the context of scarce resources (Bhopal & White 1993; discussed more fully in Chapter 3, see also Carter 2000 for a discussion of its impact on equal opportunities). However, as discussed in the previous chapter, we need to consider the processes by which some needs rather than others are constructed as ‘special’. The comparative response to haemoglobinopathies that predominantly affect white people (i.e. cystic fibrosis and phenylketonuria) coupled with the relative neglect of the local service suggests deeper issues are involved.

The clearest example of institutionalised discrimination involved catering for the stated preferences of white patients for white health professionals. It would appear, from the available evidence, that this is not a rare occurrence, or at least it is not a wish rarely expressed. For example, 26% of the white respondents who took part in the fourth PSI survey said that they would prefer a white doctor, 60% of those cited language problems, but the majority of expressed reasons were implicitly and often explicitly racist (Nazroo 1997: 123). Furthermore, such preferences are facilitated, although as Alibhai-Brown recently stated: ‘...we never hear about the large numbers of black and Asian health care workers rejected by patients who are exercising their choice not to be touched or treated by them’ (1999: 4). She reported that several minority ethnic workers had contacted her not only to illustrate the level of abuse they receive from white patients, but also the limited support offered by their colleagues and managers (see Beishon et al 1995).

The reality of this was evidenced by one of the ward managers in the trust who outlined what she called the ‘non-attendance policy’:

The patient one is always quite difficult and how I deal with it as a manager, I always sit down with the nurse, talk it through with them, but the nurses are quite on board... They know... And what we do is, we have a policy of non-attendance for the staff to the patient, so they will actually withdraw and another nurse will actually go and see to that patient. I mean we treat it in the same way as if a female patient didn’t want a male nurse to see to her, which we have to
abide by if that is their choice; because we have to give patients choice and we do so. There is a male nurse seeing to you but we could get somebody, a female, but they'd probably be a little longer to come. So we do give them that choice and I think we do have to be fair and we have to give them the choice. But the nurse needs to be counselled very carefully, and needs to be followed up. That's how we deal with it (R1, p.5, para.14).

Although this was not a trust-wide policy, as the situation had been dealt with entirely differently by a community clinic based in the inner city, to the extent it does occur the trust is actually complicit in the racism of white patients. This policy of non-attendance sends a very clear message to the nurse, one that counselling will do very little to salve – that racism is perfectly legitimate. This would again chime with the findings of Jay (1992), Beishon et al (1995) and Bagilhole and Stephens (1999: 240), who argued that: 'The respondents [female minority ethnic employees] cited...being moved to other parts of the hospital and being isolated without proper support as examples of racial discrimination'. A general lack of awareness about the nature and extent of discrimination amongst managers, and an informal approach to it could only serve as a signal to staff and patients that such behaviour was acceptable.

This is certainly the link drawn by Alibhai-Brown (1999) in discussing the recent incident in which a kidney was allegedly donated with a racist qualifying condition. She argues that people are entitled to express their views – no matter how distasteful – but that there is no excuse for allowing racism to thrive in a public setting. Thus she argues that the life of the white patient was more important than the principle involved, however, that the incident occurred is simply one facet of the racist culture at work in the NHS. Since the Patient’s Charter (PC) was produced in 1992 (discussed in Chapter 3) she asserts that (white) patient choice has been enabled to such an extent that morality has been obscured, and minority ethnic staff are just expected to put up with the most appalling racism:

This has led to untold problems which are rarely ever discussed. For example, we never hear about the large number of black and Asian health care workers rejected by patients who are exercising their choice not to be touched or treated by them (1999: 4).
Although there are areas in which this problem is taken seriously (Greenwood 1996), it would seem that the 'non-attendance' policy described above is part of a much wider development within the Health Service.

Despite the belief amongst a minority of those involved with or employed by the NHS that it is institutionally discriminatory, and clear evidence of institutional discrimination at work, the problem with the MacPherson definition of institutional discrimination is that it arguably allows individuals off the hook, and, locates racism in the hearts and minds of an extreme minority. 'The five prime suspects have been transfixed into the racist 'other' where their witting racism is presented as a totalizing condition of their being' (McLaughlin & Murji 1999: 375). This would fit with the coat of paint theory of racism articulated by Gilroy, in which racism is viewed as a thin layer covering an essentially healthy culture (Gilroy 1987). This interpretation did not satisfy the unofficial user representatives, but before we consider why this might be the case in more detail, first we should consider what was said about discrimination.

Sites of discrimination

The stories that emerged about discrimination were quite distinct. For instance one respondent recounted her early experiences of nursing

And it's like when I was nursing on the wards if a patient from a different ethnic minority group came in, I would, it's awful to say, but I would give them special treatment. Because I would know, because what I found was that other staff would just be, Uggggghh, like this. I'd think, God, this person deserves to be treated with respect. And I do, I'd go out of my way to make sure they had whatever they wanted, that they knew exactly what was going on (R6, p.26, paras.84 & 85).

In order for minority ethnic patients to receive a reasonable standard of service she felt obliged to positively discriminate in their favour. There is evidence to suggest that the relative neglect she was trying to address continues. Asked whether any staff went out of their way to help only 17% of respondents from the Coronary Heart Disease Survey agreed. However, 27% of 'Black Caribbeans', 40% of 'Indians', 45% of 'Bangladeshis' and 46% of Pakistani
respondents stated that no staff went of their way to help (Airy et al. 1999). It may be that the
tendency of allowing or expecting minority ethnic employees to deal with patients from
minority communities goes beyond the ad hoc provision of interpreting services outlined in the
previous chapter, and, that they are made to feel guilty for doing so (George 1994). This is a
subject we will explore in much greater depth in Chapter 6.

More specifically some of the user representatives clearly felt that the discrimination,
as discussed since at least the early 1980s (Brent CHC 1981, Bryan et al. 1985), is partly
designed to achieve ulterior outcomes. In other words the NHS is used as means of
controlling minority ethnic populations. In her official capacity as a user representative one
respondent outlined the development of a health programme to improve the plight of local
refugees. She said:

...we've got an interagency refugee forum, which was started up four years ago. We
approached health whose immediate interest was about tracking and screening refugees and
asylum seekers, which to some degree is understandable from the public health perception,
but unfortunately it adds to the stereotype about what black people/refugees are (R5, p. 17, para. 52).

The health needs of the refugees were secondary to the threat that they seemingly posed for
the rest of the population, and this approach was in turn based upon stereotypical attitudes.
In many ways the 'Port Health' mentality continues to find expression (Donovan 1986a;
Smaje 1995; Law 1996), and the Health Service can serve to inflame public perceptions and
is allegedly being used as a supplementary means of immigration control.

The authors mentioned above also accused the NHS of practising internal methods of
population control, reflecting the claims made about the pre-eminence of eugenicism in the
ideological tradition of health care. Minority ethnic women have allegedly been offered birth
control advice more readily than their white counterparts, and, more ready access to
abortions and sterilisations (Bryan et al. 1985; Kushnick 1988; Torkington 1991; Bowler 1993;
Stubbs 1993; Skellington 1996; Baxter 1997). A similar process among certain white health
professionals was detected during this survey. For example, one of the unofficial user
representatives who was also a health professional described this incident from her recent experience:

...the letters that I get from GPs, and the phone calls, they’re terrible, I mean they really are very, very racist...I mean one consultant, she's retired now, she'd never met me I'd just started the job and a woman contacted our voluntary group...to say that she's pregnant, she went to see the doctor they told her she had to terminate the pregnancy because her partner already had a child with someone else who had sickle cell disease. So she rang up to say what can I do? What should I do? So I said, Look you need to get yourself tested first of all to find out whether you do have the trait, and if you do we can actually test your baby early in pregnancy, and you can then decide whether you want to continue with it or not. No, this hadn’t been put to her by her doctor; they told her that it was imperative that she terminate. So I rang the consultant concerned and said, you know, that I'd had a conversation with this woman, and her response was: Oh well you know what these black women are like don't you? This is what she said, seriously, I was gobsmacked. I'm on the phone and she said, They put it about a bit, and they sleep with so many different men, I'm sure she doesn't even know who the father of the child is. And she carried on talking, and she said: Well of course you and I know what we're talking about don't we? And I said, Actually I'm a bit disturbed by what you're saying here, and she said Oh no, no, no, she said It's common, she said, Of course she’s got to terminate, there are too many of them anyway. And I said, Look I'm very busy at the moment, look I’d love to continue this conversation with you, can we meet up? This time, sometime this week? And of course she'd never seen me before you see, and I wanted her to see who she was talking to. And we arranged a meeting but unfortunately she went off sick and then retired (R6, pp.8-9, para.26).

Here the negative attitude towards minority ethnic people, based upon unfounded generalisations and stereotypes, is translated very clearly into action. So in contrast to the views of trust employees the unofficial user representatives were able to provide explicit evidence of discrimination, and, examples of discrimination with the eugenic undertones described by writers such as Bryan et al (1985) and Kushnick (1988). These stories were extended to form a coherent explanation for the failure of services to meet the needs of a diverse society.

The personal is political

As stressed above most of the trust employees were unable to identify any evidence of discrimination, except that aimed at minority ethnic health professionals by ‘elderly’ white patients. A small minority accepted the definition of institutional discrimination established by the MacPherson Report, with the emphasis on unwitting racism. Similarly, some of the unofficial user representatives initially accepted these notions of indirect discrimination or
unwitting racism. The Chinese respondent was a classic example of this, though towards the end of the interview she said

I’m forever voicing my frustration and anger about the lack of provision for the Chinese, especially the elder, especially the isolated, and the frail and terminal illness people, and especially culturally they’re very, very insensitive. Yeah, and ignorant (R4, p.30, para.121).

When I asked her in what sense she was using the word ‘ignorant’ – as it can either mean rude and insensitive or simply being unaware – she replied:

A lot of them don’t want to know (R4, p.31, para.123).

Ultimately only one of the eight respondents consistently argued that racism and discrimination is faceless and institutional. It is possible that the initial reluctance of the rest to identify racism as an individual rather than an institutional problem was based on the fear that such an accusation might affect the standing or even the funding of their organisations. This would further question the belief, underlined by the reluctance to complain about racism identified by Bagilhole and Stephens (1999), that minority ethnic communities are exploiting the post-MacPherson climate to gain unfair advantages.

In fact the outcome of the report may prove to be detrimental to improving relations in general and services in particular. As McLaughlin and Murji (1999) and others have pointed out the provisional definition of institutional racism is highly problematic because it invites the tendency to treat it as the last word on the subject, contrary to the intentions of the authors, and lets individuals off the hook. The unofficial user representatives dismissed the idea that no one was to blame. Authors like Richards (1994) and Donovan (1986a) suggest that institutional discrimination emerges naturally out of direct discrimination because majority groups organise institutions to suit themselves. Thus the resultant exclusion is not deliberate or conscious but evolutionary. Baxter (1988: 4-5) identified various ways in which racism can influence the operations of important societal institutions:
1. It ignores the reality of diversity and continuing to do things in traditional ways.
2. White people in powerful positions are unconsciously influenced by racist stereotypes.
3. Rules and regulations though intended to be, and indeed applied, neutrally have the effect of disadvantaging minority ethnic communities (see also Baxter 1997).

None of these interpretations would sit well with the views of the majority of unofficial user respondents, rather they argued that racist institutions are *consciously* created and maintained by the active or inactive racism of individuals. What might be termed direct institutional discrimination or racism.

Health workers are as much a part of societal racism as anyone and the Health Service reflects that. One respondent argued that this is inevitable:

...if we have a culture where being racially and sexually and impairment discriminatory, you know, the people, then it becomes their [specifically health professionals] way of life, their culture (R5, p. 14, para. 43).

Certainly the actions of the ward manager in instituting a policy of 'non-attendance' illustrate this most clearly. Although she clearly felt that her responsibility was to support the preference of patients, and that working with older people racism was only to be expected, she only accepted responsibility where the patients were white. She was far from sympathetic when an Indian family requested an Indian nurse for their mother, even though there was a genuine reason for this. It is this kind of inexplicable inconsistency of attitude and action that can only really be attributed to racism (Mavungu 1992).

These respondents linked the communication barriers identified in the previous chapter with racism. One respondent in particular stated very clearly that language barriers and cultural gaps are used as an excuse to conceal the fact that the Health Service refuses to see different needs as anything other than 'special' needs (R2, p. 1, paras. 1 & 2). This enables the needs of minority ethnic groups, along with other disadvantaged groups, to be seen as illegitimate and unworthy of attention. She further argued that institutional racism is
just one aspect of an exclusionary culture which is white, male middle-class, heterosexual and able-bodied, and that the Health Service, as with every major institution, is geared to meet the needs of those who satisfy these criteria. That is why it serves the most demanding and articulate, and, therefore, the least in need, most effectively (R2, p.2, para.2; Titmuss 1962; Le Grand 1982). There is then a conscious element to institutional discrimination, as individuals operate within and help to sustain the status quo.

The majority of unofficial user representatives argued that the NHS fails minority ethnic communities because it was designed by and for the white majority, and, that there is a conscious element to this (Bryan et al 1985; for a full discussion of the location of the NHS in the context of the racist origins of the welfare state and of its place in supporting state racism see Baxter & Baxter 1988, Kushnick 1988; Williams 1989). The model developed by Patel (1993), whereby 'racisms' (both personal and institutional) interact via the medium of an internalised colonialism would perhaps best describe the perceptions of this group of respondents, for it would also account for the central part played by occupational cultures (the eugenic roots of biomedicine etc., see also Parekh 2000: Ch.5). Consequently the arguments raised by authors such as Flew (1986) to undermine the notion of institutional racism, i.e. that racism must by definition be conscious would find some sympathy amongst these respondents, because they view the institutionalised nature of racism in Britain to be consciously constructed.

In fact it was even argued, in sympathy with the early literature on this subject (Brent CHC 1981, Bryan et al 1985 etc.) that the NHS has been, is being, used to control minority ethnic populations. Individuals are both the product and producer of the society in which they live, and institutions such as the NHS are a fundamental part of any society. Change is slow because it goes against the underlying principles of major institutions and because it is resisted.
Conclusion

It should be noted here that the unofficial user representatives were not dismissive of the services provided to minority ethnic communities, and recognised that some insensitivity and apparent indifference on the part of health workers is related to scarce resources and overwork (see also Gerrish et al 1996). However, it became apparent not only from their accounts but also through the material obtained generally that racism and discrimination is a central factor in the continued failure of the NHS to meet diverse needs adequately.

Despite this the report and action plan produced as a result of the consultation exercise carried out by the HA did not mention racism or discrimination at all (see Appendix 5), a consistent theme in official reports according to Baxter (1988). However, ‘...racism is so central that any report which does not discuss it as a fundamental starting point is invariably going to end up offering a superficial analysis of the experience of black people in organizational settings or society in general’ (Baxter 1988: 21). This would be a fair reflection of the value of the work carried out by the HA. One of the authors, indeed the person responsible for representing the interests of minority ethnic communities within the HA, was eager to dismiss any such claims as the work of activists out of touch with the needs and interests of the community. The principal issues were communication and the subtle refinement of existing services, devoid of any wider political context.

In a similar though more extreme mode the trust employees argued that although prejudice is normal discrimination is not, or at least it is not inevitable. This was held to be the preserve of ‘elderly’ patients who didn’t know any better because they had ‘been through’ two World Wars. Though it was also more plausibly argued that they were simply unable to adjust to their diverse new reality. A number of restraints operate to prevent white health workers from discriminating against minority ethnic people – whether colleagues or patients – although none of the propositions were very convincing.

The central theme was that minority ethnic groups have exploited the aftermath of the MacPherson report to protect themselves from justifiable censure and to secure unwarranted
opportunities, even though there is substantial evidence to the contrary (Bagilhole & Stephens 1997, 1998, 1999; Carter 2000). It may well be that this is being used by white people to protect themselves – what better way to silence minority ethnic individuals than to accuse them of trying to gain unfair advantages? The rhetoric and the fear that surrounds PD makes this eminently possible.

In 1993 Sharda wrote: ‘Health professionals and administrators tend to underestimate seriously the extent to which racial discrimination creates additional barriers to equality, both of opportunity in the labour market and of access to services. It also creates poor quality services, suffering, discomfort and alienation for individuals, families and communities’ (1993: 21). The respondents did not underestimate the extent of ‘racial’ discrimination they mostly dismissed it, clearly it is not possible to underestimate what does not exist.

This illustrates the gulf of perception between those who oversee and provide services and the majority of those who unofficially represent minority ethnic users. Far from accepting the claims about the MacPherson report they argued that it hadn’t gone far enough because it allowed individuals off the hook (McLaughlin & Murji 1999). In their eyes institutional racism or discrimination stands as an aggregation of the prejudice and discrimination of individuals. The NHS fails minority ethnic people because it was never designed to meet their needs, and the reform required to address that will be actively resisted. This resistance derives from the perception of a shift in the power relations of society, it threatens both individuals and institutions and this is recognised if never acknowledged (Torkington 1991). In the next section we will move beyond service quality and possible explanations for specific failings to consider what has been done, or was being planned, predominantly at the local level to improve matters.
SECTION TWO:

Improving service provision to minority ethnic communities
CHAPTER 3:

The internal market

'The socialist pleads for the changing system. He (sic) advocates Co-operation instead of Competition: but how can he co-operate with people who insist on competing with him?'

— Robert Tressell

Introduction

From the preceding chapters we can see that the Health Service continues to experience difficulties in providing an appropriate and sensitive service to minority ethnic communities. The purpose of this chapter and the others in this section is to address the question, what can, has been, or should be done to improve services? From a national perspective Smaje (1995) provides a comprehensive account of the development of health policy directed to this end. That is not the purpose of the chapter, though Smaje has given some direction to what follows (1995: 123-130). Here we will first explore the impact of the internal market established in 1991 (DoH 1990), one aspect of the 'New Public Management' paradigm introduced during the 1980s (Carter 2000), and associated measures on the general health needs of minority ethnic communities. In the remaining chapters in this section we will consider localised responses to communication barriers.

On the question of the impact of the reforms there was very nearly a consensus amongst the interviewees that they had made either little or no impact or had failed to deliver despite, in the eyes of a minority, having a certain amount of potential. During the interview survey preparations were being made for the PCG to take over the commissioning role from the local HA (DoH 1997). This was finally achieved in April 2000, despite fears about the rate of reform and active opposition by GPs in particular. Although it was not my intention to explore this issue in any depth, due to the speculative nature of the exercise, several
respondents were anxious to share their experiences and concerns. The general feeling was that, just as with the internal market, there was potential but that it was not likely to be fulfilled. To a large extent the findings support the contention of Rao & Ramaiah (2000) that statutory agencies in general, and HAs in particular, are paying lip service to the needs of minority ethnic communities.

Background

In the 1988 report, Action Not Words, NAHA accused HAs of failing to integrate minority ethnic health needs into training, planning and service delivery (NAHA 1988), and there were allegedly few opportunities for participation for minority ethnic communities in the provision of health care. Law (1996) argues very strongly that market mechanisms have done more to promote the employment prospects of minority ethnic groups than liberal equal opportunities policies. Therefore, for Law the introduction of market mechanisms in provision may well have done more to improve health care than the 'socialist expansion of public sector bureaucracy epitomised by the NHS, often characterised by consumer insensitivity and supposed 'universalist' provision (1996: 154).

It was hoped by many that the 1991 reforms would improve health care for minority ethnic communities in a number of ways (Bahl 1993a, 1995; Baxter 1997; Fletcher 1997; NAHAT 1996/7). In a survey of NHS purchasers, Jamdagni (1996) found that a third of respondents (15) had recognised minority ethnic needs more fully since 1991. The reforms separated out the function of purchasers from providers. The independent health trusts would continue to provide services as before, alongside GPs in the primary sector and, where economically viable, through providers in the private sector. Those with responsibility for purchasing, primarily District Health Authorities (hereafter HAs) and new GP fund-holders, would purchase the appropriate services for those in their immediate areas or practices. HAs were charged with assessing the needs of their service population to inform this process (a number of publications offered guidance on this, i.e. NHSME 1991a, 1991b; CRE 1991;
Hopkins & Bahl 1993; McIver 1994; Rawaf & Bahl 1998; indeed Gunaratnam 1993 offered guidance to Health Service managers in every capacity). To oversee the system, Regional Health Authorities (RHAs) were eventually replaced by eight regional offices of the National Health Service Management Executive (NHSME, later the NHSE).

The development of clinical audit and the use of business plans, performance monitoring and contracting, it was assumed, would improve the service provision to minority ethnic communities because purchasers, having identified local needs, would then be able to pressurise providers into meeting those needs. Central to this process was consumer participation because ‘Those who commission and provide services must be more responsive, help empower the individual and community in making decisions, and provide the right to redress, advocacy, and protection from unfair discrimination’ (Sharda 1993: 25).

As a minimum, commissioners were called upon to focus on waiting times, monitor complaints and insist on the provision of appropriate information, diets and, where necessary, link workers. Where providers failed to meet their obligations purchasers were given the power to remove contracts and place them with alternative providers. Their role was to be overseen by the Ethnic Health Unit (Jamdagni 1996).

Consumer choice and increased participation would increase the ability of minority ethnic communities to actively intervene in the provision of health care (Gunaratnam 1993; Law 1996). Indeed the local HA had stressed in the report which emerged from its consultation programme that it wanted to achieve a better and on-going dialogue with and between all sections of the community. One of its aims was to ‘Work with representatives from black and other minority ethnic groups to look again at the quality specifications for the services we buy from NHS Trusts’ (Appendix 5). From the user perspective, associated initiatives like the PC (DoH 1991) would set down a standard of provision by which users could evaluate their treatment, and, which could be used to secure their rights. Although it has been argued that Charters cannot guarantee such rights (Butcher 1998)
However, there were also fears that the internal market might lead to the marginalisation of minority ethnic health needs due to competing pressures (Smaje 1995; Bagilhole 1997) and continuing hostility to any positive policy development (Law 1996). As for consumer participation Ahmad (1993b) suggested that the success of market-based mechanisms requires ‘active well-informed consumer[s]’, but minority ethnic communities, along with other disadvantaged groups facing discrimination do not necessarily fit that bill (McNaught 1987, 1988). Furthermore, as consumer involvement is rare across the general population, additional fears were expressed that this phenomenon might be used to portray minority ethnic communities in particular as disinterested, incompetent and passive (Law 1996). Therefore, a range of opportunities and risks were identified in relation to the internal market.

The provider’s perspective

There was really no consensus amongst the employees of the trust about the impact of the reforms. Only one respondent felt that they had been actively detrimental. Initially she said:

Well it depends on how you define success. It’s certainly not been equitable, and I don’t think there’s any doubt about that. It’s not been equitable and I don’t think it’s provided equal opportunities (R30, p.4, para.14).

Her main concern lay with the role of purchasers rather than providers, and fund-holding GPs in particular:

Well there’s been in the purchaser area of that split, there’s been as you know, they’ve been looking at primary care. For example, there’s been fund holding practices and non-fund holding practices and the latter have been provided for by the health authorities and their priorities are set with all the sorts of national and locally inherited targets etc. But services have been a little bit more at the whim of fund holders. So it might be that you have a particularly creative, powerful, interested partner within that group whose view is that the need is for one particular service to be developed. And that may well be right, and that’s been developed for that fund holding practice, for that group, for that user population. So it may be that if you live on this side of the main road you easily get access to, for example, physiotherapy services. Whereas if you live on the other side of the road you don’t either because you are in another fund holding practice, or you’re in a non-fund holding practice and the priorities are different. So I
don't think it's been equitable, and I don't think there's been any real attention paid to any kind of rational needs assessment, but it goes back to what I was saying before: who defines the need? (R30, p.4, para.15).

In her view, GP fund-holding might have enhanced the sensitivity of the contracting process (Sharda 1993: 27), but it had only served to increase postcode inequity (ONS 1999).

There was some support for her views outside the trust, though the respondent in question was employed in the NHS. One of the user representatives argued that fund-holding had actually retarded service sensitivity due to overt racism. She referred to the attitude of GPs to the local sickle cell clinic, who considered it a waste of resources. She also argued that GP fund-holders had actively prevented the enhancement of services. When she had tried to organise training on sickle cell and thalassaemia for community nurse’s etc. their attendance had been blocked (for similar experiences see Torkington 1991).

From the specific perspective of service provision, a few respondents argued that the reforms had produced positive outcomes. For example, it was argued that they had stimulated a keener awareness of minority ethnic needs, and that this was due to greater accountability:

It did yes, because probably a long time ago, those things weren’t looked at, and I think with the new legislation that’s been brought in, those things have to be looked at now. And I think all the policies that have come in, and now people are more aware. And I think now the NHS are trusts and not the whole thing that we used to be. Nobody saw anything that happened in the hospital. Nobody knew about anything, but now everybody is accountable. I mean we were accountable before but the trust was not… the needs of different communities were not governed by anybody if you know what I mean, but now they are (R16, p.2, para.5).

In fact it was even argued that it may have had made a positive impact on service provision within and beyond the trust:

I'm not aware of any specific services that have been changed or introduced specifically... Actually that's not true, no I am aware, for example, we do now have a travellers project which is [regional], which all the trusts contribute to. Two workers who specifically work with the travelling community, so that they can learn and have a good understanding of this group of people's culture and particular health needs, of which there are many. And actually inform and educate other professionals as to how best to approach these people in offering a service, and providing a service. To have an awareness of some of the issues that there are.
So actually that isn't true we do actually have some services. Now whether that's been a direct result of that or not I could not say, but we do have something (R18, p.6, paras.18 & 19).

There was a minority view then that the reforms had made at least some impact on service provision.

The majority were not aware that there had been any change in the quality of provision offered to minority ethnic communities.

The implication, drawing on the material presented in the first section, was that little change was needed anyway because services were perfectly adequate. One respondent argued that the reforms had never been intended to improve services, but were really designed to ease the way for privatisation:

It sort of backfired it allowed us to prove that it was a good service. So I think politically as well as practically, there will still be certainly principles let in. I don't think competition is a bad thing, don't get me wrong, I think it does make sure that people stay aware of what they could do, or the penalties of not doing, and I think that was a good thing. But I think there was too much invested in non-health providing factors (R15, p.23, para.64).

According to this respondent the reforms were politically motivated, and their only real benefit (at great cost) had been to underline the quality of existing provision.

In summary, there was no consensus about the impact of the reforms, although the majority argued that in terms of provision, particularly in relation to the trust, there had been very little impact one way or another. Primarily, again reflecting back on the material presented in the first section, this was apparently due to the fact that provision for every section of the community was already adequate.

The Patient's Charter

Where there was a near consensus amongst trust employees it concerned the innovation of the PC (DoH 1991, amended in 1998). It was printed in nine languages and was
designed to act as a bill of rights for patients, underlining the importance '...that all Health Services should make provision so that...your privacy, dignity and religious and cultural beliefs are respected' (DoH 1991: 12). If the care provided did not conform to the published standards then patients were entitled to seek redress. It was as a result of this that the NHSME published guidance to the NHS on meeting diverse needs and the importance of consultation (NHSME 1992a). Johnson (1992) and Bhopal and White (1993) argued that Charters would provide communities with some ammunition in a climate where the will to improve service provision is largely absent. Although the ability of ensuring citizenship rights through consumerist means (such as the PC) has been questioned (Butcher 1998).

In the region in which Robbinston is located Mwasamdu and Mullen (1998) found that 56% of trusts had set PC standards on cultural needs and 70% on religious practices. However, she said very clearly that the lack of activity to meet these needs brought the figures into question. The findings of this research further support her conclusions and the attitudes the trust employees displayed in relation to the PC would perhaps undermine any established standards. For it would appear that support for the PC amongst health workers is also largely absent.

There was some limited support from predictable quarters. The disability co-ordinator said that it had provided campaigners with a weapon with which to beat reluctant managers, and had enhanced the willingness of patients to complain:

...and again I'm sorry to go on about the disability field, we've actually used, people were doing this access work and then the Patient's Charter came out which said that services must be accessible to everyone. So everyone said right, great, we're going to hammer the managers... So it empowers people at the bottom. It's giving us extra ammunition (R24, p.23, paras93 & 95).

Another argued that it had made a slight difference:

Yes I suppose it is slightly, I suppose it is more patient-focused now, but that sounds as if it was never patient-focused. But yes, there is more emphasis on it. And certainly about waiting lists and people not having to wait more than 18 months before they're admitted to hospital.
And if they cancel or are cancelled then it has to be done within a month or something like that, all of these things have focused, and I think... Yeah it has helped (R15, pp.5-6, paras.14 & 15).

However, it was seen to have only marginally increased the user-centred ethos that had always characterised the Health Service.

Otherwise the trust employees were highly critical of the PC, reinforcing the belief that the level of professional resistance would be high (Johnson 1992). They agreed that it had encouraged patients to be more demanding, but in doing so had aroused unrealistic expectations. The resources to make it viable had never been made available,

I think there is a problem with expectation, and I think with the [Patient's Charter] as was, and is at the moment, that people have an enormous expectation. They expect to come to clinic and that they will be seen always within 30 minutes, that they will have their first appointment within 13 weeks and the reality is not that. We're not funded to that level to provide that service, and we do our utmost to ensure that those things don't happen where we can actually have an impact. But at the end of the day if there is no control on referrals, you can't actually achieve it, unless you've got unlimited funding (R23, p.7-8, para.23).

That highlighted very, sometimes a little to our detriment, because it did I think, it gave the public some false hopes as far as what we could offer actually. Because it was just a guideline, but people thought it was the law and forgot it was a guideline. So I think the public's sort of anticipation I think escalated, and we didn't quite marry up with the services and resources that we had (R13, p.7, para.21).

Furthermore, it had raised expectations without encouraging users to think about the resource implications or the problems faced by providers in the context of scarce resources:

That everyone understandably as an individual thinks that their need is the greatest. But it may well be that if you're on the other side of the fence looking, for example, at the nature and number of the calls that you've received this week with a certain level of resources to provide for that. That you have to take into account other considerations like what the clinical needs are and how urgent they are (R30, p.6, para.24).

Secondly, and more worryingly, it was perceived as having increased the tendency of patients' to complain with ulterior motives

I think the PC is a good idea, but I also think that somewhere along the line it went too far because it's getting a little bit like America now. With patients suing for things that in my opinion may have happened anyway... But a lot of people are jumping on the bandwagon I think, suing trusts and hospitals... And demands are much more extreme now. And I feel that a
lot of people don't understand anything that goes on, that they go away and read about it and they think they never said that to me and everything is blown up (R16, p. 3, paras. 8 & 9).

This was something of an extension of the argument that minority ethnic communities had used the post-MacPherson climate to gain unfair advantages. Thirdly, it was perceived as having increased the number of verbal and physical attacks on health workers. The Head of Nursing argued that a staff charter was now required, echoing suggestions by Rowe (1995). The PC promised something that could not be delivered and was seen to have brought out the worst in patients. The result was a more cynical and litigious society.

Several respondents felt frustrated by this new consumerist culture. One effect had been to increase the working hours of staff in the context of a labour shortage

I think from the staffing situation it has put an increased pressure on everybody not just the nursing staff. When we first opened we didn't have as many lists; there certainly weren't as many consultants as there are now. I mean we've taken on quite a few in each speciality, and we have increased probably 50% of our workload, that they're actually talking about working Saturdays now. So we are working harder and it is obviously putting more constraints on the nursing staff from my point of view (R25, p. 3, para. 21).

It was thought that the work it occasioned was often unnecessary. One respondent was tired of telling people the reason for lengthy waiting times, when it was obvious that they were busy. It also encouraged more non-health related work for front-line staff, because they were now encouraged to read every policy statement thoroughly to minimise the risk of legal action. The trust had even instituted written tests. So in the context of a labour shortage, with user expectations spiralling out of control, already over-stretched health workers have to work through a considerable amount of written material to prevent malicious claims. As per previous chapters, those outside the trust had a different view of the PC and its efficacy.

A backlash running ahead of schedule?

For the most part the user representatives and others had much less to say about the PC. What they did say however was in direct conflict with the views expressed above. Far from the politicised and self-centred population portrayed by the trust employees, the
remaining respondents argued that if anything the general public is reluctant to complain.

One of the user representatives argued that:

Yes I would say yes and no [that the PC is a positive development], because some people
don't know anything, some people can't be bothered. And the other side thinks it's important
and want to know, a bit more about it. But again I would say you have to make people want to
do this and that's hard (R3, p. 9, para. 40).

In other words the public are sometimes too ill-informed or too apathetic to complain and
often need a push from interested organisations.

The principal issue though was thought to be the power differential between users and
health professionals. For example the disability co-ordinator outlined the partnership model
she had adopted for work with disabled people:

...the down side of that is that [it] is quite a culture shock for some people. And the public need
to be educated too. Because sometimes in rehabilitation if we try and give this sort of
partnership approach that's actually quite a shock to the patient. They think hang on a minute
I'm the patient here. I thought that you were going to sort me out. I want a prescription, I don't
want to be told to go away and change my lifestyle, I want the doctor to sort it out for me. So
there are issues about actually working together (R24, p. 10-11, para. 40).

For similar reasons she felt that minority ethnic communities might also be reluctant to take
on a more active role in health provision:

It can disable people who are used to being oppressed by other people coming and knowing
best, speaking for them and doing things to them, and that's...some of that's probably true.
That minority groups have not had access to good information to be able to make choices,
and information is power, so other people take the power from you (R24, p. 10, para. 40).

For various reasons, but primarily due to social exclusion, this being '...a shorthand term for
what can happen when people or areas suffer from a combination of linked problems such as
unemployment, poor skills, low incomes, poor housing, high crime environments, bad health
and family breakdown' (http://www.cabinet-office.gov.uk/seu/), it was unlikely that minority
ethnic individuals would be able to provide the level of challenge articulated by the majority of
the trust employees (Ahmad 1993b). Furthermore, according to one of the respondents
certain sectors of the minority ethnic community would be even less likely to complain:

In the past I had a reason, if you don’t shout it suits them, one less to worry about. That’s the
impression I got. Many, many mainstream providers, Chinese do not say, oh Chinese are okay
they never complain, they’re all right, they’re not troubling anybody (R4, p.16, para.58).

The user representative from the Chinese community argued that services like the NHS
actually exploit such cultural factors (see McIver 1994: 28 who presents literary support for
this claim), and though things were now improving the reluctance to complain was proving
hard to overcome

In addition to cultural issues, it was also argued that the power differential between
patients and professionals is as pronounced as ever:

And a lot of ordinary people say they don’t want to voice their concerns to doctors and nurses
because they know what a hard job they’re doing. And they don’t often want to be critical of
their doctor or nurse, to make a complaint, because that’s not the culture of most patients to
complain; in case it affects the health care they receive... It’s often the suffering in silence. We
held a recent open forum, and we had an internal working group running, a consultation
structure, and we held an open forum, and I mean there was not that many there, but I mean
there was a lot of discussion going on, and a very marked point made was that people felt they
were suffering in silence. And they continued to suffer in silence because they would need
their elderly patient cared for, their child cared for, or be pregnant yet again, they were looking
after their ends (R5, p.5, paras.16 & 17).

Users from minority ethnic groups allegedly fear the repercussions of enforcing their rights. It
was implied that the complaints outlined above were part of a backlash by the trust
employees that was running ahead of schedule:

I think in some sense doctors and nurses feel that they are the educated ones and that the
patients should be told what to do. They shouldn’t ask questions, they shouldn’t be given the
information, because they shouldn’t question their treatment. They should put up and shut up
(R6, p.21, para.69).

It was felt by a majority of the unofficial user representatives that any challenge to the power
differential between users and professionals would be strongly resisted and it was felt that the
sort of complaints above were part of a concerted effort to preserve and reinforce it. To
illustrate this it is appropriate to reiterate here the Deputy Director's warning that doctors would not participate in this research because they expect to be treated like Gods (Torkington 1991).

The PC then, in common with many of the issues already discussed, was the source of significant disagreement. While the trust employees mainly felt that it had gone too far in empowering consumers, the bulk of the remaining respondents argued that it had not gone far enough. Health professionals retain enormous power in their interactions with users. One user representative actually maintained that the PC was a brilliant device to shift the responsibility of improving services onto the general public. If no one complained then the assumption was that services were okay, but if not and people did not complain, then that is their responsibility (Law 1996). This would certainly suggest a confirmation of one of the central themes of the research – that the system and its representatives seem keen to push responsibility onto minority ethnic communities.

Alibhai-Brown (1999) argues that the NHS has actually allowed the consumerism stimulated by the PC to facilitate the racism of white patients, a reality we can identify in the context of the 'non-attendance policy'. She argues that the PC has created professional automatons unable to make ethical decisions for fear of public disapproval, and there is some agreement from within the service. The Assistant Director of Equal Opportunities for Bradford Hospitals Trust said:

We have a loyalty to our employee who should not be subjected to racism and also the patient who is entitled to a choice of practitioner under the PC. Our other difficulty is that unlike a shop or a pub, which could bar a customer for racism, we have no such powers (Greenwood 1996: 13).

The difficulty here is obvious and yet the views of the majority of unofficial user representatives would suggest that white managers within a white health system are facilitating the racism of patients. In the case of 'non-attendance' policy it would be hard to disagree.
One issue that both parties could agree upon however was that the PC was unlikely to significantly improve the quality of service provided for anyone. Unlike the trust employees, the user representatives were at least as much concerned about the role of purchasing as provision in the context of the internal reforms.

**The role of the HA**

The most resonant feature of the reforms for the user representatives was the role of the HA, which was identified as one of their crucial components (Ahmad 1993b; Johnson 1993; Smaje 1995). This may well have been underlined by the findings of Mwasamdube and Mullen (1998) which were then being disseminated locally. Of the 12 HAs in the region that took part in the study,

- 2 (17%) had developed a health strategy for minority ethnic communities.
- 3 (25%) had included minority ethnic needs in service level agreements.
- 4 (33%) had included minority ethnic needs in primary care strategies.

She concluded that ‘...a significant number of health authorities are failing to exercise leadership nor are they steering the strategic direction for the purchasing of health care for people from black and minority ethnic communities’ (1998: 6). The limited numbers included in the study do not effect the conclusions substantially as it was a census-based initiative, including every HA and trust in the region.

Although the expectations of providers are clearly outlined in the HAs report and action plan including sensitive dietary provision and appropriate interpreting services (Appendix 5), there was little faith that they were monitored or enforced. The respondent from the CHC argued that the main problem had been in organising the relationship between purchasers and providers:
So in theory the health authority could have done that but in practice I haven’t seen it. Partly because they’ve been so desperately trying to figure in the early stages their role, and their modus operandi. But they’d didn’t have the opportunity, and they actually don’t have the staff levels sufficiently high enough to do a lot of this stuff. Now having said that they have worked with this CHC. For example, they fund [us] to the tune of 30,000 a year to run what we call the local voices project. And we employ basically a community development worker. He works out in the community on issues of concern to local people, and he’s done some work with Asian women in the inner city. So the potential’s there and some bits of work have been carried out which have been quite effective but not in terms of an overall blanket approach (R12, pp.5-6, para.18).

He continued in this vein:

So most Health Services are provided on an historical model. We’re doing that because that’s what we did... And changing from what we do now, which is based on what we did then is hard because you’ve got to be able to justify what you’re changing it to. Now to do that you’ve got to know what’s going on, and it’s a resource issue as well. It’s partly resources and it’s partly new roles and coming to terms with them (R12, pp.6-7, paras.19 & 20).

According to this respondent a combination of factors had served to minimise the potential of purchasing, namely the historical model of provision, role confusion and a lack of resources (Ahmad 1993b; Karmi 1993; Rawaf 1993).

Even if the HA had developed a strong sense of mission, it would have been difficult to apply pressure to providers. Crucially the internal market had decentralised responsibility and this weakened its control:

No they don’t appear to have done. I’m not aware of any. I mean I could not see why they would either. In some respects they may have made things more difficult. The purchaser/provider split instead of having one health authority in terms of secondary care with an overview and a control of recruitment and access to services, you’ve got a number of different organisations. And those organisations... in this area we’ve got 4...combined trusts: acute, mental health and community services... And they’ve all got different employment policies, different access policies, different access procedures and so on (R12, p.3, para.7).

Even if the HA had retained the level of control it previously had over providers, it would not have been able to discipline errant trusts anyway:

You can’t take the contract away because that could destabilise the trust, and undermine a number of other services. It’s go to be done more cautiously and carefully than that (R12, p.7, para.21).
He accepted that the HA wanted to do better but was constrained by the structural implications of the contracting process.

Another respondent agreed that pressure had not been actively applied by purchasers, but argued that:

I would say from the purchaser’s point of view I feel that a lot of them are very frightened of rocking the boat. And when certain problems are brought to their attention it’s very much like, oh God what do we do with this? Things are very sensitive politically, we don’t want the community to hear about this, so therefore the funding will carry on to providers although they may not be providing the services that they’re supposed to be providing (R6, p. 13, para. 44).

The commitment to improve services to minority ethnic communities and to withdraw contracts has never been there. It is not so much a fear of destabilising services, but rather about keeping the alleged failings of the providers quiet and hoping that users and their representatives would not find out. She said:

And there was a problem within the community that was brought to the attention of the health authority, and it would have huge implications to money they were providing for a particular service and the money was not being used effectively, it was not used for what it had been intended. And from my point of view I could see that patients were suffering as a result of this, and I’m very much well, if they’re not providing the service let’s take the money back, give it to someone who will do it. And that didn’t happen. And that’s just carrying on and on, it’s very much like, Well if the public get to hear about it, how are we going to look? (R6, p. 14, para. 46)

The other side of the coin was the relative strength of providers:

And I think a lot of people from the provider’s point of view they have a lot of clout. They’re very, very strong... Oh yeah they have a lot of clout and if they say they will not do, it’s not very much, Well if you won’t do it we will take it away (R6, p. 14, paras. 46 & 47).

So the fear of negative publicity and the relative strength of providers effectively hamstrung the HA. Although mostly, as argued by the majority of the unofficial user representatives throughout, there has been a genuine lack of commitment.
Consultation versus participation?

That there has been a lack of commitment can be detected to some extent in relation to the level of participation achieved in the region. As stated earlier this was central to the ethos of the reforms (Balarajan & Raleigh 1995) and has been an on-going priority since the Management Inquiry headed by Sir Roy Griffiths 1988 (McIver 1994). There is evidence of participation and collaboration working on a localised basis, for example in Leeds (Cortis & Rinomhota 1996) and Manchester (McIver 1994). However, it would seem that in the south west region even consultation has been difficult to achieve.

For example, Mwasamdube and Mullen (1998) found that only 50% of HAs had processes in place to obtain feedback from minority ethnic communities, and still less, 42%, had consulted minority ethnic communities on their annual purchasing plans. Similarly, only 26% of the 36 participant trusts had surveyed their local minority ethnic communities, and only 39% reported any consultation on service use and quality. Consultation had begun in Robbinston, but had there been any real improvements?

Most of the respondents accepted that the consultation exercise organised by the HA had been a positive development. Even the most vehement critics of the Health Service appreciated the consultation undertaken by the HA:

They seem to be more sensitive, opened up to the black and ethnic minorities, and having said that we’ve had a lot of consultation meeting for the last 3-4 years, we’ve had various consultation meetings. It’s until about 18 months ago, or 2 years ago, things are beginning to take off. And things are beginning to improve, and they’re becoming more sensitive to our needs, but in the past it’s just lip service (R4, p.5, para.14).

The HAs representative echoed this. She explained that the consultation had been community-led and had spanned a 6-9 month period. The positive aspects of this were evident, it had enabled an on-going dialogue, as the previous respondents had suggested between the HA and the local community:

Specific things that I feel we’ve made progress on, are in terms of better working relationships with some of the community groups, and also that we have joint meetings with some of the city council services, who work in the inner city. Like social services community development. And
we've brought them together with some of the GPs and health workers, so that there's much more of a sharing in some areas – particularly with regard to the Somali community because they're quite a large unassimilated community. So we've put a lot of time into them. Everyone agreed that they were a priority really. And we've got this steering group together, and that seems to be one of the first times that you've had people like me who've got a kind of strategic overview in the same room with people from the communities, and people who actually deliver services to the communities personally. That seemed to be a gap that certainly the workers felt had not been bridged before, that all the people who had an interest were in the same room, rather than me writing a document and sending it out and saying this is how you should deal with black and minority ethnic people. So the things I feel most pleased about, are those kind of practical things (R.11, p.6, para.19).

In essence the consultation exercise had enabled the HA to develop a better awareness of the needs of minority ethnic communities, and, to establish an on-going dialogue with those communities and health providers in the interests of involvement and accountability. Doubts were also expressed by some respondents about its aftermath.

A major criticism was that the drive for change had come from the voluntary sector and was not genuinely supported by the HA. For instance,

I haven't seen any evidence of it put it that way. No, I haven't see any evidence of it at all. I think a lot of it really, if any changes have been made it really has come from the patients, well, from people within the community, form voluntary organisations. I mean a lot of it really is from the voluntary organisations (R6, p.11, para.36).

She argued that without community pressure there would have been little commitment to on-going dialogue, and that any small improvements in services have come about through the same source. In short, the real drive and commitment for change has come from the voluntary sector and without this even the limited achievements of recent times would not have materialised. Not only is this consistent with the birth of provision for minority ethnic communities, i.e. led by the voluntary sector (Johnson 1987, 1993; Patel 1993), it further questions the willingness of the NHS to improve services for minority ethnic communities. The HA was clearly happy to provide short-term funds and allow the voluntary sector to bear the brunt of the service responsibilities (Ahmad 1993b; Bagilhole 1993; Smaje 1995).

The limitations of allowing the voluntary sector to bear too much of this burden has been clearly identified in the relevant literature. The funding provided is often limited and short-term which means that needs cannot be met adequately and the status quo remains
untouched, needs deemed illegitimate are kept on the periphery (Johnson 1993; Alexander 1999). According to Patel 'Such projects are often financially supported and positively viewed by mainstream health and social services because they provide a 'buffer' against direct criticism of failure to provide mainstream services' (1993: 131). Allowing the voluntary sector to bear the bulk of the responsibility for providing important services also reflects the institutional desire (underscored throughout this study) to see minority ethnic communities creating problems that they ought to address (Ahmad 1993b). Funding by HAs etc. can also be used to create divisions within and between minority ethnic communities, because they '...are in competition with each other for state handouts, and are therefore easier to control' (Ahmad 1993b: 213). As will be discussed in the following chapter, such divisions were only too apparent in Robbinston.

Consistent with the tenor of these arguments there was a firm belief among certain respondents that the HA had deliberately forced minority ethnic interests off the agenda during the first phase of the reforms:

They, the health authority, actually had a group called Race and Health, when I first started. They were funded by the health authority basically to act as a link for people from black and ethnic minority groups. And when I started I met with the woman who was co-ordinating it and at the time things were changing, and I think GP fund-holding was coming into play, and there was a whole sort of change within the Health Service. And she rang me up one day and said they're not going to fund us any longer, and they would be doing the work that when the doctors ring me to say can you help with this situation, that was what the organisation was doing. So the funding was stopped, they applied they appealed and all the rest of it. And it was No we don't need you any longer, we need to channel the money elsewhere (R6, p.11, para.37).

Furthermore, the consultation process though valuable had not proved entirely fruitful in terms of outcomes, which is likely to undermine credibility for the process in the longer term (McIver 1994). The Chinese respondent maintained that the expressed needs of the community had been brushed under the carpet, when the Chinese community demanded a Chinese health clinic, a long period of obfuscation had ensued before they were eventually informed that it was not viable. Consultation all too often obscures the reality that local communities do not
have the power to ensure that their demands are met. Thus although dialogue is important, so too is outcome, and it is in this direction that progress seems to have been limited.

Even the HA representative accepted that actual progress had been fairly limited. She referred explicitly to the Chinese community:

And we're increasingly saying to them: Well yes there are specifically Chinese health issues, yes there are specifically African health issues, but by and large the things that you all talk about are quite similar and we haven't got the resources and we never will have to tackle, to provide a Chinese Health Service, and Asian Health Service. I mean we've got to provide a Health Service that's accessible to everybody who lives here. And so what we need is the groups to talk to each other (R11, p.7, para.21).

The ability to provide separate services to individual communities is beyond the current level of resources available to the local NHS. That the issue of resource constraints was a common theme throughout (see also McNaught 1988), is extremely common in terms of managerial logic. Indeed Lipsky (1980: 33) argued that ‘...street level bureaucracies, with certain other government agencies, chronically experience resource constraints. These agencies are virtually never adequately provided for, and perhaps cannot be adequately provided for’. Demand always outstrips supply, and in many ways the notion of separate services does seem unrealistic.

At times it appeared that even reasonable demands were dismissed in this way, and, referring back to Chapters 1 and 2, this is more to do with the way that different needs are constructed as deviant and outside the core business of the Health Service. Smaje (1995) warned that ‘the geographic distribution of minority ethnic groups will lead to a residualisation of their needs in newly emerging structures of health provision’ (1995: 123), and this appears to have been prophetic.

It quickly became clear what the consultation exercise had really been about. The HA representative had already said that it was important to get the people involved in various aspects of health and she continued to press the idea of involvement over consultation:
This government in particular is moving heavily towards public involvement in direct delivery of services... Involving communities is very time-consuming, and I think the government haven't realised quite how long the time-scales are. Now I've only come to this over the last 2 or 3 years, but the community development work, public involvement work, is very long-term. And, I think with this project and other projects we're 2 years down the line and I'm only just beginning to get to know people, who are only just beginning to trust you. People from black communities now will ring me up — they actually know my name — and they'll ring me and say such and such happened, or did you know? Or what would you do about this? And lots of other things are the same, particularly disadvantaged communities feel very reluctant to start, and building up all that trust takes a long time (R1 1, p. 21, para. 77).

So the drive came from the government, but despite this she does see that consumer/user involvement is vital to the provision of health care. However, the purpose appeared to be as much about winning sympathy for the Health Service as improving services.

It takes a lot of explaining to local communities, and the only thing that I've found that works is to get local people actually working with trust managers on specific detailed issues. Because they need to understand the difficulties that trusts face (R11, p. 24, paras. 87 & 88).

The object may have been less to give minority ethnic communities a say in how services are run, or to stimulate health workers to identify and meet different needs more effectively, but to buy off discontent. She argued that this had already occurred in relation to a new telephone interpreting service (discussed in the following chapter); at first user groups and activists had denounced it, but as they were now nominally involved and could see the difficulties involved in language provision, they had learnt to accept it.

To some extent this reflects the experience documented by McNaught (1988) in West Lambeth, where the local HA tried to formulate a 'race' policy through just such a process of consultation. Although the process had been lengthy and inconclusive, this was not the view of the District Management Team, which was reputedly satisfied with the outcomes. The interests of minority ethnic communities were also seemingly exploited, though more in the interests of securing greater funds in the face of the restrictions recommended by the Resource Allocation Working Party, than to co-opt communities per se (McNaught 1988: Ch. 4).

Although the rationale for co-option was different the outcomes might prove equally ineffectual in the longer term. The HA representative explained quite clearly why the outcome
of the consultation exercise in particular and the internal reforms in general had been so
limited. It was basically a problem of numbers:

[Has it been effective?] No. Not at all. And we're equally in [this region] there's no way you can
justify targeting huge resources at that very small proportion of the community except in one
area... In the inner city area. So having contracts with trusts about culturally diverse services, I
mean I was a trust general manager here... for years, well you would only see such a rare
number of people from each ethnic group that it would hardly present as a problem. Now you
can call that institutionalised racism, okay, fair enough, but it doesn't help you in dealing with it
really (R11, p.10, para.30 & 31).

In her view, as became clearer the longer the interview progressed, minority ethnic
communities are too small to justify any more expenditure than they already receive (for
literary evidence of similar sentiments in the NHS see Smaje 1995). This reflects the findings
of Jamdagni (1996) who found that the size of service communities is central to the extent of
local activity, and of the six trusts that refused to take part in Mwasammbube and Mullen's
(1998) study the most common explanation was demographic. Ultimately though, scarce
resources were identified as the biggest single barrier to progress (see also Carter 2000).

As discussed in the previous chapter, this sits very well with the concept of good
management defined in the context of New Public Management (Carter 2000). However, the
processes by which some needs are seen as peripheral in the context of scarce resources
were also identified. Mwasammbube and Mullen (1998) detected a genuine lack of commitment
amongst Health Service managers to providing accessible and equitable services. As
Torkington (1991: 184) argues, 'If you really want to do something you will find the resources
with which to do it'.

The urgency of a policy response should not be entirely determined by numbers. As
the representative of the REC argued, there would be no tolerance of the idea that child
abuse is relatively rare therefore it should be ignored. If 5% of the population of a city are
having difficulties in accessing services and experiencing inadequate treatment when they
do, then this should be seen as a major problem (Jay 1992). It undermines the consistent
argument put forward by the HA representative that people are individuals first and foremost.
In fact, it seems that minority ethnic individuals are first and foremost seen as group members.

The 1997 White Paper, *The New NHS: Modern and Dependable*, states very clearly that minority ethnic communities ought not to be disadvantaged on the basis of demography (DoH 1998). In the words of Mwasamdu and Mullen (1998), *There needs to be equity of access to Health Service provision and health care delivery for all people from black and minority ethnic groups regardless of the region in which they live and the diversity of their population* (1998: 25; Gerrish et al 1996). Although the HA had carried out a valuable consultation exercise and increased its contact with the local community, its role as a purchaser had not been fulfilled. In the words of Sharda (1993: 21) *…when consultation has taken place it has been marginal, and often addressed only in relation to language, culture and disease*. Although various reasons were proposed for this, the allegation that it lacks sufficient political will seems to be justified. Would the next round of reforms prove more effective?

**Primary Care Groups**

As the interviews were progressing local PCGs were preparing to take over many of the functions of health purchasers, as fund-holders have been dispensed with and HAs are to take on a new role overseeing the work of PCGs and take a lead on the establishment of Health Improvement Programmes (DoH 1997). PCGs are comprised of different health workers based in the community, including GPs, practice nurses, health visitors etc., representatives of social services and user representatives. Many of the respondents were keen to extol the potential of PCGs on the grounds that they would be inclusive. User representation should be much more effective in getting across the views of local communities than was possible in the previous system.
One respondent, a district nurse, had argued throughout that the NHS was poorly focused, because it adopted a curative approach rather than a preventative approach. PCGs appeared to be a step in the right direction: prevention before cure -

I think it is coming that way, in that they are talking about primary care and care in the community, and everything coming back to the community and they are closing hospital beds. So I think it's coming around that way... I think the government is looking more and more at primary health care in their projects, so I mean hopefully the change is already underway (R26, p.5, para.32).

Several other respondents agreed that PCGs have the potential to make a real difference for patients and minority ethnic communities in particular:

I think that one of the benefits potentially of PCGs, here is an opportunity for them to actually be looking at their local primary care group, and addressing their needs, because one of the key government agendas is equality of health. So there is an opportunity to address that, or attempt to address it. I don't think we can accept that there's a panacea for everything... My understanding is that one of the things that PCGs will be doing will actually be profiling their populations and the health needs of the populations. And I think that could be part of what you were describing. Actually getting the various elements within the PCG to say what it is that you particularly would like to see and then taking it back, looking at the way that all other agendas are, and seeing what we can do. Sometimes it's actually fine tuning a service that you already offer that makes it more acceptable to people so it doesn't always necessarily cost a lot of money, sometimes it's a change of attitude which isn't always easy to achieve is it? (R18, p.15, paras.53 & 54).

PCGs are meant to enhance consultation and greater involvement, profiling the health needs of the user population and commissioning care in accordance with the findings; in a similar though more effective vein than the internal market. Yet many felt that this potential would never be realised.

The disruption caused by a new set of reforms might see equality issues pushed off the agenda yet again, as had previously occurred with the internal market:

I do believe it's still marginal and that with all the changes that we're currently facing with primary care groups, and the massive sea of change, again one gets the feeling that with equality issues, particularly racial equality, has fallen off the agenda yet again (R5, p.4, para.14).
One respondent argued that the constant upheaval was partly designed to ensure that minority ethnic issues remained a low budgetary priority for the Health Service (R2).

So the very process of reform, consciously or unconsciously, may serve to relegate important matters such as equal opportunities and access and retard further progress, rather than providing the basis for great improvements in these areas. It was not simply administrative reform that might prevent the potential of PCGs from being realised there were also substantive reasons to fear that this would be the case.

One area of concern was the power imbalance built into their construction. Even the respondent who was unreservedly enthusiastic about the development posed the rhetorical question –

> Whether the ethnic minorities are being suitably represented within that? I don’t know (R26, p.5, para.32).

Two respondents argued that the membership of the local PCG was (unhealthily) dominated by clinicians:

> But I would hope that with regards to one of the things I was a bit confused about with the primary care groups. For example, they were saying that within this area you could only have 2 nurses on the group, and I think 7 GPs. Talk about top heavy, sort of imbalance there... And I went to a meeting in Cardiff a couple of weeks ago and we were discussing this with regards to this sort of service, and they were saying: Oh well they’ve been told that they can have up to 5 nurses on their group. So we came back and said: Well where did this magic number come from? Because we assumed, incorrectly, that it had come from the Department of Health, and the government. But nobody knows where these magic figures had come from. Whether or not there was a GP that had said well we only want 1 or 2 nurses, and even the sort of people representing the general public, 1 individual to represent (R6, p.16, paras.51 & 52).

This was confirmed to some extent by the following extract from the HA’s Annual Report (1998): ‘PCGs in which local GPs will group together to plan, influence and, in time, purchase Health Services for local people’ (my emphasis). This respondent implied that GPs were responsible for the dearth of nursing staff and user representatives. There had also been little effort expended locally to recruit people from the local community to serve on PCGs:
So you look at people from black and minority ethnic groups. I mean do they know about this? I'll say well how are the public going to know that they can apply to come on these groups? Oh well we will publicise it. I've not seen anything yet, and I've been saying to my clients look this is what's going on, if you want patient representation ring up the health authority and say look you want to be included on this. I don't know whether they have or not, but I know that... Because I haven't seen anything in the local press, on the news or anything that says to people we are looking for representatives from the local community to represent the ordinary folk to come on to these groups (R6, p.16, para.54).

In fact she argued that the reluctance to involve users was part of a wider pattern, which appeared to disadvantage minority ethnic communities in particular:

They're building a new hospital [here]... One of the people who's on the committee for that, rang me up and said, we're doing this and we've actually started the plans, and this is what I was going back to about token sort of ethnic minority on the board. And she said Oh well we've realised that we don't have anyone from an ethnic minority group on our panel, and I said why not? Why have you left it until now to do something about it? So I suggested they contact a couple of people that I work with, a couple of clients who I feel are very articulate and they're very, very strong at getting the patients' voice heard. And I said look contact them. So I rang them up to say look you'll probably be getting a phone call from so and so. Saw them a couple of weeks later to do my usual home visits with them. Oh how did you get on with...? I haven't heard anything. Fine. I went back and they said, Oh well we decided it was too late to actually include anybody on this (R6, p.17, paras.55 & 56).

In short, the influence of GPs on PCGs is likely to be pre-eminent in the local area, and the influence of other groups minimal. This situation was felt to have been manufactured by GPs to fit a consistent local pattern.

The predominance of GPs caused this same respondent further anxiety because she felt that they would work to lower the priority of the service she provides, which mainly caters for minority ethnic communities:

And I think one of the things that concerns me with regards to the primary care groups now that they're introducing next year is... I provide a service I cover the whole of [the city]. Now you're gonna have different primary groups, what can I do to influence the care of people with sickle cell and thalassaemia when you've got all these different primary care groups you know? Is it that they're going to say, Well actually we don't really want to tap into that service, so people who live in that area are going to miss out? (R6, p.15, para.50).

This she related to the conservative nature of many GPs, who were least willing to challenge the traditional professional/patient relationship, and, the most likely to demonstrate overt racism. These tendencies were discussed in the previous section and have been evidenced
most clearly in the role fund holders have played in the recruitment of contracted staff (Cole 1994).

So the power differentials built into the PCG system were already causing anxiety for certain respondents, and part of that was the unwillingness to allow users to make a meaningful contribution. Yet some argued that even if it could be secured and the power differentials negotiated, the opportunity to improve services to minority ethnic communities might be minimal,

I believe some of the changes in hand could create sort of the patient-led service, but there's still questions about accountability. We have primary health groups which are going to be heavily dominated by doctors, where there's questions about structure and sort of a platform that a single lay member will have for a population of 80 to 100 to 120,000 people. And it may be a locality which will probably contain many different communities with individual needs... And that's a worry because as I said earlier, because if you've got one lay member for a population of 120,000... (R5, pp.6 & 19, paras.18 & 59).

One user representative would be expected to champion the rights and needs of an entire community. This would be difficult enough where communities were ethnically homogeneous (assuming this were possible), but when they are also ethnically diverse, the difficulties multiply.

Another potential problem might be that the user representatives might actively elect to ignore the needs of the local community altogether:

I think that it's really useful to get user input into your service but I think it has to be very well managed in the sense that typically the users involved in that type of arrangement may not be representative of the whole. They might have a particular axe to grind, and I don't know if you necessarily select users, if you... I'm thinking of patient focus groups or patient committees that sort of thing, and you tend to get a particular type of person who attends that and I don't know that that's necessarily representative. But how you get that is very difficult, and also I think that with those types of groups that there's an expectation that whatever they will say will then change automatically and a) it might not be representative, and b) it may just not be practical (R23, p.6, para.20).

In sympathy with the attitude of the HA representative, this respondent argued that user representatives are individuals and may well elect to pursue their own agendas. Part of the
problem is that the type of person attracted to this role is unlikely to be representative of the general public (discussed more fully in Chapter 6).

In short, although several respondents acknowledge that PCGs have the potential to improve services, there was substantial suspicion that the potential would remain unrealised. These findings have been substantiated by recent research involving a nationally representative sample of lay people on PCGs (Foolchand 2000). Although 75% (199) felt that PCGs were already improving service provision, there was a widespread expression of isolation and exclusion. The research indicated that minority ethnic communities are underrepresented (3.9%), that clinical dominance has been strong and unchallenged and that these trends are likely to characterise the development of Primary Care Trusts (effective from April 2000) (Foolchand 2000: 32). However the findings of this research appear to offer some insight into the question raised by Foolchand – is underrepresentation due to non-application or bias? The answer would appear to be that bias may be hampering certain applications.

Conclusion

Although the internal market was feted by many as a real opportunity to improve equal opportunities, access and service quality (Hopkins & Bahl 1993) the evidence suggests that its potential has not been realised. Although a minority of the trust employees accepted that some changes had been forthcoming, the majority rejected this because they were of the opinion that little change was required. There was however a near consensus about the PC, which was blamed for politicising users and leading to a compensation culture reminiscent of the United States. The extra workload in a period of staff shortages was also resented by the trust employees.

The unofficial user representatives felt that the PC had not necessarily produced the effects outlined above, particularly in relation to the minority ethnic communities, because of the general apathy of consumers and the specific disempowerment faced by ethnic minorities. It was viewed as something of a backlash running ahead of schedule. This group
of respondents was less knowledgeable about the wider reforms, but there was little acknowledgement of tangible improvements. The head of the local CHC put this down to role confusion and resource constraints, but the unofficial representatives who expressed an opinion consistent with earlier chapters denied that the political will exists to fundamentally improve the lot of minority ethnic communities.

One clear result had been the consultation exercise and the resultant on-going dialogue identified with pride by the HA representative. However, it soon became clear that any nominal involvement that had been achieved was less about directly influencing services and more about buying off discontent. Indeed one respondent argued that the main objective of the HA was to obscure problems to ensure a superficial harmony paid for by minority communities. The recurring issues of demography and resource constraint were used to excuse a lack of real commitment to change, underlining the analysis of Carter (2000: 64)

There has been an inevitable tendency among managers within the Health Service to reduce success to equations about time and money. At the same time, ‘soft’ issues such as equal opportunities have tended to be marginalized precisely because of the lack of quantitative indicators of success or productivity.

As this section progresses it will become apparent that equality issues per se have been to some extent demoted or dismissed, and as Carter’s analysis indicates also, this is less about appropriate measures for success than a clear unwillingness to respond to the needs of a diverse society.

The work of Jamdagni (1996) and Mwasamdube and Mullen (1998) indicate that community size and funding were central to the level of response by Health Service managers. However, the processes by which certain needs are constructed as peripheral need to be recognised. Jamdagni concluded ‘...that a certain type of awareness of racism, and its impact on the health of the black population, is more likely to lead to a level of political commitment which brings about positive change’ (1996: 31). Political will in the region was found to be limited (Mwasamdube & Mullen 1998) and the local HA were only willing to acknowledge racism in the wider society, by implication separating the NHS from the
community despite claims about participation and involvement. Therefore, it seems unlikely that the situation will improve in the immediate future.

Indeed, as the interview survey began, the first steps had been taken to set up the first PCGs in the area. Just as with the introduction of the internal market, there had been high hopes that the results would be beneficial for everyone and minority ethnic communities in particular. Yet the power imbalance created by GPs, anticipated and indirectly condoned by the HA, had prevented any attempt to ensure community representation, or at least to minimise any communal influence. Even if a fair representation was to be achieved in the future several respondents were sceptical about the outcomes. How could one or two lay people challenge the clinical pre-eminence and then sensitively represent the needs of such a diverse community?
CHAPTER 4:

Minding our language

‘I strive to be brief, and I become obscure’ – Horace

Introduction

Apparently the potential of the internal market to indirectly benefit minority ethnic communities has not been realised, nor was there unqualified support for PCGs, despite widespread recognition of their potential. At the local level the policy issues were much narrower, in line with the central demands of the communities during the consultation exercise (Appendix 5) the focus was very much on communication. In this chapter we focus on the issue of language barriers and how they have been addressed in Robbinston.

Various commentators have recommended universal interpreting services over the years (Torkington 1991), but this was clearly not a priority in Robbinston. The trust employees were happy to muddle through situations in which language barriers arose and were reputedly happy with a directory of available interpreters compiled by the newly appointed Patient Representative, even though most had never used it. Similarly the representative of the HA was keen to discuss the benefits of Language Line a national telephone interpreting service, which might be considered good practice in less diverse areas (Parekh 2000). The contention that it was in many ways preferable to universal interpretation was not supported by the evidence produced during the consultation process or by this research project.

Link working, a concept which involves bilingual workers forming a link between health workers and patients where communication proves difficult, was popular in theory (with the majority of trust employees) and in practice (with those who had some knowledge or experience of the service). Unfortunately there does seem to be a tendency to prefer the
voluntary sector to bear the burden of solving such problems with all the attendant difficulties that this creates (Ahmad 1993b). Here as elsewhere the implicit message appears to be that minority ethnic communities create the problems therefore ‘they’ bear the responsibility for solving them.

**Background**

In 1991 Torkington called for the introduction of universal interpreting services in diverse areas. Three years later a national Health Education Authority survey stated that to be universally effective interpreters and advocates must support health services wherever necessary (Rudat 1994; a point raised most recently by Parekh 2000). There was also a need to translate health promotion materials and NHS information into various languages. This was shown to be particularly important for older sections of the community and for women (Gunaratnam 1993; Cohen 1995b; Skellington 1996). Yet as the literature demonstrates (i.e. Donovan 1986a; McIver 1994; Bothamley 1996; Baxter 1997; Fletcher 1997) and as discussed in Chapter 2 such support has not been provided on a systematic basis.

Mwasamdube and Mullen (1998) found in the local area that 97% of trusts reported having interpreting services available, but over half (21, 58%) relied on family members for translation and interpretation. The failure of current provision was also highlighted during the local consultation exercise. In particular it was recorded that:

- There are not enough trained interpreters available in doctors' surgeries and hospitals.
- Drug and treatment advice often needs to be translated.
- Leaflets are not effective on their own.

As a result of these issues the HA had resolved to:

- Increase the resources allocated to interpreting and support services.
- Conduct a trial of Language Line – a telephone interpreting service which offers 20 languages and can be available out of hours and for GPs, and Trusts.
• Review, with the help of the NHS Trusts and local people, how Trusts provide interpreting services, in order to identify possible improvements.
• Talk with GPs, Trust and local communities about which material should be translated and whether symbols, tapes etc should be used. This will be a continuing process (see Appendix 5).

In relation to these issues and policy promises there is once more a clear division of opinion between those who work in and around the NHS and those who unofficially represent minority ethnic communities. While the former consider the current provision of interpreting services to be generally sufficient, this is not a view shared by the latter. Nor are those who work in the NHS entirely convincing on this point. In fact, there appears to be little genuine commitment to improving things allegedly because of the costs involved but more importantly because there is a general feeling, as discussed throughout, that the problem resides in minority ethnic communities and that ‘they’ must either make do or make their own arrangements.

Language provision: Inappropriate or Innovative?

There was a distinct difference of opinion about the sensitivity of the local Health Service in meeting the needs of minority ethnic communities, between those working in or in close association with the NHS, and the majority of the unofficial user representatives. One of the central concerns was around language provision. There have been mixed reports about the availability of interpreting provision in the relevant literature. For instance, only 5.7% of the 130 Vietnamese respondents who provided information to Nguyen Van-Tam et al (1995) about interpreting provision in Nottingham said that interpreting was not available. Alternatively most research evidence suggests that interpreting services are rarely provided on a systematic basis (Gerrish et al 1996).

Torkington (1991) reported that none of the Somali women involved in a discussion about language provision had ever been offered interpreting services, similarly in a small questionnaire survey involving 40 people Leiston & Richardson (1996) found that 65% of
those who needed interpreting services when visiting the GP were never offered them. Less than one in ten of the respondents in the fourth PSI survey who reported language problems in consulting GPs had access to an 'official translator', similar inadequacies were reported in relation to in-patient services (though the extent varied by group) (Nazroo 1997). Most of the user representatives, whether official or unofficial, were conscious that the local provision of interpreting services was predominantly inadequate and often non-existent. For example,

It's the same as the whole system, that's supposed to be sensitive to user's needs, and providing a sensitive service to people. But again... that goes back to the fact that they're not providing interpreting facilities for everybody, and they're not always looking at cultural differences, cultural needs (R1, p.10, para.90 & 92).

Even where interpreting services were provided they were often deemed inappropriate. The Chinese respondent argued that the Health Service was frequently unable to provide for different dialects, something the local Housing Department had successfully addressed through consultation. She was sceptical about the willingness of the Health Service to do the same.

Seemingly it will be difficult to convince (white) health workers of the need to improve things because, as stated in the previous section, most do not consider language or cultural differences as part of the 'core business'. In any case, they were mostly satisfied with the current level of provision. This had allegedly improved recently with the compilation of an interpreting directory by the newly appointed Patient Representative:

There are issues that I'm aware of about getting interpreters, but as you probably already know we do have a Patient Representative who compiles the communication directory?... The Patient Representative has quite a unique role. There are others in different parts of the country, but they deal with patients' complaints, concerns and issues. Where people want to talk to more of an independent third party and don't always want to complain to their own doctor or their own nurse because they feel it might affect their own service. And one of the things that she's done is to compile a communications directory which gives a huge list of names of interpreters who are prepared to work with the trust. And it does include sign language interpreters as well as ethnic minority languages.... She's produced this directory which is distributed widely across the trust, and she has a small budget that she uses to finance it (R24, pp.1-3, paras.4 & 11).
Every one of the trust employees made reference to the directory at some point, and several were highly complimentary about it:

There's a directory, yes, and they can get in touch with them. And our interpreters are paid and they're paid quite well actually, and the majority come from, they are ex-employees, which is quite nice as well... Yes, so we've got a couple of sisters who've retired, ward sisters, and they're on our directory for, I think it's Hindi, and some other one. And they can come in and translate for us which is quite good (R1 3, p. 2, paras. 4 & 7).

So although two respondents were concerned about the low profile of the services offered and the problems in matching interpreters to patients at pertinent moments, there was a virtual consensus amongst the trust employees about the appropriateness of language provision.

Conversely four argued that they could not evaluate the quality of provision because they had never used the directory compiled by the Patient Representative. Rather than use the directory to identify appropriate interpreters, it seems that the respondents often prefer to muddle through or to allow minority ethnic individuals (whether friends, relatives, community workers or health workers) to overcome language barriers for them.

More than half of the respondents in the study by Nguyen Van-Tam et al used a relative (35.7%, 25, called on their children) and another 29% used community workers (Nguyen Van-Tam et al 1995: 108). Leiston & Richardson (1996) in a similar study produced strikingly similar results. This was apparently a common experience in Robbinston also, according to one of the working groups invited to comment on the report and action plan of the HA, and in the participating trust. For example:

To be honest I've never had to use them [interpreters], because if ever, on the few occasions we've come into contact with any non-English speaking people they've normally had family members who've actually acted as interpreters. I've never come across people who couldn't speak English or communicate at all (R26, p. 1, para. 4).

Where this practice was identified the implication was that minority ethnic patients tend to bring along their own interpreters. The Chinese respondent disputed this:
And often the hospital expect whenever they phone up, they say can you bring somebody from your family or relatives or friends? And I have women who come to me and say I got women trouble, and when I'm asked, when I'm asked about my relationship with my husband my son is doing the interpreting. I can't answer, I can't, I can't give an answer I would be embarrassed. Traditionally that's the way it is (R4, p.26, para.98).

According to her the service consciously relies on informal interpreting with all its attendant dangers, i.e. the inadequate technical language facility of the interpreter, and possible censorship of sensitive information. There was also a disturbing tendency to employ sign language, which has also been supported by other research evidence (Torkington 1991; Nazroo 1997). In the words of Parekh (2000: 183-184) 'This bad practice places extra stress on patients for whom English is an additional language, as well as on the informal interpreter and health professionals'.

Another option then has been to use minority ethnic staff members as impromptu interpreters (Donovan 1986a; Torkington 1991; Farooqi 1993). In 1993 the NHSME launched a programme of action to overcome barriers faced by minority ethnic staff members (discussed more fully in Chapter 6). One of the recommendations read: 'Regard the variety of languages spoken by staff as a valuable asset' (1993: 11). However the evidence suggests that this has been ignored. Bagilhole and Stephens (1997) found that minority ethnic health workers, mainly women, were used to plug gaps in language provision without recognition or reward (see also Willmot 1996). This was similarly a common experience in the trust. Minority ethnic staff members were certainly called upon to provide impromptu interpretation.

So obviously, I mean we have people who speak German and French, we haven't got anybody who speaks Hindi or anything like that... And obviously there are times when we call on these individuals to talk to patients because...mainly to allow some sort of conversation (R15, p.8, para.25).

Admittedly, the minorities in the example cited were likely to be white (though not necessarily), the inference was clear, that were (non-white) minority ethnic staff members
available they would be asked to perform similar unofficial duties. A general manager from employment services said:

Quite often we get calls saying do you know anybody who speaks so and so. You know, and then we've got to try and find somebody who speaks the language because the patient doesn't speak English (R31, p.1, para.5).

This demonstrates that the practices outlined by Baxter, whereby one of her respondents said ‘They will come and get you from another ward so you can interpret for them’ (1988: 38) are continuing (see also Gerrish et al 1996: 80; Parekh 2000: 176).

Although I was unable to interview any minority ethnic staff members, the Chinese representative confirmed this imposition:

It still goes on and even local city councils they use their own staff and yet the staff actually told me they don't want to be used, and nurses they told me from health authorities, they don't want to be used. They say very often they are busy, they want one job, and next thing is they were called upon to go to another ward to provide interpreting... It is not what they want to do, no. They don't want to do it, and also they say they feel it's a conflict of interest because when the client questions the facilities, the services and the nurse, and she's in a position feeling... And she'll feel very embarrassed to relay that to the hospital... (R4, p.14, paras.52-54).

So where relatives or friends are not available minority ethnic health workers are used to plug gaps in language provision. They receive, as Bagilhole and Stephens (1997) asserted, no recognition or reward for such efforts. They also found that although this caused work-load problems for the individuals involved, there appeared to be none of the reluctance to provide such services identified by the Chinese respondent. For instance, one said 'I like to translate but the problem is that if I spend too much time with them, I fall behind with my own work and so have to rush really badly sometimes. But I don't like to say 'no' if somebody asks' (Bagilhole & Stephens 1997: 18). However, she did support her position by referring to divided loyalties. According to her even if these additional skills were to be taken into account in terms of employment status and reward, this would not entirely rectify the situation. After all, as the respondent suggests they may still find themselves in the invidious position of
having to relay criticisms of the service they are involved in providing to colleagues and superiors.

It is when there are no informal means of interpretation available that the real innovation begins. On a visit to a different hospital in an official capacity the Chinese respondent approached one of the ward managers:

I say to him do you use interpreters if they can't speak English? No problem, we use sign language (R4, p.16, para.60).

This also occurred in the participating trust to some extent. One respondent outlined the steps taken when language barriers did emerge:

As far as this department is concerned we use interpreters very little. A lot of our investigations are fairly short-lived if you like. The vast majority of our investigations will last no more than 10 minutes max. Some of the more complex ones obviously do. With the shorter investigations it is a case of almost leading anyone through, quite readily, because we can demonstrate to people what we want them to do, and how we want them to do it. For instance, if we want them to hold their breath the usual thing is for us to hold our breath, and show them, because things can be made over-complex. But as I say the vast majority of our work then that’s the case. If it is much more complex then as I say patients do tend to come along with relatives or friends who do speak English, and translate for them. If that is a problem then we contact the services that we provide, and they will provide some sort of interpretation for us. And that’s basically the 3 sorts of steps that we have depending on the problem’s complexity... It’s a very sort of practical issue really, it’s not like sitting in an office and talking to someone about something specific. It is actually about getting out there and doing things with the patients, so it is much easier (R15, p.2, paras.5 & 6).

So despite the praise heaped upon the directory services, it would appear that for some it is the final resort rather than the first port of call. The dangers of such an approach were ably articulated by the following ward manager (the story bears full repetition):

Yes we did have I think it was an Indian family, a lady who was actually very, very ill, terminally ill. So she was having a lot done for her, and we did at that time. Her family did ask whether there was any other Indian nurses or I can’t think what the other ethnic... But they were specifically saying that because she of the language, because when they went away, went home, she couldn’t communicate. Because she’d never, I mean she’d been here for thirty years, but she’d never spoken English, and I don’t know how they get on, but they obviously do. But I think she said yes and no, but I think that was about it. But I mean we could communicate by gesture and everything, but they were worried that if there was anything serious she couldn’t communicate (R13, p.13, para.36).
She was surprised, indeed she seemed during the interview to be actively annoyed, that the family should request an Indian nurse able to speak the appropriate language even though the danger attached to communication by gestures was obvious. She did not regard the much less appropriate requests from white patients for white nurses with the same irritation.

At the level of local hospital and community services the user representatives were highly critical of available language provision. Although the trust employees were generally satisfied with what they could provide, there was substantial evidence that the interpreting service was rarely employed. It would seem that most would rather rely on informal channels or personalised sign language than to ensure the provision of adequate interpretation. The risks associated with this enterprising attitude are all too clear. As underlined by the ward manager cited above, ultimately the responsibility lies with minority ethnic communities – in the final analysis it is ‘their’ problem.

The region-wide response

In spite of such criticisms, there was a belief amongst some of the user representatives that things were slowly improving. For example, an ex-member of the CHC said:

The health authority have been trying to address that and we have had various reports over the last 10 years about that, and about how effective that policy has been. But the Race Equality Council and the health authority do work together (R8, p.2, para.6).

The current head of the CHC echoed this:

We are aware of course that there are issues in terms of language, interpretation, translation and so on. But having said that the health authority who’ve just completed, well I say just, over a year ago now, a major piece of work consulting black and other minority ethnic communities, put a number of initiatives in place to try and help around those things. Like Language Line, which is translation by phone. There are a whole range of translated leaflets available, or, arrangements can be made to translate them (R12, p.1, para.1).
The representative of the HA was not concerned with the provision of translated materials, as this was not raised to any great extent during the consultation carried out in the region, but she was keen to discuss the telephone initiative.

Language Line is a national initiative in which the health authority had recently invested in order to improve the service provided by GPs to minority ethnic patients unable to speak English:

I only had a little amount of disposable money – about 25,000, 30,000 a year – and we put some of it into general language. I can talk about that, Language Line, which is a support telephone service for GPs... And I think we’ve done that a bit with GP services and interpreting as an example. When I started this, communities were just saying to us you must provide interpreters. Why don’t you provide interpreters? Well over a 2 year period of discussion... which is that GPs see 30 people in a morning, it’s not planned, if somebody turns up who can’t speak English the chances of ever getting them together in the same GP surgery with an interpreter or an advocate is minute. It would take days of work to arrange it. And so what we’ve done is join up with this telephone service – Language Line – in London. [It] is rather artificial, it’s not perfect, but on the other hand it’s very confidential, it’s well removed from the local community, and within 90 seconds they will guarantee to connect a GP to any one of 90 language speakers in London, who are trained and who are quality tested. And yes the GP and the patient have to hand the phone backwards and forwards, but it’s better than nothing. Now I had a lot of people, the advocates in the community found that very difficult to accept, because it wasn’t the perfect solution. The perfect solution to them was the interpreter sitting with the GP or the advocate (R11, p.25, para.92).

She readily acknowledged that Language Line was not perfect but within the context of limited resources it was the best that could be offered. There was some discussion about the development of a universal service jointly funded by the local Unitary Authorities, but it was felt that this would destabilise the link working service (discussed below) and would be prohibitively expensive in relation to the demographic profile of the region (Smaje 1995). Furthermore, whereas interpreting services had allegedly caused problems for local communities in terms of confidentiality, it ensured a safe distance between interpreter and patient. Although confidentiality would not present a major problem in a significant area of minority ethnic settlement such as London or Birmingham, she felt that it would be harder to ensure in a smaller city with a correspondingly small minority ethnic population.

Parekh (2000) accepts that a telephone service would reflect best practice in areas of low minority ethnic settlement, and although some of the areas for which the HA is
responsible would certainly meet that criteria, it does not explain why universal interpreting provision cannot be made across Robbinston. It may be that such a solution would also be culturally inappropriate for certain sections of the community, as identified by the local REC. For example, Bowers (1993: 622) suggests that ‘Asian patients are uncomfortable with telephone advice…’ Although the line was acknowledged as a step in the right direction by even the most critical of the user representatives it also came in for some heavy criticism.

Not only was it reputed to be impersonal and insensitive, because of the inability of patients to communicate with GPs, but it also dictated the nature and extent of such communication:

They got a Language Line now, but it’s still not satisfactory because it’s still got a lot of teething problems and people did use it and they said it’s not satisfactory. It’s very insensitive. It’s no personal contact and very often you’re restricted to what you have to say. It’s not as though like face-to-face (R4, p.1, para.2).

The potential for misinterpretation and misdiagnosis must be enormous during this kind of three-way interaction. At times the results were reported to be somewhat impractical

Sometimes the client actually phone from home to the GP and the GP tap into this line and it’s a 3-way thing, it’s not satisfactory. No, it’s got a lot of teething problems and I think...the [health authority] try very hard to make amends and try to improve the services to the black and ethnic minorities but they still got a long way to go (R4, p.2, para.3).

Without any face-to-face contact at all, the dangers become that much more pronounced. Although the HA representative accepted the imperfections of this system, she considered this to be the most effective method available under existing resource constraints, particularly as the minority ethnic population was relatively small. The level of provision requested by user representatives would be impractical to provide for primary services, so it would be utterly impossible for trusts to entertain such a notion:

It’s a terrible thing for an Asian women perhaps to end up on her own with cancer on a ward in the [nearest hospital], and to feel isolated and not be able to share all the issues that she wants to share and perhaps not to have the language to share it. But equally...one has to recognise it’s equally very difficult for that trust to provide expert services, expert Asian
interpreting for her. You know because they don’t have one, they don’t use one often enough to justify it. So any of them they do use will come from some sort of general service who won’t have medical training, who won’t have relationships with staff on the wards so that they can ask the right questions about patient care. It’s just a really difficult thing. It’s not that people don’t want to do it, it’s that they can’t see how to (R11, p.11, para.33).

Although she could empathise with those who find themselves in frightening surroundings facing the prospects of a serious illness without the ability to communicate, there just are not enough resources to provide extensive services to such a small proportion of the population.

Actually she often used the issue of population size and the number of people presenting interchangeably. Although this can be done to a certain extent, there is room for slippage. There is a real possibility that inappropriate services may be deterring usage, and that underutilisation may be dictating resource allocation. As Kurtz suggests ‘Where there is little take-up of well meaning but unsuitable services, this may be interpreted as a reason for not putting extra resources into services for black and ethnic minorities’ (1993: 82). It would be ironic if inadequate services should be justifying themselves. That they are insensitive and inappropriate enough to deter people from using them, but that this underutilisation is interpreted as a lack of need amongst minority ethnic communities, consequently it is concluded that there is no need to improve provision.

Of course the final point that needs to be reiterated here is that the NHS is funded through taxation, and as taxpayers and citizens everyone is entitled to a satisfactory and appropriate service. An inability to communicate directly with health professionals surely denies people the full rights of citizenship, and whether this can be justified on the grounds set out above is highly questionable.

Whose line is it anyway?

Of course the argument that resources are scarce and that any and every want and need cannot be catered for is frequently used to limit expectations, not only of minority ethnic communities, but also those of the majority population (Lipsky 1980). However, in relation to
language provision this explanation was rejected by most of the user representatives. For example, the representative of the REC maintained that:

The obligation to have the appropriate communication tools still rests with [the] patients (R5. p.22, para.70).

Moreover that,

...the expectation's very much...And I think it's fairly typical of the society, where the integration means that people automatically learn English as a language. No matter their age, educational background. You know without providing, often, any clear programme for this to happen (R5, p.1, para.3).

On an institutional level, at least locally, this is largely the case.

In fact the only provision for language tuition has been organised via the voluntary sector through section 11 funding, dedicated funding provided under the provisions of the Local Government Act 1966 to local authorities '...very much as compensation...having to deal with the 'problems' such as non-English speaking children in schools and immigrants with extra social difficulties' (Bagilhole 1997: 66-67). The scheme works in conjunction with the link working service, which will be discussed below. Here the co-ordinator explains how it operates:

I think it is maybe better here than in some cities, but it's moving into looking at those needs and trying to meet those needs. But I think a lot of it is left to the voluntary sector as well... And [this service] comes in by education yeah? And that's trying to meet the need for communities to learn the language so overcoming some of the barriers to ease access to Health Services. So it's trying to get the health or social authority to understand the language and cultural differences and also trying to help the communities [learn the language...]. Meanwhile the link workers are actually doing the interpreting and the tutors are trying to teach the language and give them information about the Health Services (R1, p.2, paras.13-19).

So there is provision made for those who cannot speak English to learn, but this is treated as an educational issue rather than the preserve of the Health Service. Yet the scheme also provides its students with information about the workings of the NHS, making them aware of their entitlements and does so in the security of their own home via one-to-one tuition.
Nevertheless, it does have its limitations. It is a long-term solution to an immediate problem. What happens to people while they are learning the language? Surely the Health Service has an inescapable obligation to ensure that services are adequate and sensitive now? Finally, what about those who are not eligible for such tuition? It only operates on behalf of ‘Asian’ women, and other sectors of the community with similar needs are excluded (the co-ordinator was only too conscious of this).

This takes us right back to the statement made by the REC representative. It seems likely that it is not only a lack of resources that restricts the quality of language provision, but a general unwillingness to meet what are seen to be illegitimate needs, as the dominant understanding of different needs is constructed via ethnic sensitivity through a biomedical channel. She argued that the obligation to negotiate such difficulties rests with the users and this was most certainly the interpretation of most trust employees.

**Link working**

An early attempt to deal with both lingual and cultural barriers at once has been the adoption of link working, first identified during the Asian Mother and Baby Campaign (AMBC) (DHSS 1987; Johnson 1993). Link workers are similar in some respects to interpreters but are arguably more acceptable to both sides they act as a *link* between patient and professional. It was hoped that their proliferation would follow on from the 1991 reforms (Bahl 1993a), but the evidence as to their efficacy in practical terms is ambiguous. While Bahl (1990) claims notable success in terms of the uptake of antenatal services in the wake of the AMBC (a 50% increase), Hoare *et al* (1994) reported (in a randomized controlled trial of breast screening services in Oldham) that there was no evidence of any positive impact amongst ‘Asian’ women in the area.

More recent evidence suggests that link working can be effective. For example, due to pressure from a voluntary organisation in Tower Hamlets the NHS set up an audiology clinic at Great Ormond Street Hospital to deal with the disproportionate rate of hearing difficulties
amongst Bengali children. They are up to four times more likely to experience such difficulties than their white counterparts. (Consanguinity has been mentioned as an explanatory factor, despite the criticisms raised by Parsons et al (1993) and Ahmad (1994) of the irresponsible use of such factors). Over a third of families missed appointments due to communication barriers many were expected to provide their own interpreting arrangements. Things only improved when a Bengali development worker was employed. One of the audiologists said:

'Before there was a huge communications gap – an invisible screen which fell between doctor and the family. It was incredible how the families opened up in front of her. We can now work with the families to help the children'. Only 5% of appointments have been missed since that time, although funding runs out in 2002 (Cunningham 2000). So it would seem that link workers could be, indeed have been, effective in addressing the problem of communication barriers.

The city in which the research was conducted did have such a service, provided by the voluntary sector through HA funding. It was largely restricted however to maternity issues (although some provision had recently been made for the health problems faced by Somali men). Despite this the central question raised during the interview survey was if the service were to be expanded could link working solve the problem of language barriers? Perhaps predictably, bearing in mind the local concentration on maternity issues, only one of the trust employees had any knowledge of the concept and that was gained through personal experience. She was eager to extol its virtues:

Well we do have workers in fact we have a Somalian worker, and an organisation [that provides those services]. Well we have a regular worker who’s in twice a week and provides interpreting services for us. It’s a very well used service, particularly... during antenatal and postnatal periods, with young children, with speech therapy issues. But [they] will also come along with people to the GP if that was what was actually required. (R18, p.2, para.6).

McIver (1994) suggests that link workers might create some tension and even hostility amongst health care workers, with their work dismissed as either special treatment or as an implicit criticism of their own practice. Although most had never used the service, or were
even aware of the general concept, once explained the majority of the trust employees thought it a good idea worthy of expansion. This may be due to the fact that it would avoid the need for in-house interpreters and because it is independently provided and might avoid treading on professional toes to some extent. (It might also be that it sits well with the view that minority ethnic communities should deal with ‘their’ own problems.)

The user representatives, both official and unofficial, were also largely supportive of the idea and the actual service:

"Because we have link workers that deal with most languages so if there is a problem, we would actually call upon a link worker whose first language is... And they translate... We have link workers they are specifically for that purpose. There was a problem but I think it was going back quite a few years ago, but there was a need for it, so they incorporated the link workers to work over here. They help out in the NHS health centres and places like that (R3, p.1, paras.2 & 4).

Indeed one of the benefits, contrary to the arguments proposed by the representative of the HA, was that it ensures confidentiality:

"I think in the short-term it's essential really. You can't really expect the patients or clients to rely on family or friends due to the confidential nature of things. They may not want the whole community to know about it, but with a link worker you know that it's going to be confidential (R1, p.4, para.28-30).

It soon became clear that, just as much of the available literature suggests, the role of link workers is ambiguous, in that they tend to do much more than simply interpret, much more than providing a simple link. For one thing, as discussed in the previous chapter, they organised and delivered cultural training for local health workers –

Oh I think so yeah, oh goodness me, definitely, particularly with the Asian women who don't speak English. I would say that they've made a huge difference without a doubt. And I know that they do sort of like the Asian cultural awareness days. And talking to staff they're just like, because you see it depends on the directorate you work in, whether it's community, surgery, medicine, [gynaecology], obstetrics... and I know that I go in to talk to certain groups as an OT and they have study days. And I always tend to go after the Asian women are talking about Asian culture, and it always ran over because the staff were just fascinated. It's like it's a whole new world, although they've sort of been sort of living in [this city], and looking after patients for many, many years, they've never been comfortable to talk to people about their culture; because they feel it was sensitive and they were being nosy or racist and all the rest of it, and
just by saying that they were ordinary people, they would love for you to learn about how they do things and why they do things. So it's just like a whole totally different world, it's like teaching a child something for the first time (R6, p.24, para.77).

According to the co-ordinator of the service this willingness to go beyond its established responsibility was the key to its success. Unlike local Health Services, it was pro-active. Link workers went out into the community, talked to people, and dropped leaflets in accessible places. They sought to take health care into the community and they knew how to do it, because they took the trouble to know the community (R2, p.4, para.5). On the whole then the interview respondents were in favour of the actual service provided and the concept itself. However, both the reality and the potential of link working were questioned.

The weakest link?

Link working has been effective in many cases, both locally and nationally, but it is recognised that communication barriers remain a problem even where services are comprehensive (Alexander 1999). As stressed above the local service was not comprehensive, indeed one of the principal problems associated with the service provided was coverage according to certain respondents. The service is located mainly in the inner city and predominantly caters for the 'Asian' communities:

More recently its remit had been expanded to take into account the needs of the newly arrived Somali refugee community, and men in particular, who were persistently failing to register with, much less visit, local GPs. Even the link workers in operation cannot cater satisfactorily for the level of demand due to a shortage of hours:
I think it should because we have a wide variety of people now from ethnic minorities, and it would help because it would give them more hours. I'm aware that the hours that are given to link workers are very small. I think that like how they are, you have a clerk, or you have a midwife or people like that, you do have link workers, but I think their hours should be more. 'Cos I think that their job is very important and we have a very large scale of minority people. So I think it should be (R3, p.2, para.8).

The Chinese respondent echoed this:

There is one, and that's only mainly because I've been sitting on the management [committee] for a long time. To start with there was only a 5 hour post and out of 5 hours, 1 and a half hours she had to be involved with staff management meetings, so it was only 3 and a half hours a week. Catering for 7 and a half thousand Chinese, it's just not enough. But at the time she was only her designated post is only for inner city, now it's expanded to the [city]-wide area now... And I was inundated, I had to turn people away, and there were people die unnecessarily, so it was just, upsetting me a lot... We increased that to 25 [hours] but it's still not enough... We're still turning people away, and the health link worker works very closely with me, and she says she's forever having to let people down. And we work very closely together. It's not enough interpreters who are catering for the Chinese community and I think officially 7 and a half thousand has not been recognised. Although in all my reports I always put down 7 and a half thousand or perhaps more because we have got a lot of postgraduate students from China and Taiwan as well, and they need all these services as well. So they are Mandarin speakers you see, and luckily I speak both dialects (R4, pp.9 &10, paras.31-35).

Although she had pitched in to assist the link worker, the level of demand was simply too great to cope with. According to her the consequences of this can be tragic – people die unnecessarily due to the inadequacy of the local provision of interpreting facilities and the inability of the link working service to cope with the level of need.

So coverage is a major issue (Patel 1993). Link working in the city caters mainly for the inner city areas and within those areas mainly for 'South Asian' communities focusing specifically on maternity issues, and these concerns were echoed by one of the working groups formed by the HA to offer comments on its report and action plan. The majority of the user respondents appeared to assume that were link workers more widely available communication would not remain a problem.

According to the representative of the REC this is naïve. She argued that the role ambiguity mentioned above (Bhopal & White 1993; McIver 1994), namely, the tendency to provide advocacy services to patients and to advise health workers, is officially ignored by the NHS:
It also lays questions because is the link worker just a link? What about their recognised role of advocacy? And I think there's a difference between somebody who may be seen as an acquiescent link rather than somebody who is an advocate... Well the link worker is there to provide a link and to interpret basically, but it depends on the boundary. There are some link workers who only do that as interpreters, but I think people fail to understand the differences between an interpreter and someone who is potentially there to advocate as well (R5, p. 8, paras. 25 & 28).

Her contention was evidenced by the reaction of the HA representative to this issue. She said:

Yes they are [effective]... [Do they serve as advocates?] Not here very much. Not officially. In practice I'm sure that some of them do, say where they've got a family who for some reason are suffering from ill health. I think they do probably take up an advocacy role but it's not formalised (R1, p. 8, para. 24).

According to the REC representative and to a lesser extent the Nurse Trainer this was because the NHS was not prepared to deal with the needs of minority ethnic communities, to use the current managerial terminology, as part of its core business (Stubbs 1993).

Although she thought that the link working service was invaluable in many ways, she also thought that it was a way of passing on responsibility to minority ethnic communities:

As I said earlier the [link worker organisation] has been operating for oooh over ten years, it has proved invaluable, and I know that professionals using the service find that. They are much happier with the health care they are able to provide, they feel they're more confident about working with the patients and of understanding their patients more. However, a link worker will often be seen as I also said earlier, that her interpreting skills, or his interpreting skills, are not valued. And given the very Englishness of the NHS, it's incredibly hierarchical and not, and still not very democratic. And I believe what's been missing has actually been putting value on an attachment worker service. It still remains marginal because it's provided by a black non-professional from a voluntary organisation that's not seen as part of the internal machinery (R5, p. 7, para. 23).

In a sense then the link working service actually enables the NHS to keep the needs of minority ethnic communities on the margins because they are a marginal entity dealing with marginal concerns (at least as far as the Health Service is concerned) (Bagilhole 1993).

She also argued that locating responsibility within minority ethnic communities allowed the Health Service to encourage divisions within the community, to divide and rule, and
deflect any attempt to achieve radical reforms (Ahmad 1993b). Although it would be extremely difficult to evidence the conscious intent she surmises, there was certainly evidence of divisions. In order to provide a more sensitive service to the Somali refugee community, a male link worker from that community had been employed. This was felt to be necessary for a number of reasons:

We also have a male worker who works from [the organisation] who is specifically there for looking at the health needs of men and also the elderly of the Somali community, and how we can perhaps help address those issues. For example, we've noticed that a lot of men don't register with GPs – the women do for antenatal care or what have you – but the men don't. And so therefore it is difficult if they're either unwell or they're missing out on screening opportunities (R18, p.2, para.6).

According to the HA representative:

I only had a very little amount of disposable money – about 25, 30,000 a year... about 20,000 of it we put into an extra Somali link worker because after much agonising that was perhaps the most consensus you could get around what to spend it on (R11, p.8, para.22).

The consensus was clearly very fragile because the Chinese respondent for one had argued vigorously against this appointment:

I broke in tears when they were going to put up money [the health authority] gave the money to the [link working organisation], £40,000. And part of the money should be increasing the Chinese link worker's hours and yet because [that organisation] is also controlled and run by Asians, mainly Asians, and Chinese just very fraction of it right? Therefore, they were going to employ a male link worker by using that money. But I fought, I really fought very hard, I was disgusted... I thought that money was supposed to be designated for increasing the hours. We need it because I myself was working as an interpreter (R4, pp.8-9, para.31).

In concert with the view expressed by the HA representative the majority of the user representatives recognised the gaps in provision – i.e. for the Chinese community – but considered that the resources had been used as effectively as possible under the circumstances. The Chinese respondent argued that this was because the 'South Asian' community had managed to secure most of the funding and controlled most of the voluntary provision in the city.
Whilst it would not be possible to support the view that providing funding for voluntary provision, and link working in particular, is a deliberate means of stimulating divisions between minority ethnic communities it can be argued that this has occurred to some extent.

The notion that link working locates the problem firmly within the community is much more plausible, particularly in light of the views expressed by those employed in and around the NHS. This may well be why the majority of the trust employees favoured the concept. If this is so then the argument proposed by the respondent from the REC would carry some weight – that link working is a means of preventing a radical restructuring of the Health Service to meet diverse needs. At the very least it is possible to suggest that even if it were expanded link working would be unlikely to solve the communication problems identified in the previous section.

The consultation carried out by the HA across the region underlines the importance of a comprehensive interpreting service to the minority ethnic population. Important though link working has become, it was not seen to be a viable alternative on its own. It was also clear from the consultation, as will be discussed more fully in Chapter 6, and highlighted by the representative of the local REC, that interpreting should not be seen as a compromise on matters of ethnic diversity in the workforce.

Conclusion

For the most part the trust employees reported that they were more than satisfied with the trust’s provision, emphasising the value of the directory put together by the newly appointed Patient’s Representative. However, there was a distinct lack of evidence that it had been used, and it soon became clear that minority ethnic people were often held responsible for their own interpreting needs – either as friends, relatives or as health workers providing ad hoc services.

The consultation exercise undertaken by the HA had thrown up these problems and several policy promises had subsequently been made. Just as the majority of the unofficial
user representatives feared, and the bulk of the evidence suggests, there was very little commitment to following these promises through. The most that could be done had already been done according to the representative of the HA, and that took the form of the telephone interpretation service – Language Line – based in London. Although she accepted that it was not ideal as far as ‘activists’ were concerned she felt that it was superior in many ways to their preferred option of universal interpreting services.

The idea that the telephone service was more confidential than face-to-face translation did not outweigh the numerous flaws identified by the unofficial representatives. In fact, there was some dispute about the confidentiality also, with several of the latter suggesting that the best means of ensuring confidentiality, even in the context of a relatively small city with a correspondingly small minority ethnic population, is to provide professional interpreters on a universal basis. This was qualified, as will become clear in Chapter 6.

Although members of the community consulted on the composition of the HA’s report and action plan did not want this at the expense of a drive to increase the diversity of the local workforce (see Chapter 6).

Ultimately, as stressed throughout, the unofficial user representatives were predominantly sceptical that the political will was present to achieve the range and depth of changes needed to ensure sensitive and appropriate provision. The HA representative was clear that in the context of resource constraints, with such a small community, there was very little more that could be done, and, albeit implicitly, where gaps appeared then the onus fell on the communities themselves to deal with them.

This can be seen most clearly with reference to the approval given in principle at least by the overwhelming majority of trust employees to the notion of link working. Although everyone with any knowledge of or dealings with the local service, funded by the HA, was quick to heap praise upon it and the difference it had made, there were some doubts raised about its long-term potential. The representative of the REC in particular feared that link working was a deliberate means of keeping the needs of minority ethnic communities on the
margins by allowing individuals from those communities to take responsibility, whilst at the
same time denying them any professional status within the health system. Furthermore, there
have been indications contained in the relevant literature that link working is a useful way of
creating divisions within and between sections of the minority ethnic community (Ahmad
1993b; Smaje 1995). Although insufficient evidence is provided here to fully support this
contention, there was evidence that the way in which funds had been distributed and services
organised had caused inter-group tensions.

In the final analysis it seems fairly clear that despite significant lingual barriers
identified in the relevant literature and in Robbinston, the policy promises made by the HA are
unlikely to be met. Even if they were, the results might not be sufficiently transformative, as
the primary goal appears to be to make minority ethnic communities responsible while
keeping them on the margins of the Health Service, as argued by the REC representative in
particular. Numerous studies have shown that even comprehensive interpreting or link
working services on their own are not enough and that more thought and organisation needs
to be engaged in clarifying the role of minority ethnic health workers (Gerrish et al 1996). We
will explore the possibilities of diversifying the workforce as a realistic alternative or
supplement to such policies more fully in the third section. First we will set out and evaluate
the local plans for filling in the cultural gaps identified earlier.
CHAPTER 5:  
Who let the CAT out?

'Cure the disease, and kill the patient' – Sir Francis Bacon

Introduction

One of the central methods of dealing with cultural misunderstandings between patients and health workers in Robbinston, drawing upon the HAs report and action plan, and, the interview material provided by the organisation's representative was to be cultural awareness training (CAT). Despite the many problems associated with this concept, not least its individualistic, victim-blaming underpinnings (Pearson 1986; Baxter 1988; Culley 1996), there was some support for it from many respondents. The unofficial user representatives were generally keen to stress that such activities ought to be carefully thought out and collectively organised.

However, there was also a great deal of resistance to the notion, particularly amongst the trust employees, who felt that it was both an unfair judgement of their treatment of minority ethnic communities, and because that treatment was perfectly adequate, tantamount to PD. Any resistance from the unofficial user representatives derived from its tendency to undermine radical change. Perhaps neither camp ought to have worried too much as CAT was only sketchily provided and if the HA representative is to be believed, is unlikely to expand much in the near future. The consistent theme of scarce resources was once again produced to justify any inactivity (McNaught 1988; Smaje 1995).

It was also apparent that where CAT was provided the responsibility lay with minority ethnic communities themselves. Not only were minority ethnic health workers expected to provide ad hoc cultural awareness advice to their white colleagues (Baxter 1988, 1997) they...
are, it seems, sometimes called upon to provide organised training programmes with little or no training or expertise. The role of minority ethnic workers in the provision of services to their own communities has not been openly articulated (Stubbs 1993), but what ethnic diversity means and how it will work in practice forms the heart of Chapter 6.

**Background**

One of the key problems identified by minority ethnic communities during the consultation exercise undertaken by the local HA was located in the insensitivity of white health workers to diverse cultural needs. As a result the HA had made several policy promises. For example, they committed themselves to:

- Arrange training for [HA] staff.
- Develop training for wider groups of staff working in GP practices.
- Work with Trusts to improve awareness in staff.
- Design and issue a "good practice" guide for NHS staff in [the region] (Appendix 5).

The intention was broadly to encourage as far as possible Health Service employers in the area to introduce CAT. Of course, as one of the working groups maintained in commenting on the HA's report and action plan, it would be wrong to divorce CAT from wider equal opportunities issues. However, this was to some extent the case in the local area, and I have maintained this divide in order to focus on equal opportunities in employment and its service implications in Section 3.

The training of health professionals has been a key issue in the provision of health care to minority ethnic communities for some time (Johnson 1987). There is no doubt that health workers need to be aware of cultural differences, as Jayaratnam states: 'Health care staff need to develop a requisite degree of cultural competence to match their professional skills if they are to give correct information and a good service to people from different cultures' (1993: 12; see also Baxter 1997; Parekh 2000). Writers such as Leininger (1991) in
the United States and Cortis (1993) in the UK have pushed hard to have cultural awareness placed at the heart of professional education, with some success according to Culley (1996). Furthermore, the UKCCs (1984) Code of Practice and the ENBs Equal Opportunities Policy (1993) have stressed the importance of providing nurses with the tools to provide appropriate care to minority ethnic communities (Baxter 1997). Yet evidence shows that health professionals generally continue to be poorly prepared for work in multi-cultural settings (Karmi 1993; Gerrish et al 1996; Baxter 1997; Nazroo 1997; Parekh 2000). Too often efforts to improve the quality of professional education and training have been ad hoc, patchy and have relied too heavily upon committed individuals (Baxter 1997) - themes which resound throughout the literature on 'race' and health policy (Ahmad 1993b; Johnson 1993; Smaje 1995; Iganski et al 2001).

There was a developed awareness of these issues across the region in which this research was carried out. The university responsible for training health professionals in the area was in the process of implementing a policy to diversify student cohorts on health-based programmes and to improve the quality of their exposure to diverse needs. This strategy was partly a drive to increase local recruitment but was also informed by the research undertaken by Gerrish et al (1996) and Iganski et al (1998) on behalf of the ENB.

The problem is, as the Nurse Trainer responsible for these efforts suggests, that CAT creates as many problems as it solves, and this has been recognised for some considerable time. The report published by Brent CHC in 1981 for example asserted that the actual training of health professionals and the literature involved served to obscure the needs of minority ethnic communities by presenting distorted information on different cultures permeated by negative representations (Brent CHC 1981: 13-14; see also Pearson 1986; NAHA 1988; Hopkins & Bahl 1993; Bowler 1993; Bhopal & White 1993; Bothamley 1996).

The use of CAT suggests that the problem is individualistic and based in false ideas, if only we can enlighten (predominantly white) people they will not discriminate. This can be described diagrammatically as follows:
In this formulation timely intervention to eradicate ignorance breaks the chain which leads to insensitive treatment. The strategy is counterproductive because it often leads to the reification of ethnic identities and cultures, a cultural and ethnic essentialism, which conveniently ignores the complex, heterogeneous and dynamic nature of culture, including that of the white majority, and the problematic nature of ethnicity (Ahmad & Sheldon 1992). This has been referred to this as the Saris, Samosas and Steel bands effect (Penketh & Ali 1997). Thus CAT can serve to propagate the very stereotypes it seeks to challenge (Bowler 1993; Ellis & Sonnenfeld 1994), for instance the passivity of ‘Asian’ women the generalisability of which is demonstrably inaccurate (Bryan et al 1985), and the tight knit ‘Asian’ community, the detrimental consequences of which were discussed in Chapter 2.

In fact CAT actually encourages discrimination by exhorting tolerance, which locates the blame for any perceived difficulties in ‘deviant’ minority ethnic cultures (Donovan 1986a; Pearson 1986; Bagilhole 1993). This ‘health [model sees] many of these [health and health care] problems as internally generated through inappropriate cultures; family and community traditions’ (Stubbs 1993: 40). Further, the individualistic emphasis (relating to the ignorance of white individuals) is highly apolitical, in that it deflects attention away from structural forces and relations, and racism in particular (Jewson & Mason 1993). Embodied in the belief that, as expressed by Henley (1991), and supported by the majority of the trust employees, health professionals never discriminate intentionally.

There is also an implicit instruction for minority ethnic communities in the theoretical foundations of CAT as identified by Culley: ‘Appropriate education, coupled with integration on the part of the more ‘alien’ minority communities becomes the obvious solution to racialized inequalities in both health and access to health care’ (1996: 565). Thus as Baxter
(1997) and Mason (2000) have argued assimilationism remains central to the provision of health care to minority ethnic communities.

CAT derives from 'cultural pluralism' or 'ethnic sensitivity' which, as we saw earlier, forms part of the dominant ideological framework informing the practice of those employed in and around the Health Service. It has also been influential in the professional literature (Culley 1996) so despite the fact that the work of Gerrish et al (1996) suggests that it hasn't improved the standard of care provided to minority ethnic communities, one might expect it to resonate strongly with health workers. This did not seem to be the case.

The HAs annual report referred to a number of cultural awareness training events which had recently been sponsored by local trusts, and it identified that in-service training was being provided by certain trusts in the area. However, such training was only provided on a piece-meal and voluntary basis, and attempts to co-ordinate a programme across the public sector had allegedly failed due to a widespread unwillingness to co-operate (one of the unofficial user representatives had been involved in this attempt, R1). Similarly, Mwasamdube and Mullen (1998) found very little evidence of CAT in the region, characterised by an overall lack of training of any kind, other than equal opportunities training in relation to recruitment and selection procedures.

The fact that CAT does not seem to command much support among white health workers has been identified in the relevant literature (Baxter 1988, 1997; Culley 1996). Apparently concerns have been expressed about the complicated nature of 'cultural awareness', because the scope of information is too large, acting as a further drain on their time (Baxter 1988; Bowler 1993). Some have even argued (and this will be evidenced below) that it is a form of PD, singling minority ethnic communities out for 'special' treatment (Baxter 1997). Thus it would seem that any attempt to improve the service for minority ethnic communities, even where efforts marry perfectly with dominant ideological constructs promises resistance.
The notion that the training of health professionals at induction and beyond ought to be informed by structural issues and an introduction to the problematic nature of existing research and ethnic categorisation appears a distant prospect (Bhopal & White 1993; Culley 1996). In fact regardless of the demands made by the local communities about the introduction of CAT and the policy promises of the HA, there is little sign that even this arguably flawed remedy will be delivered. The HAs report and action plan asserts that the contracting process should be used to pressurise recalcitrant providers into action, but if the HA representative is truly representative, then there appears to be little real commitment to make good on the promises, in the same way that those made in relation to lingual barriers have largely been neglected. Consistent with the thread running through each chapter, there are also implications for minority ethnic health workers in promoting CAT, which will lead us directly into the third and final section on ethnic diversity in the workforce.

**CAT to the rescue**

Consistent with the demands of the local communities several respondents expressed the belief that regular in-service CAT courses for professionals are vital if they hope to deliver a sensitive service to minority ethnic communities. As per the material in Section 1 there was a division between trust employees and user representatives but it was less marked than before.

The trust through the Human Resources Directorate provided a half-day voluntary course on cultural awareness. As will become apparent below, it was not well publicised. The Head of Nursing had only discovered it by chance, but she had sent several of her staff along because she wanted to maximise the limited training opportunities offered by the trust (supporting the findings of Mwasamduce & Mullen 1998). Those selected had returned with good feedback and so she now tried to ensure that every staff member attended the course (R27, p.2, para.3).
Several of those that had heard of the concept or knew something about the course argued that CAT was valuable for a number of reasons, primarily in providing sensitive services:

... in fact [the co-ordinator of the link working organisation] has certainly in the past offered, and is very willing to provide again, cultural awareness training which I've taken advantage of. And that hasn't just touched on... That's touched on several cultures, just to raise the awareness really that there are different cultural issues for different groups. One group for example that health visitors are involved with would be the travellers, and yet again there are cultural issues there in terms of washing up. You'd have one bowl for washing up your crockery etc. but it wouldn't be acceptable to wash your clothes in, and there are other... Underwear, you wouldn't hang women's underwear on a washing line if you're a travelling family. That would not be... That would be very inappropriate, and it would be utterly taboo. So there are all sorts of things like that. So we need to have an understanding and awareness so that we don't inadvertently cause offence to people and we can tailor where possible our service to meet client needs (R1 8, p. 3, para. 8).

It was also argued that a heightened awareness of cultural differences would make life easier altogether because of the diverse nature of the city and the surrounding area, which was ironic as the perceived absence of diversity was so frequently used to justify inadequate services. Nevertheless, it was argued that a wider understanding of cultural difference could only serve to improve relations both inside and outside the Health Service.

For the most part the user representatives agreed that CAT would be useful but were more specific about its ideal shape and nature. The content, design and targeting of CAT were thought to be crucial. Most unofficial user representatives agreed that training would be useful, and two in particular stressed the need for senior managers to receive such training, largely because they are the ones who formulate policy:

I think in some ways there are officers who have worked closely with grassroots communities, they understand our needs and frustrations, and I think it's the higher hierarchy... That's right and they actually not in touch with the real people, what I call real people we serve everyday. Those are the people who need the services the most and they are not in touch with them. So a lot of things is not reality. Not realistic. To me people like myself fighting trying to bring it to their awareness and this is why when we have consultation meetings we actually insist that like consultants and senior officers should have cultural training (R4, p. 11, para. 40).
This was only a matter of emphasis however, as it was stressed quite clearly that every health worker ought to receive regular training, which reflected the demands of the communities during the consultation exercise.

The way in which training should be provided was also considered to be important. One respondent argued that it ought to be organised and delivered by a group of people to ensure that it is wide-ranging and relevant, preventing the danger of creating or sustaining stereotypes:

But then it has to be a partnership for the cultural awareness training, not just one or two people delivering that training. I think it should be maybe a board of people who actually do that and agree the cultural policy... The policy they kind of put forward. The context really of the whole area, because there are so many differences within communities. I mean some people do this and some people do that. It’s trying to present a coherent strategy... My colleague does quite a lot actually of multicultural training. And obviously she’s, it needs to be done. But that’s what I’m saying, it needs to be done in a certain way. We’re not perpetuating stereotypes, such as all Asian women wear Yashmaks and veils, which I certainly don’t... It’s emphasising the differences that are important. Like in presenting, delivering a service and trying to keep away from the stereotype... perpetuating the stereotypes. It is a difficult balance to achieve, but I think it’s easier to do if there are more people involved in it (R1, pp.6-7, paras.65 & 69).

She also argued that contrary to current practice CAT ought to be provided not as a casual course to established staff only, but that it should form part of the core professional training of health workers:

I think you need to start when people are being trained. I mean you can do it when they’re in post as well, but it shouldn’t really start then. I actually think it starts putting it into practice as soon as they get in (R1, p.6, para.65).

Another respondent who called on her own past experiences as a health professional echoed this, although she would prefer a stronger type of training incorporating anti-discriminatory features with more exposure to minority ethnic communities early on (see Gerrish et al 1996; Baxter 1997):

I’d put the base, because I think a lot of what’s happening is discriminatory, because basically black patients, Irish patients, Traveller patients. They are not receiving fair treatment. There’s a difference of treatment and difference means they’re probably getting less favourable
treatment. That in a sense in the way that the Race Relations Act operates could possibly be seen to be breaching section 20 because of less favourable treatment. And I think what’s needed is an anti-discriminatory racial equality framework where you’re getting cultural racism where people choose not to understand, and I think the way to approach it probably, to a degree, would be through core training. Which means getting medical staff, doctors and nurses etc. and all the other fields who don’t have that sort of anti-discriminatory practice based within their core three to five year training. I don’t believe that they do. I think it’s about valuing and appreciating, understanding the other cultures. I don’t think negating anything helps. I mean I wouldn’t want…I think what is often the case is in terms of training, when I talk to nursing staff, and I’ve been a nurse myself. I think I’ve got a day-to-day practice understanding of what was missing in my training, and looking and hearing from patients and staff, twenty years on, I don’t think very much has really changed. That organic change hasn’t happened (R5, pp. 4-5, paras. 8 & 12).

Despite the fact that the law is continually breached, and that the service cannot claim to be sensitive until such training is provided as a component of professional instruction, she feels that there has been little in the way of development in two decades. In short, there is support for the notion, particularly amongst unofficial user representatives, depending on its content, design and where it is directed.

Policies and plans

There was some disbelief in the commitment of those training health workers, but there are signs that things are changing locally. As mentioned previously there are plans to increase the recruitment of minority ethnic people into nursing and part of this reform will include raising the issue of ‘race’ inequalities and adding stronger cultural aspects to basic training. The nurse trainer stressed the importance of this:

We are very conscious in this department of this problem and I think we are taking active steps to improve the basic nursing curriculum... If you look back over the years and you look at nurse education you could have a nurse perhaps who’s been informed about different types of diets. Some of these are found in the literature. It depends on the level, knowing about diets and knowing about religion, religious practices and so on is very mechanical perhaps. Whereas I’m interested in having an integrated understanding of culture, and I think there’s a need to move away from, these are the procedures, the policies on diet on religion etc., that we all have a good understanding of living and working in a multicultural society. I think that’s quite different from the other approaches that have been used in the past (R20, p. 2, paras. 4 & 5).

However he did argue that CAT is mechanical and that in the longer term the NHS must undergo a radical cultural change if it is to successfully meet the needs of minority ethnic
communities (Donovan 1986b; Baxter 1997). Nurses must learn to respond automatically to
the diversity they face in the user community. The framework he envisages to make this
possible will be discussed below.

The HA representative also recognised both the demands of the local communities
and their validity:

What we’ve got to do is find the people, the workers in places like health care, increasingly
you’ve got to be able to look at the person and think what do I see? Who am I seeing here?
This woman’s 80, frail, She’s Irish, or she’s black, she’s Chinese, what does that mean? If
she’s Chinese, Chinese elders actually are very unlikely to have good English – at present.
They will have led very, very isolated lives. And it’s that ability that to me is the key… And for
all health workers to have an appreciation that you, that that’s how they have to work [seeing
people as individuals]. Now, that does mean that they do perhaps need to know more about
some cultures… And good health workers do try and do it. But it’s very patchy. And what black
communities say to you is that we ought to be able to depend on that fact that every health
worker: GP, consultant, nurse, physio will understand enough about what they don’t know
about our communities to ask the right questions, you know? And that’s why I keep going back
to saying the only answer to this is for a general increase in the NHS staff’s awareness of each
person as an individual. So that when they see an Asian woman sifting on a ward with cancer,
breast cancer, they’ll have just enough insight to say to themselves okay, she’s elderly, she’s
Asian, she’s got breast cancer, I can ask so and so for advice about how elderly people cope
with this. But I don’t know how she feels about cancer because she’s Asian (RI 1, pp.3-12,
paras.8, 16, 17 & 38).

However despite the recommendations contained in the report and action plan (Appendix 5)
she did not think that any steps would be taken to implement rigorous training programmes
across the region:

Well we try, that’s what the communities say to us. First, the first thing is to get cultural, some
sort of cultural awareness, but to do that across [the region] is huge… (R11, p.12, paras.40 &
41).

She went on to argue, as she did throughout, that apart from the enormity of the task in
geographical terms, the resources required would be disproportionate to the level of need
(see Smaje 1995 for evidence of similar attitudes in the context of the NHS). In short, the
minority ethnic community in the city was deemed – once again – to be too small to justify
such efforts. Obviously needs are calculated by head of population rather than on any
qualitative measurement. Yet, the voluntary organisation responsible for improving the socio-
economic position of minority ethnic communities were able and willing to provide such
training in-house or at their own training centre at a reasonable rate (according to its
documentation and its representative, R7).

This argument that resources are too scarce to enable the region-wide adoption of
CAT had been filtered down to the communities. The Chinese respondent said:

They said they're beginning to plan it, they're planning it because of the budget, because of the
financial reason and they're planning it. It's in their plan. It's in their business plan, whatever
you call it, in their strategy to train people (R4, p.11, para.41).

She felt that resources were not really the problem:

I mean I myself am a cultural trainer anyway, but they haven't approached me. I did train the
nurse and the staff at [a local] clinic on one occasion and I train also staff [for various local
agencies]. I have trained other people on cultural training, but if they wanted it they could have
got hold of me easily... Apart from that one incident I did it for [the local] clinic, and I haven't
any follow-ups. But all this about training the doctors and nurses and consultants and senior
staff, well they haven't come anywhere near me... Maybe they are in 3 years plan or 5 years
plan, I do not know but as far as I'm concerned it's not enough (R4.12, para.45).

If the Health Service was serious about providing CAT there were plenty of local resources –
including her own organisation – which could be called upon to provide effective and
inexpensive training. Ultimately she blamed a lack of political will, in other words that the NHS
chooses to ignore the need however it is calculated. So whilst nurses in the area may receive
CAT as part of their basic training they may not be exposed to it during their everyday
working lives.

Resistance is not futile

Despite considerable support for the notion of CAT, resistance was one of the
strongest themes during the interview survey. However, the notion of 'resistance' was
reported to be fairly irrelevant for community-based staff. The very nature of their work, so it
was argued, predisposed them towards taking some kind of interest in cultural differences
and their implications for health and health care:
Well I think so yeah. I think what's been done so far [here] they are, that they're very much keen to learn more about and keen to get involved, at least some of them want to learn Asian languages, that's from the majority not the minority community in [the city]. So there is, there are obviously some who wouldn't do that, but the majority I think would want to do as much as they can... We have a number of health visitors who are very keen to learn, for example, Punjabi. Obviously it's not easy to learn but actually the motivation is there to actually help the women that they see. You know they want to be able to understand the women, it's not just that they're going in there just delivering a service, and couldn't care less whether they're understood or not. So they are actually trying to do that. They're trying to do the job the best way they can, and they're trying to involve communities as well (R1, pp8-19, paras. 73 & 164).

A health visitor based in the inner city supported this:

People [would] put themselves forward, but very often, more so in this area because it more abuts onto the inner-city and we have a wider cultural and ethnic mix [than in other areas]. People have a raised awareness because this is the people we're working with and so people do actually put themselves forward and say look, I really need some information in order to understand and help this particular group of people I'm trying to do some work with... I certainly haven't been aware of any reluctance for people to actually attend that sort of thing... And you need to understand where people are coming from because if you don't know where people are coming from then you're not going to be able to help them, whatever it is that they need (R18, pp.3-4, paras.9-11).

For health workers based in and around the inner city performing work in the communities in question CAT was seen as vital and there was little resistance. It was seen as part of the job, reflecting the findings of Gerrish et al (1996).

However, hospital-based staff were often unaware of the concept, and were certainly ignorant about the availability of the training provided by their employers (despite the eagerness of the Head of Nursing to send as many staff members as possible this included several of her own senior staff). Where they were aware, or made aware, of CAT for the purposes of the research, there was a high level of resistance to it mainly because of the associated implications.

On the one hand, consistent with the material set out in the first section, there was the widespread belief that it was not necessary because current service provision was adequate.

There are, there are some, but, because it isn't a major issue, or it doesn't appear to be a major issue then I don't think there's many people actually go on that sort of training (R15, p.2, para.7).
A similar attitude was reported amongst GPs in the area. Indeed one respondent argued that when she had tried to organise specific training for health visitors, the move had been blocked:

A lot of GPs once they're fund-holders they can govern who they employ, they govern what training their staff go on... And when for example we put on training for certain primary health care professionals who work in the community the GPs were saying, no I don't want you to go on that, but the professionals wanted to, because they wanted to learn for their own professional and personal development. And they were told, no you will not go on it, because that isn't an area that affects us. That does not affect us... but it does affect them because the service that they're providing is not a good service is it? So essentially that's rubbish (R6, p15, para.49).

The resistance was based on the notion amongst certain (mainly white) health professionals that the service they provide is already adequate, despite the substantial evidence to the contrary, and, the associated belief that certain needs are illegitimate and therefore should not be met anyway.

CAT also provoked a certain amount of defensiveness, possibly linked once again to the aftermath of the Macpherson Report. Many of the trust employees felt that it was an implicit suggestion that they discriminate against minority ethnic communities. The representative of the HA explained this reaction with reference to past experience:

There have been bad experiences with training in cultural awareness in the past, when it was very PC stuff. And there was trend in the NHS training anyway, for certain trainers to come in and just berate people for being racist, and tell them that until they acknowledge their own racism they won't get rid of it. Well that was a complete turn-off... Because racist is such a term of abuse and NHS staff can't cope with seeing themselves in that context... They are caring people. I mean they do a hell of a lot... To be called a racist without further explanation of why. Inevitably we're all racist. I mean black people are racist in certain aspects of the way that they... 'cos they don't understand some of where we come from. It's very hard. So there's an awful lot of resistance to it (R11, p.13, paras.42-45).

This simply means that the training provided was not truly about raising awareness of cultural diversity. It would appear that the programme was confused with anti-racist training, or deliberately hi-jacked for this purpose (Blakemore & Drake 1996). The object of such training
is to underline 'racial' inequalities and where necessary to address white perceptions of different cultures and the consequences of those inequalities (Baxter 1988, 1997).

One of the major criticisms about CAT of course – as set out earlier – is that it does not challenge racism. The representative of the REC emphasised this:

All they have is like cultural awareness, which doesn't address those issues about racism (R5, p.5, para.16).

In her view there ought to be an anti-discriminatory aspect to such training anyway, and the disability co-ordinator of the trust agreed. This would certainly fit with the findings of Jay (1992), who discovered that where such training was being carried out across the south west, it often did have a more political feel than traditional pluralistic courses. The disability co-ordinator went on to argue that this would be difficult to implement, due to the insecurity detected by the representative of the HA:

So they either don’t think it’s a problem, people haven’t actually thought about it enough to actually recognise that they do discriminate. They don’t realise or they ridicule it. Maybe for all of us it’s actually quite painful because we have to confront something in ourselves which perhaps we don’t like. I’d hate to think that I’d discriminated but I’m sure I do. I would like to think I don’t, racism appals me but I’ve been brought up in this country, through British institutions, there may be bits there that I’m trying to work out, but it’s actually quite a painful process. Certainly having gone through equal opportunities training, that was a painful process. It says a lot. I have to learn a lot about me (R24, p.19, para.78).

However, in her view the insecurities need to be challenged because, as the HA representative accepts, racism is a very real problem. Although minority ethnic people can be racist in their attitudes they often do not have the power to inflict significant damage on the white majority. So whilst CAT is resisted because of its perceived links with anti-racist training, the irony is that the latter, already tried in various places including the research area, might be a better alternative under the circumstances (Baxter 1997).

Another related site of resistance appeared in the idea that CAT would be divisive. On top of the hostile political climate created by the MacPherson Report in which white professionals are perceived by definition to be racist, the majority of the trust employees felt
that such training was contrary to the underlying ethic of British society (grounded in individualism) and outside the core business of the NHS:

It's almost the case that on an individual basis, because it's very difficult, though of course it's very easy to generalise, but you can pick any group at all, you know there's a whole range there, and so you can't say because someone comes from the East of Poland then therefore we need to do this or the other. It is the case that as part of our training we have psychological training as much as anything else, and so it's a case of trying to sense and encourage people to say what they're feeling etc. Because before each investigation we always say what we want to do and what the patient will be expected to do, and you usually find from their reaction just how they feel about that... The difficulty we have is that any patient that comes through the door presents in different ways, if they've got a problem, some people just clam up and say nothing, other people can become aggressive, and, again, as part of our training, we look into that and try not to react as patients react. If they're quiet we try to coax them, if they're aggressive we try to calm them because there's no point in 2 people shouting at each other, it gets us nowhere, it breaks down totally (R15, pp.3-5, paras.11 & 14).

Yes I think so, I think they have to be careful that we don't make it absolutely a thing on its own. I mean I said to [the co-ordinator] when I was on the sub-group, I'd like to revisit the ethics for all nurses, because they were obviously going to do it from a nursing point of view, and looking at treating disabled people as well as the ethnic minorities. But treating everybody as individuals, and not specifically to pick out things (R13, p.6, para.18).

Indeed the latter respondent argued that CAT could be seen as a form of PD (discussed as a theoretical concept in all its applicability and complexity in Chapter.7):

Absolutely, absolutely [CAT can be seen as PD], and I think we have lost a little bit of treating people as individuals because of the turnover now in hospitals is so fast, you are absolutely working very, very busily, and perhaps to get back to actually saying these are patients, treating them individually is no bad thing. So that might be a way forward by doing that (R13, p.6, para.19).

The implication here is that patients ought to be treated as individuals and to provide training for health workers on cultural diversity would be to unfairly advantage minority ethnic communities. That would not be consistent with the core business of the NHS as perceived by the majority of health workers and managers.

This would make some sense in light of the widespread belief that the service is perfectly adequate. However, the adequacy of local health provision is contested and the idea that people should be treated first and foremost as individuals is not reflected in the 'non-attendance' policy administered by this respondent, because individual needs are addressed
according to ethnicity. If a white person requests a white health worker, however irrational such a request might be, they are humoured. Should a minority ethnic individual request someone from a similar ethnic background they are not dealt with equally, so, group identity rather than individual need determines policy.

According to the disability co-ordinator equal opportunities more widely, because it is seen to be a group-based, slightly communistic entity, is neglected due to a similar reference to the core business:

What we've found while I've been working through disability equality issues is that we've had, and if I can just use this example, we've had an access working group on disability access improvements, and we've actually achieved quite a lot of improvements. And one of the things we want to do is try to get staff on disability equality training courses. But we're very aware that although we've been beavering away and we can do a certain amount 'cos we're grass roots and know what the actual practical issues are, unless you've actually got an organisation in which there is senior management commitment to it, how are we ever going to get staff released to go on disability equality training? Unless from the top people are saying that this is important. We'll go. Because people say disability equality, what's that all about? Equal opportunities? No I've got to go and get my updates on this that and the other, I've got to do, I only go on important training. They won't go. We don't have the power to release staff to go (R24, p.16, para.67).

Health is the main preserve of the NHS and there is no time or space for such superfluity.

Despite the fact that equality has far-reaching implications for the successful provision of care. But one of the unofficial user representatives, consistent with the material in Chapter 2, argued that it was much deeper even than this and specific to the notion of CAT. She said:

You're in a Westernised country... The statement has been made that, well if you come to a Westernised country, well then you should be Westernised. But culture, again, we have to know people's culture... It's good to learn about other cultures, but it's like you have to really make them know how important it is, and why it is so important (R3, P.4).

In other words, although the possible failure of services is denied, implicit is the idea that cultural gaps are a problem for the communities not the Health Service. Adopt the culture to which the NHS is designed to respond and things will be fine. Certainly the central point to underline is that problems of this type are perceived not to be the responsibility of the Health Service (see Carter 2000 for similar views).
Whose responsibility?

In the previous chapter one of the ways in which the inadequacy of language provision was addressed was to allow minority ethnic communities to take responsibility for ameliorating or solving any problems. Either patients were expected to bring interpreters of their own, or, minority ethnic health workers were expected to provide *ad hoc* translation — without recognition or reward. In terms of dealing with cultural insensitivities the same process appeared to be in operation.

In a legitimate sense it was argued that minority ethnic people ought to provide CAT as a matter of principle (Jay 1992):

> And it's a very touchy area, and good trainers are very hard to come by, because they should be from a minority ethnic culture (R18, p.12, paras.40 & 41).

In Robbinston this had certainly been the case. The Chinese representative had provided some training in the past so too had the co-ordinator of the link working service. What is more, the link workers themselves continued to provide such training (further evidence of their extended remit),

> Oh I think so yeah, oh goodness me, definitely, particularly with the Asian women who don't speak English. I would say that they've made a huge difference without a doubt. And I know that they do sort of like the Asian cultural awareness days (R6, p.24, para.77).

This would appear to be legitimate because it sits easily with the legal concept of genuine occupational qualifications¹. Who better to provide tuition on cultural matters than those who are able to bridge the divide? In other words those that understand something about the culture of the NHS and minority ethnic cultures.

---

¹ Under the Race Relations Act 1976, Section 5, certain types of employment are thought to be performed better by people from certain ethnic backgrounds. This is usually justified on such grounds as cultural competence or authenticity, i.e. Indian waiters for 'authentic' Indian restaurants.
However, there is also a sense in which minority ethnic people are being asked to solve the problems of the NHS in a much less legitimate fashion. For example, one respondent said,

What happened was the training school rang me and said...can you put on some training on the African-Caribbean culture? And I said well because you're black. And I said, yes, but what do I know about African-Caribbean culture? I was born in this country and for me I don't know, I didn't know what a Caucasian saw, I didn't know what they wanted. So I felt it was very difficult for me to say, oh yes I will put on this training day. So I refused to do it. They found someone else to do it, someone who works in the community (R6, p.2, para.7).

So the fact that she was black was qualification enough, in the eyes of her employers, to provide CAT. There is evidence to suggest that health providers are encouraged to use their employees in this fashion (Henley 1991: 77). This was not the only way in which the respondent was expected to deal with minority ethnic problems in an unofficial capacity, as we shall see below.

Minority ethnic health workers are also expected to deal with cultural issues on a less formalised basis in the course of their day-to-day employment. As mentioned in the previous chapter, Bagilhole and Stephens (1997) found that minority ethnic health workers were called upon to provide informal interpreting services, but they also found evidence of the same workers being asked to dispense cultural advice to their white colleagues. Although there was no significant evidence to suggest that this was the case in the trust, it was more than a strong possibility.

In 1993 the NHSME recommended that ‘...managers and staff should view cultural differences positively, as a rich source of ideas and responses’ (1993: 11). However it seems that this also has been ignored and minority ethnic employees are being exploited. A ward Sister - in response to the question, do you think CAT would be useful? - replied,

I think because [the city's] quite an ethnic area, it probably would be useful. And obviously we do have one person who is from the ethnic race working in the department (R25, p.2, para.12).
When pressed on the connection between CAT and the presence of a minority ethnic health worker she denied that the worker in question provided *ad hoc* cultural advice. She later confirmed my original interpretation by arguing that it would be an idea to organise minority ethnic health professionals into an informal support network that their white colleagues could draw upon:

Yes definitely. I think if there is a support network in the hospital where people could go for advice, dealing with issues if they're really not sure about any background knowledge of an Asian's particular way of doing things or about their religion, then I think it would be beneficial to be supportive to those people (R25, p.5, para.39).

As per the language barriers identified earlier, it is, it would seem, down to minority ethnic communities to some extent, to either provide training, or, to dispense the everyday advice to their white colleagues which would make this unnecessary.

It may well be that this type of arrangement will become part of the accepted duties of minority ethnic professionals in future. The HA representative expressed doubts about the use of CAT, as we have already seen, but she also directly connected the recruitment of minority ethnic health professionals with this issue:

The other thing is about getting more black and ethnic minority staff into the NHS, and that's not so they can act as interpreters and that's not so they can act as advocates. It's so they gradually...that bit of yeast will percolate through the loaf. That when people work day-by-day with somebody who begins to talk openly about their family life or their religious, their thoughts about religion and why they have different attitudes. That subtly informs how everyone works (R11, p.13, para.45).

She denies that they will act directly in this capacity, but that their very presence will improve the quality and sensitivity of services. This connection was also drawn by the nurse trainer (whose responsibility it is to increase the representation of minority ethnic students on nursing programmes locally). He argued that CAT might be good in a limited, mechanical sense but in itself it will not be enough,

I think they need to be more aware than just having training I think, just training of staff will not do it by itself I think. In the end I think certainly the training with and the more exposure to
minority ethnic clients but also to staff, I see those two things going hand-in-hand in supporting
development. I think that just having more nurses from minority ethnic groups will make other
staff more aware that they need to be more sensitive. That will work I think and make people
realise that they need to be much more aware and sensitive (R20, para. 25).

So the issue of training and recruiting more minority ethnic staff into the NHS are clearly
connected, as suggested by Gerrish et al (1996) and Iganksi et al (1998). Yet, it is difficult to
articulate in concrete terms just what the connection is, unless we accept that they will be
given at least some responsibility for sensitising services. This might mean offering advice to
their white colleagues, but is just as likely to encourage the latter to wash their hands of these
problems and to allow minority ethnic professionals to deal with what are perceived to be
community problems. This already happens to some extent, but will gather speed and
legitimacy as those responsible for training and implementing policy and for training and
primary recruitment offer their endorsement.

Conclusion

Training must, as Baxter (1997) maintains, be an important ingredient in any coherent
challenge to ‘race’ inequalities in health and health care. However, it seems unlikely,
particularly in light of later research (Iganski et al 1998, 2001) that the anti-racist curriculum
she proposes (building on the work of Larbie et al 1988, see also Parekh 2000: 75) will gain
much ground in the present climate. Whether the nurse education centre in Robbinston will
develop (has developed in the intervening period) its teaching practices and policies along
these lines is unknown. In terms of in-service training the principal means of addressing
cultural gaps between professionals and patients from different ethnic backgrounds remains
the notion of CAT. Despite severe doubts about its potential to achieve radical reform, due to
its founding assumption that problems are based in individual ignorance, and that it implicitly
equates difference as deviance, it was one of the key demands of the local communities and
one of the subsequent policy promises made by the HA (Appendix 5).

There was substantial support for the notion amongst the interview respondents,
particularly the unofficial user representatives, who had very definite ideas about how it
should be organised and delivered. The Head of Nursing had only found out about the trust's own course by accident and had since tried to get as many of her staff along as possible. Unfortunately she still had some way to go, and there was a distinct lack of awareness amongst the trust's staff about the availability of CAT.

It was widely felt that CAT would be most useful for community-based staff simply by virtue of their work, although it was argued that it would provide all staff members with valuable life skills in the context of a diverse society. Resistance was an important theme which emerged and there was evidence of some resistance to the notion amongst hospital staff. Several expressed fears that it would lead to greater hostility and division, and one respondent actually argued that CAT could be viewed as a form of PD (a concept discussed in some depth in Chapter 7). This has an incredibly ironic twist, because on the understanding that services fail to meet the needs of minority ethnic communities, she is arguing that any attempt to address such failure constitutes PD. The problem of course is that many do not on the whole accept that the service fails because they regard people as individuals first and foremost, until that becomes unsustainable or inconvenient — i.e. in allocating caring responsibilities for minority ethnic patients to minority ethnic professionals.

As in the previous chapter, we concluded with the idea that the ideal solution appears to be to allow minority ethnic communities to deal with their own problems. This may be due to the idea that the problems are theirs because they refuse to assimilate, and this was recognised by one user representative in particular in relation to the resistance of white employees to CAT.

Where the failings are due to cultural insensitivity the burden has fallen onto the shoulders of minority ethnic health professionals. Although white staff members denied that minority ethnic health professionals were being used in this way, the consistency of the evidence, supported in the literature (Baxter 1988, 1997; Bagilhole & Stephens 1997, 1998, 1999) suggests otherwise. This may actually prevent the development of greater cultural awareness and competence amongst health workers regardless of their ethnicity (Gerrish et
al 1996; Kandola & Fullerton 1998). Furthermore, it may become accepted practice in the future, for despite vigorous refutations, those responsible for primary recruitment (of nurses) locally, and for implementing health policy, appear to endorse such a development.

It is, it would seem, time to address the appropriate role of minority ethnic health workers, and to consider the possible impact of greater ethnic diversity in the workforce in this context. One demand of the community expressed during the consultation exercise that we have not discussed thus far, though it formed a central concern for the HA, involved the diversification of the workforce as a means of improving services to minority ethnic communities. Stubbs (1993: 39) relates this very nicely to the proposed activity in Robinston:

... in terms of service delivery, there has been much greater attention to link-workers and interpreters, usually low-paid casualized, and exploited, rather than to issues concerning the role of black workers at senior levels of the medical and health professions. Skills such as community languages (a euphemism for undervalued, non-European languages) and 'cultural awareness' are not seen as prerequisites for the recruitment of medical students, GPs, consultants, or administrators.

The assumption here is that with greater ethnic diversity in the workforce and the sensible employment of that diversity services would automatically improve. The third and final section of the thesis examines this assumption in greater detail, and in particular three important questions. What does ethnic diversity mean? How will it work? And how can it best be achieved?
SECTION 3:

Ethnic diversity in the NHS
CHAPTER 6:

The meaning of ethnic diversity

'It's just like when you've got some coffee that's too black, which means that it's too strong. What do you do? You integrate it with cream, you make it weak' – Malcolm X.

Introduction

Although the NHS has been ethnically diverse for the bulk of the post-war period the role of minority ethnic workers has been neither fully recognised nor fairly rewarded (Bagilhole & Stephens 1999). As we have seen from previous chapters much is expected of individuals from different communities in both a formal and informal capacity (Thompson 1998). However, there is a formal development in equal opportunities theory which actively links ethnic diversity with improved services and other societal benefits (Bagilhole 1997).

While the trust employees in particular rejected the notion of numerical representation as arbitrary and potentially ineffective there was a consensus amongst the interview respondents that ethnic diversity has numerous benefits for employers and communities alike. This was also reflected by the views of the mail respondents (Human Resource Directors and personnel professionals).

As asked to define and operationalise ethnic diversity, the bulk of the interview respondents moved through various interpretations, from a proportional interpretation, through a structural definition (in which the diversification of managerial positions is emphasised), to rest finally on a model in which minority ethnic individuals are charged with actively representing the needs of their communities (Baxter 1988). This reflects the dominant theme of the research, i.e. the perception that minority ethnic communities must deal with the
problems 'their' (deviant) cultures and unreasonable expectations create. As discussed below this may not work, and even if it would, it may prove counterproductive in the longer term.

**Background**

According to Collier (1998) there has been a disproportionate emphasis on equal opportunities in relation to employment opportunities and policies and too little attention given to equal opportunities in the provision of services. Without unfairly simplifying the basis of her argument it does overlook to some extent the clear connection that has latterly been drawn between employment and service issues (Iganski et al 2001). For example, Baxter argues that:

> The two roles [NHS as employer and service provider] are often seen as unrelated. It is as if the nature and standards of health care provided could be divorced from the personnel policies and conditions of employment within which health workers deliver their care (1988: 6).

This same connection was made by the local communities during the consultation carried out by the HA. One of the principal demands alongside better interpreting and cultural provision was greater ethnic diversity in the local NHS workforce. Although no explicit reason is provided for this in the report and action plan (see Appendix 5), we will consider some of the many possibilities in a moment. First we need to consider the issue of ethnic diversity in the post-war period.

As Ward (1993) suggests, the Health Service as one of the biggest employers in Europe has also employed more minority ethnic workers than any other organisation in Britain (see also Doyal et al 1981). This remains the case today: although minority ethnic communities accounted for 5.49% of the total population according to the 1991 Census (OPCS 1993), collectively they make up 8% of the nursing staff of the UK and 28% of clinicians (Stephens 2001: 23; Parekh 2000), although recent evidence suggests that 'Asian' groups are actually under-represented in nursing, certainly amongst those applying for and being admitted to Nurse Education Centres (Iganski et al 1998, 2001). Nevertheless, the NHS
has officially been held up as an example for other public sector employers to follow in terms of ethnic diversity (Straw 1999).

Yet as diversity per se has never been a problem, authors such as Law (1996) have argued, consistent with the findings set out in Sections 1 & 2, that 'The NHS provides the strongest case to refute the common argument that opening up an institution to black minority ethnic staff inevitably leads to organisational change in favour of black minority ethnic clients, users, customers, or in this case patients' (Law 1996: 151-2). Ward (1993) points out that the most insensitive areas of provision for minority ethnic communities have also been the areas in which minority ethnic health workers are disproportionately represented – i.e. psychiatry. Diversity has been used as a defence against challenges to inappropriate services and racism.

There is obviously a serious point here about the practical value of ethnic diversity which needs to be recognised. The location of minority ethnic representation is also important. For example, although minority ethnic groups account for 8% of nursing and 28% of clinical staff, around 1% of Nursing Directors are from minority ethnic groups and they make up just 16% of consultants (Stephens 2001). This reflects a consistent historical trend in NHS employment.

Several reports and research studies have underlined the fact that minority ethnic individuals are in positions that do not match their abilities and that they have not been adequately recognised or rewarded (Brent CHC 1981; CRE 1983; Anwar & Ali 1987; Baxter 1988; Admani 1993a; Law 1996). They are disproportionately to be found in ancillary and nursing auxiliary grades etc. (Bhavani 1994; Owen 1994) and are barely to be found in middle and senior management (King's Fund 1989; Jewson et al 1993; NAHAT and King's Fund Centre 1993; NHSME 1993; Beishon et al 1995; Aanchawan 1996; NAHAT 1996/97; Mason 2000). There is also evidence of significant over-representation in the least attractive specialities – i.e. geriatrics, psychiatry etc. (Ward 1993; Gerrish et al 1996) – and in the least prestigious community settings and hospitals (King's Fund 1990). Minority ethnic individuals
are also to be disproportionately found on night shifts (Bryan et al 1985; Baxter 1988; Cohen 1995a). These patterns have very recently been confirmed by the King's Fund in a major report on the plight of minority ethnic workers throughout the NHS (King's Fund 2001; Carvel 2001).

Although discrimination is not entirely responsible for this, it is considered to be centrally important (McNaught 1987, 1988; Baxter 1988; Ward 1993; Gerrish et al 1996; Mason 2000). A substantial body of evidence suggests that discrimination occurs at every stage in the employment process, from initial entry, to deployment and promotion, even in the processing of complaints and the distribution of professionals awards (see Smith 1980; Smith 1987; CRE 1988, 1991; McKeigue 1990; Esmail & Everington 1993; Dillner 1995; McManus et al 1995; Godlee 1996; Chaudhary 1998; Iganski et al 1998; McManus 1998; Alexander 1999; Carter 2000; King's Fund 2001). Nor has there been any real attempt to address and deal with discrimination (Mason 2000, see Chapter 2).

It is within this context of stunted careers and aspirations, compounded by the often unchecked racial harassment carried out by white colleagues and patients alike (Baxter 1988; Beishon et al 1995; Gerrish et al 1996) that Baxter issued her early warning about the 'black' nurse as an endangered species. Minority ethnic numbers continue to decline as existing staff age and are not replaced (reputedly many are either deterred by the experiences of their predecessors or are actively discouraged by them) (Baxter 1988; Brindle 1997a; Carter 2000; King's Fund 2001). As the NHS is experiencing a major labour shortage generally (Browne 2001; Carvel 2001; McGuaran 2001), evidenced by the priorities established in the *NHS Plan*, this trend is even more problematic (Ward 1993).

As Baxter (1988) has pointed out, it is not merely to solve a staffing crisis that ethnic diversity is required there are allegedly many practical benefits (see Chapter 8 for a fuller discussion). Historically these assumptions about the practical benefits emerged from
The United States and particularly the higher education system (Dworkin 1981) with the initial momentum provided by the Bakke case in 1978¹ (Nickel 1990; Edmonds 1994). Aside from the loss of staff and the associated waste of talent, low morale will undoubtedly impact upon the productivity and effectiveness of those who remain. Furthermore, greater ethnic diversity could have real implications for the sensitivity of the services provided, a diverse workforce is more likely to understand and react appropriately to diverse needs (Anionwu 1996; Gerrish et al 1996). Baxter (1997: 96) argues that a diverse workforce can improve institutional/communal relations and identify gaps in service provision ‘...in a way that is impossible for any white person to do’. There may even be negative implications for wider ‘race relations’ if diversity is not actively pursued.

In actuality the Health Service has recognised the value of ethnic diversity since the 1970s, targeting the membership of HAs in particular. Smaje (1995) argues that this and related measures such as the employment of ethnic advisers at the local level and the establishment of the Ethnic Health Unit were ‘pluralist’ in tone and assimilationist in intention. He also makes reference to the National Association of Health Authorities (NAHA) report *Action Not Words*, which maintained that:

> An effective way of making Health Services responsive to the needs of a multi-racial and multi-cultural population is to ensure that members of minority ethnic groups are employed at all levels in the Health Service and thus involved automatically in the planning, management and delivery of those services (NAHA 1988: 10).

Similar proposals were made in the report of a 1987 management seminar on the health needs of minority ethnic communities, during which Tony Newton (then minister for health) claimed: ‘...an NHS where there is a better ethnic mix across the hierarchy will be better equipped to identify and remove obstacles to equal access’ (DHSS 1988: 2, my emphasis).

¹ Alan Bakke applied for admission to the Medical School at the University of California but was refused because a quota system was in place reserving 16 out of 100 places for minority ethnic students. The Supreme Court ruled that although quotas were unconstitutional, ethnicity could be used as one aspect in the admissions process. Justice Powell said: ‘The diversity that furthers a compelling state interest encompasses a far broader array of qualifications and characteristics of which racial or ethnic origin is but a single though important element’ (Nickel 1990: 54).
This was also a key theme in the subsequent action programme on minority ethnic staff launched in 1993 (see Alexander 1999: 7). The benefits of a diverse workforce have been recognised in a number of policy arenas, from policing (Etzioni 1997), through the criminal justice system (Rose 1997) and the military (Joyce 1997), to the business sector (Ross & Schneider 1992; Pandya 1997). In the context of the latter a business case for diversity has emerged emphasising the pragmatic rather than moral justifications for engaging in equal opportunities activities (Torkington 1991; Jewson & Mason 1993; CRE 1995a), and this has been supplemented by the CRE with a quality case for the public sector (1995b; see also Thompson 1998: 196).

To be effective it has been argued that it is at the higher and highest levels that diversity must be achieved (Baxter 1988, 1997; Johnson 1993; Smaje 1995). In discussing the under-representation of minority ethnic groups on Health Service boards, Mason (2000: 203) recently said that:

It is difficult...to see how these functions can be effectively and credibly discharged unless members are drawn from a broad cross section of the population served. The presence of minority ethnic members would seem to be a key element in the successful placing of ethnically different needs on the local health agenda.

Similarly, Bagilhole has argued that ‘The lack of ethnic minority staff in decision making and powerful positions in the NHS has important consequences for the type of service provided’ (1997: 152, see also Bhopal & White 1993). The government shares this emphasis to some extent, evidenced by the Prime Minister’s first speech to the Labour Party conference after their 1997-election victory:

We cannot be a beacon to the world unless the talents of all the people shine through. Not one black high court judge; not one black Chief Constable or permanent secretary; not one black army officer above the rank of colonel. Not one Asian either. Not a record of pride for the British establishment. And not a record of pride for Parliament that there are so few black and Asian MPs (Travis & Rowan 1997: 17).
Furthermore, the recommendations of the MacPherson Report (1999) lent added moral and practical weight to the pursuit of ethnic diversity. Although there has been some progress in terms of diversifying senior and managerial levels of the NHS, as evidenced by Alexander (1999), there remains much to do (Parekh 2000).

These arguments have certainly been widely disseminated not least through the operational management structures of the NHS (Iganski et al 1998). It would be wrong to dismiss the importance of ethnic diversity per se. However, as will become clear the practical value of ethnic diversity has not really been satisfactorily identified (Iganski & Johns 1998). For example, diversity forms a major theme throughout the Parekh Report (2000), in Chapter 13 it is argued that ‘Black, Asian and Irish representation could help to ensure that the impact of racism on health is properly researched and recognised and appropriate action taken’ (2000: 181; see also Alexander 1999). This suggestion is quickly qualified thus, ‘This is not...to say that the burden of race equality action should fall on black, Asian and Irish people, but rather to affirm the crucial importance of direct experience’ (Parekh 2000: 181).

Unfortunately, as much of the relevant literature confirms, supported by the previous chapters, the burden has and does rest on the shoulders of minority ethnic individuals. Furthermore, this will continue unless the assumptions set out here are supported by a rigorous debate and convincing evidence. Ethnic diversity incautiously invoked may further illustrate the ‘otherness’ of minority ethnic communities and further underline ‘their’ responsibility for solving ‘their’ own problems. The central function of this chapter is to provide an insight into popular perceptions of ethnic diversity and its value.

Diversity and representation

One of the key concepts in any discussion of ‘diversity’ whichever groups are involved is numerical representation, and it is not an entirely clear-cut issue. As Bagilhole (1997) suggests it depends very much on the local area, and the availability of suitable individuals (see also Edwards 1995). In terms of the interview survey the question of representation in
the local NHS produced some very interesting contrasts. The overwhelming response from the user representatives, both official and unofficial, was that minority ethnic groups were under-represented in the local workforce. Reflecting the demands of the local community, the representative of the HA said (Appendix 5):

> The other thing is about getting more black and minority ethnic staff into the NHS (R11, pp.1 & 13, paras.2 & 45).

There was, however, some qualification of this in relation to horizontal and vertical considerations. The problem was thought to be more extreme in certain areas and at certain levels:

> ...also the issue of - which has been raised and brought to our attention again through public meetings - employment in the NHS. How when people from the black and other minority ethnic communities are in the NHS they tend to be at the lower levels for want of a better phrase. They don't seem to be able to progress in terms of the proportion in the NHS, in relation to the community isn't right. I mean it's lower in the NHS at higher levels (R12, pp.1-2, para.2).

Among the user representatives, the HA representative was alone in thinking that things were slowly improving, particularly in relation to the boards of local trusts. One other respondent accepted that boards had changed but only with regards to non-executive positions (Smaje 1995) and even the representative of the HA accepted their limited potential.

In relation to the trust employees, opinions were divided. Several accepted that their organisation did not reflect the diversity of the surrounding area:

> No, I would say from my own experience that there's not a large, I don't come across a large population of ethnic minorities within the trust, no...I wouldn't say that I'd come across them at any level. I'm just trying to think. I wouldn't say they're very evident...That's based on my general perception of my day-to-day visiting of the hospital, I wouldn't say that I see large proportions of ethnic minorities in the domestic side, certainly not in the management side, on the wards, the nursing side. Not on the wards no... I mean for example I don't think I ever remember seeing a Sikh with a turban on, just as a minor example (R26, pp.2 & 3, paras.12-16 & 18).

In sympathy with the views expressed above, where under-representation was identified it was seen as a feature of certain areas and levels:
I think they're well represented in certain groups of the trust's workforce, but I wouldn't say that they are as a whole. I certainly don't think they are in management grades. I certainly don't think they are in professions allied to medicine, like all the paramedical type services. But they probably are in the sort of nursing and ancillary staff groups. There is certainly a high percentage in the sort of ancillary staff groups (R17, p.1, para.1).

A similar number thought that the trust was broadly representative of the local area:

My perception is that the hospital does represent the community, but that's more by luck than judgement. We don't particularly go out to say well we must get our numbers up. I think it's just kind of happened (R28, p.6, para.21).

There's no barrier obviously we have got people from minority ethnic groups in senior posts but not, not the same proportion as in the population as a whole (R31, pp.1 & 2, paras.1, 2 & 13).

There was some residual concern about the numbers of minority ethnic individuals at the higher and highest levels but it was assumed that natural evolution would rectify this.

Representation per se is a highly problematic concept. As both Flew (1986) and Sowell (1994) argue, it assumes that interests, skills and abilities are randomly distributed and that were discrimination to be eradicated a near perfect representation of groups in all areas and at all levels would result. This may not be the case. Can discrimination be blamed for the preponderance of African-Americans in professional basketball or Jewish intellectuals among Nobel Prize winners? Sowell argues that this explanation is related to biological racism because both have dogmatic views about under-representation, due either to genetic inferiority or discrimination. They ignore human agency and societal complexity.

Whether such arguments influenced the respondents is difficult to establish, but there was certainly a consensus amongst the trust employees about the arbitrary nature of numerical representation,

I wouldn't have thought so there are ethnic minorities as there are everywhere. But I'm not sure what the level has to be, or what is seen as a reasonable level. I mean there are quite a number but whether it's the right amount? Or if it's too low or too high, I'm not sure... and in fact we do have a number of what you might call minority representatives at the higher levels here, again, as I say whether it's the right number or not I don't know (R15, pp.7 & 12, paras.22 & 35).
Who has the responsibility to determine adequate or inadequate levels of representation? For a majority of these respondents this was an impossible question to answer. One person was concerned that the very notion implied failure on the part of the trust:

You could say that it's under-represented, but if you look at who's applying then maybe it's a fair representation...It's just one of those that it could look unfairly represented, but I don't know without knowing facts and figures of who actually applies for jobs and things. It might be proportionate to the number of people that apply, with the number of people who get jobs (R19, p.1, paras.3 & 4).

She immediately linked the notion of representation with blame - that the trust might be failing. In her view it might simply relate to the preference of minority ethnic individuals to work elsewhere.

So while the user representatives were convinced that minority ethnic communities are under-represented in the local Health Service, the trust employees were divided on the issue. They did agree on one thing, that the notion of representation is problematic. So if ethnic diversity is to be more than a numerical question, there needs to be some discussion about its practical benefits. Despite divisions on the concept of numerical representation, there was a virtual consensus from all of the respondents about the multi-dimensional value of ethnic diversity.

**Benefits of ethnic diversity**

The benefits of ethnic diversity for individuals, organisations and for society have been rehearsed since the early 1970s at least. One of the earliest claims was that it was simply a matter of justice, it '...should decrease the difference in wealth and power that now exists between different racial groups, and so make the community more equal overall' (Dworkin 1978: 229). Thinking about diversity has moved on and justice appeals are thought to be insufficiently persuasive in the context of a capitalist labour market. Actual benefits for the organisation and the service population must be evidenced (Ross & Schneider 1992).
In fact some evidence exists that increasing workforce diversity can be *detrimental* to firms and organisations. It can generate conflict and lead to breakdowns in communication, increasing both employee dissatisfaction and staff turnover (Jain & Verma 1996: 28). Ethnic diversity may be most unworkable, due to racism and incongruent communication styles (Fine 1995; Kandola & Fullerton 1998). This was certainly the interpretation of the ward managers who participated in Carter's (2000) study. They worked hard to achieve homogeneity in ward teams. However, the mail and interview respondents were largely enthusiastic about ethnic diversity, rehearsing many of the benefits identified in the relevant literature.

For instance, one suggestion, a utilitarian argument, has been that greater ethnic diversity would reduce social tensions (Dworkin 1981; Baxter 1988; NAHAT 1996/97). The mail respondents were not entirely clear about the value of diversity in this respect, see Chart 1.
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**Chart 1**

Diversity would ease social tensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength of agreement</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S/agree</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/disagree</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Faced with the statement: 'Diversifying the workforce would ease social tensions', 48% (125) remained neutral, while 38% (99) agreed that it would have this effect. The response might have been more definite had 'workplace' been used rather than 'social' tensions.
The interview respondents were much clearer, arguing that it would send out an important message to minority ethnic communities, that the service belongs to everyone, and, it might help to promote a greater understanding and lead to the erosion of prejudice.

We have the benefit of different attitudes and cultures, and hopefully we can, in terms of learning to live in an harmonious world and environment, then hopefully that could be mirrored at the hospital. If we're going to live and work alongside one another (R28, p.2, paras.5 & 7).

The implication here is that ethnic diversity, by virtue of proximity, creates a better understanding between people of different cultures challenging stereotypes and reducing discrimination. Although evidence suggests that conditions need to be right for this to occur (Cook 1978), several respondents had seen the process at work:

I mean you see it, because people who are totally prejudiced and then you give them a working colleague and suddenly they become best of mates and realise that there's no difference whatsoever. I see that all the time (R17, p12, para.42).

Trust employees provided several such examples though there was a minority view that prejudice is impenetrable and diversity would only heighten division (see Chapter 2). Although the data provided by the interview respondents were much clearer on this particular issue it must be recognised that the method does provide the opportunity to seek clarification, whereas self-completed questionnaires provide data that are 'necessarily, superficial' (Robson 1993: 243). On the other hand it is possible that interviewers produce 'public' and 'private' accounts with the former tending towards a more 'politically correct' account (Robson 1993: 230). This must not be ruled out in interpreting the findings.

An associated benefit was the enhanced trust a diverse workforce might engender in the wider community (IPD 1996; Walker et al 1996). For example, a publication by the National Association of Care and Resettlement of Offenders (NACRO) (1992: 7) suggested that:
The presence of black staff in numbers proportionate to their representation in the community would help to dispel the perception of an all-white system which deals harshly with black offenders, and would go some way to restore confidence in the fairness of the process.

Similarly the Nolan Committee argued that every Quango ought to reflect its service population because ‘...it...may also enjoy greater public confidence, thereby making the implementation of its work more effective’ (cited in Sperling 1997: 119).

This argument has also made ground in the NHS (Anionwu 1996). For example, Chevannes (1991:17) argues that ‘One aspect of Asians' and Afro-Caribbean’s perception of ‘fairness’ of the service may be their observation of the presence or absence of black nurses and doctors. This has both a symbolic and a real importance’. This same point has been raised in relation to disciplinary processes (King’s Fund 1990: 5) and the recent revision of the merit award system for consultants (Moore 1998: 3). Locally the action programme designed to encourage more students on to health-based programmes emphasised the need to have more minority ethnic staff members because their dearth can ‘be an obstacle to winning the confidence of potential students from these communities’.

There is some evidence that a diverse workforce would promote greater trust and confidence within minority ethnic communities also (McFarland et al 1989; EOR No.85, 1999). The majority of respondents supported this argument, as Chart 2 illustrates the mail respondents in particular.
Eighty one per cent agreed that diversity would cultivate trust between providers and communities. The interview respondents provided some background into the processes involved.

I mean patients are a diverse group and it's therefore only right that our staff should be as big a diverse group as possible. You associate particularly with race, sex, creed anything out of it one associates yeah? And I think that for ethnic groups it's important that they see ethnic groups in the workplace. That's my personal view... I think human nature suggests that you have faith in those you know (R21, p.3, paras.11 & 12).

This might serve to increase rates of utilisation and compliance, indeed the respondent responsible for running a sickle cell clinic actually identified this process at work:

The consultant has said to me that it's been so much easier since I've been in post because they've found that patients haven't been taking medication, they haven't been complying with treatment, they haven't been coming to clinic (R6, p.4, para.11).

She used the experience of a white colleague in London to form a meaningful comparison. He had found it very difficult to develop a working relationship with the local community because they were unhappy about his ethnicity.
It has also been argued that ethnic diversity once achieved would become self-perpetuating and inherently quality enhancing. Although Dworkin (1981: 229) was evaluating the justice of preferential treatment in higher education the parallel is evident: 'If blacks are seen as successful law students, then other blacks who do meet the usual intellectual standards might be encouraged to apply'. Diversity ensuring greater diversity in a virtuous cycle. This would come about as a result of role modelling, and as Chart 3 Illustrates, this appealed to the mail respondents, when asked about their agreement with the statement 'Minority ethnic groups need more role models', four out of five (84%, 221) either agreed or strongly agreed.

Chart 3
The need for more role models
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This was described by one of the interview respondents as the 'visibility' factor, and was similarly resonant:

Yes that one person's just as good as the next person and providing that you have the relevant attitude or qualification or whatever then there's no reason why you couldn't also do or achieve a job or role that appeals to you. So yeah it is about opening up opportunities to people, opening up ideas to people (R18, p.9, para.30).
According to much of the relevant literature providing role models would not only get people into the NHS, it would encourage them to stay there, if they were diffuse throughout the organisation (Nickel 1990; Cortis & Rinomhota 1996; Iganski et al 2001):

I think they would be good role models. He was probably discriminated against too, as a child, and look where he is now. You can beat the system. It would be encouraging (R9, p.16, para.49).

Oh it is a key issue [role modelling] there’s no doubt about it. It is a general perception that nurses don’t get far and it is recognised that black nurses get an even worse deal in terms of career progression (R20, p.7, para.19).

Several respondents argued that role modelling had influenced them in their careers and one in particular identified it in practice:

We actually promoted an individual from an ethnic minority background to the role of supervisor. And that’s actually had a really positive effect on lots of the other staff in there. And people who would never really have aspired to be a supervisor are now sort of thinking well if she can be a supervisor perhaps we could do that in the future (R17, p.8, para.25).

So the achievement of ethnic diversity would have a number of benefits according to the respondents, not least in perpetuating itself in a virtuous cycle. Getting people into the NHS and keeping them there, infusing them with new aspirations.

One of the most popular arguments for the pursuit of greater ethnic diversity has been the belief that it will open up an untapped labour resource to employers (IPID 1996). This has slightly less relevance to the NHS than to other organisations, because it has relied so heavily on minority ethnic communities in the past, although as we have seen this has been contained within certain areas and at certain levels. It may be more accurate to suggest that the NHS needs to retain and develop the employees that it has as well as to convince younger generations to enlist (Bagilhole & Stephens 1999). The King’s Fund (1990) underlined the work of Baxter (1988) by arguing that the talent of minority ethnic nurses in particular has been wasted. Where it clearly can exploit untapped labour is at the higher and highest levels of the service.
The sophisticated nature of the historic relationship between minority ethnic communities and the Health Service was not recognised by many of the interview respondents, particularly the trust employees. Focusing strictly within the confines of the city it was commonly argued that pursuing greater ethnic diversity - in the context of a severe labour shortage - would enable the Health Service to tap into a wider pool of labour:

I think we've always got to say that there is this wider pool of labour available, a lot of it possibly currently untapped, let's make sure we actually have mechanisms to access that complete pool of labour to get the best person for the job. I think that's the only way it can work (R17, pp.5 & 7, paras.17, 18 & 22).

There is, as one of the respondents recognised, a cynical motive to this argument, in that minority ethnic communities (and others) become a valuable reserve army of labour in the context of the present labour shortage. Local trusts, in line with national trends (Brindle 1999), had been recruiting foreign nurses for some time, much to the consternation of one of the unofficial user representatives:

Well I think I remember Diane Abbott making some comments about this in terms of the shortage of nurses that we've got. And it is quite interesting that we have a significant number of people unemployed here in Britain, particularly those from minority ethnic groups who are not being encouraged to train in this particular area where there is a severe shortage. And they are going to the expense of recruiting people from other countries (R7, p.17, para.35).

In spite of the alleged cynicism it would seem that in some quarters any such opportunities would be welcome. How enduring those advances might be should the environment change is debatable. The Training and Development Officer for the trust felt that once the value of diversity had been recognised it would endure, and part of this was due to the distinct skills that minority ethnic communities can offer.

This reflects the most common argument in the literature, that greater ethnic diversity will actively improve the quality of services (King's Fund 1987; Baxter 1988; CRE 1995b; Anionwu 1996; NAHAT 1996/97; Bagilhole & Stephens 1999). The general idea has been labelled 'multicultural competency' by Coker (1997: 30), it is reputedly '...when both the
organisation and the people entering it respect each other's cultural identities and values, and are interested in learning from each other's differences'.

The document setting out the action programme of the local university argued ethnic diversity in the workforce was vital 'to understanding how best to develop recruitment and marketing strategies'. A diverse society needs diverse public services. While many of the mail respondents accepted this, an equal number were uncertain, see Chart 4
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Forty one per cent of the mail respondents (105) agreed that an ethnically diverse workforce would improve service quality, while 41% (108) remained neutral. Again the different methods employed may have influenced the responses (see above discussion), but it would seem likely that either the framing of the question, or, as some of the respondents commented on the questionnaires, their lack of experience with diversity, influenced their responses. Once the shape of ethnic diversity is made clearer the level of support apparently increases (see below).

The interview respondents on the other hand were overwhelmingly convinced about the practical benefits of an ethnically diverse workforce.
Oooh yes, I'm sure there are [benefits]. I mean especially in a hospital from a patient's point of view if we've got diversity. So probably to have a diverse workforce as well would be helpful. And obviously in terms of culture, drawing on as many views as possible (R31, p.1, paras.4 & 5).

Well yes, because we're providing a service to a population and the workforce comes from the population and so we're not different animals, we're the same people. And I think if you're looking at providing to a certain mix of the population, then I think it's quite helpful if you have representatives within the workforce that might be more able to understand the wants and needs of the members of that mix really... Your decisions about what's appropriate come from your basic values, and if it's a completely different culture that's making those value judgements how do they know if it's right or not? (R30, pp.7 & 14, paras.29 & 52).

So ethnic diversity, it was argued, actually enhances the cultural sensitivity of the service. Indeed the head of a voluntary mental health organisation even argued that without internal diversity a diversity of provision would be impossible:

I would be really delighted if we could attract some black people in, but we've got one Asian woman here on the [phone] lines... From a purely selfish point of view it would impress the funders. But we do have an equal opportunities policy here, and we do think that it's right that we should provide a service to all sections of the population. And in order to do that we need to attract the staff and the volunteers to go with that policy (R8, p.4, para.15).

Seemingly ethnic diversity would be a positive development for individuals, communities and organisations. It could be self-replicating, might create the basis for a harmonious society, improve the range of talent available, and, expand our understanding of merit in the interests of society.

However, in terms of the argument that a diverse NHS would better meet the needs of a diverse society, there is an implicit assumption that diversity will benefit everyone. This has been questioned by the likes of Taylor (2000: 3), 'Today, one of the favorite slogans that defines the asymmetric quality of American racism is 'celebration of diversity'. It has begun to dawn on a few people that 'diversity' is always achieved at the expense of whites (and sometimes men), and never the other way around'. He argues that white people are not allowed to maintain separate institutions because that is racist, but for minority groups it is seen to be affirming. There is some merit to such claims. This will become clearer as we
Having discussed the prospective benefits of ethnic diversity we now need to clarify what the concept means – what is ethnic diversity?

Modelling ethnic diversity

Although a great deal has been written about ethnic diversity and its prospective benefits very little energy has been devoted to defining it. Of course the governmental preference for goals and targets provides some shape, discussed more fully in the following chapter but the concept itself is rarely discussed explicitly. Almost every respondent had a view about the shape and nature of ethnic diversity. For many respondents simply reflecting the diversity of the local area was considered the clearest starting point. As we can see from Chart 5 84% (221) of the mail respondents agreed that ‘A workforce that reflects the community would be better equipped to meet its needs’

Yet, as will become clear in the following chapter the mail respondents were generally unhappy about conflating diversity with ethnic diversity. Similarly the interview respondents accepted reflecting the local community as something of a theoretical starting point,

193
Well I think the bottom line would be that it would have to reflect the local population, definitely. If you could go further then and try to reflect the national picture that would be better. But I think the essential thing is that you should reflect your local population (R24, p.14, para.59).

Perhaps the most straightforward notion was proportional diversity\(^2\) that the proportion of minority ethnic members of staff ought to match those in the user community (EOR No.85, 1999). This can be the local or national community and often involves availability data\(^3\). This has been advocated fairly recently by Etzioni (1997) in relation to community policing, and corresponds with the idea of establishing goals and targets.

It has also been criticised, for instance Nelson (1990) refers to this as the 'Noah’s Ark Syndrome'. Here numbers are muddled up with effective action. This was recognised by the majority of the interview respondents. It was pointed out that proportional diversity equated numbers with need:

> It's not going to be an easy way, you can't just say well there are more Indians, sorry but we need to put more funding into that area. It's going to be...Diverse communities mean that you're going to be looking at diverse needs as well (R1, p.12, para.102).

It was argued that often the smallest communities need most assistance. Another problem was that it would be impossible to achieve a perfect reflection:

> You're not going to get one Somali person, one Asian person. So I think it's a step towards raising awareness and looking at different needs, but it's a big responsibility to place on one or two people isn't it? (R1, p.14, para.112).

Some communities will never be accommodated either because of their size or the scarcity of posts available (Walker et al 1996). Finally there was the question of appropriate measures, which should be used local or national figures? Although a national target would force areas

---

\(^2\) The conceptual framework used here is adapted from an exploratory paper by Iganski and Johns (1998)

\(^3\) Rather than a simple numerical target, it is usually necessary as per the practice adopted in the US, of establishing how many suitable individuals are available in the local workforce, see Edwards (1995). Similarly for a discussion on the statistical processes involved in establishing indirect discrimination in the UK see Kandola and Fullerton (1998: 113).
such as the south west to increase the numbers of minority ethnic staff, it would lead to massive under-representation elsewhere.

The weakest point about proportional diversity for the user representatives in particular was that it had already been tried:

In the same way let's not forget that the NHS was built on black communities being employed, that immigration policies have been sort of very flexible to allow black people from the Caribbean, Irish people, South Asian doctors to save the NHS thousands in not having to train them, and that diversity hasn't made a good deal for black patients. I think what's needed is a diverse and not discriminatory NHS so that black staff are valued, and that there will be, they are able to influence the sort of service that we have. But if we look at service areas such as psychiatry and learning difficulties they are often very heavily staffed with black nurses. If we look at the Cinderellas of the medical profession, such as again psychiatry, again we've had many more black doctors there as well. And I think it's seeing black people throughout the professions and at all levels of the professions. So I want to see more black people get to be chief executive officers (R5, p.9, para.29).

The key is not simply to reflect the population it is more complicated than that.

If you had to employ 8%, if your workforce has to be black and providing that 8% at each level. I mean 8% of your workforce is black and they're all porters. Fucking awful innit? Worse than useless in my view (R12, p.21, paras.58-60).

So it is important, as set out in earlier in the chapter, not only to achieve proportionality because that can be contained, but also to achieve diversity at the higher and highest levels. It is possible to achieve proportionality without touching managerial or policy-making positions (Bryan et al 1985; Baxter 1988; Karmi 1993).

This slightly different interpretation, defined by hierarchical concerns rather than simply numerical representation, was by far the most popular definition of ethnic diversity for the interview respondents (though the least popular notion for the mail respondents, see Chapter 8) -

I think it's also at the kind of policy level, that there are people there who can actually make a difference there... So if they can actually provide that then that's good. But there needs to be structural change at the top (R1, p.12, para.106).
I think it [increasing the number of minority ethnic people in senior positions] would be important, because often the culture of the organisation is set by the senior members in that organisation. And I think that's important. And our trust board has members from the ethnic minorities on it for that reason, but as far as I'm aware none of the clinical directors are from the ethnic minorities (R30, p. 9, para. 34).

Whilst many respondents had set out their initial definition of ethnic diversity in proportional terms, they appeared to feel very strongly that unless minority ethnic people managed to gain a foothold in the higher echelons of the NHS, proportionality would be irrelevant.

This equates to the notion of structural diversity identified by Iganski and Johns (1998). Just as proportionality without structural change can be tokenistic and ineffective so too can structural diversity if it is the only aim. For example, Richard Nixon allegedly used affirmative action programmes to prevent radical reform. By targeting the most 'able' and/or vociferous sections of minority ethnic communities he was able to 'decapitate' them, and he also boosted the electoral prospects of the Republican Party by creating a new black middle class (Cockburn 1991). There is some suspicion amongst sections of minority ethnic communities here that a similar phenomenon is occurring. Gary Younge picking up on the long-term fears of Sivanandan warns that, 'The advancement of a few makes others feel that progress is possible. The denial of the many suggests that faith might be misplaced' (2000: 19). This suggests not only that structural diversity alone will be insufficient, but also stresses the limitations of role modelling.

Perhaps this was implicitly recognised by the interview respondents because they unerringly went on to articulate what minority ethnic people at all levels ought to be doing:

But I think it's important to make those changes at the policy level to let it filter through, because you could be doing things at the grassroots level which may not actually be recognised by the people at the higher level who deal with funding. So it needs to be at the policy-making level as well, and I think that is good that they've actually started to recruit more ethnic communities into the NHS (R1, p. 13, para. 110).

There is an expectation of agency here, an unspoken awareness about how diversity will operate. This has its antecedents in the earliest articulations of ethnic diversity (Dworkin 1978). The King's Fund (1990) having argued that the talent of minority ethnic nurses had
been wasted then claimed that this had lowered the quality of care and adversely affected accessibility.

Iganski and Johns (1998) relate such expectations to the notion of **needs-led diversity**. This essentially means that diversity will be shaped according to the needs of target communities. What was not as clear then, but which this research has underlined, is that needs-led diversity comes in different strengths. At the most extreme end there lies what might be known as **segregational needs-led diversity**, a reflection of apartheid in South Africa and the Southern states of North America (Taylor 1999). This requires complete segregation in terms of service provision. The Chinese user representative maintained that the Chinese population had persistently demanded a separate service:

> Now that was a very good consultation meeting, the Chinese actually say we want a Chinese clinic with Chinese doctors, with Chinese nurses, with professionals speaking mother tongues all centralised in one area. But up to today it hasn't been addressed because we were told because a lack of resources we can't do it. And they do it in Birmingham they do it in Manchester, they do it in Leeds, they do it in Sheffield, they do it in London but they can't do it [here]... That is what we want, we want all the Chinese speakers, professionals like nurses all in one place...That was what they wanted most but it's not been provided. Not even been addressed so far (R4, pp.17 & 18, paras.64, & 66-68).

The HA had dismissed these demands on the grounds of relative resources, and the representative confirmed that there would be no such concession. Not only would it be prohibitively expensive, according to the HA representative in particular, it would also be divisive. Yet in the UK, unlike the US, segregation only seems to be dangerous where minority ethnic communities seek it. The furore about state funding for a Muslim secondary school in Birmingham is a recent illustration (Smithers 2001). The Chinese respondent did ultimately recognise the futility of the claims, but suggested a compromise of making Chinese professionals available to deal with specific problems. This suggests another form of diversity, what might be termed **specific needs-led diversity**.

This is actually legal under the existing equal opportunities legislation. Under the Race Relations Act 1976, (section 5(2)(d)), the ethnic group, or the cultural characteristics of the health care worker become a key criterion of merit in relation to other qualifications and
attributes, a genuine occupational qualification (GOQ) (Iganski & Johns 1998). There is, however, some confusion about the accurate identification of specific cultural needs and even if this were straightforward, it would only amount to a small fraction of health care *per se*. Nevertheless, several of the interview respondents were aware of it, and the trust had recruited such staff when necessary.

During the 1970s in response to community pressure black health advisors were appointed (Bryan *et al* 1985), and there have been subsequent calls for a natural extension of specific needs-led diversity. Anionwu (1996) during a survey designed to identify personal and professional profiles of Sickle Cell and Thalassaemia Counsellors, found an overwhelming majority of her respondents argued that matched ethnicity was important for effective counselling (80%, 27). To some extent this would appear to be happening already.

However, the model of diversity articulated by the majority of respondents required a massive expansion of needs-led diversity. They wanted to see minority ethnic health workers and managers working specifically on behalf of ‘their’ communities in a generalised way. We might refer to this as *general needs-lead diversity* because it has the effect of expanding those areas to which ethnicity is seen to be relevant. As commentators like Edwards (1995) have argued, ethnicity may have more relevance to the merit principle (i.e. apportioning employment opportunities using criteria such as ability plus effort, Saunders 1996) than previously acknowledged. It seems that ethnicity might have a large impact upon the way in which services are provided. In a sense general needs-led diversity would turn minority ethnic individuals into community representatives (Iganski *et al* 1998, 2001).

Thinking back to the benefits of ethnic diversity anticipated by the respondents we can see that this is indeed how ethnic diversity is expected to work. The clearest example of this is the argument that they will sensitise the service to the diverse needs. How is this possible?

---

4 It should be noted that the exploratory article by Iganski and Johns (1998) included the notion of team-based diversity, but this did not appear to have any resonance with the interview respondents. Furthermore, according to Kandola and Fullerton (1998 102-103) the concept is organically related (although they obviously do not put it in quite these terms) to general needs-led diversity with all that that implies.
But it is very important to have assertive black, and I don’t like using that term generally, assertive black people working in the NHS, because they will have to be assertive in the right way, which is difficult. They’ll have to say I know you’re delivering a really good service on that ward, but you just perhaps, could I suggest that if a black person with very little English came here they would have a difficult time for these reasons. That has to be part of a general debate about how care is improved… One Asian person can’t speak for the Somali people, black people and Chinese people. But what they do bring is the perspective of somebody who’s experienced the difficulties of relating to the NHS, because they’re got different… And I mean they may well be a financial expert or they may be a personnel expert but in all the broad debates that perspective will inform…it’s about transmission (R1 1, pp.12, 14 & 19, paras. 38, 46 & 67).

It works on the basis that they will actively represent those needs. Even where they don’t take on an active role the idea is that they will transmit their knowledge to their white colleagues by association (Gerrish et al (1996). This was a resonant concept:

The other thing is about getting more black and ethnic minority staff into the NHS, and that’s not so they can act as interpreters and that’s not so they can act as advocates. It’s so they gradually…that bit of yeast will percolate through the loaf (R1 1, p.13, para.45).

The idea of representation moves away from ‘numbers’ towards ‘agency’. Minority ethnic individuals will improve the service provided to minority ethnic communities by directly or indirectly representing the interests of ‘their’ communities.

Here we can see that the arguments raised by Taylor (2000) are to some extent justified, ethnic diversity defined in this way is really designed to benefit minority ethnic communities. When faced with the argument that predominantly white areas ought to be entitled to a white workforce there was consternation amongst the interview respondents:

No [we can’t have a white workforce in a white area] because you’ve got to represent everybody (R9, p.9, para.29).

Straw (1999) has argued that even where areas are homogeneously white, some ethnic diversity will be required in the workforce of the public sector, to allow for geographic and demographic change. This is entirely inconsistent, because on the strength of what has been said before we each act as representatives for our communities. If this is the case then a white community should be entitled to a white work force, not as some commentators suggest.
(Weale 1983) as a matter of simply 'fitting-in', but to provide sensitive and appropriate services. Consequently it is fair to say that ethnic diversity, as defined by the interview respondents at least is mainly about improving services to minority ethnic communities. Is this what people want, as they are likely to bear full responsibility for the needs of 'their' own communities?

There is evidence to suggest that minority ethnic groups want to consult with doctors from their own ethnic background, although this appears to vary by ethnicity and gender, men being less concerned than women (Gerrish et al 1996; Nazroo 1997). The key issue was lingual but mention was also made of cultural and religious reasons and a minority would just feel more comfortable. This was not recognised by the majority who work for the NHS. The mail respondents appeared largely unaware of patients' demands for workers of a similar background, 24% disagreed with the statement, 'Patients prefer workers from their own ethnic group' and 55% (142) remained neutral (see Chart 6)
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Patients want ethnic matching

Similarly the trust employees were largely unaware of any such demands but there was some recognition of the issue:
Another side of it may be that people from ethnic minorities may prefer to be cared for by a member of their own culture, I mean that may not always be the case (R30, p.8, para.30).

My mother has been with her GP for years. I said mum why don't you go to that practice it's nice, and she said oh no, they won't understand. Oh yeah, because they feel that they understand the culture more, and I mean from the patients point of view we've got a doctor at the moment and he is superb. He's from Trinidad, and this girl, this patient, she is very difficult to treat because her veins are quite poor, but this doctor he is so wonderful. He's very sort of calm and confident and he gets in there, and she has built up such trust with him, and she said to me: Do you know why? Because he's from the Caribbean. And when he had a couple of days off she refused to be treated unless he came back. And I said if there was another sort of African-Caribbean or Asian doctor would you allow them...? And she said, Oh yeah. She'd be happy for them to treat her, and I think people they feel comfortable with their own, you know? Because I'd be exactly the same (R6, p.25, paras.81 & 83).

The demand for greater diversity from the community has already been identified. If they were adopting the same model as the respondents then representation was the key issue.

Furthermore, this is already occurring to some extent, though it would appear to be forced upon individuals (see Gerrish et al 1996; Chapters 1 & 4). Minority health workers are routinely used to provide interpreting services and cultural advice. One respondent said:

And also I find that doctors if they're faced with a problem with a patient of African-Caribbean descent they will call me, and it's not necessarily directly linked with my work, they will call me because I am a black health professional. And I say well what do you expect me to do in this situation? Well we thought that you'd be able to intervene and I say well this isn't my area, I'm not employed to do that. You need to seek help from another source (R6, p.3, para.9).

She had also found herself caring disproportionately for minority ethnic patients due to the neglect of her white colleagues, and when expressing her guilt to colleagues discovered this was a common experience (see Baxter 1988 and George 1994 for similar accounts):

I know a couple of the doctors and nurses and I've sort of said to them, God isn't this awful and I feel so guilty for doing it, but they say well we're the same (R6, p.26, paras.84-86).

This substantiates the claim by Baxter (1998: 38) that 'There is a general feeling among black nurses that in many instances they are only encouraged to look after black and ethnic minority patients at the convenience of their white colleagues and not at their own professional discretion'. The respondent, as discussed above, had even been asked to run
CAT courses without adequate expertise. It is commonly assumed that minority ethnic individuals will be able and willing to deal with the needs and interests of ‘their’ communities:

Our equal opportunities unit is made up of people from ethnic minority backgrounds which is very important because of course they know the issues. You couldn’t have an equal opportunities unit full of white men. Yeah, I mean they might be very enlightened white men, but there’s no substitute for life experience (R9, p.21, para.68).

Indeed one potential respondent declined to participate in this research because, in her words, she was ‘always being volunteered’ for things related to equal opportunities or ‘race’ issues.

Having underlined the evidence that it is already happening in the NHS to some extent, we must now consider in more detail the concept of needs-led diversity, more specifically general needs-led diversity. All the benefits associated with ethnic diversity appear to depend upon minority ethnic individuals representing the interests of ‘their’ communities at every level, by directly providing services or by influencing policy decisions. As the reluctance of the potential respondent illustrates, the concept is dubious.

Who wants to be a representative?

This assumption that minority ethnic individuals, with their greater awareness of the needs of ‘their’ communities, and a shared history of oppression, will be ready and willing to take on this role has been around for some time (Baxter 1988). For example, Johnson (1987: 131) argued that:

For such a perspective, and for a growth in training materials which have sought to assist in the fight against discrimination rather than simply to describe the culturally specific features of minorities, we have by and large had to await the arrival in positions of authority (i.e. the obtaining of power) of ethnic minority professionals who find it easier to relate to minority community demands – and the disturbances caused by young people intolerant of delay and taking their own form of ‘community action’.

It is a commonly held belief than that minority ethnic individuals will have a better understanding of the real health priorities of ‘their’ communities and would be prepared to
meet them. Undoubtedly some individuals may accept, even relish the opportunity (Baxter 1997). For instance, in response to the survey carried out by Anionwu, 50% (17) reported that helping clients was the best part of the job. A typical response read, 'I like helping my own community and being there for them' (1996: 178).

What the respondents said about the benefits of ethnic diversity would suggest strong support for this, and yet when faced with the implications of their suggestions, few were willing to accept them. When presented with the statement, 'Minority ethnic workers should act as representatives for their respective groups', 35% (92) of mail respondents disagreed and 41% (108) remained neutral (see Chart 7)
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From the interview survey only three respondents believed that minority ethnic individuals would want to represent 'their' communities in this way:

I think in some cases that inevitably happens because there are people who go in who are from ethnic minorities who have a particular concern for their particular community, and therefore strive to improve services (R14, p.4, para.16).
One had actively done so throughout her career, particularly since she'd been appointed to run the local sickle cell clinic. However, the notion of active representation is highly problematic (Aanchawan 1996). For one thing, there is evidence to suggest that the notion of ethnic or 'racial' allegiances is a myth. In challenging the idea of 'black' politics, Faisal Bodi recently said:

There is no homogenous group in this country that can be called 'the black community', even loosely... most of us would like to believe that we are more rounded individuals, living textured forward-looking lives (2000: 22).

The idea of active representation outlined above subsumes individuality beneath group-based characteristics. This tendency was identified by several of the interview respondents. For example:

So we'll know because of them what that community needs. Well I would say that's crap because those Somali people know what those Somali people want, what they: I'm a Somali person, I might know what I want, I might know what my immediate family want. But why in the hell would I know what the wider Somali community want? Why should I? I'm just one person. I'm a doctor, I'm a nurse, I'm a porter. How do I know? (R12, p.14, para.37).

The idea of representation overlooks the complexity of identity, privileging ethnicity over other characteristics (Ahmad 1993a; Culley 1996):

Another thing is if you do recruit black people they might actually be so well integrated into the white community that they've taken on the white cultural values, and then not be in touch. So you can make assumptions... I mean when I was on the Mental Health Act Tribunals we had a black woman, and she had originally come from the Caribbean and her mother still lived there. And she'd come over as a child and she'd worked in the NHS as a psychiatric nurse, and she'd become a manager and I think her partner was white and she lived out in a white area and... She might have been in touch with her own community back home, she used to go home quite a lot, but not [the community here] (R8, pp.7 & 10, paras.27, 43 & 44).

It was felt that other facets of identity, such as class, nationality or even regional background might serve to prevent minority ethnic individuals from understanding, therefore representing the needs of 'their' communities (Torkington 1991; Fine 1995; Gerrish et al 1996; Law 1996).
There is empirical evidence from the United States to suggest that the assumption of active representation is flawed. During the 1980s and early 1990s several police departments in the United States deliberately assigned minority ethnic officers to patrol ‘their’ own communities. This was partly about conforming to legal requirements and about good public relations. It was also argued that they would provide a qualitatively better service. In reality the officers acted in virtually the same way as their white colleagues (Walker et al 1996: 109).

Why? Because ‘...most experts on the police argue that situational and departmental factors, not race or gender influence police officer behaviour’ (Walker et al 1996: 109). In short, professional allegiances often outweigh presumed cultural allegiances (Ahmad 1993c; McLaughlin & Murji 1999).

There is evidence that minority ethnic health workers in the NHS might feel exactly the same way (Ahmad et al 1991). In fact the Chinese respondent argued that in the course of her work she had been given the opportunity to gauge the feelings of local nurses in this respect and they did not want to act as representatives, their main allegiance was to their employers. According to the HA representative non-executive directors actively reject the role:

It’s very interesting they reject it [representation] strongly... They’re, from bitter experience, people from minority communities are very reluctant to be forced into the 1-dimensional role (R11, p.19, para.67).

Therefore, there is significant evidence that representation might run aground on the rock of individualism (Baxter 1988, 1997).

Even if people accepted the role of representative there is no guarantee that they will improve the quality of service provided to minority ethnic communities. They may use their position to pursue their own interests rather than that of the community (Ward 1993):

Hopefully they’d be championing the right cause it wouldn’t just be somebody who’s on a hobbyhorse. And that’s the other thing, that it should be somebody from the same ethnic group, but if they’ve got their own hobbyhorse, it doesn’t necessarily fit with what the rest of the community want (R26, p.6, para.37).
The HA representative and the trust employees were particularly worried about this, and stressed very strongly the importance of professional neutrality:

I think it’s about getting an equal balance of communities, which is not just getting someone who has black issues, because otherwise it’s making us the ones who are going to be discriminated against as well isn’t it? White, Caucasians, other ethnic minorities. So everyone should have a broad understanding I feel (R25, p.6, paras.47 & 48).

There was a very real fear that some individuals might abuse their role as representatives to pursue their own ends, or, worse still, to reverse past injustices. Ironically, injustices the majority of trust employees had persistently refused to acknowledge.

Conversely, it was argued that using individuals as representatives could be used to prevent significant reform of the Health Service (Ward 1993). This would be about tokenism, a means of demonstrating that action is being taken without any real changes being made to service provision (Smaje 1995; Gerrish et al 1996). In proposing the introduction of specialist teachers to strengthen the quality of ‘race’ equality aspects in nurse education, Baxter notes that every effort must be taken to avoid marginalisation (1997: 95, see Bryan et al 1985 for a similar discussion about ethnic health advisors). Many of the respondents felt that this would be easier to propose than achieve:

There’s going to be a temptation, conscious or unconscious, to say: well we’ve cracked the Somali problem. Not only in terms of employment, but also in terms of service provision and access because we’ve got Somali people working for us… Well at the moment there’s a recognition that the Somali community because it’s a refugee community, fundamentally, it’s marginalised and it’s got particular problems that relate with having refugee status. You’ve been kicked out of your country concerned about what’s going. I mean there’s a lot of stress on a community like that. So a lot of work’s been done with that community to understand its needs. Would that stop if there were sufficient Somali people working in the NHS? I’m only using the Somali community as an example… Yeah well we’ve cracked it because look we’ve got open access support, equal opportunities employment policies. We’ve got that profile now in the workforce, we must be doing alright. Well you know, no you’re not doing alright because you’re not actually involving the wider population in decision-making about your services (R12, p.14, para.37).

It could lead, as stressed throughout, to the abdication of responsibility to communities themselves:
We've got this employee who is black and there have been issues in the past about performance, and I know of instances where those have not been taken up because of the potential of being accused as being racist. But in our, from our recruitment we've actually got another black supervisor and that person is from another cultural background, and they have dealt with that person in a different way, and a most refreshing way. Because they haven't had perhaps some of the hang-ups that we've got. I mean we as a white person. They've just gone in and dealt with it. And that's been really good in some ways. (R23, p. 12, para.37).

This would certainly be consistent with the findings of this research, whereby any problems are located in the community rather than the service. The inevitable outcome of ethnic diversity as it is currently conceived, it seems, will be to ghettoise minority ethnic individuals in a much more pronounced way that that already in operation in the NHS (Baxter 1988; EOC 1991; Carter 2000).

Conclusion

Diversity as a concept, particularly ethnic diversity has been around, in the US at least, since the late-1970s early-1980s. It has been incorporated into equalities theory in the shape of the business case for equal opportunities and more recently the quality case (see CRE 1995b). Ethnic diversity is a major policy priority for the Labour government and the reasons for this are varied, though the justice-based arguments articulated early on by Tony Blair may be less influential than functional realities – i.e. a labour shortage and the everyday problems of disadvantage and discrimination experienced by minority ethnic communities in Britain. The aftermath of the MacPherson Report has arguably lent more urgency to these issues than ever before (Parekh 2000).

However, very little energy has been devoted to defining the concept of ethnic diversity, and even less to articulating its practical application. Although the NHS has been the most ethnically diverse employer in the UK since the post-war period, there have been distinct patterns of under and over-representation of minority ethnic groups almost unerringly to their detriment. This was recognised in Robbinston by many of the interview respondents, although several of the trust employees were happy with the diversity of their trust. There was a consensus amongst trust employees however about the arbitrary nature of numerical
representation. They preferred to see people as individuals, despite the contradictory evidence presented throughout.

Despite this uncertainty, the vast majority of both mail and interview respondents thought that the attainment of ethnic diversity would be beneficial for a number of reasons, primarily because it would lead to an improvement of services. In defining the concept the interview respondents began with proportionality, drifted through structural diversity before settling on a model labelled here as general needs-led diversity. Minority ethnic individuals were charged with actively representing their communities throughout the Health Service. When this was fed back to the respondents, making the maximum usage of the possibilities presented by active interviewing (Holstein & Gubrium 1997), most rejected it, especially the trust employees, again because they favoured individualism. There was also a range of problems identified with active representation, just as with the numerical interpretation. The central problem appeared to be that it would not work, and this has been supported by empirical evidence from the United States (Walker et al 1996). People tend to offer their allegiances to organisations rather than ‘their’ communities. Perhaps the best means of achieving adequate representation is to encourage mass participation as per the proposals that formed part of the internal market, except that this has not really been achieved, and at the local level at least has been misused to buy off discontent. Indeed Law has argued that the overemphasis of ethnic diversity in the workforce has partially been done to prevent user participation, by sidelining black-led health forums, which could from a position of strength articulate demands, lobby for sensitive policy change and promote innovative projects. ‘In many local areas these forums and groups can provide a focus for the establishment of key alliances and networks between black and minority ethnic communities and health care providers’ (1996: 155; see also Jay 1992: 44; Ahmad 1993b; McIver 1994).

Even in the context of sensitive provision many feel that ethnic diversity is overplayed. For example, according to Proctor and Davis (1994) ‘racial similarity between helper and client may be less important than the worker’s level of skill in using culturally appropriate
communicative and trustworthy behaviours' (1994: 318; see also Kandola & Fullerton 1998: 103). Similarly, commentators in the UK have warned that ethnic diversity should not be used to allow white health professionals to wipe their hands of diversity issues, leaving minority ethnic patients to their colleagues (Gerrish et al 1996). This would certainly be consistent with the central theme of this thesis which is that white policy-makers and providers seem intent on placing the onus for change on minority ethnic communities.

The message appears to be 'accept the service as it is or do something about it'. However when this fails, because of marginalisation and ghettoisation, it will allow policy-makers to further underline the deviance of minority ethnic cultures and communities. Even 'they' cannot solve the problems 'they' present. This suggests that the 'New Racism' first articulated by Enoch Powell in the mid-1960s, whereby biological difference is displaced by cultural incongruence, remains potent (Barker 1981; Gordon & Klug 1986). The inevitable segregation reflects the foundations of apartheid in South Africa (Taylor 1999).

I do not wish to dismiss the value of ethnic diversity, for the structural representation of politicized minority ethnic individuals would, along with greater community involvement, contain genuinely transformative elements (Ahmad 1993b, 1993c). However, the material presented here suggests that without careful articulation and debate the pursuit of ethnic diversity could be counterproductive, it could be used (as at present) to deflect attention away from inappropriate services and the need to challenge racism and shift responsibility onto minority ethnic communities to an even greater extent (Ward 1993; Marable 1995). In the next chapter we will set out the development of equal opportunities policies in the NHS, focusing on the use of PA, and pre-emptively set out the current strategy of the Labour government. However, as will become clear, there are numerous counter forces at work which may ultimately thwart any radical attempt to achieve greater ethnic diversity.
CHAPTER 7:

Taking Positive action

‘In England, Justice is open to all, like the Ritz hotel’ – Sir James Matthew

Introduction

The achievement of ethnic diversity has become a policy priority and we have explored some of the ways in which it can be manifest and flagged up some of the implicit dangers of the concept. The object of this chapter is to consider ways in which diversity might be achieved. In theory at least this has involved improving and extending equal opportunities policies, and the strong traditional connection between equal opportunities and ethnic diversity was a feature of the HAs report and action plan (Appendix 5).

The development of equal opportunities, however, has not been entirely satisfactory, as we will see, and there has been little attempt to engage in positive action (PA) measures\(^1\) (Iganski et al 2001). This may now be changing, as the Labour government seek to gain greater central control after a period of decentralisation and devolution (Carter 2000). Nevertheless, the climate as tested by a series of mail surveys (see below) including this one suggests that a more radical approach will face strong opposition from within the Health Service. Furthermore, those responsible for making day-to-day employment decisions may have very little sympathy for any measure which strays from the concept of equal treatment. Ironically, the interview respondents, who provided the material for this assumption, are much

---

\(^1\) PA requires a limited amount of differential treatment – though not at the point of selection – which is lawful under sections 35, 37 & 38 of the Race Relations Act 1976. Possibilities range from adding a welcoming statement to target groups at the base of job vacancies, to the establishment of goals and targets. The rationale for PA is that disadvantaged groups require assistance to reach the starting line, it is an attempt to level the playing field, not to provide those groups with unfair advantages.
more radical in their attitudes towards ethnic diversity than the government but are not prepared to follow their beliefs through to their logical conclusion.

Background

Although equal opportunities policies and diversity have traditionally been organically linked within the NHS as elsewhere, the progress achieved in this direction has arguably been negligible. For example, the final report of the King's Fund Equal Opportunities Task Force (1990) asserted that equal opportunities had not been a priority for the NHS and until it became part and parcel of the management function little progress would be achieved.

Since then there has been a growth in the profile of equal opportunities within the Health Service. The NHS became involved in the Opportunity 2000 Campaign (subsequently Opportunity Now) and on the recommendations of the Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC) a Women's Unit was established in 1991 to improve the position of women, but was replaced in 1996 by an Equal Opportunities Unit. More specifically a programme of action was launched in 1993 to overcome some of the many barriers faced by minority ethnic groups. HAs and trusts were charged with

- Adopting equal opportunities policies and action plans.
- Collecting and analysing ethnic monitoring data, establishing corrective action where necessary.
- Monitoring personnel procedures.
- Training staff in recruitment and selection procedures (NHSME 1993).

Despite the high profile, and recent endorsements of the action programme (Mason 2000), there has been very little consistent progress (Jamdagni 1996). In fact Mwasamdube and Mullen (1998) found that less than half of the 12 HAs in the region (45%) had implemented the programme.

There was a strong PA element to the programme, and according to many commentators (Baxter 1988; Iganski et al 1998, 2001; Mason 2000; Parekh 2000), this is
crucial if greater ethnic diversity in the NHS is to be achieved. There was some recognition of the importance of PA in the research area. For example, the HAs consultation report and action plan promised to:

- Develop a positive action recruitment and training programme for [the HA] in partnership with the [participating voluntary organisation, as discussed below].
- Encourage local NHS Trusts to join this partnership and talk to them about the possibility of targeting positive careers guidance in schools with large numbers of black students.
- Discuss with the [local university] any action which may be possible in relation to recruitment to specific health training courses.

Judging by the commitment demonstrated in relation to improving service delivery there is no reason to believe that significant progress will be made in this direction.

However, for the first time the Health Service has a co-ordinated human resources framework. *Vital Connections*, published in 2000, provides the outline of what the government expects of the NHS in terms of equal opportunities over the next ten years. This is supported by the framework strategy detailing the operational aspects, supported by national development programmes such as Positively Diverse (NHSE 2000) and the partnership on *Tackling Racial Harassment in the NHS* (EOR No.76, 1998), and the *Improving Working Lives* standard, to which all NHS employers will need to be accredited by 2003.

Furthermore, the Race Relations (Amendment) Act (2000) has recently come into effect which places general and specific duties upon designated public sector employers (EOR No.96, 2001). For the first time public authorities, including the NHS will be required to:

- Ensure non-discrimination in relation to its primary functions.
- Promote equality of opportunity.
- Promote good race relations (CRE 2001).
The amendment therefore requires employers to be pro-active and to take proportionate measures according to specific functions (CRE 2001). Furthermore, alongside these obligations the NHS along with other public authorities has been provided with its own framework for action. It is hoped that the Amendment will make radical changes in service delivery and employment policies, however, doubts have already been expressed (Parekh 2000, who favours along with others (see Lester 1998) a new comprehensive Equality Act).

While it was impossible to evaluate these policy developments, there remains strong scepticism that any genuine commitment exists in the NHS to take PA to improve the service delivery for or employment prospects of minority ethnic communities (Mason 2000; Iganksi et al. 2001), although this may now be changing (DoH 2000). Commitment to equal opportunities, as will be demonstrated below, is far from strong anyway, and developments such as ‘New Public Management’ have provided Health Service Management with room to manouevre to marginalise equal opportunities in the same way that minority ethnic health needs appear to have been marginalised (Mason 2000).

However, it seems that the poor understanding of PA and lack of commitment highlighted by Gerrish et al. (1996) and Iganski et al. (2001) in nurse education centres may not be reflected in those making day-to-day employment decisions in the NHS. Rather it seems that PA is adjudged to be both unnecessary and unfair, and taken to its legal limits, tantamount to PD. Thus there is ‘...a genuine difference of view about the nature of equality, and the measures by which it may legitimately be pursued, which has a long intellectual history’ (Iganski et al. 2001: 313). Ironically, although in many ways the interview respondents are more radical in their attitudes than even PD demands, they remain firmly attached to the status quo.

**Equal Opportunities in the NHS**

The head of the Equal Opportunities Unit Elisabeth Al-Khalifa recently argued that the Human Resources Framework Strategy will achieve radical change because although the
collective will in the NHS is strong, practical know-how has been generally weak. It will work 'by making it a fact of daily business for trust managers' (Agnew 1998b: 14). However, early reports suggest that the response thus far has been patchy (McGauran 2001) and the notion that the collective will is strong is questionable.

A number of surveys conducted from 1993 onwards to chart the commitment and progress of NHS trusts have revealed remarkably consistent themes. The first was carried out by the Equal Opportunities Review (EOR No.53, 1994) in the early days of trust formation, but since then similar surveys have been conducted by (or for) the NHSEs Equal Opportunities Unit (Hurstfield 1998), the CRE (2000), albeit 'race' oriented and limited to England, the Health Service Journal (HSJ) and the present study. The findings promise significant difficulties for the government in the attainment of their objectives.

The first feature of the surveys is low response. The EOR survey mailed to the extant 292 trusts received a response rate of just 32% (92), similarly the response to the CREs survey was 51% (128 from 250 mailings) and that of the author 58% (266 from 461 mailings). Although it must be stressed that the response rate of 58% for this research project was creditable, and does illustrate some interest in both equal opportunities, and in assisting research students, the general trend would appear to illustrate almost as clearly as the actual findings that equal opportunities is peripheral for many NHS employers. The principal exception to this trend was the NHSE survey which achieved a response rate of 98%, but this simply suggests a greater incentive to respond to a centrally co-ordinated research programme.

Perhaps the central theme of the surveys is a paper commitment to equal opportunities. The EOR survey found that virtually every trust had a written policy statement, as did the other surveys (Hurstfield 98% (412), CRE 98% (245), and 98% (258) in the present survey). However, there was less evidence of palpable action from the majority of trusts. For example, less than two-thirds of the EOR respondents had established any kind of action plan to support their policies, and this was reflected in the survey for this research. Only 61%
(156) reported having an action plan in place, and 81% (126) of those said that it included
ethnicity. Similarly a mere 5% of the CREs respondents had designated 'race' equality
programmes or action plans in place, with another 45% planning or about to implement them.

The majority of trusts appear to monitor their workforces. For instance, Hurstfield's
(1998) survey demonstrated that 90% of trusts gathered information on ethnicity, gender and
disability, though very few actually evaluate that data or use it to inform or develop policy-
making (see also Carter 2000: 69; Iganski et al 2001: 306). Similarly the CRE found that 88%
carried out ethnic monitoring but only 65% actually use the data.

The survey for this research supports this general trend. For example, 95% (250) of
respondents reported that recruitment and selection procedures are regularly reviewed. 85%
(224) said that they always drew up person specifications for employment vacancies, 86%
(226) kept records of the reasons for short listing or otherwise and another 81% (214) for
reasons of appointment or non-appointment. In terms of detailed monitoring however the
picture is less impressive. Asked whether equality audits are conducted 61% (157) said that
they were not, and of those less than half, or 47% (74), were planning to conduct an audit in
the future. This demonstrates virtually no improvement since the EOR survey was conducted
in 1993.

The relative inactivity as a result of monitoring reported in other surveys was also
identified. Just over two-thirds of respondents (64%, 166) regularly analysed records for equal
opportunities purposes. Echoing the CREs survey, 95% (246) collected data on the ethnicity
of job applicants, but only 69% (167) regularly analysed this information. Although 80% (77)
of the respondents for this survey reported that their trusts conducted equality audits and had
provided a subsequent report of the findings the overall picture of equality activity is
disappointing.

Perhaps most worrying of all has been the rate of adoption of PA measures (see
Iganski et al 2001 for an account of its early development). For example, the EOR survey
revealed that only 8 (9%) had set goals and targets for minority ethnic communities, 23 (25%)
on the basis of disability and 49 (53%) for women. Only 21% reported future plans to introduce targets. The emphasis on gender was attributed to the Opportunity Now campaign and was, according to the EOR, in need of urgent attention (see also Sharda 1993).

Although more trusts reported the use of goals and targets in the NHSE survey, the trend continues. 33% had goals and targets for women, 25% for minority ethnic communities and 13% for disabled people. Only 10% (44) reported that their most successful initiatives involved assisting minority ethnic communities. The CRE found that 13% of their respondents had taken any PA measures and that 11% had set goals and targets for minority ethnic communities.

The majority of the mail respondents for this survey were in favour of PA as a means of achieving diversity. Seventy three per cent (194) reported that they approved of its use for this purpose. However, there was a distinct deficit between attitude and action. Asked to specify their trust’s activities via a range of options the results can be seen in Table 2.

**Table 2. PA measures permissible under the RRA 1976**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures taken</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional training</td>
<td>13% (34)</td>
<td>87% (223)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting of goals and/or timetables</td>
<td>19% (49)</td>
<td>81% (209)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-reach recruitment efforts</td>
<td>39% (101)</td>
<td>61% (158)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted advertising</td>
<td>38% (98)</td>
<td>62% (161)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Twenty one respondents reported ‘other’ PA measures but none were relevant for the purposes of this study. Furthermore, 4 (25%) listed activities which would not be classed as PA, demonstrating a limited understanding of the issues at hand. A recent survey conducted
by the HSJ confirmed that 45% of trusts and 27% of HAs actively recruit from minority ethnic communities (Agnew 2000: 12). Therefore, while there is support for the use of PA in principle in practice it is less often employed (Iganski et al 2001).

Furthermore, a consistent trend appears to be that those taking most action, setting aside for the moment its efficacy, tend to be most critical of themselves and to be located in ethnically diverse areas (see also Gerrish et al 1996; Jamdagni 1996; Baxter 1997; Iganski et al 2001). One respondent from the HSJ survey wrote, 'This area has NO ethnic minorities' (Agnew 2000: 12), and Jay (1992: 30) found that statutory agencies, particularly in the south west, did not take equal opportunities seriously for the same reasons. Only two respondents from 49 provided documentary evidence of a rigorous policy. Mwasamdu and Mullen (1998) revealed highly consistent themes in relation to the 36 participatory trusts in the region. As discussed in the previous chapter the government requires every NHS employer to be prepared for geographic and demographic change, and a sensitive service and equality of opportunity are seen to be fundamental citizenship rights (Straw 1999). So why do the majority of trusts, indeed Health Service employers, fail to recognise this?

The Sanctity of equal treatment

Numerous studies have demonstrated the inadequate nature of equal opportunities implementation in the NHS. Beishon et al (1995) and more recently Bagilhole and Stephens (1997, 1998, 1999) found that policies were poorly communicated and understood, that different people have different ideas about equal opportunities and its value, and that there is a general unwillingness to take responsibility for their implementation. Carter (2000) has since argued that the decentralisation identified in Chapter 3 has enabled equal opportunities to be demoted and even dismissed in the face of competing priorities. Ward managers see equal opportunities as a burden rather than an opportunity and use resource constraints etc. to conceal the stereotypical – or racist - use of informal employment procedures (see also Baxter 1988; Bagilhole 1993; Jewson & Mason 1993; Ward 1993; Carter 2000; Iganski et al
The common factor however appears to be a straightforward unwillingness to accept any disruption of the status quo.

This is confirmed to some extent by the material obtained via the interview survey. However, its purpose was slightly different, in that it was designed to explore the views of respondents about the best means of achieving ethnic diversity. The trust employees very much reflect those in Carter's study in that they were all responsible in one form or another for day-to-day employment decision-making. The concern of the majority was that diversity should not jeopardise equal treatment:

I think that is what we should aim for treating everyone equally, not going either one way or the other 'cos I mean it can work both ways (R31, p. 5, para. 29).

This was very much in tune with the ethos of the trust, as set out by one of the personnel advisers:

I mean the general way we work at the hospital is we look at things like qualifications, experience, and we have a person specification that someone might meet, they might have experience with computers or a particular computer system. Or they might need to have experience of writing reports or presenting training courses, but it depends on the individual job. It's different for each job, the person specification or the individual for each job (R28, p. 13, para. 50).

The trust was in the process of reinforcing its equal opportunities framework with the establishment of an equal opportunities committee and associated working groups. There had been a lull in activity since 1991 due to the loss of HA influence according to several respondents. Even so, most were satisfied with the performance of their trust in this respect, although a small minority wanted better dissemination of monitoring information and greater training opportunities, reflecting the findings of Bagilhole and Stephens (1999: 242).

There was little support for anything that remotely resembled differential treatment (reflecting the findings of Carter 2000: 69; and Iganksi et al 2001) particularly in the interests of ethnic diversity. For one thing, as stressed in the previous chapter, where it was relevant at all the trust was perceived by most to be adequately diverse. The primary reason was that it
simply was not necessary if there are any barriers to ethnic diversity they are not attributable to the NHS, either locally or nationally. The actual barriers are demographic, relate to specific professions and recent reforms, and/or have been raised by minority ethnic communities themselves.

The trust would find increasing its diversity difficult due to the ethnic profile of the immediate area; the main hospital site was located in the suburbs in a predominantly white area. (Although even in the inner-city clinic there were very few minority ethnic staff members.) The main site was reported to be beyond the reach of the local communities, due to an inadequate bus service. Not only was there an assumption that other modes of transport were unavailable but the basic argument was flawed, the bus service was very reliable.

A related argument was that it was also a problem of availability. Trusts should not be held responsible for the failings of other institutions:

'Cos I mean really the trust is picking up, although we’re almost like a second round of recruitment if you like. I mean it’s like nurse education. Nurse education are really doing the recruiting for us but 3 years previously, so if they’re not taking in a diversity of people onto nurse training, we cannot then recruit a diverse population of people (R17, pp.1, 2 & 19, paras.2-5, 71 & 72).

It was common to argue that if the education system failed minority ethnic communities (Kurtz 1993) and those institutions responsible for training health workers do not select a diverse student body then the trust cannot achieve greater diversity. Although the local university was in the process of implementing a new policy framework, and so this might become less of an issue over time, although as several of the respondents acknowledged this would not solve the problem of discrimination and disadvantage in the school system (Blackstone 1998; Mason 2000; Parekh 2000).

Perhaps fittingly then the respondents felt that nursing was a priority. Despite the disproportionate numbers of minority ethnic nurses in the past numbers have steadily fallen since the mid-1990s (DoH 1998). This was felt to be due to Project 2000, the promotion of a
single registered nurse qualification and the accompanying community care programme, 
because it was perceived to have pushed minority ethnic people out of nursing (Baxter 1988; 
Ward 1993; Law 1996, for a detailed discussion on the transformation of nurse education see 
Baxter 1997: Ch.4). State Enrolled Nursing (SEN) had disproportionately appealed to minority 
ethnic groups. There was some hope that these trends would be reversed though none of the 
respondents considered the possibility that people were deliberately channelled into SEN 
courses (Bryan et al 1985; Baxter 1988; Carter 2000; Mason 2000).

This may be due to the majority belief that diversity is problematic because minority 
ethnic individuals are simply choosing not to enter the NHS. Alternatively it might be due to a 
range of factors. For example, certain authors have noted much higher ambitions on the part 
of second and third generation settlers (Bryan et al 1985). Several respondents also 
recognised this process at work:

But I do not know whether there are that many ethnic people going into nursing, of course 
there's not that many British people going into nursing either... just going into other areas of 
work altogether. Whereas probably they go into the private sector where they get more 
money... When you think that some of these girls have A levels and O levels and things like 
that. Well they can go off and do a computer course or something else, where they start off on 
25,000 or 30,000 a year, instead of 12,000... And I know a lot of people say, Oh money's not 
everything, but you ask most kids today, money is what they're looking for, a job with money 
and prospects (R16, p.12 & 12a, paras.40, 42b & c).

There might also be a cultural element to this, as several authors have suggested (Baxter 
1988; Ward 1995). Again this was acknowledged by certain interview respondents:

Why are you not? Well, we all work in my dad's shop, well okay, fine. That's the reason is it? I 
mean some groups, they're very family orientated and they work within their family, that could 
be a reason. But I think we need to examine, we need to ask the groups what is the problem? 
Is there a problem? I still think it's the religious and the family orientation that prevents them 
from coming forward for whatever reason, from coming into this kind of area (R21, p.17, 
para.57).

Because back at home you've got this whole raft of stuff about what your status is in your 
group, and how you're leaving that group, you know, perhaps to do work which is seen as not 
culturally acceptable (R11, p.14, para.47).
On the other hand it might be due to popular misconceptions about racism in the NHS and other institutions (they were apparently oblivious to the work of Beishon et al. 1995 and Gerrish et al. 1996 etc.). The majority of the trust employees were clear that the major barriers are located in the communities themselves.

Although institutional discrimination as defined by the MacPherson Report was recognised by one respondent, there was a very strong denial, in line with the earlier discussion about discrimination that (white) individuals discriminate. This was partly due to increased tolerance in a multi-ethnic society, but more about labour shortages:

So we've moved away from discrimination, we're just, we're actually saying now, dear God if you can do the job, we have to be sure that you can do the job, because we do not want to put our patients at risk, you've got the job. So that's where we're at (R21, p. 21, para. 73).

This is not entirely reassuring, because to rely on changing circumstances to in turn change attitudes and discriminatory practices is to invite disaster. Hancock (1992) and Butler and Landells (1994) illustrate this same problem with reference to the relative position of women during and after two world wars. Furthermore, discrimination persists in spite of labour shortages (Carter 2000).

The terminology used by the respondents illustrates the presence of prejudicial attitudes – i.e. that ‘ethnic’ people cannot be British and the argument that Bangladeshi people work in family shops. Furthermore, there was an enormous premium on ‘fitting in’. For example:

I mean partly in an interview you do think if that person will mix with the people out there as well because we've got a funny old band. But colour is not one thing that would ever come into it. It would be more of their personality. If it was someone who was a bit... I mean I've interviewed before for jobs and someone was, he'd been in the army before and you could tell he was going to be quite regimental about things and that won't work out there, they would rebel against that. I mean there were other things as well, that was not the only reason he didn't get the job... You have to think of that person as well. 'Cos at the end of the day you do not want to waste their time, when you know that they probably won't last 2 weeks out with my lot. So you've got to look at both sides. What's right for that person as well as what is right for the job. But that's a minor thing, the main thing is the experience thing (R19, pp. 5 & 18, paras. 19 & 57).
One respondent argued that a Palestinian nurse had experienced problems in her ward because she didn’t understand the dominant sense of humour (see Carter 2000 for evidence of similar processes at work). Yet Employment Tribunals have for some time interpreted ‘fitting in’ as *prima facie* evidence of direct discrimination (Bagilhole 1997: 22), acceptability criteria ought not to displace suitability criteria (Jewson & Mason 1993; Carter 2000).

Ultimately, the majority of trust employees, those who make the day-to-day employment decisions, emphasised the importance of equal treatment because ethnic diversity depends upon factors largely beyond the control of trusts in particular and the NHS in general. It was asserted that people are treated as individuals (although much of the evidence suggests otherwise) and minority ethnic individuals are electing for whatever reason to work elsewhere.

**Different can be equal**

The remaining interview respondents were not as rigidly committed to equal treatment as the best means of achieving ethnic diversity. There was some recognition that barriers are not altogether structural. For example, the head of the CHC and the REC representative argued that minority ethnic communities are perhaps more ambitious:

> I mean a lot of people do not wanna do shit work. Their parents came over... In the fifties people came over to do the manual labour that white people...were able to move out because the economy was growing. And they came over from the Caribbean to work as nurses and manual labourers. Their sons and daughters do not want to do that kind of work necessarily and why the hell should they either? (R12, p.17a-18, paras.49a & 50).

There may be a perception that the NHS is or has been guilty of racism.

> Because this is seen to be a racist organisation might be one. It’s because somebody’s heard that, Oh my mate went and worked there and this, that and the other happened to them. I’m damned if I’m going to. And that kind of thing gets around very quickly. It’s about the wider cultural and political framework people are in. The NHS is a public service if you’re in a community that experiences institutional racism on a regular basis you will identify a public, any public organisation, as part of that wider framework (R12, p.17a-18, paras.49a & 50).
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The unofficial user representatives in particular, as set out in Chapter 2, blamed direct institutional discrimination for the lack of ethnic diversity in the NHS and the lack of an effective policy response to rectify the problem.

For this reason equal treatment would not be enough to achieve greater ethnic diversity:

I think [a diversity policy] would go hand-in-hand with an equal opportunity policy, in the sense that we have an equal opportunity policy, which is a statement that clearly indicates that this organisation not only supports, but is also actively involved in being an equal opportunity employer. And as part of that it needs to have an action plan. I've seen too many companies with very glossy equal opportunities policies but no action plans to implement those policies (R7, p.2, para.4).

One respondent underlined the marginality of equal opportunities policies with an instance from her own experience:

Oh my goodness me. It is just there and it's rubbish. I tell you when I first started they give you all these documents about the trust that you're working for, and you have to go on this orientation thing. And I didn't receive an equal opps policy, and I think it was the Chaplain approached me and said that he was asked to revamp the equal opps policy. I do not know why they asked him but they did... So he contacted me and said, Oh do you fancy, 'cos I know him anyway, and he said do you fancy helping us out, and he said Who else do you think we should invite, and together we came up with a few people. So we started working on this equal opps policy and I thought we did a really, really good job. Anyway, we took it to the person who had requested it be revamped, and it was very much Oh (and we spent ages working on it and getting it right) and they said You've done a really, really good job here. Unfortunately we cannot use it (R6, p.35, para.119).

The belief that the NHS does not take equal opportunities seriously enough was partly confirmed by certain trust employees who stressed that it was not part of the 'core business' (for similar sentiments in the relevant literature see Baxter 1988; Jewson et al 1990; Carter 2000).

Unsurprisingly, then, there was a high degree of generalised support for the notion of PA amongst these respondents. Yet only one was prepared to provide a blueprint for this. He was the head of a voluntary organisation established to increase the professional, managerial and entrepreneurial prospects of minority ethnic individuals. Part of this work involved the organisation of placements with employers to provide qualified candidates with badly needed
experience. Although the programme had been highly successful, NHS employers had shown little interest, only the HA had agreed to take part.

More surprising was the fact that a small minority of the trust employees would favour certain activities associated with PA (as Gerrish et al. 1996; Bagilhole & Stephens 1999 and Iganski et al. 2001 also found), i.e. out-reach recruitment activities,

But on the other hand it might well swing it. That people say Yes okay, and also I think if you had somebody whom was very, very enthusiastic... I think maybe a double act probably between my Jamaican colleague and myself we might sort of do quite well. Yes I think probably thinking about it now it would probably be a good idea. I'm on the recruitment bus at the moment (R13, p.15, paras.40 & 42).

User representatives were generally supportive of the notion of PA, although few entered into specifics, and, despite a strong belief in equal treatment several trust employees would support certain activities. However, this is not entirely inconsistent because out-reach methods would make sense in the current labour shortage, and allowing minority ethnic individuals to bear the responsibility has been one of the central themes of this research.

Goals and timetables

Although the government is using a range of measures to mainstream 'race' equality the most radical must surely be the use of goals and targets for the recruitment, retention and promotion of minority ethnic individuals (HO 1999; Alexander 1999). This has been recommended for some time (Gunaratnam 1993), but as set out earlier there has been very little activity in this direction in the NHS. Although the recently published Race Equality Agenda promises that 'By March 2000 we will set challenging targets for all levels of the Department' (DoH 2000: 6).

Although these targets were not on the agenda at the time of the interviews, the respondents were aware of those established by the Home Office and were also aware that a similar development might reach the NHS. When faced with the prospect of such measures there was virtually a consensus amongst the respondents. Although a small minority initially
felt that they would ‘concentrate minds’, fit well with the goal-oriented culture of most organisations (Kandola & Fullerton 1998), and reinforce the need for ethnic diversity, there was very little actual support. The problems associated with goals and targets reflected those raised in relation to proportional diversity. They are artificial and arbitrary:

It's not even in my head that I think I've only got x origin, I need some more of those because I do not seem to be employing enough. That does not even enter my head. I'm not trying to strike a balance here of white, yellow, red, pink, blue, not at all. I want a member of staff who will do a job and do it satisfactorily (R21, p.16, para.53).

They rarely reflect reality and will therefore be difficult to meet:

I think it's a bit like everything with the government targets for the NHS, they never actually relate to the sort of community you recruit from. If you take a hospital [like this one], there are not that many pockets of ethnic minority groups that are within a sort of travelling to work distance of it. So to suddenly expect a whole group of one community that lives over the other side of [the city] to travel all the way over here to sort of meet our target statistics seems a little bit strange. Whereas if you were somewhere like Aston in Birmingham they'd achieve their targets tomorrow. But there's no sort of recognition about the locality of where people are, they just sort of set blanket targets which is not terribly logical to be honest (R17, p.14, para.49).

Consistent with the views about representation the feeling was that goals and targets work on this basis, and there is no shared understanding of what representation means.

Representation and proportionality are inherently arbitrary, and questions about what is desirable and possible are conveniently ignored.

There is also a feeling amongst those already required to meet local targets that they are a knee jerk reaction to a minor problem. For example, a spokesperson for the Devon and Cornwall Constabulary – required to meet a 1% target by 2009 – argued that it would not only be difficult to meet but that it was heavy handed. For demographic reasons racism is a minor issue in the south west (Mitchell 2000). Although this position was attacked by the Exeter REC and leading academics, it echoed many of the trust’s employees
you have to recruit this person, that person, it would seem to be wrong to me (R23, p. 20, para. 62).

Nothing justifies such draconian measures, which imply that racism is rife (argued also by writers such as Kandola & Fullerton 1998):

It's not that managers are not employing - I'm not saying none - there are some - so I'm not saying none. Some managers may have a problem, but I think the majority, certainly the people I've ever come across shows any outward signs of being discriminatory. I suppose someone will say you've got to look at why they are not applying, but at the end of the day we all know how to go about getting a job wherever you're from... There's Job Centres, there's papers, there's ringing up employers and things. So we're all human beings at the end of the day. We've all got common sense, so really I think it's up to each of us as individuals to go out and look to get a job. It should not be that you put more emphasis on one group, and say come on we're trying to support you to get some jobs because... They could go out the same as everybody else. At the end of the day we're all human beings and we can all work out how to get a job (R19, pp. 12 & 17, paras. 37, 38 & 55).

Goals and targets smooth over the complex reality that ethnic diversity is restricted by various factors, including choice, educational achievement etc., which even the most critical user representative could appreciate.

In fact it was felt that goals and targets could serve to increase complacency amongst those responsible for day-to-day employment decisions:

Because there may be more than 2% of the Chinese community that actually get to do the job. The Chinese community may be highly educated and may have greater skills than the white community in proportion, and therefore, you might say we've got the 2% we'll sit back now so we do not have to worry about it... So it may be that the Chinese community, kids in school, and the Chinese community actually their A level results are much higher than, in proportion to white kids. And therefore it may be more appropriate that we have 3 or 4% of the Chinese community (R14, p.16, paras.59 & 60).

Once they'd been achieved managers might decide to look no further. As the respondent cited points out, in some areas numerical over-representation might be appropriate. This chimes with the criticisms of Kandola et al (1995: 32) that targets lead to tokenism, the assumption that once the target is met managers will look no further. In fact they argue that they can actually be used to control the numbers of target groups as has happened in universities in the United States (Dworkin 1981) and allegedly in the UK also (Esma...
The respondents consistently argued that to be successful they would have to be sophisticated enough to take into account every relevant factor and that would be virtually impossible.

Shifting the goal posts: the drift towards PD

There is a widespread belief abroad that goals and timetables simply do not work (Kandola & Fullerton 1998). For example, those established by the Home Office are yielding mixed and sometimes disappointing results, particularly at the managerial level (http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk). Several of the interview respondents agreed that goals and timetables would fail but for different reasons, mainly by drawing upon examples from the United States,

I do not think we're really into quotas. I do not think they work. I mean we've got examples from the States where they haven't really worked (R5, p. 9, para. 30).

The reason for the alleged failure of goals and timetables in the US2 is that they have tended towards quotas (Sowell 1996a), i.e. that goals and timetables lead inevitably to PD (Weale 1983):

I think it promotes positive discrimination. We'd better get our statistics up on disabled people or whatever... It's the same with disability. That became the same a couple of years ago we had so many disabled people it almost went the other way. So if someone is disabled when they apply for the job, have them (R17, p. 14, paras. 50 & 51).

When goals and timetables are built into the management function individuals will feel pressured to meet them, particularly where performance indicators are attached to their

---

2 'Alleged' failure because the evidence about the efficacy of goals and timetables is mixed. On the one hand white conservatives have argued that since the onset of affirmative action measures there has been higher unemployment, higher levels of poverty, and no reduction in pay between minority ethnic groups and white men (Glazer 1983). Furthermore, it has been accused of exclusively helping middle-class individuals and ghettoising minorities in the public sector (Edmonds 1994). On the other hand there is evidence that women and the black community have reaped many economic benefits (Agocs & Burr 1996; Walker 1997) and since the removal of affirmative action programmes in higher education the University of Texas has seen the numbers of minority ethnic admissions fall drastically (The Economist 1997; Lewis 1997).
achievement. The respondents did not mistake this form of PA for PD, as has been detected elsewhere (Jewson et al. 1990; Iganski et al. 2001) they felt that it would inevitably lead to PD.

Apart from a brief period in the 1960s and 1970s when PD was poorly understood in the UK (Edwards & Batley 1978, Iganski 1995) there has been widespread disapproval of the concept in Britain (Lipsey 1987; Linton 1995) and the results of this mail survey confirm this. Ninety three per cent (247) of the mail respondents disapproved of engaging in PD in the pursuit of diversity. Yet there have been calls from unexpected quarters recently for PD to improve the position of minority ethnic groups. Roy Hattersley (1997) has persistently argued that the position of many minority ethnic people is invidious enough to justify such measures; though it is clear that the government will not consider such a strategy (Brown 1996).

In fact only one of the interview respondents felt that PD was acceptable, indeed unavoidable. It would seem that there would be support for this within certain sections of the community:

And I know that a lot of my friends say that's the way to go, it's the way to go... They feel that's the only way to get people in... I mean a few of my friends have said Oh god here she goes again, and that's why I say I'm so different. That's why they say I'm not black enough (R6, pp.39, para.132).

Otherwise there was no active support for quotas, despite the fact that they would undoubtedly be the quickest and most effective means of achieving ethnic diversity.

The respondents of both surveys raised a number of seemingly insurmountable obstacles to their use, essentially raising and rejecting many of the traditional arguments. In essence these can be divided into utilitarian and justice-based categories (Nickel 1990; Edwards 1994). In relation to the former, the principal argument has been that without some assistance for disadvantaged minorities' civil unrest, or at least social discord, will result. As this is not in the interests of society as a whole, i.e. the happiness of the greatest number will be adversely affected, a remedy is required and that might include PD (Nickel 1990; Hattersley 1997; Meikle 1997a).
This argument did not convince either set of informants. The mail respondents were asked the extent of their agreement with the statement, 'PD is necessary to avoid civil unrest'. 82% (215) disagreed with that statement. Although the interview respondents were not presented with these arguments directly, they were aware of them.

A backlash if you have a surfeit of the majority and not many of the minority. It seems that they're being given status purely on the basis of ethnicity. I think that could be counterproductive. I think we would all criticise somebody for not doing their job very well, but if they got the job because of a certain reason... then they're open to more hostility (R15, p.24, para.70).

The general feeling was that it would create more tensions than it would release, partly due to the perception of unfairness by white employees but heightened by the presumption that the individuals selected would be unable to perform. The divisiveness of PD was one of the primary reasons for the assault on affirmative action in the United States during the mid-to-late 1990s (Glazer 1987; Cockburn 1991; Edmonds 1994; Sowell 1997). Furthermore, Edwards (1988) has argued that justice rather than expediency ought to direct important social policy decisions.

Several claims for the use of PD have been based in a sense of justice, more particularly distributive justice, that aspect of justice by which the allocation of social goods, such as employment etc. is legitimately made. In the United States one of the initial arguments for the use of PD was that it ought to be adopted as a means of compensating minority communities for the effects of past injustices (Nickel 1990). 'The essential idea is that people who have hitherto been discomfited and disadvantaged in some way should now, in justice be correspondingly advantaged' (Barrow 1982: 77).

Asked whether 'PD is required to compensate minority ethnic groups for past disadvantage', 65% (169) disagreed, while 20% (52) were not prepared to comment. There might be a number of reasons why people felt this way. In addition to the geo-historical objections to adopting a North American solution to a British problem (Edwards 1988), there are a number of inherent problems with this argument. In practical terms it would be difficult to
establish which groups deserve compensation and which do not, and making a decision would require establishing a date from which compensation would be appropriate (Bowers & Franks 1980). There would inevitably be a degree of arbitrariness to this and achieving a consensus might be impossible. Further, it has been argued that using PD as a means of compensation is in itself unjust. On the one hand it is unfair to place the burden of past discrimination upon the present generation reversing the patterns of unjustified discrimination (Weissberg 1993), and the interview respondents readily acknowledged this:

But I'm not going to take people just because it's like Oh right you're black so you've got the job, because that's then discriminatory against the white person (R19, p.18, para.58).

In effect those responsible for the disadvantage of minority communities are not being asked to make amends, and therefore a central component of compensatory justice is lost.

The flip side of this is that it is also thought to be unfair on those who benefit because their ability and achievements will be constantly questioned, possibly to the detriment of their self-esteem (Sowell 1997). Heilman (1994, cited in Kandola 1995) labelled this as 'the stigma of incompetence'. Bagilhole & Stephens (1999) revealed a similar attitude amongst the managers involved in their research and this was resonant with the majority of the interview respondents,

It's not fair on the person who comes in from say ethnic minorities, because I think they could always be viewed that they're there because they're the token goal... And that's not fair to anybody (R23, p.20, paras.58, 59 & 60).

There are as Richards (1994) suggests better ways of offering the genuinely deserving compensation. Rather than offer them occupational opportunities they are not qualified to take, which would, if it were undertaken on a national scale, reduce the gross domestic product. It would be better to maximise that product by allowing those able and qualified to do the most demanding work to do it, and then to distribute the resources generated more fairly. According to Richards it makes little sense to reduce gross domestic product, giving those
worthy of compensation a larger share of a smaller whole. It would make more sense and would therefore be fairer to give them a larger share of a larger whole, that way everyone would be happy because the best qualified would also retain a sense of occupational fulfilment.

Although there was concern about the individuals involved and any contravention of procedural justice (that procedure should always be followed where established) the central concern seemed to be that it would lead to a direct contravention of the merit principle. Indeed 91% (238) of the mail informants agreed that 'Appointments should only be made on the basis of merit'. This reflects the major criticism of PD over the years, as this principle is a facet of distributive justice and is of central importance to the allocation of such societal goods as employment opportunities (Nickel 1990). Ordinarily the merit claim can be articulated thus: 'A, deserves some good X, in virtue of some personal characteristic, C' (Weale 1983: 160). In common parlance it simply means appointing the best person for the job – 'Aristotle's remark that we give the best flutes to the best flute-players captures this idea perfectly' (Weale 1983: 160).

The majority of the interview respondents were less concerned about the injustice of thwarted expectations, i.e. the expectations created by the established pattern of attainment and reward (referred to as procedural justice) (Weale 1983) than about implications for service quality of employing less qualified or unqualified people (Stephens 2001). For example,

> In my profession anyway, I wouldn't be wanting to be looking at a social need and compromise in order to achieve that, because if you compromise on competencies you're coming into the areas of segregating people. Not just effectiveness, but potential safety issues (R30, p. 20, para. 76).

The trust employees were coming from the perspective that service provision for minority ethnic communities was largely adequate. Furthermore, few recognised that PD need not imply inability (Sher 1979; Nickel 1990).
Ultimately, goals and timetables were viewed with intense suspicion by the majority of interview respondents because of the implicit danger that they might slip into quotas:

I mean we’ve tried saying to trusts you must make sure that x percent of your workforce is... but there’s always a reason why not... Because it feels artificial... It feels like quotas (R11, p.18, paras.62-64).

One respondent even suggested that she would resist goals and timetables:

At the end of the day, and I probably should not say this, but I probably won’t take any notice of them. Because at the end of the day, personally, for here, it’s the people, the application forms I get. And if this person looks as if they’re right because they’ve got the appropriate experience then yes they’re coming for an interview and then we take it from the interview regardless of where they’re from (R19, p.16, para.53).

So there was very little support for the use of goals and targets amongst the interview respondents predominantly because they tend towards quotas. The mail informants were also very clear about the invalidity of PD. Throughout the research there was an overwhelming disapproval of this concept. The resistance to goals and timetables went beyond the hypothetical, and the government must recognise that there may well be active contravention of their wishes by those who make day-to-day employment decisions (Bagilhole 1993).

**The elasticity of merit**

Perhaps the most fascinating feature of the idea that goals and timetables will naturally lead to quotas is the implication that ethnicity has no relevance for the merit principle. Other than a few exceptions under the Race Relations Act 1976, GOQs, this is widely held to be the case. The common assumption is that merit is a universal concept with prior claims on morality, and that it must generally be confined to criteria, such as formal qualifications and experience. However, as Weale argues the use of merit in allocating employment opportunities and associated inequalities is not about morality at all. First, there is no universal agreement about how different skills and abilities should be rewarded.
Second, there is no universal agreement about the extent of resultant material inequalities (Weale 1983: 165).

However, the assumed morality of the merit principle remains inviolable even when it is habitually, even systemically, ignored. In the early part of the twentieth century Harvard University set quotas to limit Jewish enrolments, on the grounds that Jews were too intellectual and Harvard wanted to produce ‘well-rounded’ individuals (Dworkin 1981; see also Kandola & Fullerton 1998: 142). In fact, merit has been regularly cast aside by North American universities to reserve places for legacy students (the offspring of alumni) and children of the rich and famous (Reed 1996). Closer to home, the 11-plus results of boys were boosted to ensure that they obtained the greater (unearned) share of Grammar school places (Deem 1996). There is also evidence to suggest that acceptability criteria often outweigh suitability criteria in the allocation of employment opportunities. In other words ‘fitting in’ is sometimes more important than ability (Jewson & Mason 1993; Carter 2000).

One common reaction to the false attribution of morality to merit has been to challenge, using philosophical arguments, the justification of the existing merit system (Sher 1979; Weale 1983). However, the nature of the debate appears to have changed. As Parekh (1992: 276) has asserted ‘...what constitutes merit is a social decision and a matter of social policy’. He argues that merit has traditionally been defined in order to maintain the status quo by rewarding the qualities of the powerful. Therefore, it needs to be revised to take into account different qualities and skills associated with identity, or facets of identity, such as ethnicity (Coussey & Jackson 1991; Robinson et al 1994; Fine 1995).

Richards provides the following justification for amending the notion of merit:

...this does not offend against the principle that there should be no discrimination in the selection procedures, because we are still concerned to choose the best people for the work which needs doing. It is just that the nature of the work to be done has changed, so that different people become suitable for it (1994: 151).

She maintains that this revision should be motivated by a sense of justice (to make society fairer to women) and that it will therefore be a transitionary measure. This reflects something
of what we have been arguing, except that we are suggesting that ethnicity may be relevant to the merit principle in its own right and that this will be a permanent revision (Edwards 1995; Glazer 1998). As Dworkin (1981) maintained, merit should be used to secure the best results for society (a contractarian argument, Weale 1983), rather than to reward individuals, and he recognises the implications of ethnic diversity for merit.

The mail respondents were seemingly aware of this contention. For instance, 39% (101) agreed that 'In certain circumstances ethnicity can be classed as an element of merit'. In fact only 34% (88) actively disagreed, although it might be that they were influenced by the existence of GOQs. Of course the interview respondents had already implicitly acknowledged this in supporting the notion of general needs-led diversity, by arguing that minority ethnic people should act as representatives for 'their' communities. Even if this does not require greater empathy there may be a greater determination to change services for the better.

The confusion surrounding this issue was immense. Aside from the fear that quotas would emerge, the irrelevance of ethnicity was continually underlined by most but not all of the interview respondents. For example, two argued that they would take ethnicity into account in the event of a tiebreak:

No I haven't a problem with that I've done it in fact, when I've had two candidates of equal status, providing I'm very clear they are equal and I have to make a choice. I feel reasonably comfortable in making the choice, in terms of the organisational needs there. If my organisation is under-represented in terms of women I do not feel uncomfortable with that. I'd never do it officially though. I do not know how comfortable I'd feel doing that. I'd certainly feel extremely uncomfortable if I had to say to a man, or a white woman you didn't get the job because you drew with somebody and the successful candidate's black or the successful candidate's a woman (R12, p.22, para.62).

The respondent went on to argue that any such action would require clear under-representation and procedural transparency, but under-representation is a moral not a practical consideration and the implication remains that ethnicity is otherwise largely irrelevant. This interpretation was lent further weight by another respondent who advocated PA placements. Though he pressed the business case for diversity, this was not the primary concern:
[The local] health authority in particular has taken on positive action training and is in constant discussion with us and others, around ways and means of improving the end service delivery aspects. So there is consultation taking place, but certainly my, and this organisations' prime area of concern is to address the under-representation in employment. That is not to say that we are not concerned about the service delivery side, but our task is to recognise that there are high levels of unemployment, higher levels of unemployment amongst minority ethnic groups which are not explained by differences in academic or other characteristics. And there is under-representation in most of these companies and our job is to address that. So we focus on that. We do not necessarily focus on the service delivery side of it. I'm sure that there are other organisations that are more attuned into that area. Our focus is on employment and addressing the under-representation in and at levels of employment within these organisations (R7, p.14, para.31).

Although there is a functional question here about wasting talent (conventionally defined), the idea that services will improve is abandoned. Ethnicity cannot be used to expand the merit principle. His primary concern is morality and not necessarily the business case, because the main objective is to improve the position of minority ethnic communities rather than benefit employers. This would support the contention of Rubenstein (1986) that a business case for diversity is actually a myth, or at least that it remains speculative (Blakemore & Drake 1996).

Yet in the previous chapter we saw from the benefits associated with ethnic diversity, and the general needs-led model of diversity articulated by the majority of the interview respondents, that ethnicity is relevant to merit. Effectively it was argued that services would only improve where minority ethnic individuals actively represent the interests of 'their' communities, whether in service delivery or in developing policy. Surely then quotas would be the most efficient way to achieve ethnic diversity?

When the paradoxical nature of their opinions were reflected back to them, in accordance with the tenets of active interviewing (Holstein & Gubrium 1997), the confusion grew. For example,
There was some acknowledgement of the paradox, i.e. that ethnicity is both relevant and irrelevant, but a great deal of resistance to redefining the principle of merit. This also extended to the mail survey respondents in their views about the place of ethnicity in relation to merit (see above).

The general resistance to this redefinition of the merit principle was founded on various grounds. For example, the argument that it would still be widely viewed as PD by the general public:

Social validity might also be an issue because we would advertise all our positions in a certain way, and then all of a sudden we decide to throw out a job description and person spec which is nothing like anything that we've thrown out before. And it would be seen probably by all the workforce here as positive discrimination. And that we're not legitimately being good employers by recognising the skills that someone from ethnic minority backgrounds would bring. 'Cos if it went to an industrial tribunal it probably wouldn't stand up in court either. Especially by a white man saying look I've been racially discriminated against because how could I possibly have these things which you're asking for which a white person would have difficulty in bringing? And we'd probably lose the case, and we'd probably be blasted all over the [local paper] saying the NHS has racially discriminated against a white man. And we'd say no that's not what we were trying to do at all. So the system would be against us too (R9, p. 21, para. 65).

Even if public perception were to play no part, it would still be difficult to put it into practice:

Obviously there are some jobs where it is more important. Admin and secretarial jobs it's not really an issue, but certainly in terms of drafting up policies which a lot of those are drafted, then that would be an obvious area where that could work. But it would have to be done in such a way that we wouldn't be seen as just targeting people from ethnic minority backgrounds. But I have contradicted myself because I originally said that we should short-list people from minority ethnic backgrounds just to try and boost our representation in the regional office and I just do not think there is anything inherently bad about that... They bring in different skills to those you've already asked for and we haven't recognised because we're so entrenched in formal qualifications, and right from the word go, as a personnel person, we are told to draft and to look for these qualities. And this is how you draft a job description, and this is how you draft a person spec. And they're all very tailored as to how they've been traditionally done. And a lot of that is very good. But it does ignore what you're saying that we've been so focused on what the norm is, we're not actually, we're blind to the positive things that someone who hasn't got all the experience and skills that we've asked for. They haven't go those, but they've got a wealth of other experience, a background and knowledge, an understanding, an awareness which was not in the person spec, and which we overlooked because we've never drawn up a job description and person specs to take account of those things. So yes it's a good point but I'm not entirely sure how I would take that forward (R9, p. 20, paras. 63 & 64).
Although the point was generally conceded, and the paradox recognised, there was no way in which the majority of the respondents could see how to legitimately take ethnicity into account without having their efforts labelled as PD.

Even in the ranks of the unofficial user representatives there was some resistance to the idea. Most were happy to accept that ethnicity has relevance for merit in a much broader range of activities than has theoretically or legally been acknowledged:

Would you say that's positive discrimination? I mean that's employing somebody because they have those skills, not discriminating against somebody on their colour... So that's different. It's like you said actually recognising people's skills that they already have. I do not think that would cause resentment because it shows that the appointment is based on achievement (R1, p.17, paras.138 & 144).

Many rejected the idea in relation to their own positions. For example, one respondent recalled her experience of applying for her current job. She had been working in a different part of the country and felt that her career was being retarded by direct institutional discrimination:

I applied for this job and I was not qualified for it. And I knew that I was not, but I knew I wanted it. So on my application form I really sort of went to town on it. I really did and I thought I can do this job, although I'm not qualified but I know I can do it. So at interview I just sold myself I really did and it came up between, it was a choice between me and another person and it was split. And they said we'll let you know our decision by whatever time on that day. And they rang up and they said we're really finding it very difficult and I think there were 8 people on the interview panel and 4 of them wanted me and the other 4 wanted the other person. And the other person I think she really, really wanted the job, and in the end they decided on me having it. And I spoke to them afterwards and said Well why did you choose me? And it was they didn't tell me honestly, they said it was very, very close, and I was aware that there were 2 people in particular who were not happy that I was employed. I handed my notice in from where I was working before, and the woman who was preventing me from moving forward said You know why you got the job don't you? I said well because I was the best person for it. She said No, because you're black. And I was appalled by that, that really hurt me, it really did... I sold myself because I read through the job description, the person specification and I thought right, this is what they'll be asking me, and I did my research round the topic. What could I do? Looked at what was going on in [the city], this is what is needed and I presented it to them and said look, this is what needs to be done, this is what I can do. But I will need help. So I really had thought it through, and so the person who didn't get the job, I met up with her. She's working in [the city], and I said to her, in hindsight do you think you'd have wanted it? And she said Well no, she said when I think about it now it's just too much. I couldn't do it. I wouldn't be able to. Yet she was qualified to do it (R6, pp.41-42, paras.141 & 142).
She recognised that ethnicity was often relevant and that it played a part in her appointment, but she also refused to believe this and so re-created a conventional notion of merit. She succeeded solely on the basis of formal skills and experience.

Some resistance to the idea was grounded in the belief that if ethnicity were to be taken into account in the generalised way suggested above, that it would be ultimately self-defeating and detrimental:

It's got to be the skills that are needed, and I cannot see that the necessity for including cultural factors unless you were going specifically into an ethnic minority area. Perhaps that's just because I'm so used to the way that we work at the moment I do not know? But it always has been the criteria for the post and nothing else (R31, p.6, para.30).

Because there's still a lot of mess and a lack of clarity about what's happening now. We've seen evidence in situations where positive action measures have been used under the legislation where staff have got jobs under section 5.2 (d) which, as I've said, are the GOOs. But perhaps where it hasn't been thought through properly, you then have a service which is operating where you have, for example, five white staff providing a service to their white patients (R5, p.12, para.35).

She felt that where ethnicity is taken into account there is perceived to be a real danger that it will lead to segregation. Minority ethnic individuals writing policies and delivering services predominantly if not explicitly for minority ethnic communities, and white individuals similarly employed (Weale 1983). Only one respondent, speaking on behalf of her community, favoured this kind of segregation.

Another difficulty with amending merit in this fashion is that — consistent with attempts at justifying PD — it will only really help the most privileged members of minority ethnic communities (Weale 1983; Nickel 1990). Why? Because employment opportunities will still require competence using fairly traditional criteria and middle class individuals will be better placed to obtain those qualifications. In a sense taking ethnicity into account could create a minority ethnic middle class professional ghetto, while the masses remain wholly marginalised.
Conclusion

We have seen throughout this section that the achievement of ethnic diversity has become a policy priority for the Labour government, yet it has been a major policy priority for some time. However, the prospects for success in the NHS are not very encouraging. The postal surveys carried out over the last eight years have shown that trusts are committed on paper to equal opportunities but very rarely convert that commitment into practice. Furthermore, PA has barely made any impact at all. Recent research indicates that HAs are also failing to deliver, and have made very little progress since the King's Fund reported in 1990 (Agnew 2000). There is a strong feeling articulated here and elsewhere (Bagilhole & Stephens 1999; Carter 2000) that such matters are not part of the core business of the NHS.

The interview survey provides an insight into the processes involved. The trust employees, who were all responsible to some extent for day-to-day employment decisions felt that PA was too group-oriented and they preferred to treat people as individuals (despite the overwhelming evidence to the contrary, i.e. see Chapter 2). Although the user representatives were keen on the notion, the only activity the trust employees would sanction was out-reach recruitment methods. This appeared to be because it put the onus on minority ethnic professionals and would be helpful in the context of a labour shortage.

In terms of goals and targets, towards the more extreme end of the PA continuum (what Nickel 1990 has referred to as an element of strong affirmative action) there was a near consensus that they should not be used. It was argued that they had not worked in practice and would inevitably slip into quotas. PD was as unpopular with this cohort as it has consistently been demonstrated to be since the 1960s and 1970s.

The ironic thing about all this is that the interview respondents were actually more radical in their way than goals or targets, or even PD, albeit by separating out recruitment from issues of service delivery. In supporting the general needs-led model of ethnic diversity they had argued for minority ethnic individuals to act as representatives for their communities to improve the quality of service provided. In effect they had redefined the notion of merit to
show that ethnicity has much more relevance than has traditionally been acknowledged. However, while they accepted this position in principle they were much more conservative in practice fearing the attribution of PD and/or the professional apartheid that might emerge.

The business case for equal opportunities has implicitly relied upon this redefinition in trying to sell diversity as a bottom-line issue to employers and managers (Ross & Schneider 1992; CRE 1995a). Although Rubenstein's (1986) argument that no such case exists may be an overstatement, the injection of moral justifications for equal opportunities and PA is long overdue (Iganski et al 2001). We have seen from the material presented above that functional arguments may fail in the wake of unfriendly or inconvenient circumstances.

One of the central problems is the fractured structure of the NHS (Carter 2000; Iganski et al 2001) which will require greater leadership from the centre. This may not be forthcoming as,

...the translation of national level commitments into effective local policy would appear to require a pattern of central target setting and monitoring, and a range of potential sanctions, which there is, as yet, little evidence to suggest is high on the agenda (Iganski et al 2001: 314).

Whether the equalities framework recently established by the government will achieve the radical change necessary it is too early to say. It should be recognised that if the government wish to pursue a programme driven by strong PA measures in the NHS there may be little support even from what have been considered natural allies (Carter 2000).

Interestingly, as will be demonstrated in the final chapter, now that policy-makers have seemingly accepted the need for strong PA measures (i.e. to establish goals and targets for minority ethnic communities, DoH 2000), then the personnel professionals and Human Resource Directors, marginalised to some extent by 'New Public Management' (Carter 2000), who might be considered natural champions of such a project may also prove hard to convince.
CHAPTER 8:

The management of diversity

‘He led a double life...He was a man of two truths’ – Iris Murdoch.

Introduction

In the previous chapter it was argued that the government are seeking to take back some measure of central control over equal opportunities after a period of decentralisation and devolution. It has been argued that personnel and human resource professionals might be a natural ally as they have lost a certain amount of influence over line management as a consequence (Carter 2000). However, as discussed earlier, there has been very little sympathy from within the NHS for PA measures in particular.

One possible reason for this lack of support, at least over the last five to six years, would seem to be the rise of a theoretical development in the equalities tradition known as Managing Diversity (MD). More particularly the model set out by Kandola et al (1995) has made a distinct impression on the personnel function of the NHS. The authors have argued that its inclusive, individualistic emphasis and its cultural implications for organisations make it an evolutionary step beyond conventional equal opportunities.

Although it promises to muster more widespread support than the traditional notion, there is evidence that it has not been taken up to any great extent and that significant confusion abounds in the available literature about the distinction between PA measures and MD. Furthermore, where MD has been adopted research evidence suggests that organisations are not significantly more diverse than those who claim to be equal opportunities employers (EOR No.87, 1998). This may be intrinsically linked to the
individualistic emphasis already mentioned, because this arguably makes it very difficult to judge when greater diversity has actually been achieved.

Ultimately a paradox exists at the heart of MD, whereby individualistic or group-based elements can be referred to where convenient. It is distinctly possible that MD amounts to a process of self-justification for its architects and for those engaged in its implementation on the ground. Although there have been calls for MD to be seriously considered for adoption by NHS employers more widely (Bagilhole & Stephens 1999), there may be detrimental consequences for diversity.

Background

In the previous chapter it was clear that, although equal opportunities policies at least as a paper commitment have become central to the personnel function of the NHS, certainly within the framework of NHS trusts, there has been much resistance to influencing outcomes via differential treatment. Any attempt to impose differential treatment in the form of goals and timetables, for example, is likely to be met with hostility and may even be actively resisted in some quarters (Cameron 1993; Blakemore & Drake 1996).

However, with the government's attempts to re-establish greater central control over equal opportunities issues, it might be that personnel directors and human resources professionals become useful channels or natural allies. Having apparently lost a substantial amount of influence in the wake of the internal market, they would appear to have most to gain (Carter 2000). Yet it would appear that personnel managers are as committed as other NHS staff to the sanctity of equal treatment set out in the previous chapter and it would seem that they have sought another route out of their relative marginalisation.

From the early 1990s, according to Bagilhole (1997), equal opportunities became bound up with organisational change theory, and one manifestation of this has been MD. It appeared during the mid to late 1980s in the corporate sector of the United States, and Kandola and Fullerton (1998) cite a publication for the Hudson Institute, Workforce 2000, in
1987 as the beginning of its widespread dissemination. The central message was that employers needed to look beyond white males as demography was changing rapidly. According to Jain and Verma (1996) it also emerged out of the development of diversity as a socio-political issue and the march of globalisation across world markets. Fine (1995: 32) and Teicher and Spearitt (1996: 109) add that it grew from the growing importance of human resources management and quality concerns and a backlash to affirmative action. Although it is not purely about responding to legal requirements the impetus achieved both domestically and across the EU has also increased the momentum of MD (IPD 1996; Kandola & Fullerton 1998). It fits well with employer-led initiatives such as Investors in People, Total Quality Management, Race for Opportunity, and, the CREs Racial Equality Standard. It also dovetails to some extent with a perceived growth in business ethics (IPD 1996). As far as its proponents are concerned it is the best means of securing workforce diversity (Thompson 1998).

However, we will not be discussing the concept, or related concepts, in the widest possible sense (Caudron 1994; Ellis & Sonnenfeld 1994; Robinson et al 1994; Fine 1995; IPD 1996; Kossek & Lobel 1996; Coker 1997 etc.). Rather the model, albeit welded together using elements of other models, developed by Kandola et al. The reasons are two-fold. Firstly because they have been largely responsible for bringing the idea to the UK, as evidenced by their dominance in the relevant literature (Blakemore & Drake 1996; IPD 1996; Bagilhole 1997; Thompson 1998). Secondly, and most importantly, because their interpretation has already made some impact upon the personnel function of the Health Service. The devolved, decentralised management structure which formed part of the New Public Management developments from the 1980s onwards have apparently provided MD with fertile ground (Carter 2000).

Although the questionnaire survey was not designed to explore the existence and progress of MD within the NHS it soon became clear that when the majority of those involved in personnel matters thought about diversity at all they were framing their ideas in the
language of Kandola et al. Although the actual take-up of MD has been slow in the UK thus far, as the authors themselves have discovered, and despite the lack of success attributed to MD organisations in attaining a diverse workforce, the ground would appear to be very fertile in the NHS. Whether or not MD is already dated, as Blakemore and Drake (1996) suggest, because it aims to influence workforce decisions rather than shape the work process, is therefore arguably irrelevant in this context.

However, there is a danger that the essential nature of their model might be lost because of misinterpretation and misapplication, but more serious perhaps is its reliance on the business case for diversity. Blakemore and Drake (1996) and others (see Rubenstein 1986) remain unconvinced that a business case actually exists and this is difficult to dispute despite the claims of Kandola et al. The real problem it would seem is that if the business case is taken seriously it can lead to general needs-led diversity as discussed in Chapter 6. The proponents of MD are as guilty of this as anyone, as will become clear. Although they emphasise the individualistic nature of the concept when it suits them they are also able to emphasise its group-based elements when necessary. Playing with the merit principle in this way provides employers with the opportunity to discriminate or to ghettoise minority ethnic individuals, as needs dictate. It also provides personnel professionals and consultants with an important weapon in the fight for self-justification.

The Kandolian model

The Kandolian model works on the principle that diversity is broadly based, being virtually individualistic, and that it has positive benefits for adoptive organisations. The definition of diversity they provide accepts:

... that the workforce consists of a diverse population of people. The diversity consists of visible and non-visible differences which will include factors such as sex, age, background, race, disability, personality and work style (Kandola et al 1995: 31; 1998: 8).
The successful organisation will take on the attributes of a mosaic, where the differences come together to form a coherent pattern, in which 'Each piece is acknowledged, accepted and has a place in the whole structure' (Kandola et al 1995: 31). They argue that MD constitutes the next step in equal opportunities implementation.

According to the authors (and most other commentators, e.g. Teicher & Spearitt 1996) it is an evolutionary step beyond equal opportunities for several reasons. The latter is limited because it is a defensive measure designed to protect organisations against legal challenges, and is therefore exclusive because it concentrates on ethnicity, gender and disability (Cameron 1993). Because of its legalistic emphasis it is peripheral, the exclusive preserve of human resources professionals. Its final limitation relates to implementation, because equal opportunities relies on PA to be effective. However, as discussed in the previous section there is no vital or immediate link between equal opportunities policies and PA (Jewson & Mason 1986, 1993; Blakemore & Drake 1996). In fact they recognise this in arguing that PA 'forms an important ingredient of many equal opportunities strategies...' (Kandola & Fullerton 1998: 125, emphases added).

Conversely, MD is inclusive as it embraces everyone and aims to maximise each individual's potential. This is more positive than simply reacting to possible legal threats. It is also cultural, because it focuses on the movement of people within the organisation and fits well with business objectives, thus diversity programmes are essentially organisationally specific (EOR No.78 1998), although Liff (1989) has shown that conventional equal opportunities policies can be flexible and meet organisational objectives if implemented imaginatively. In order to justify itself MD must show genuine improvements, which it does, as discussed below. Because it is cultural and inclusive it is the responsibility of every member of an organisation and not the exclusive preserve of human resource professionals. Finally, it does not rely on PA, which is held to be counterproductive because it is based in group-based characteristics. MD is inclusive because it is individualistic, although certain measures
recommended by Kandola and Fullerton (1998) do bear a striking resemblance to PA by stealth (see pp. 112-114 and p. 135).

The benefits of undertaking MD fall into three categories proven, debatable and indirect because,

Our review of the diversity literature has led us to the conclusion that some of the benefits claimed for managing diversity have been exaggerated. We hope that by removing some of the more extravagant claims and promises that have been made for diversity we can identify the real and actual benefits that will accrue to an organisation by adopting the approaches we are putting forward (Kandola & Fullerton 1998: 2).

The full range of benefits is presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Categorisation of the perceived benefits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categorisation of the perceived benefits</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proven benefits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to talent:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• making it easier to recruit scarce labour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• reducing costs associated with excessive turnover and absenteeism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• enhancing organisational flexibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debatable benefits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teams:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• promoting team creativity and innovation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• improving problem-solving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• better decision-making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• improving customer service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• increasing sales to members of minority culture groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• improving quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect benefits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• satisfying work environments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• improving morale and job satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• improving relations between different groups of workers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• greater productivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• competitive edge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• better public image</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The benefits set out in Table 3 involve a fairly common set of claims, many of which are supported by illustrative examples, although other authors (Jain & Verma 1996) also identify the improved distribution of economic opportunities between different sections of the
community. However, despite the grand claims as to the distinctiveness of MD, symbolised in specialist language like MOSAIC\(^1\), an acronym designed to capture the essential features of a diversity oriented organisation (Kandola & Fullerton 1994), there are a number of difficulties with their claims.

For example, the proven benefits associated with MD generally relate to traditional minority groups. Staff turnover problems are illustrated using gender and ethnicity, and flexibility, though stressing the need to cater for the needs of individuals, mainly refers to maternity leave arrangements (Kandola & Fullerton 1998). Therefore, its individualistic emphasis can be questioned.

In terms of implementation the authors developed a model through evaluation of the relevant literature and tested it empirically via two large mail surveys as detailed below. The model has eight components listed as:

- Organisational vision.
- Auditing.
- Top management support.
- Planning/objectives.
- Clear communication.
- Clear accountability.
- Co-ordination of activity.
- Evaluation.

They claim that their model is the first to be properly validated empirically via survey evidence (Kandola & Fullerton 1998: Ch.6). However, none of the components listed here would be out of place within a rigorous equal opportunities policy (Coussey & Jackson 1991). As the authors more or less accept: ‘Although the breadth and focus of managing diversity is quite

\(^1\) MOSAIC is an acronym for: Mission and values; objective and fair processes; skilled workforce: aware and fair; active flexibility; individual focus; culture that empowers (Kandola & Fullerton 1998: 147).
different from that of equal opportunities, they do in fact have many initiatives in common' (Kandola et al 1995: 34).

The main difference in terms of implementation involves the level of cultural renewal required, because MD must be placed at the heart of the organisation's activities if it is to be relevant and effective. Conventional equal opportunities has arguably failed because it has been marginal and marginalised. So the evolutionary nature of MD depends upon its individualistic emphasis and its implications for cultural renewal (IPD 1996). We have already raised some questions about its ability to deliver on both dimensions, but each will receive more rigorous attention below. Before we attempt to evaluate the potential of MD in any depth it is worth considering the ground upon which it is likely to fall in the NHS. In other words will MD appeal to those overseeing and taking part in the day-to-day decision-making process?

What about the NHS?

Despite the case presented by authors like Kandola et al for shifting the focus of equality theory and practice, the possibility of doing so in the NHS would appear to be limited, primarily because the Health Service has only just begun to grapple with conventional equal opportunities policies (see Chapter 7). Even the more centralised components are only just beginning to come to terms with equal opportunities, so how much more difficult will it be to encourage the adoption of a whole new raft of policies and procedures, particularly something so all pervasive as MD? Yet it may be that MD can expect to secure much greater support than equal opportunities.

MD has seemingly already taken root within the human resources function of the NHS (Carter 2000; Foster & James 2001). Although the questionnaire was not specifically shaped to explore the notion, it is possible to make an educated guess about the progress of the Kandolian model. Initially the respondents were asked to prioritise different definitions of diversity from a set list as follows, in order to identify their interpretation of the concept:
• Diversity means allowing health care to be delivered in the context of a free market (natural).

• Diversity means designing service in accordance with the expressed needs of users (user-led).

• Diversity means increasing the number of health professionals from minority ethnic groups (reflective, or proportional).

• Diversity means increasing the number of people from minority ethnic groups in managerial positions (structural).

• Diversity means ethnically matching professionals and patients to deal with specific cultural needs (needs-led).

• Diversity means changing the culture of important institutions such as the Health Service (cultural).

The results which emerged from reversing the numbers and totalling the scores, i.e. a highest priority was counted as six rather than one (and which derive from 81% of the sample – 50 respondents did not answer as required) can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4: Notions of diversity in order of priority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diversity type</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Highest priority</th>
<th>Second priority</th>
<th>Third priority</th>
<th>Fourth priority</th>
<th>Fifth priority</th>
<th>Least priority</th>
<th>Total score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-led</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs-led</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Interestingly, other than the question about the free market, those definitions that explicitly refer to ethnicity are the least popular (and structural diversity, the most popular interpretation of the interview respondents, fared worst of all). This would suggest a strong desire to move away from group-based identities. Furthermore, if we consider that one of the principal elements of the Kandolian model is cultural renewal, we can assume (if cautiously) that this influenced their prioritisation of 'cultural' diversity.

Fortunately we do not have to rely too heavily on such assumptions, because several respondents felt compelled to add at times fairly lengthy comments about diversity issues. From these comments it became clear that many trusts have begun to implement programmes in the name of MD.

Having just completed The Trust's 'Diversity Strategy' and implementation plan, I have found this questionnaire difficult to complete. You appear to only be asking about ethnic diversity, where as we see diversity covering visible and non-visible differences such as sex, age, background, race, disability, personality + workstyle ie all ways in which people are different. We also see diversity as being different from equal opportunities and this questionnaire [seems] to view them as one concept.

- Diversity is about staff maximising their potential — it is not about concentrating on issues of discrimination
- It embraces everyone — it should not exclude anyone
- It concentrates on the culture of the organisation and meeting of business objectives — it is not about looking at numbers employed in different groups.

Implementation will not rely on 'Equal Opps' Policy or positive action, as equal opportunities does. Diversity needs to become inherent in the organisation. Like quality, it should not stand alone.

For me diversity is about more than race, gender or disability issues — it is about respecting and valuing every individual and the differences which make them special. Managing diversity means that managers should ensure all their staff are treated fairly (which does not mean treating everyone the same).

What is more, it seems evident that the work of Kandola et al is being used to guide the efforts of trusts in this direction.

We can further evidence the impact that Kandola et al have made with reference to the interview survey. The Training and Development Officer for the trust was in the process of organising a training programme for management taken entirely from the work of Kandola et al. He was working in conjunction with the personnel office of a neighbouring trust:
We have been developing both [this trust] and [another trust] who are going to merge on April the first, the two training departments have been working together in developing a training programme for managers entitled, Valuing Difference. And the actual format of that isn’t completely formalised yet, because as you said earlier, your project is growing and so is mine. Mine was a little new project to start with, now we have moved to a much larger project. Partly because the government brought out its human resources strategy, and therefore put equal opportunities at the top of the trust’s agenda’s. And therefore made Chief Executives responsible for it. And if you make CE’s responsible for anything it will get to the top of the agenda. So steering groups were set up in both trusts and we’d started developing a training programme (R14, p.18, para.64).

The document presented to the management boards underlines this influence. For example, though the emphasis was health provision, it listed the key features of MD thus:

- Diversity has as its primary concern organisational culture and the working environment.
- Diversity and differences between people can, and should, if managed effectively, add value to the organisation.
- Diversity includes virtually all ways in which people differ, not just the more obvious ones of gender, age, profession, ethnicity or disability (see Kandola & Fullerton 1998: 8).

It also referred to the benefits of MD in proven, debatable and indirect terms, selling it mainly on the grounds of wider recruitment in the context of a labour shortage, better retention and increased sensitivity to a diverse range of needs.

It is evident that MD has already made a fairly significant impact on the theory, language and practice of human resources in the Health Service. The aforementioned document underlines the fact that ‘Some NHS Trusts have recently implemented MD policies’. Moreover, the driving force in this shift seems to have been the model developed by Kandola et al. The next question must be will it make the same impact on employment decision-making?
Fertile ground?

The training programme under development by the trust ran into some difficulties in that the management board of the partner trust was not convinced about its value or its intentions. Their main concern was health and safety rather than equalising opportunities. Initially the Training and Development Officer defended their decision by maintaining that they were at a later stage in their equal opportunities thinking. However:

I think there also is in a sense, there's a sense in which there is some reticence within the [other trust] from some people on the steering group. I got the impression that there was concern about valuing the difference for the sake of valuing the difference. And it was not about recruiting the best people for the job it was about just the emphasis. They felt that the emphasis of the training might be that we need a diverse workforce and we'll go out and recruit as diverse a workforce as we can. And that's not the point of it. The point is to say are we recruiting the best people for the job? (R14, p. 19, para. 67).

He blamed an ill-informed conservative tendency for the break down in co-operation. Despite the lack of inter-trust support he had been given unilateral permission to proceed:

[This trust was] very keen that it should be mandatory for managers, and the people we would target would be departmental managers. Those people who have the power to recruit and change policy within their areas because they would have the most impact. But they also felt that it was important for managers higher up the scale to have mandatory training as well. Although it wouldn't be a priority it would be those that have the greatest impact would be the first priority. Which is interesting in terms of what I said in terms of policy because policy is affected at the top but actually what goes on is affected much more by... the local level (R14, p.18, para.64).

It would be interesting to know whether the subsequent merger altered the agenda or whether the concerns of the partner trusts were laid to rest.

Although management boards are important the Training and Development Officer recognised that policies and programmes need to garner support from those on the ground who make the day-to-day employment decisions, as underlined by the work of Lipsky (1980). Equal opportunities, at least in its liberal form, would seem to fail to secure any substantial support from this quarter. Indeed one respondent actually stated that if goals and targets became compulsory she would ignore them unless the outcomes matched her own recruitment/promotion standards. So what hope for MD?
The interview survey suggests that MID may gain the popular support historically denied equal opportunities, at least nominally. For example, it requires an interpretation of identity that is fluid, with many implications for skills and the possession and use of relevant knowledge bases (Caudron 1994; Parekh 2000). Several of the interview respondents were aware of this fluidity and its implications for social interaction:

I suppose we all represent the group that we belong to, and whether that’s national origin or a profession or the colour of our hair or whatever it happens to be, and I think it just brings an awareness on every topic, that may not be there if they weren’t... I mean what do I represent to you? What do I represent? There’s lots of things I could represent: fathers, sons, just right across the range, and I think your identity changes as you move through structures or systems depending on what you are (R15, p.13, paras.36 & 37).

MID acknowledges the complex nature of identity and the way in which that complexity impacts upon individual and structural interactions. This is a notion readily accepted by many of the respondents both within and beyond the NHS.

Another concept, which lies at the heart of MID, is the complex nature of discrimination. Equal opportunities focuses exclusively on discrimination on the grounds of ‘race’, ethnicity, gender and disability, MID does not.

Feelings of vulnerability, self-consciousness, anger, intimidation etc. can be experienced by anyone and can be caused by class, status in the organisation, language, background – even the food they eat. In short, most of us know what it feels like to be in a minority at some time or another (Kandola & Fullerton 1998: 97).

This distinction was recognised by several respondents –

I think there’s an enormous potential within this organisation, there is huge prejudice and I’m not talking about ethnic minorities. It’s about medical secretaries, and MRS staff, and the medical secretaries don’t do the filing, they leave it for us. So there’s a huge amount of prejudice and entrenched views because people don’t understand they haven’t been in that role to know what the pressures are. It’s like supply chains, if you know what your customer is and if you actually view people as a customer you would do things differently... You’d have an appreciation of what their pressures are, because we all constantly find ourselves moaning about another area of the organisation: why have they done this? They know it drives me mad or it makes my life hell... And it’s just a lack of understanding and a lack of exposure to other people’s situations. I mean I would like to have done more of that in terms of I’ve been an auxiliary into clinic and on the wards and it gives you a much better idea of the problems that people have to face. Even if you don’t actually do the work, even if you go around with the staff for a day. But yes I think it’s brilliant ‘cos you really do understand it, and we started looking at
a clerical training scheme where people actually have a cooks tour, so that you have an appreciation of what the pressures are. So hopefully you don't do those annoying things, or actually that improve the quality of the whole by doing your job to the best of your ability to support everyone else (R23, p.13, para.41).

I think we're all discriminated against at times, not just ethnic groups (R16, p.13a, para.46a).

They were aware that irrational decisions are made on any number of grounds and not just those of central importance to equal opportunities policies. This suggests that MD has an implicit appeal that its more conventional cousin lacks – the authors refer to this as inclusivity.

MD, by acknowledging the complex nature of discrimination, appears to have more potential because it emphasises individuality. Hussein Khatib, acting Director of Children's Services at Manchester Children's Hospital recently said, 'Role models should be strong and should be committed to providing equal opportunities within their organisation, not just singling out particular groups such as women or ethnic minority groups' (Stephens 2001: 23).

As discussed in the previous chapter, many of the respondents from the trust emphasised the importance of treating people as individuals, of valuing individual traits and skills, rather than group-related characteristics. Employment decisions should always be taken on individual grounds

But treating everybody as individuals, and not specifically to pick out things [ethnicity]... I treat them all as individuals, and although you think they're going to be very different, and when I came here about 10 years ago, I thought that, you know that people are going to be very different, but they're not (R13, pp.6 & 14, paras.18 & 38).

In short, despite some resistance at board level, it would seem that the ideas and the language used by Kandola et al may secure greater support from those making day-to-day decisions than conventional equal opportunities, even though the ability of the trust employees to treat people as individuals was highly suspect (see Chapter 2 in particular).

Having said that it might fall on fertile ground we need to consider whether it will work? First, we will present the empirical evidence which suggests both limited take-up and effect, before considering the possible practical and theoretical reasons for this.
The track record

The question here is two-fold. First, has MD made any impact on the UK labour market, are organisations taking it on board? Second, if and when it has been taken up, what results have been forthcoming? Kandola and associates have undertaken a ten-year project to chart the course of equal opportunities in order to note any shift towards MD. The original survey was designed to chart the diversity initiatives undertaken (Kandola & Fullerton 1994). The results of the second survey compiled in 1996 were similar and demonstrated that take-up has been slight and that where it has been adopted employers have largely failed to apply its precepts strategically. For example, of the 445 organisations that took part (a response rate of just 17.8%) – located in the UK and Ireland – 85% had an equal opportunities policy and only 28% reported having an MD policy. Similarly, 77% regarded equal opportunities as an organisational value, compared to 23% favouring MD. Most importantly perhaps, only 18% of employers claimed to have a MD strategy compared to 71% with a strategy on equal opportunities (Kandola & Fullerton 1998).

Although the participants were clearly aware of the language used by Kandola et al in their modelling of MD the most successful initiatives reported were very conventional, i.e. the formalisation of selection procedures and induction processes, the provision of carer leave etc. 60% said that having an MD policy was one of the least successful initiatives. It did not feature in the list of priorities for the coming year (1997) but diversity awareness training was amongst the lowest priorities (13%). Ultimately 53% felt confident about achieving progress on equal opportunities but only 25% said the same about MD.

The third survey in the series included 384 organisations in the UK, the USA and Ireland (a response rate of just 10%). They looked at implementation, success, priorities and confidence in proceeding with MD. They found that although organisations in each country experienced similar problems, those in the UK and Ireland were more system and process oriented, whereas those in the USA were more individualistic, flexible and strategic.
Organisations in the United States had made more progress and showed greater confidence (EOR No.86, 1999). Although the authors were slightly disappointed with the results they argued that for a relatively new concept the progress was surprisingly good and that the United States has benefited from its head start.

Kandola and Fullerton (1998) argue that legislation from Europe (for example, the European Union is in the process of establishing far reaching equal opportunities legislation at the time of writing, EOR No.98, 2001: 7-8), and the progress of globalisation will lend a more strategic edge to UK and Irish policies in time. However, a recent survey involving 389 human resource and personnel professionals across the country by the Industrial Society apparently confirms that only 45% of firms have a diversity strategy even though 67% felt that it was a high priority and that 77% expected that priority to grow (EOR No.96, 2001).

Ultimately it is fair to say that MD programmes though progressing have yet to make a significant impact upon the British labour market. Where it has been embraced however we need to consider its efficacy. What have the results been like?

In many ways it is difficult to assess the success of MD because it is hard to know what it is trying to achieve. For example, Kandola et al (1995: 34) argue that programme objectives 'need not be numerical targets, in fact...we would warn practitioners against using numerical targets'. Although they argue that forecasts and projections ought to be part of an action plan detailing timetables and stages it would be difficult to evaluate their success without some idea of what is being measured. The idea that diversity should increase over time (Kandola & Fullerton 1998: 141) is not convincing. Moreover the individualistic emphasis as discussed below may be antithetical to the achievement of diversity, particularly in relation to characteristics such as gender and ethnicity. Without looking specifically at identifiable groups and prioritising their recruitment, retention and promotion (HO 1999) it would be impossible to gauge any change at all, let alone measure its success.

Research conducted by the Experimental Psychology Department at Oxford University in 1999 set out to test the progress achieved by 'MD firms'. It targeted 200 FT 500
firms, though only 65 actually participated (perhaps illustrating the level of interest in the concept). It turned out that MD firms (a third of respondents) were not more diverse than those declaring for conventional equal opportunities were (EOR No. 87, 1998).

There were areas of improvement. For example, 95% of MD firms monitored their workforce compared to just 65% of the rest (although mainly in terms of age, gender and ethnicity). They were also more likely to provide flexible working, paternity leave, careers breaks and help with childcare. Senior managers were far more committed to their policies than their equal opportunities counterparts.

However they were less likely to have formal policies on harassment and special facilities for disabled people. They were no more likely to have a designated manager or to have more access to the executive board when they did. While line managers were more responsible for policy setting and implementation they were not more likely to be appraised on this basis. Nor were there any differences between the level of training and development offered to employees. Contrary to the findings above few MD firms recognised any significant difference between their policies and equal opportunities policies, suggesting perhaps (confirming the worst fears of Kandola et al. 1995) that MD is little more than a fashionable trend in terms of equality of opportunity and its pursuit.

Ultimately, the test must be actual results and there was very little to distinguish between MD firms and the rest. Whereas 86% of senior management and 54% of the workforce of the former were white and male, the comparative figures for equal opportunities organisations was 87% and 49% respectively. Therefore, despite the apparent drive into the heart of the personnel functions of the NHS, it must be said that MD has not made a significant impact on the UK labour market. At this stage it has not been taken up to any great extent, nor has it made a huge difference in terms of diversification, though perhaps by its own individualistic standards it could be seen as an unmitigated success. Undoubtedly many of its proponents would protest about the way in which this has been explored. Now we must
consider possible reasons for this state of affairs, doing so in both practical and theoretical terms.

**Practical problems**

One major problem with MD as defined by Kandola *et al* is that its distinctiveness in relation to conventional equal opportunities is under threat. We saw above that in terms of implementation it is in many ways reflective of conventional equal opportunities, albeit emphasising positive aspects of diversification, rather than the (legal) consequences of discrimination, and focusing on the importance of cultural renewal. Their task will be more difficult in the current climate, where diversity and equal opportunities are already used more or less interchangeably, both in lingual and policy terms (NHSME 1993). We need only refer to the policy framework established by 'model' equal opportunities employers such as Littlewoods (EOR No.81, 1998), Asda, Lloyds TSB and Manchester City Council (EOR No.85, 1999) to see this process in operation.

The representative of the NHSE outlined the direction the Department of Health (DoH) was taking in this respect:

> Yes... there’s recently been an issue by the department called Valuing Diversity and it was a weighty document. Too weighty really ‘cos it took a lot to plough through, which put a lot of people off. But we were asked to do a few things as part of this. And the action plan was, at the end of it we had to come up with a 3 year action plan, which was to start January this year, and had to be simple, achievable and relevant. And to help us audit we were asked to run a few sort of focus groups with volunteers from the workforce. About a third of the workforce were encouraged to attend – and did attend. We got male/female divides and seniority divides as well, and they were asked a set of questions about their views on equal opps, and then there was a Department of Health survey came around, finding out what people’s views were about equal opps, and what they understood about it. And we were sent the results back from that and we were asked to draw up an action plan, which we did. And we drew up 12 specific actions as a result of that, and the very first action was to give everybody a copy of the equal opps policy, because not everybody even knew we had one. The second was equal opps training for everyone involved in recruitment, and so it went on (R9, p.13, para.39).

Although the language has moved beyond equal opportunities towards achieving diversity, the means with which to do it are virtually identical. More than this the distinct identity created...
for MD by writers like Kandola et al is in danger of being lost altogether as diversity and equal opportunities are conflated by advocates in the field.

It is not only those who are not necessarily aware of the Kandolian model who threaten its existence. Even those well versed in the language and precepts are placing its distinctiveness at risk. As we have seen already so-called MD employers failed to take a strategic approach in implementing their policies, and the fact that MD demands a cultural commitment would seem to be a stumbling block for those on the ground in the context of the NHS. As Dickens (1994) has identified, organisations prefer to adopt only the parts of the strategy that appeal to them.

In spite of the obvious support articulated by the majority of the respondents from human resources backgrounds, most had only experienced MD in the context of a training programme. This is apparently all too common (Agocs & Burr 1996) and would suggest that NHS employers have focused on the skills part of the MOSAIC, 'skilled workforce: aware and fair' (Kandola et al 1995: 35), rather than cultural regeneration. This would place responsibility for diversity issues onto the shoulders of managers and personnel professionals.

Indeed in-house efforts for the trust were confined to organising management training:

So training is a 2-day programme which will concentrate on some of the issues which are important in terms of the political agenda. So race, gender, disability, we'll look at sexual orientation because that was highlighted recently as particular issue within the NHS. Age, but I think the main bulk of the training is about we're all different. What's it like to be discriminated against in some way? We have all been discriminated against, how does it feel? And let's look at it in its broadest sense. Let's look at it in terms of personalities and work styles, for example, and then the idea being that managers go away and change practices. So there will be some kind of assignment for them to do. That may be reflective in terms of their own attitudes and in a change of attitudes. But it may be in terms of actual practice in their workplace. It may be about family friendly policies, thinking of those who work shifts. It may be a self-rostering system. So it may be those kinds of things (R14, pp. 3 & 18, paras. 9 & 65).

Although diversity awareness training has been carried out to a large extent, particularly in the United States (Caudron 1994; The Economist 1995a), and cascade training has been used to a large extent to combat a range of equal opportunities issues (Wilkinson 1991), very
few models of MD would accept this confinement to training, and this is totally alien to the model developed by Kandola et al. Whereas MD was heralded as a pervasive cultural influence it seems to have taken on the form of a generalised anti-discriminatory training programme.

The central difference would be that it would be counselling anti-discrimination across a range of characteristics rather than simply 'race', ethnicity, gender and disability. Although the document produced by the Training and Development Officer stressed the need to change the attitudes of middle and departmental management and develop 'organisational practices which value all staff and improve the quality of patient care', there are no recommendations as to how the latter is to be achieved. Therefore, it seems a realistic prospect that MD will never move far beyond an elaborate training programme.

This would not satisfy the criteria for success set out by Kandola et al. In their view persuasion must be supplemented by enforcement and it is not entirely certain that the procedural requirements will be met, especially to the extent the authors view as necessary. The Training and Development Officer argued that changing attitudes via diversity training would enable the trust to meet any goals and timetables established by the government:

I think it's important: 1) in terms of government strategies and achieving targets, and the new human resources strategy for the NHS (R14, p.4, para.13).

He seemed to view MD and PA working together:

It presupposes that you do have the ethnic minorities applying for the jobs, but they're not actually getting the job at the end of the day. I suspect probably that although that might be happening to some extent, the ethnic minorities are not even applying for the job in the first place. So it's more a case of targeting those minority groups to some into nurse education or whatever, and then we get to a point at which we can decide whether or not we're truly giving people jobs on merit... The only way I can see that happening realistically is as a society giving all those people the same access to further education and developing themselves. Because one of the problems I think we have is, we as an organisation, in terms of our percentages of ethnic minorities do well as reflected in the local community. But as I say in terms of the higher echelons of the organisation we don't do particularly well. But then, if you look at the number of ethnic minorities going into nurse training, the numbers drop considerably. So therefore we have a great difficulty trying to move those people up the organisation because they're not there. So one has to target them much earlier on, in terms of
The best means of achieving ethnic diversity for this respondent would be to use PA measures to ensure adequate levels of education amongst certain ethnic groups, and to introduce wide ranging anti-discriminatory programmes (i.e. MD training programmes), so that centralised goals and targets will not run aground on prejudicial attitudes. This can be done (Agocs & Burr 1996) and would fit very neatly with a formulation such as that outlined by the IPD (1996) and Jain and Verma (1996), but bearing in mind the opinions of Kandola et al about the use of PA measures, it would amount to a chronic misuse of their model.

In practical terms then, MD is in real danger of losing its integrity, either because of a lack of awareness, or, through the desire of those who understand it to manipulate it in order to gain support and/or acceptance. Even if these problems could be ironed out feminist critics in particular have argued that MD has little hope of achieving significant change because it operates within the managerial culture it is trying to reform (Teicher & Spearitt 1996). In other words it has no immediate implications for radical change, and is guilty of the same failing that hampers most reform, i.e. that those with something to lose are expected to bring about their own decline (Thompson 1998). The inclusivity emphasised in the Kandolian model does not appear to entirely address this issue and indeed offers its own justifications for failure (again how to measure the achievement of individual diversity?). This leads us neatly into the area of theoretical difficulties.

Theoretical issues

Whereas in practical terms MD is in danger of disappearing, in theoretical terms, the problem appears to be that it can go too far in eclipsing the aims of group-based policies (i.e. equal opportunities). One of the potential problems with MD is sold as one of its strengths. It focuses on individuals and therefore ‘...jeopardizes the focus on strategies to advance the position of women and minority groups at a time when the achievements remain limited’ (Teicher & Spearitt 1996: 132; Agocs & Burr 1996). Unfortunately, judging by research
findings to which this study lends weight, society is not yet ready to see individuals and celebrate their diversity, because certain groups are still subject to prejudice and discrimination (Mason 2000; Parekh 2000). Although the ultimate aim must be to recognise individual uniqueness, MD, it would seem, tries to put the cart before the horse.

One respondent argued that she would like to be seen as an individual first and foremost, but that white people prevent this:

I mean even in here I mean people say things to me and I think, God they never learn, and I'm never rude to them or anything, Oh God your hair is so nice. And it may be nice, and I'll say well thank you very much. Oh God I just love the way you people do your hair... and it would be nice if someone said your hair looks really nice today and leave it at that 'cos I don't wake up in the morning thinking I'm black, or I'm a woman or whatever. I'm just a person... I mean it's situations like that that make me realise, or make me aware that I am black you know (R6, pp.28 & 30, paras.93, 95, 104 & 105).

Therefore, although many of the white respondents argued that they try to see the individual and not an individual’s ethnicity etc. it appears that in practice minority ethnic people are often defined by their group identity.

Racism is still a part of the everyday interaction between the ethnic majority and minorities (Torkington 1991; EOR No.97, 2001). There was evidence of this from within the Health Service, and the same respondent argued that it was a major part of society also, drawing upon bitter personal experience:

I tell you, when I was walking to do some shopping once and this old lady was walking towards me. It was really raining and very windy and she had her umbrella, sort of protecting herself from the wind and the rain, and at one point she lifted it up, and she saw me and she just freaked. She grabbed her handbag, she got hold of it really tightly and I stood there looking at her, and I said Why did you do that? Why did you behave in that way? Oh don't take my money. And I said Why do you think that I'm going to take your money and your handbag? Oh you all mug people. And I said have you ever been mugged by anybody? Well it's always on the news. These images and I just think flipping heck (R6, p.30, para.102).

Jay (1992) collected similar stories during his pilot study into racism in the south west.

Despite the declarations of the trust employees and other white respondents that they view people first and foremost as individuals, there is ample evidence to suggest that they continue to define people in group-based terms.
Perhaps the biggest danger of the Kandolian model of MD is that far from achieving greater diversity it might actually work in reverse and undermine efforts in that direction. Jones (1992) has argued that ‘...if this continues, diversity could become the basis to eliminate corporate racial progress’ (cited in Kandola & Fullerton 1998: 12). One of the key elements to this is the possible use of individual diversity to obscure group-based issues. As mentioned above, Kandola et al choose to compare discrimination faced by individuals with that experienced by individuals from certain groups. In further underlining the influence of Kandola et al, the Training and Development Officer said:

"Diversity I see in it's broadest sense and that is we talk very much about race, gender, disability, sexual orientation and those sorts of things, but I think it's much broader than that and it spreads into things like differences in personalities and work styles. So one person may be very tidy and organised in their workstyle, another person may be completely chaotic and a mess. But can they both do the job effectively? And how do you learn to value each other and value those differences? So that's how I see it (R14, p.2, para.6)."

In effect characteristics like workstyle and personality are as important as ethnicity and gender where discrimination is concerned, according to advocates of MD.

This is highly problematic. First, specifically with regards to tidiness, at interview those making the decisions will not be aware of the work practices of the interviewees, unless they are already employed by the organisation. If the interview is a selection/recruitment interview an interviewer will not be able to gauge tidiness where they will probably be able to ascertain ethnicity. Second, personality may be connected with ethnicity, in the way people speak or behave, and therefore act as a shield for unfair discrimination. Previously we saw that ‘fitting in’ was felt to be important, for example, the different sense of humour attributed to the Palestinian nurse in Chapter 2 which was seen to be a cultural difference.

Third, both tidiness and personality may be relevant in a wider range of activities than ethnicity. Even the Training and Development Officer acknowledged this:

"I think it's about people questioning not about the fact that somebody, if we're looking at the example of being untidy, it's not about looking at somebody because, just saying they can't do the job because they're untidy but can they do the job effectively? And it's saying yeah, then"
that should be the criteria by which you judge them. If their untidiness affects their ability to do
the job then it’s a different matter (R14, p.2, para.8).

Several respondents were adamant that presentation and personality were important factors
in selection processes because they were relevant. How a person would fit into an existing
work setting had a bearing on job and team performance:

But I just feel that if I’ve got somebody with motivation, who wants to do the job, is flexible, is
loyal, has a good sense of humour then that’s fine. But I think that would be the same in all my
wards. I think that people think that if people are prepared to work, I think they don’t mind, we
don’t have the antagonism around colour etc. that we used to have (R13, p.11, para.32).

Consequently the discrimination experienced by the ‘ unlikeable’ or the untidy is unlikely to be
as irrational or as damaging as that suffered by minority ethnic individuals. The very
inclusivity, or individual emphasis of MD, which explains its appeal may also be instrumental
in its failure to secure greater ethnic diversity.

The reason for this is that group-based characteristics are being concealed by
individualism (Agocs & Burr 1996). MD may experience difficulty in achieving ethnic diversity
because ethnicity becomes lost in theoretical ambiguity and this may explain its appeal to the
interview respondents. Many were keen to rehearse the breadth of definition that can be
accommodated by the term ‘diversity’:

But it's in everything, it's not just in culture, it's like becoming a parent, becoming a carer, any
of those things in life that make you think about others differently, becoming a car driver when
you were always a pedestrian. Those different perspectives (R23, p.12, para.38).

A typical example from the mail survey read:

Different ways of approaching a problem, a wide variety of options or alternatives. Wide
ranging differences in people, animals, objects etc.

Similarly, a respondent from the HSJ survey discussed in the previous chapter, said,
‘Diversity issues are part of our staff charter. I’m even trying to avoid using the word “race”.
Diversity is about everybody’ (Agnew 2000: 13). So discrimination on the basis of ethnicity
becomes no more or less important than that suffered by car drivers or the untidy. The desire
to extend discrimination beyond ethnicity etc. surely explains the unwitting support for MD
expressed by several of the respondents.

The potential for obscuring discrimination on the basis of ethnicity is untimely,
because research demonstrates the continuing impact of racism and xenophobia in Britain
and its institutions. It may lead to the displacement of majority complaints about equality
measures, for example,

It is not yet clear what valuing individual difference and diversity practically means as far as
selection and recruitment are concerned, and nor has a convincing case yet been built up to
demonstrate that employees will react more positively to diversity criteria of appointment than
to affirmative action criteria. 'X can't do the job, she was only appointed because she's
different!' might become as much of a slur as 'X was only appointed because she's a
woman/from a minority group etc.' (Blakemore & Drake 1996: 200-201).

Worse still, it might lead to complete inertia in the pursuit of (ethnic) diversity. After all, what
better way to justify discrimination for the white majority and against minority ethnic groups,
than to argue that the white, middle-class, able-bodied male was employed because of their
individual characteristics? To quote Agocs & Burr (1996: 40), 'In most instances they [MD
programmes] do not seriously address issues of inequality in the organisation arising from the
distribution of power and opportunity; white male privilege remains intact'. In a sense this
means that redefining merit as the proponents of MD seek to do, can be subverted in the way
that conventional merit has arguably been subverted in the past, recall the discussion in the
previous chapter, whereby merit has been set aside when convenient. Virtual quotas for boys
taking the 11-plus, for example, because it was thought that a predominance of females
would be socially and economically detrimental (Deem 1996).

In fairness, the proponents of MD do have a fall back position to retain group-based
factors in their formulation. This involves defining ethnicity as one facet of an individual's
characteristics that can be exploited by a firm or organisation to increase sales for example,
or, perhaps, to increase the sensitivity of a service such as that provided by the Health
Service (Blakemore & Drake 1996; IPD 1996: 2). They attempt to re-define merit as
discussed previously. So we now need to consider the possibility that the advocates of MD can have their cake and eat it—can they stress the predominance of individuality and retain group-based characteristics?

**Back to the needs-led**

In earlier chapters we talked about redefining merit in an attempt to illustrate the value of ethnic diversity in the workforce, in trying to justify its achievement. Yet the problem with doing so was that it seemed to lead to general needs-led diversity, minority ethnic groups dealing with 'their' own problems and issues. MD has the same difficulty, because although it emphasises individuality it is prepared to use group-based factors to illustrate its efficacy, as discussed in the first section of this chapter.

Included under the heading of the debatable benefits attributed to MD are improving customer service and increasing sales to members of minority culture groups. The suggestion here is that ethnicity as one individual characteristic can be relevant in a much broader range of activities than is currently recognised. An extended quote may help to illustrate this:

> The diverse workforce is also thought to impact on the understanding of customer needs. A report published by the Ethnic Minority Business Development Initiative in 1991 indicated that financial institutions were missing out to competitors because they failed to address the needs of black customers. Indeed, creating a workforce which reflects the customer market is likely to facilitate an understanding of customer needs through the associated diversity of perspectives (Kandola et al 1995: 33).

Although they are sceptical about the evidence to support the gains attached to debatable and indirect benefits of diversity and keen to point out the dangers of reinforcing stereotypical ideas about group members, the conjecture appears to be common to various models emphasising diversity and arguably the wider business case. For example, 'managing diversity'—that is, to ensure that organizations benefit from the particular contributions of women and black staff' (Newman 1994: 184). Fine (1995) adds flesh to the bones erected by Newman thus:
For example, if a manufacturing firm seeks to increase its market share by developing a new market among Hispanic consumers, it will need employees working in new product development and marketing who are knowledgeable about Hispanic culture… I am not suggesting that certain positions be reserved for members of particular cultural groups, or that, in this example, a non-Hispanic would be incapable of doing the work. I am suggesting, rather, that knowledge of Hispanic culture is necessary to accomplish the work. All things being equal, an Hispanic applicant may be more qualified for the position than a non-Hispanic (Fine 1995: 178-179; see also Parekh 2000).

The qualification set out here, and the later attempts by Kandola and Fullerton (1998) to question the indirect and debatable benefits attached to MD, and to counsel against the notion of team-based diversity (see footnote 4, Chapter 6), may have come too late (even if they are sincere). It seems that those working with MD on the ground may see this kind of group-based specialisation (inherent in the concept of general needs-led diversity) as central to the practical operation of MD. The Training and Development Officer was indicative of this, he argued that MD would improve services in all the ways outlined in Chapter 6, simply by virtue of diversification. However, in practice it would work like this:

Well most of the reading I've done is around commercial organisations and how they've targeted their advertisements etc., much better, and have then been able to have a workforce that represents the community much better. Therefore, they in terms of marketing their goods have been able to target their goods much better to those ethnic minority groups etc. So I haven't seen it in practice though there have been pockets of things that I've seen and people I've known within the Health Service. A particular example is one Asian woman who works with an Asian community there and develops their services etc. so I assume that kind of thing goes on but I haven't seen it at firsthand at all (R14, p.7, para.29).

So in spite of the twin facets of individualism and cultural regeneration that make MD an assumed improvement on conventional equal opportunities, it is possible that the principal effect will be to allow minority ethnic people to take on the responsibility of providing services to 'their' own communities. Ultimately it would seem that whenever diversity is related to outcomes, whenever it is operationalised, the result is general needs-led diversity.

In this respect MD is apparently no different to any of the measures discussed in Section 3, and retains the emphasis underlined throughout. Minority ethnic communities should be identified (when convenient to white society) first and foremost as group members and held responsible for dealing with the problems 'they' themselves create (Baxter 1997).
Perhaps worst of all it is dangerous in that it may serve in the long term to weaken the legislative equal opportunities deterrent that while questionable (Lester 1998; Thompson 1998; Parekh 2000) should nevertheless be defended.

Conclusion

MD, as defined by Kandola et al, is different in many ways to conventional equal opportunities. In essence the differences are theoretical, and it may be its individualistic aspects that appeal to both personnel professionals and those making employment decisions on a day-to-day basis. It is certain that the Kandolian model has already made an impact within the Health Service, and that this may have been prompted by the government's growing concern with ethnic diversity (certainly in the trust involved in the interview survey). Only with more research can the extent of each be determined. Furthermore, it would seem that the ideas and language of MD may appeal to a wider range of people than equal opportunities ever has.

However, there are both practical and theoretical problems that may impact upon the ultimate success of MD as defined by Kandola et al. In practical terms the distinctiveness of MD is under threat because those who are not aware of its existence are using diversity and equal opportunities interchangeably. Even those well versed in its language and precepts seem unable or unprepared to implement it as the authors intended, because there will be very little support for the cultural approach they recommend. MD may be the weapon that personnel professionals have grasped to counter their marginalisation in the new public management revolution. PA may be too late on the scene, but this does not mean that MD will not also find itself on the periphery, the preserve of human resources and personnel departments. It remains outside the core business after all. Perhaps aware of the range of options at his disposal the Training and Development Officer appears to favour the use of MD as a training programme in support of proposed goals and timetables.

On a more theoretical note, the problem is not that it may lose itself, but that it might go too far. The very individualism that makes it so appealing may well lead to its use as a
means of obscuring group-based identities. The evidence seems to suggest that diversity as a phrase is already becoming fairly meaningless in terms of equality theory — it can relate as easily to plants, animals and car drivers as to matters of ethnicity or gender.

In order to retain the relevance of ethnicity the authors have tried to make it just one aspect of individuality and to show its usefulness in these terms, but all that really happens is that we end up with general needs-led diversity. Minority ethnic individuals taking responsibility for ‘their’ communities. In essence MD has not really solved the question of how to make ethnicity another individualistic characteristic. Individualisation may even lead to the justification of illegal discrimination.

Ultimately, diversity has the potential to be misused by everyone, assuming the best of intentions. On the part of those who seek to shift the language and theory of equal opportunities towards diversity, there is a certain amount of self-justification. Writers like Kandola et al have secured themselves a distinct place in the equalities industry, although they accuse writers such as Jones (1992 cited in Kandola & Fullerton 1998) of self-interest in trying to underline group-based differences. Similarly, those who aim to translate their ideas into practice appear to have gained more influence than before, particularly at a time when ethnic diversity has become such a major issue. For those who seek to improve the prospects of minority ethnic groups, they have been lured into using economic and work-based arguments rather than morality. Even though their crusade is really a moral one.

The danger though is that all of these factions risk selling individuals into ethnically specific roles they will not be able to escape from — perpetual ethnic specialists. As has happened reputedly to Section II workers in social services and education. In this possibility lies the greatest danger for ethnic minority communities, because at a time when the government is trying to increase the numbers of minority ethnic people in public services, perhaps it is time to ask why? Maybe it is simply a well-intentioned response to the aftermath of the MacPherson Report. This seems a plausible suggestion. Yet there are other possibilities. For one thing it might be a simple device to buy off discontent by co-opting the
more vociferous and dangerous elements into the middle-classes as has happened in the United States. This is commonly referred to as decapitation (Cockburn 1995).

Another possibility is that as ethnic diversity tends towards the general needs-led, the government may simply be abdicating responsibility onto communities themselves. The best case scenario would be that services suddenly improve because the individuals manage to successfully define the needs of their communities, ensure access and appropriate services. This enables white professionals and the government to do what they have always done.

The worst case scenario might be that it does not make any difference. Services continue to be inaccessible, inappropriate and ultimately ineffective. In this case the government can argue that these individuals were drafted in to improve things, they were best placed to do so, and if they have failed then that is a problem for the communities themselves. Should this happen, as seems highly likely, the Health Service and the government will be able to wash their hands of the issues and let minority ethnic communities continue to take the strain.
A number of key questions provided the main framework for this project. The most important revolved around the notion of pursuing ethnic diversity in the workforce and particularly within the NHS. What does it mean? How will it work in practice? In order to evaluate these questions a number of others first had to be addressed. For instance, does the NHS provide a sensitive service for minority ethnic communities? If not, why not? What has been done or is being planned both nationally and in the research area? Has this potential, has it been realised? In order to draw the material together here we will summarise briefly the three sections as they appear in the text.

**Failings and consequences**

An enormous amount of literature, reviewed in Chapters 1 and 2, underline the ways in which minority ethnic communities have been failed to some extent by the health service. The consultation exercise carried out in the area shortly before the interview survey took place underlined the inadequacy of local service provision in three main areas:

- Language provision.
- Cultural misunderstandings.
- The inappropriateness of service provision.

The primary focus of the interview material was communication, i.e. a combination of lingual and cultural barriers. Although commentators such as Bhopal & White (1993) have argued that this deflects attention away from more important matters, its importance should not be underestimated, because it remains a significant problem for many people (whatever the
underlying cause). The primary problem that policy-makers may face in the region will be the massive discrepancies in the views of those who provide and those who use services.

The majority of the employees were happy with the level of service they provide, despite the problems their accounts often contained. It was apparent that the majority felt that where problems occur they are due to the cultural deviancy of minority ethnic communities, and that those communities ought to bend to fit the shape of the service provided, it should not be the responsibility of the service to meet diverse (therefore by definition illegitimate) needs.

One of the recurring themes of literature in this area relates to the impact discrimination has on the quality of service provision to minority ethnic communities. Yet the consultation document (see Appendix 5) did not reflect that. When confronted with this the HA representative argued that discrimination is only a problem identified by activists and is not a major issue for communities per se. She did not consider the possibility, identified by the unofficial user representatives, and that minority ethnic individuals might be intimidated into silence. As this occurs, according to Bagilhole and Stephens (1999), where individuals are working in a professional environment, how much more difficult might it be for relatively powerless individuals to speak out about institutional racism? The employees of the trust shared the view that discrimination was not a major issue. Where it did occur it was mainly the preserve of white 'elderly' patients suffering the after-effects of two World Wars or too set in their ways to accept their diverse new reality. Ultimately the MacPherson Report was blamed for creating divisions and tensions open to the exploitation of opportunists.

The evidence, as stated above, does not support these arguments and the majority of the unofficial user representatives argued that discrimination was the foundation stone of service failure. Although these same respondents did not interpret the MacPherson Report in relation to discrimination directly, it was clear from their opinions that the definition of institutional discrimination/racism provided was too weak. They consequently devised an alternative model that could be termed direct institutional discrimination, and reflected the
complex interacting 'racisms' discussed by Patel (1993), whereby institutions and individuals are informed by an inner colonialism. The inadequacies of the institution, according to the unofficial user representatives, are the result of a conscious aggregation of racist attitudes and actions informed by this inner colonial dialogue.

Although this model might not satisfy the exacting criteria required in the sociology of 'race' to establish the existence of institutional discrimination (see Mason 2000, for example), there was some evidence to support their claims in fact if not extent. The 'non-attendance' policy is used to replace minority ethnic nurses where white racists demand it, but the same option is not open to minority ethnic communities even when there are good reasons to support their claims. According to Mavunga (1992) such differential treatment can only be explained with reference to racism. Ultimately a difficult road lies ahead for policy-makers eager to overcome problems of racism and institutionalised discrimination.

Plans and policies

The area of policy development in a national context is a vast area and has been ably summarised by Smaje (1995). This same author raised a number of possibilities which might have a bearing on the quality of service provided to minority ethnic communities in the near future. These, with the exception of ethnic monitoring, for reasons outlined in the Introduction, were all explored through the perceptions of the interview respondents, but most particularly the innovation of the internal market. As set out in detail in Chapter 3, aside from the general benefits that the market discipline was predicted to have, there were also potential benefits for minority ethnic communities.

The interview respondents felt that the experiment embodied in the form of the internal market had been a failure on both counts, in relation to the needs of the general population and to those specific to minority ethnic communities. The trust employees generally felt that there had been no discernible improvement (largely because the service was already adequate). Only a small minority were prepared to credit it with any impact at all. Their main
concern was that the Patient's Charter (PC) had created an enormous amount of expectation that could not be satisfied and a compensation culture to rival that of the United States. As minority ethnic individuals were viewed by the majority of the trust employees as opportunists, it may be surmised that they have misused the PC to the greatest extent.

The user representatives were generally more concerned about the role of the HA. The head of the CHC argued that the rate of reform had prevented it from successfully defining its role, but more than this, that it would not have been able to apply the pressure on providers anyway. It was operating within the context of severe resource constraints (as were providers) and removing contracts would have destabilised local services.

The unofficial user representatives were much more cynical, and one in particular, who had direct experience of dealing with the HA, argued that it had not carried out its function as a purchaser as had been hoped (by commentators such as Hopkins & Bahl 1993) because it did not want to create 'a fuss'. It wanted a quiet life and wanted to provide trusts with the same. In fact, the representative of the HA confirmed this to some extent by virtually dismissing the promises that had been made, and in emphasising the value of user participation revealed a disturbing ulterior motive. It seems that where users have been involved in the policy-making process it has largely been an exercise in buying off discontent, to generate sympathy for the plight of providers. (This reflects the ulterior motives which may have influenced the adoption of MD policies as outlined in Chapter 8; i.e. that trusts can either avoid diversification by emphasising the individualistic aspects or place the main responsibility for improving service provision with minority ethnic communities themselves by emphasising the group-based aspects of the concept.) Consequently, it was apparent that the reforms, just as many have argued, did not deliver on their promise. Furthermore, on the limited evidence provided it seems that the development of PCGs may also fail to provide the kind of involvement which might lead to meaningful reform.

In terms of the policy promises demanded by the local community, as just stated, there seemed little hope that language provision and the culture awareness of white staff in
the region would improve significantly in the near future. Trust employees were satisfied with their current procedures, which appear to revolve around allowing the friends, relatives and professional acquaintances to provide informal interpreting services. Where this fails members of staff are called in to fill the breach. Similarly, the prospect of establishing universal CAT to reduce the level of cultural misunderstandings, flawed though it undoubtedly is, would appear to be small. Even then minority ethnic members of staff have been encouraged to take on the task without adequate support, and on a day-to-day basis they are expected to act as counsellors for their white colleagues. As Baxter (1988) maintained well over a decade ago, the attention of minority ethnic staff is directed to the needs of minority ethnic communities when it suits the white majority.

One respondent even suggested that this reliance on minority ethnic health workers ought to be formalised into a supportive network for white colleagues. No doubt this would not alter the unrecognised and unrewarded nature of the activity (Baxter 1988; Bagilhole & Stephens 1997). The persistent message appeared to be — it's 'their problem let 'them' deal with it, while 'we' (white health workers, managers and administrators) continue to concentrate on the core business.

Ethnic diversity: its shape and implications

Ironically the policy framework for dealing with minority ethnic health needs sketched out in the HAs report and action plan (Appendix 5) could be viewed as an example of best available practice. For instance, Greenwood (1997) set out the initiatives taken by Birmingham Health Authority in this light, which included:

- Cultural awareness training for all staff in the area.
- Quarterly meetings with providers.
- Links with the local university to establish the best means of recruiting more minority ethnic students onto health-based programmes.
- The development of 'community mums', a broadly based link working service.
There were slight differences between the policy frameworks. For example, in Birmingham there were quarterly meetings with providers, which may have been part of the local HAs plans, but if so I was not made aware of them. Furthermore, although the 'community mums' initiative was largely a link working service, it also provided link workers with future opportunities to train as health professionals, an innovation that was not recognised by the local HA.

Other than this there were few differences between the two policy frameworks, and so it is possible to conclude, taking Greenwood's recommendation for granted that the HA is an exemplar. Yet despite the promises that had been made there was very little commitment to their delivery. The HA representative continually stressed the obstacles as she saw them – resource constraints and small numbers. This would appear to underline the claim that ‘...race-related policies which are not put into meaningful practice serve as a protective cover allowing the institution to sit back and make no real change’ (Torkington 1991: 26). The effects of New Public Management, as identified by Carter (2000), appear to have enabled NHS managers to dismiss equality issues and avoid change.

Even if proposed policies were put into place there must be some doubts about their transformative potential. There is no recognition of the part that discrimination and/or racism play in the failure of the Health Service to provide a sensitive and appropriate service to a diverse society (Ahmad 1993a; Fernando 1993). The answer seems to be to challenge the false, though well meaning, assumptions of white health workers, and to give the bulk of responsibility over to minority ethnic groups and individuals wherever possible.

As set out in the third section, this brings into sharp relief the role of minority ethnic health workers and the practical implications of greater ethnic diversity. Stubbs (1993) has questioned the traditional focus on interpreting and cultural awareness and the implications for minority ethnic workers. He suggests that it is vital that their role should be clearly articulated, and where that requires (ethnically) specific activities then that ought to be recognised and adequately rewarded (see also Baxter 1988, 1997; Anionwu 1996). One of
the key issues for the local communities as set out in the report and action plan of the HA was the achievement of greater ethnic diversity in the local workforce. This reflects the recommendations of several major reports recently, for example, Alexander (1999), MacPherson (1999), Parekh (2000) and is consequently a policy priority for the Labour government (Straw 1999; DoH 2000; HO 1999).

The value of ethnic diversity was first expressed, it seems, in the context of the higher education system of the United States and the commercial sector quickly moved to embrace diversity in a much broader sense (Ross & Schneider 1992). This became the business case for equal opportunities and despite much scepticism (Rubenstein 1986; Hancock 1992; Blakemore & Drake 1996) has been adapted by the CRE to form a quality case for the public sector.

The benefits of greater ethnic diversity are thought to include, as discussed in Chapter 3, increased social harmony, the engagement of the full range of available talent, but most importantly, the ability to provide more sensitive services to a diverse community. The evidence is not altogether convincing on any of these points and the shape of ethnic diversity has only really been hinted at. The primary objective of the third section was to explore this issue through the perceptions of the mail and interview respondents. Although the trust employees were not happy with the whole notion of 'representation' particularly in a numerical sense, they were able to identify a number of benefits, many of which feature in the relevant literature. Indeed there was something of a consensus throughout that greater ethnic diversity would improve the standard of health care in the UK.

There was a certain amount of agreement among the interview respondents at least about the shape that diversity ought to take. It was interesting to note that the alternatives proposed by Iganski and Johns (1998) were not exhaustive, see Table 5.
Table 5: Models of ethnic diversity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model of diversity</th>
<th>Profile of each model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportional diversity</td>
<td>Here the objective is to achieve a workforce that reflects society, using either a local or national benchmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural diversity</td>
<td>Although structural diversity can be operationalised in proportional terms, the central difference between the models is the policy emphasis. The latter prioritises diversity in executive and managerial positions. It is possible to achieve proportional diversity without affecting the upper echelons of an organisation (Law 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs-led diversity</td>
<td>This notion attempts to tailor diversity directly to the needs of patients and users. It comes in various shapes i.e. segregational, specific and general. It requires that minority ethnic individuals take responsibility for the needs of ‘their’ communities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interview respondents were asked to describe what ethnic diversity would look like and how it would work in practice. Generally, their interpretations altered as the interviews progressed. Invariably they began from a position of proportionality, until it became clear that this could be contained by ensuring that those recruited remain at the lower and lowest levels of an organisation. The overwhelming majority then drifted through the structural model – prioritising diversity at the higher and highest levels (NAHA 1988; NHSE 1993) – with a view
to getting minority ethnic individuals throughout the organisation to work to actively improve the service provided to ‘their’ communities.

Essentially the respondents favoured what Iganski and Johns (1998) referred to as needs-led diversity, a form of diversity that is shaped by the needs of minority ethnic communities. This works on the basis of representation. At the more extreme end of the continuum (which emerged out of the interview data) lies segregational needs-led diversity, where minority ethnic communities have their own separate service(s). The Chinese community in the research area had asked for their own clinic but this would not be provided due to resource constraints (as they had been informed) but also because of the danger of enhancing societal tensions (which they had not). A compromise was proposed, what we have called specific needs-led diversity, this would very much reflect the legal notion of genuine occupational qualifications, although there is a great deal of confusion around this whole area. This would require that minority ethnic health workers should be available wherever necessary to deal with specific issues.

However, it soon became clear that the way in which the majority of the interview respondents viewed diversity was general needs-led diversity, expanding the areas in which ethnicity is seen to be relevant. Minority ethnic individuals are expected to work together, throughout the organisation, to actively improve the service to ‘their’ communities. In other words they would become community representatives. Whether or not this was what the local communities wanted when they demanded greater ethnic diversity is impossible to determine, and the debate about the willingness or ability of individuals to act as representatives has been going on for some time. The essential danger of ethnic diversity as a means of improving services to minority ethnic communities is that they will be charged with making the improvements, and where they are not able to do so, due to marginalisation (i.e. section 11 posts, Penketh & Ali 1997), the alleged deviant nature of minority ethnic communities will be underlined. Even minority ethnic communities cannot solve the problems that ‘they’ create.
Despite the fact that ethnic diversity, appears to tend inevitably towards the general needs-led and the problems this creates the government have made the pursuit of ethnic diversity a key policy priority for the public sector. Their strategy involves the renewed centralisation of equal opportunities after the perceived failure of managerial devolution (Carter 2000) and an attempt to mainstream ‘race’ equality issues (see Chapter 7). Throughout the relevant literature calls for more radical, though legal, measures have been sounded. Many commentators favour the adoption of strong positive action measures (Parekh 2000; Iganski et al 2001) but there may be difficulties with implementation even though policy appears to be moving in this direction to some extent (DoH 2000).

Repeated survey evidence, to which this research lends weight, shows that equal opportunities has been slow to develop within the NHS, and there has been great resistance to the use of PA, particularly the establishment of goals and targets (Cameron 1993: Blakemore & Drake 1996). Although there are areas of good practice they remain all too uncommon, and are located in the more diverse areas, which is not sufficient due to geographical and demographic change (Straw 1999).

The interview survey provides an insight into the processes at work, and the principal issue for those making day-to-day employment decisions it would seem is individualism. They want to treat people as individuals in spite of the fact that all the evidence points to the contrary. There was very little support at all for goals and targets, even from the unofficial user representatives, as many feared they would inevitably lead to quotas. It may be as Hurstfield (1998) suggested that NHS boards need to be convinced about the value of equal opportunities in general and positive action in particular, but it is similarly important to persuade those at grassroots level (Lipsky 1980). The irony is that in many ways the respondents were more radical than the government, and even went beyond the use of PD, by effectively redefining the merit principle to give a much larger role to ethnicity. In short, that people could and perhaps should be employed taking their ethnicity into account, because
ethnicity has implications for the performance of occupations in a service setting (as maintained by the CRE 1995b, for example).

All this really demonstrates, however, is that the rhetoric that has grown up around the issue of the business case for equal opportunities and the practical worth of ethnic diversity has been widely disseminated. When these implications were reflected back at the respondents (as per the active interviewing method outlined by Holstein and Gubrium 1997), where they recognised the paradox which was relatively rare, they quickly retreated to the safety of the status quo – i.e. that ethnicity is largely irrelevant and equal treatment is paramount.

Carter (2000) speculated that policy-makers committed to more radical, centralised equal opportunities measures might be able to rely on the human resources and personnel professionals in the NHS. The argument was that as they had been effectively undermined by the decentralisation of management, they would be natural allies. Yet it soon became clear from the mail and the interview surveys that they have already found a means of justifying their existence and possibly greater influence – namely managing diversity (MD). This is a fairly new addition to equalities theory and practice, and is essentially individualistic. The mail survey indicated that the model devised by Kandola et al. (1994, 1995, 1998) has begun to make an impact on the personnel function of the NHS, and this was supported by the interview data – the trust were in the process of organising an MD training programme. The cultural implications for MD are not being heeded it seems, as it is turned into a more comprehensive version of anti-discriminatory training. It could be that this is due to the theoretical blurring that has occurred between matters of equal opportunities and diversity, or, in good management theory style, it could be that an exercise in self-justification has been adapted even further to that end.

Even if MD was employed in exactly the manner that Kandola et al. (1995) advise it has the potential to be extremely dangerous. On the one hand it encourages diversity to be stretched beyond meaningful bounds, so that personality and workstyle are viewed as equally
important (in terms of evaluating discrimination) as group-based identities such as ethnicity, gender and disability. At times, as both sets of respondents showed, this can extend to ridiculous proportions, to take into account bio-diversity (that diversity can include everything including plants and flowers as one mail respondent suggested) for instance. The risk is that this could provide employers with an ideal opportunity to discriminate against minority groups and perhaps get away with it. For example it would be perfectly reasonable – theoretically at least – to recruit middle-class, able-bodied, heterosexual white males almost exclusively and argue that each was selected, promoted etc. on the basis of their unique individual characteristics, and not because they happen to be white and male. Kandola and Fullerton (1998: 20) criticise the defensive legalistic emphasis of conventional equal opportunities, but go on to say, '...it is important to recognise that anti-discrimination legislation covers different subjects in different countries. By adopting a diversity-oriented approach organisations can prepare themselves for any eventuality'. They redefine equal opportunities in individualistic terms with potentially discriminatory results.

On the other hand, MD provides employers with the option of redefining merit by emphasising group-based characteristics in harmony with the business case for equal opportunities. It tries to square the circle by using group-based identities where they will help employers, and even if we are to take a charitable view of this and point to the lengths the authors later go to question such notions (Kandola & Fullerton 1998), the idea has certainly influenced those who intend to implement their ideas. (See for example the example of MD working in practice offered by the Training and Development Officer in Chapter 8). If a gap in the market exists in relation to the Chinese community, for example, then it would be advisable to employ Chinese people to exploit it. They are the surest route into that community. In the same way it might be possible to apply the same argument to the operation of the Health Service echoing the quality case for diversity (CRE 1995b).

The problem is that whichever method is used to achieve diversity, and however diversity is operationalised, it unerringly ends up in theoretical terms (and probably in
practice, judging by the history of ethnic diversity in the NHS, Baxter 1988 etc.) as general needs-led diversity. The result of this is that we end up with the same segregation; minority ethnic communities dealing with ‘their’ own issues and problems while the mainstream service remains largely untouched. This it seems is one of the primary recurring features of ethnic relations in the NHS.

Summary

The Health Service fails to provide an adequate service to minority ethnic communities, certainly in the research area and according to the relevant literature. However, there does not appear to be any real intention to solve the problem. The central contention appears to be that diverse needs are not part of the core business of the NHS and that if minority ethnic communities are not satisfied with the existing provision, then it is their responsibility to change things. One way in which this might be done is to pursue greater ethnic diversity in the workforce, and particularly at the higher and highest levels. This has been a long-term demand in the literature (Baxter 1988, 1997; Bagilhole 1997; Mason 2000; Parekh 2000; Iganski et al 2001), has been a central thrust of official reports (NAHA 1988; Alexander 1999; MacPherson 1999; Parekh 2000) and featured strongly in the demands of the local communities (Appendix 5).

Diversity is going to be difficult to achieve, however, because even if the government are successful in reclaiming centralised control over the personnel function of the NHS there promises to be firm opposition to anything that resembles differential treatment. Furthermore, it appears that the natural allies of the government in this enterprise, namely personnel directors and human resources professionals, have already launched their bid for greater influence under a competing flag, that of MD. Even if ethnic diversity were to be achieved throughout the Health Service, there is a very real danger that it will lead to greater marginalisation and isolation for minority ethnic individuals, and may offer nothing in terms of improved services. For when the skin is peeled away from ethnic diversity needs-led diversity
invariably emerges. The implicit message seems to be if they improve things that is fine, but if they do not or cannot then nothing more can be done. Until the service recognises that it must provide a sensitive service to everyone, and that *that* is its core business the failure, taking into account some regional and marginal improvements, will continue.
Appendix 1: Glossary of Terms
Black – generally used to denote political organisation amongst minority ethnic communities (Sivanandan 1984). For example, the participating Chinese organisation identified its members as Black.

Culture – ‘Cultural norms provide guidelines for understanding and action, guidelines which are flexible and changing, open to different interpretations across people and across time, structured by gender, class, caste and other contexts, and which are modulated by previous experience, relations, resources and priorities’ (Ahmad 1996: 190).

Discrimination – Under the relevant legislation (the Race Relations Act 1976) discrimination comes in different forms. Direct discrimination simply means less favourable treatment on the basis of one’s ‘race’, ethnicity, ethnic or national origins etc. although it is possible to be guilty of direct discrimination simply by responding to the discrimination of others – i.e. by employing a white shop assistant to assuage white customers. Indirect discrimination refers to policies or procedures that although applied equally to everyone have the effect of disproportionately disadvantaging one section of the community to their detriment, and which have no bearing on the job in question. The MacPherson Report thrust institutional discrimination (racism) onto the agenda, but was too weak for some (McLaughlin & Murji 1999) and too strong for others (the police service and the right wing media). Here we also talk about direct institutional discrimination – the tendency for majority individuals to consciously create structures which reflect their own interests and respond to their needs.

Ethnicity – ‘Shared origins or social background; shared culture and traditions that are distinctive, maintained between generations, & lead to a sense of identity and group; and a common language or religious tradition’ (Senior & Bhopal 1994: 330). Ethnicity can be internally or externally ascribed, or both (Kelleher 1996). I have tried to acknowledge the contextual nature of ethnicity and explore its relationship to health provision (Ahmad 1995; Nazroo 1997).

Ethnocentric – a tendency to normalise one’s own culture or belief system and to marginalise or exclude that of others. In terms of health care this would simply mean that provision is geared to the needs of one community (in this case the white majority) preventing sensitive provision to other communities. Health problems and
underutilisation are generally explained with reference to cultural deficiency rather than structural factors (Senior & Bhopal 1994).

Minority ethnic groups/communities – there has been a great deal of controversy about culture and ethnicity in the literature (Sheldon & Parker 1992; Smaje 1995; Law 1996; Hillier & Kelleher 1996), here however minority ethnic communities stand for ‘visible’ minorities, that is, visible by virtue of skin colour or cultural symbolism. This is justifiable in that the purpose of the research was to explore the appropriateness of services, rather than to explore relative health status or outcomes, and because this allowed the respondents room to articulate their own notions of ethnic diversity. As Senior and Bhopal (1994: 330) suggest ‘definitions of ethnicity may need to be devised to suit the needs of a particular research project’. However, national, religious or ethnic identities are differentiated where necessary, particularly in terms of respondent definitions and the presentation of other research findings. This is not to negate the experiences of white minorities (i.e. the Irish, Hickman & Walter 1997, the Polish or the majority of travellers) merely to parallel the recent priorities of government which have been to improve the position of ‘black’ and ‘Asian’ groups (NHSME 1993).

Needs-led diversity – this is a form of ethnic diversity that is pursued in order to meet the specific needs of minority ethnic communities. This is legitimate under the provisions of the RRA 1976 in a limited number of areas however there are various types of needs-led diversity as illustrated in chapter 6.

New Commonwealth – An official label attached to minority ethnic people from Commonwealth countries, including Pakistan only until 1972 (Australasia and Canada, the Old Commonwealth). ‘It is often viewed as a euphemism for ‘black’ (Baxter 1988: 2).

Proportional diversity – Unlike needs-led diversity, proportional diversity is simply about numbers. Attempting to reflect the local or national population in the workforce. It is organically related to the notion of positive action (in particular goals and targets)

Structural diversity – Although structural diversity can be subsumed under proportional diversity it needn’t be. Structural diversity essentially reflects a policy
priority to diversify the higher and highest areas of the labour market, to get more minority ethnic people into positions of influence.

‘Race’ – Wherever this term appears – unless as part of a quote – it will be enclosed by inverted commas, to denote the pseudo-scientific nature of the term. In reality scientists have continually shown ‘race’ to be a social construct not a genuine biological category (Miles 1989; Bradby 1995).

Racism – Despite the scientific evidence to support the non-existence of ‘race’, it has been argued in some circles that racism ought to be retained as a concept because of the popular perception that it exists and to provide a rallying point for resistance (Miles 1989; Bradby 1995; Mason 2000). Although it is widely recognised that racism comes in many guises and that ‘racisms’ is more appropriate, this is not the way that racism will be understood here. For the purposes of this research, as we are talking about the relationship between white health workers their colleagues and patients, racism refers to ‘the structural manifestation of power inequalities’ (Thorogood 1989: 320). This means fewer life chances, greater disadvantage and more ill-health (Kelleher 1996).
AMBC — Asian Mother and Baby Campaign

CAT — Cultural Awareness Training

CRE — Commission for Racial Equality

DoH — Department of Health

DHSS — Department of Health and Social Security

ENB — English National Board for Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting.

EOC — Equal Opportunities Commission

EOR — Equal Opportunities Review

GOQ — Genuine occupational qualification

HA — Health Authority

MD — Managing Diversity

NAHA — National Association of Health Authorities

NAHAT — National Association of Health Authorities and Trusts (superseded NAHA)

OPCS — Office of Population Censuses and Surveys

PA — Positive action

PCGs — Primary Care Groups

PD — Positive discrimination

REC — Racial Equality Council
SEN – State Enrolled Nursing

SRN – State Registered Nursing

UKCC – United Kingdom Central Council
DIVERSITY

In recent times much policy exhortation has focused on the issue of achieving an ethnically diverse workforce, in order to increase the sensitivity of health provision.

1. Below is a list of statements detailing the way in which diversity has been interpreted, please rank them in order of priority, annotating 1 as the highest priority, and 6 as the lowest:

   Diversity means allowing health care to be delivered in the context of a free market.

   Diversity means designing services in accordance with the expressed needs of users.

   Diversity means increasing the number of health professionals from minority ethnic groups.

   Diversity means increasing the number of people from minority ethnic groups in managerial positions.

   Diversity means ethnically matching professionals and patients to deal with specific cultural needs.

   Diversity means changing the culture of important institutions such as the health service.

2. Below are a number of statements relating to diversity in the workforce, please indicate your agreement, disagreement or neutrality by circling the appropriate number, where: 1 = strongly agree; 2 = agree; 3 = neutral; 4 = disagree; and 5 = strongly disagree:

   Services ought to be designed according to the expressed needs of users.

   Resources are too scarce to permit a user-led service.

   Users are not necessarily the best placed to judge their own health needs.

   Services would improve by increasing the number of minority ethnic health workers.

   A workforce which reflects the community would be better equipped to meet its needs.

   The proportion of ethnic minority health workers should correspond with that in the local area.

   Minority ethnic workers should act as representatives for their respective groups.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Services have improved where the workforce is diverse.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority ethnic groups should be represented at all levels in the health service.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority ethnic communities need more role models in the context of employment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A diverse workforce would cultivate trust between providers and communities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity is a matter of social justice.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity would maximise the talent in society.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity makes good business sense.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some needs can only be met by workers from the same ethnic background as users.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity is more important than qualifications.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity is important in terms of one-to-one provision.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients prefer workers from their own ethnic group.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity would lead to professional segregation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnic matching might be used to excuse racism.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A diverse workforce would reduce discrimination.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For diversity to be valued the culture of the health service would have to change.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are no barriers to minority ethnic recruitment and promotion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The practical value of diversity is unclear.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity is a divisive concept.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity is racist because group identity is held to be more important than individuality.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversifying the workforce would ease social tensions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES POLICY**

3. Does your trust/unit have a written equal opportunities policy?  
   [ ] Yes  [ ] No  
   *(If no, go to Q-5)*

4. Does the policy cover ethnicity?  
   [ ] Yes  [ ] No

5. Does your trust/unit have a draft equal opportunities policy?  
   [ ] Yes  [ ] No
6. If there is a draft equal opportunities policy, when is it likely to be formally approved

ACTION PLANS

In 1992 the Employment Department issued a 10-point plan for employers, encouraging them to meet the goals set out under the Opportunity 2000 campaign. Action plans detailing action taken or planned were to be submitted to the NHSME.

7. Does your trust/unit have an action plan? Yes No

(If no, go to Q.10)

8. Does the action plan cover ethnicity?

9. Is the plan oriented to service provision or employment?

10. Is your trust/unit currently formulating an action plan?

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION

11. Are recruitment and selection processes for employment regularly reviewed? Yes No

12. Are person specifications always drawn up for all employment vacancies?

13. Are records always kept of the reasons for shortlisting or non-shortlisting of job applicants?

14. Are records always kept of the reasons for appointment or non-appointment of job applicants?

15. Are records regularly analysed for equal opportunities purposes?

16. Are the selection processes for training regularly reviewed?

17. Is your trust/unit having any recruitment/retention problems for some groups of staff? (If yes, please give details)

HARASSMENT

18. Is racial harassment included in the staff discipline and grievance procedures? Yes No

19. Does your trust/unit have an established procedure which concerns racial abuse and harassment of staff by patients and visitors?

20. To whom would staff make complaints of harassment in the first instance?
21. Is there a counselling or support facility available for staff who have suffered harassment? (If yes, please provide details) 

Yes ☐ No ☐

EQUALITY AUDIT AND ETHNIC MONITORING

An audit involves a regular appraisal of the workforce to establish what human resources are available and to identify where they are within the organisation. It also involves an evaluation of employment practices to prevent legal challenges.

22. Has your trust/unit conducted an equality audit? 

Yes ☐ No ☐ (If no, go to Q.26)

23. When was it last carried out? 

24. Has a report been produced as a result of the audit? 

Yes ☐ No ☐

25. Has any action been taken? (If yes, please specify) 

Yes ☐ No ☐

26. Is an audit being planned? 

Yes ☐ No ☐

27. Bearing in mind the demographic profile of the area in which your trust/unit recruits how do you feel ‘Black’ and ‘Asian’ minority ethnic groups (as defined in the 1991 Census) are represented in the following areas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underrepresented</th>
<th>Overrepresented</th>
<th>Well represented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Black’ groups</td>
<td>‘Asian’ groups</td>
<td>‘Black’ groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical &amp; dental</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing &amp; midwifery</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student nurses</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other nursing</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional &amp; technical</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific &amp; professional</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.A.M.S.</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin &amp; clerical</td>
<td>'Black' groups</td>
<td>'Asian' groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works/maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancillary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/miscellaneous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28. Is information collected on the ethnicity of job applicants?  
(If no, go to Q.30)

29. Is this information analysed regularly?

---

### TRAINING

30. Does your trust/unit provide training on equal opportunities issues?

31. Is an equal opportunities component included in:
   - Induction training
   - Management training

32. Is attendance on a recruitment and selection course mandatory for:
   - All staff involved in the selection of new employees?
   - All staff involved in the selection of existing employees for training courses provided or funded by your trust/unit?

---

### POSITIVE ACTION

33. Have any of the following positive action measures (permissible under the Race Relations Act 1976) been undertaken by your trust/unit:

- Additional training for minority ethnic groups
- The setting of goals and/or timetables for minority ethnic employment
- Out-reach recruitment efforts (to schools, colleges etc.)
- Advertising in minority ethnic publications or media
- Other (please specify)

---
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POSITIVE DISCRIMINATION

In the United States calls for positive discrimination have been justificd in the pursuit of diversity. Here positive discrimination, which is not permissible under the Race Relations Act 1976, can be taken to imply the adoption of preferential selection policies designed to improve the employment position of minority ethnic groups.

34. A list of statements about positive discrimination (hereafter PD) is presented below, please indicate your agreement, disagreement or neutrality by circling one of the accompanying numbers, where: 1 = strongly agree and 5 = strongly disagree, as above)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PD is required to compensate minority ethnic groups for past disadvantage.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD is needed to overcome present disadvantages.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD is necessary to avoid civil unrest.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD would enhance social tensions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD deprives better qualified applicants.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD undermines service quality.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications do not always predict ability.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deprived areas need PD more than ethnic minorities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women need PD more than ethnic minorities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabled people need PD more than ethnic minorities.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appointments should only be made on the basis of merit.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In certain circumstances ethnicity can be classed as an element of merit.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

35. Do you believe that positive discrimination has occurred, or does occur, within the health service? (If yes, please explain) □ □

ACHIEVING DIVERSITY

38. Which of the following strategies would you favour as a means of achieving diversity (Please tick as many boxes as you require to illustrate your preference):

Turning health provision over to the free market? □

Enforcing the existing legislation (i.e. RRA 1976)? □
Adopting a rigorous equal opportunities policy? □

Employing positive action measures? □

Engaging in positive discrimination? □

Name and designation of completing officer

Thank-you very much for completing this questionnaire. Please return it in the pre-paid envelope to: Nick Johns, Faculty of Human Sciences, Department of Social Policy and Social Work, 20, Portland Villas, Drake Circus, Plymouth, Devon PL4 8AA.

An abstract of the findings will be forwarded to your unit on the completion of the research. Thank-you once again for your participation.
Interview Schedule

**Provision**

1) Are you aware of any problems this trust, or the NHS more widely, experiences in providing health care for minority ethnic groups?

2) Such as:

a) Language barriers  
b) Cultural differences  
c) Discrimination (individual/institutional)

3) How would you deal with these?

4) What about

a) language  
   (i) interpreting services  
   (ii) phrase books  
   (iii) translated literature  
   (iv) technology  
   (v) language classes

b) Culture  
   (i) printed guides  
   (ii) cultural training

c) Discrimination  
   (i) enforcing RRA 1976  
   (ii) anti-racist training

5) Any other issues?

**Policy**

1) Do you think any of these measures, which have been discussed as possible ways of improving the service to minority ethnic groups, will be any value:

   a) NHS reforms  
   b) ethnic monitoring  
   c) link workers

**Diversity**

1) Do you feel that minority ethnic groups are fairly represented at all levels of the trust, or, in the NHS more widely?

2) How would you explain this?

3) Do you think that a diverse workforce would be better able to provide a sensitive service to minority ethnic communities and the community more generally?
4) How would you define diversity?
5) What would you expect diversity to achieve?
6) Barriers?
7) Seen diversity?
8) Is diversity racist?
9) Does anything for whites?
10) Any attempts at diversity?

Achieving Diversity

1) What would be the best way of achieving diversity?
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

The report summarises data relevant to assessing the health needs of black and other minority ethnic people.

CONSULTATION

We held a series of public meetings with black and other minority ethnic groups. This document is based very much on what they told us about their concerns.

MAIN ISSUES

The main concerns were:

- **Language difficulties - a barrier to good health care**  In particular,
  * There are not enough trained interpreters available in doctors surgeries and hospitals.
  * Drug and treatment advice often needs to be translated.
  * Leaflets are not effective on their own.

- **Raising awareness of different cultural needs**  Health workers need to understand the different cultural needs of people in order to give appropriate services and treatment.

- **Services and treatment**  We must ensure services meet the needs of minority ethnic people so that their health will improve; for example services for the prevention of coronary heart disease.

- **Recruitment of more black NHS staff**  Many people thought this was vital. All NHS employers should have good equal opportunities policies and black school children should be given information so that they study the right subjects to work in the NHS if they wish.

WHAT ARE WE PLANNING TO DO?

Improving Interpreting Services

This is a key issue in improving health for black people. Language difficulties can form a major barrier both for patients and health workers.

- We will increase the resources allocated to interpreting and support services.
Conduct a trial of Language Line - a telephone interpreting service which offers 20 languages and can be available out of hours and for GPs, and Trusts.

Review, with the NHS Trusts and local people, how Trusts provide interpreting services, in order to identify possible improvements.

Talk with GPs, Trust and local communities about which material should be translated and whether symbols, tapes etc should be used. This will be a continuing process.

**Raising Awareness of Different Cultural Needs**

**We will:**

- Arrange training for Health Authority staff.
- Develop training for wider groups of staff working in GP practices.
- Work with Trusts to improve awareness in their staff.
- Design and issue a “good practice” guide for NHS staff.

**Positive Action on Recruitment**

**We will:**

- Develop a positive action recruitment and training programme for in partnership with the
- Encourage local NHS Trusts to join this partnership and talk to them about the possibility of targeting positive careers guidance in schools with large numbers of black students.
- Discuss with the University any action which may be possible in relation to recruitment to specific health training courses.

**Access to Services and Treatments**

**We will:**

- Work with representatives from black and other minority ethnic groups to look again at the quality specifications for the services we buy from our NHS Trusts.
- Organise a workshop for the NHS Trusts and local people to identify areas for action in mental health services.
- Ensure that the Health Promotion Service continues to develop programmes which meet the needs identified by black communities.
- Work with community representatives to discuss their ideas for improving services to specific communities.

**Maintaining a Dialogue**

- We feel that it is essential that we maintain the contacts we have established both through small informal meetings and, where appropriate, by holding public meetings with different local communities.

- Many black people live within the... We can therefore learn a great deal through linking local patients with their GPs and health workers to help find ways to communicate effectively.

- Local events, such as the ... carnival, will also be used to reach different groups.

- A Working Group will be set up, involving The Racial Equality Councils community members and the local Trusts.
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